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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This is a ~tudy of an unusual matrilineal society, one 

which does not con.form to expectations put forth c-oncerning 

other matrilineal societies . The N.a ·govisi, a Non-Austro

nesian-speaking people of south Bougainville, are the sub

jects of this study. The maJor top~cs under consideration 

are kinship and marriage ; other areas of cultUre are touched 

on insofar as they are relevant . There are two basic aims 

here: the fi~st is tri provide ethnographic data on a people 

who have not been previously described in any great detail. 

The second aim is to raise some questions on both anthropo

logical theories and "common ·sense" notions regarding matri

s ocieties, as the Nagovisi data seems to indicate. The in

tention is to reconcile existing data and theory with the 

Nagovisi material, and to show that explanation by labeling 

is at the heart of this particular problem of apparent non

conformity. The first part of the chapter will deal with a 

discussion of this aim . The second part provides background 

material on the Nagovisi, their relationship to neighboring 

groups, and a description of fieldwork. 

On Matril.ineal Societies 

Matrilineal societies have provoked the interest of 

anthropological theorists from Bachofen (1861) to Schneider 

and Gough (1961). T~is inter~st is understandable, for 

matrilineal societies are unusual in at least two ways: they 

seem in a sense to be the opposite of patrilineal societies 

· (the latter being more famil~ar to Western observers), and 

thus exotic, and in addition, they occur with less frequency 
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than patrilineal ones do. However, since the early days of 

anthro o . o 
' tr1lir-eal societies have had a power of 

fascination: they are vi ed somehow as not merely unusual, 

but as almost ·abnormal. Note th-e comments made as recently 

as 1949 on the subject: " ... the study of a matrilineal so

ciety represents the promise of a complicated social organi

zation, rich in strange institutions, imbued with an atmos

phere oft e dramatic, and very ·different ... from ... a society 

with father-right." (Levi-Strauss 1949 [1969]:117-18) Less 

florid Writers have confined themselves to observing that 

matrilineal societies are inevitably fraught with structural 

conflict, are inherently unstable, are unsuited to economic 

development, or in some vague sense, don't "work" well. 

I do not deny that many matrilineal societies manifest 

conflict. What I do question is whether all of .the prob

lems spring from the structural givens of matrilineal de

scent and uxorilocal residence, or whether greater advances 

might be made by seeking the source of reported difficulties 

in more general relationships, rather than seeking to ex

plain the difficulties by labels of one societal type or 

another. 

Three Hypotheses of Matriliny 

One of the best known short comparative studies on 

matrilineal societies is that of Richards (1950). She states 

her findings as follows: "The problem in all ... matrilineal 

societies is similar.· It is the difficulty of combining 

recognition of descent through the woman with the rule of 

exogamous marriage." (1950:246) Her discussion of Central 

Bantu societies ~hich led her to this assertion deals with 

descent group rights versus paternal and affinal rights, and 

concentrates on the potentially strained relations between 

F and 1ffi, as brothers-in-law. 
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Richards' app oach has been rightly criticized by Leach 

as tautological: according to him, because she has limited 

her discussion to matrilineal societies, it is not meaning

ful to attribute the problems she sees among them to their 

tracing of descent th~ough omen (1961:4). But nevertheless, 

one feels intuitive ly that there is some truth to Richards' 

proposition. Even ough men in all societies have brothers-

in-law, as Leach reminds us, a man's wife's brother 1n a 

patrilineal society is simply not going to be structurally 

involved in the same way or to th~ degree that the WB in a 

matrilineal saciety iso Problems of the relative tension 

between kin and affine a~e not confined to matrilineal so

cieties, but that fact does not rid us of the general prob

lem that such tension exists, n6r do~s it explain why such 

tensions seem so typical of matrilineal societies. 

The Nagovisi case may prove instructive in this con

nection. This is a matr·ilineal, uxorilocal form of social 

organizati9n, but here, relations between brothers-in-law 

are not particularly strained. The MB has on the whole 

affectionate relations with his ZCh. The father and MB do 

not vie for the allegiance of the children~ Brother and 

sister do not dispute with one another for the use of lineage 

_property. When the Nagovisi data~e considered in detail, 

as they are in the present study, the ppssibility appears 

that matriliny or the matrilineal complex per se might not 

be responsible for the sorts of strains that Richards men

tions in other societies (1950), for if it was, where are 

such strains in Nagovisi? Instead, in the matrilineal so

cieties she discusses, the problems appear to emanate from 

a st·ructu-ral feature common to matrilineal societies, but 

not exclusively or necessarily an attribute of themo That 

feature is this: roles with conflicting rights and duties 

·are forced on men by the cultural rules regarding descent 

and affinity. These conflicts have the potential to become 
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particularly acute when they involve property or authority. 

As Richards remarks, e.ach society has ways of mitigating 

these conflicts--these are t ·he various "solutions" to the 

matrilineal puzzle (1950:246). Not mentioned by Richards, 

but also of interest here, is the consequence of the pro

liferation of personal solutions within any such given so

ciety~ Each man ay or must seek his own solution in re

solving the individual conflicting obligations of his posi

tion. Thus, we can envision a situation in which men are 

eager to take advantage of all openings , as it were; the 

consequences here might include increased political fer

ment co cerrung leadership, territorial expansion, and such 

like. 

Another well-known anthropological theory of kinship 

and marriage involves the ~elationship of brideprice to 

marital stability (i.e., to low divorce rates). The theory 

states that marked stability of marriage allows for high 

brideprice payments. Gluckman e amined this hypothesis for 

the Lozi and the Zulu; it as his conclusion hat high 

brideprice and low or non-exis ent divorce rates were related 

to three possible variables--d gree of attac ment to terri

torial plots, persence of agn tic lineages, or existence of 

fat er-right (Gluckman 1950). In later publications (1953, 

1954), 1e tended to favor agn tic lineages and father-right 

as the signific nt va iables. 

of his 

By 1957, he agr ed with 

hinking, 1n which not only Leach's interp etati n 

were high bridep i e, 

causally elated, but 

arital s ability and pat iliny 

h ir "oppo i es," i.e , low or non-

exist nt brid pri e, high divorce ates, and matriliny, 

w e also said to be associat d (L ach 1961:115) . 
. 

N govisi b havior does 0 conform 0 th se pecta-

tions: hey mat ilinea t have high bridepr . and a e , ce 

low divorce a tes. How th n se appa nt on adic-

tions to be ju t' ied? By in 0 Gluckm n's original 
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discussion of 1950, a sort of resolution can be suggested. 

In the original ~rticle, he stresses that among the Zulu, 

who have low or non-existent divorce, brideprice is con

ceived of as buying r~ghts in the children, and only second

ariiy as buyin_g rights in the womano Furthermore, the Zulu 

exhibit a condition whi ch Gluckman calls "father-right," 

which means that in this patrilineal society, the father is 

an authoritarian figure who is important in inheritance, 

as we ll as being the domestic head of the family. 

The t o crucial factors relating to low divorce rates, 

then, seem to be the establishment of some sort of rights 

in the children by means of the brideprice payment, and the 

position of the father as a figure of some authority in the 

household and beyond (i.e , father-right). Father~right and 

a father's rights in his wife's children, how~ver common in 

patrilineal societies, are by no means their e elusive perog

ative; although it may be unusual to find such features in 

non-patrilineal societies, they certainly xist among the 

matrilineal Nagovisi . As shown below, the position of the 

father/ usband is enhanced b cause of the divided rights 

bet een brothers-in-law, with regard to the wife's/sister 's 

descent group property and activities pertainin~ to that 

group, and divided rights between brother and sister, wit h 

regard to their own descent group property . 

A thi d assumption about mat "lineal soc1eties is that 

modernization t nds to be pa ticul rly des tructive to them, 

as emphasi~ o individual owne ship and money-making activ

ities appear. Ca s h-c opping is said to be par ·cularly de

s ructive o matrilin al ·nhe it n e ~ ath s do no want 

to pass on p oduc s of their labor to their ni ces and 

nephews, th reby ·d priving their own hildren. 1 However, 

1 rn my experi nc , th"s vi w s quite common mong 
Eu o~eans who live among rna rilin e opl s; I r qu ntly 
heard it sa·d byE rop anson Bougainville that "orne bing 
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problems of modernization which threaten to destroy matri

lineal institutions elsewhere do not seem to appear among 

the cash-cropping matrilineal Nagovisi. There, matri

institutions have not only survived, but ~re getting stronger 

in some. cases: uxori locality appears to have increased in 

frequency ith the rise of cash-cropping, inheritance of 

land is, if anything, .more s rictly matrilineal these days, 

and about forty years ago, dowry change d to brideprice (after 

the widespread but small-scale introduction of Australian 

currency) with no apparent ill effects on matrilineal insti

tutions. So 1ething other than simple matriliny per se again 

would appear to be cau~ing the problems ith modernization 

in other matrilineal groups. By comparisons with Nagovisi 

data, it can be shown that one of these problems may be the 

inheritance patterns of other matrilineal societies, where 

property goes to the sisters' children instead of to one's 

own. This problem is obviated by the Nagovisi practice in 

which the husband works the land of the wife's descent group; 

this land is of course normally inherited by their female 

children. Since the land and any cash crops on it already 

pr. s umptively belong to one's children, then, there is no 

temptation to pass it out of the descent group, thus dis

rupting matrilineal inheritance. The Nagovisi concept of 

the husband as the provider for his own children is another 

notion that is q~ite compatible with modernization along 

Western lines. Instead of being torn between duties towards 

members of his own descent group and duties towards his wife 

and childr€n, as is typical of other matrilineal societies, 

obligations toward kin and affine are pretty much mutually 

exclusive among the Nagovisi; furthermore, obligations are 

would have to be done" about matrilineal inheritance before 
much social progress (presumably, towards the Western zenith) 
could be madeo See Distroff (1971) for a recent statement 
of this sentiment. 
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divided in such a w y that a man gives material support to 

his wife and children, and moral support to m~bers of his 

own descent group, a division also compat ible with Western 

norms. 

Since I willin-gly admit that many or most of tD.e prob

lems alleged to exist in matrilineal societies probably do 

occur in a majority of such societies, my moti.ves in raising 

these questions may seem obscure. If they are, let me at

tempt to clarify them. It puzzles me to read predictions 

or postulates concerning the supposed structural jmperatives 

of matrilineal societies hich can be directly contradicted 

by the Nagovisi data. While such ·postulates and predictions 

certainly seem to be valid for the majority of matrilineal 

societies, they ~o - not always accurately describe or predict 

the Na g visi case, which is definitely matrilineal and pre

dominantly uxorilocal as well, and as such, ought to be 

referable to such postulates. The major point in discussing 

these issues is not si-mply to point out a new and exotic 

form of social organization: the comparison of the Nagovisi 

data to orthodox theories of matriliny ought to lead to a 

clarification of what exactly it is that is characteristic 

of those matrilineal societies upon which these theories of 

matriliny have been based. That it is neither matrilineal 

descent nor uxorilocality per se is attested to by the Nago

visi material. A by-product is to show how basically sound 

theories tend to lose their general applicability when they 

are enc~m~ered by terminological referents, or worse, when 

asserted that a label is a causal agent. 
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The agovisi and the South 

Bougainville Sett i?g 

Lin g. is tic Relations ·and 

In er-Tribal Contact 

The Nagovi i are one of the four main on-Austronesian 
spea king groups of south Bougainville? A fifth group, the 

Melanesian-speaking Banoni, also occupy the area and were 

no doubt similar in cu ture to the NAN . roups in recent pre

contact times, as they seem to be today (Map 1). 

Of the four maJor groups that ake up the southern 

-Bougainville Non-Austronesian stock, the Buin and Siuai are 

linguistically close to . one another, as are the Nasioi and 

Nagovisi close (Allen and Hurd 1963). Informants are aware 
of the similarity of the Nagovisi language (Sibbe) to the 

Nasioi language; as one man put it, "The Nasioi la nguage is 

just a poorly pronounced and ungrammatical form of Sibbe."(!) 

Despite the linguistic similarity, an uninhabited 

stretch of mountains divides the Nasioi area from the Nago
visi area; thus, most cultural contacts of the Nagovisi were 

made with people to th-e south and west, viz., the Banoni, 

Baitsi and Siuaio A number of clans in Nagovisi claim ori

gins in the northw~st Siuai areas of Miheru and Hiruhiru. 

Today, as well as in the past, there is intermarriage with 

Banoni, Baitsi and Siuai-speakers. The Siuais who marry 

2
Allen and Hurd (1963) classify the Baitsi language as 

a linguistic sub-group of Siuai. Little is known of their 
traditional culture; today, they are politically conserva
tive, refusing to join the Local Government Council and in
stead retaining the older "luluai-tultul" system, but they 
are economically progressive~ having large stands _of cocoa 
·trees. 
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with Nagovisi inhabit a sort of fracture zone between Nago

visi and Siuai, and in some social features, appear to be 

intermediate between Siuai a d N govis i o Ma ri ges between 

Nagovisi and Buins or Nasioi occasionally take place, but 

these are apprently the by-product of .increased communica

tion in the post-contact era, and not traditional, as were 

marriages with the other groups mentioned. 

Features of Traditional Culture 

Aboriginally, the culture of the south Bougainville 

NAN-speaking people can probably be reconstructed along 

these lines. Settlement pattern was one of ~i persed ham

lets, based on a matrilinea~, usually uxorilocal core of 

females. Subsistence activities involved slash and burn 

techniques, with taro as the main crop. Pig-raising for 

ceremonial pork feast~ was practiced, and the diet was sup

plemented by hunting of possum, flying fox, and various 

birds, fishing in the fr·esh-wa ter streams, and the gathering 

of fungi and miscellaneous wild greens. Political leader

ship was charismatic and men's activities involve feuding, 

head-hunting, and feasting in the clubhouse. Other cere

monial occasions included feasts marking events in the life

cycle of the individual. Cremation was practiced. Shell 

valuables, imported from the south Solomons, were used in 

certain forms ·of exchange, such as pig-buying, marriage, 

and wergeld. 

Good reconstructions of these aboriginal conditions 

can be found in Oliver (1949, 1955), Ogan (1969), and Thurn

wald (1934). Because of their inland and isolated position, 

these scholars have regarded the ~agovisi as the most likely 

representatives of the original south Bougainville NAN

speaking culture. It is true that with regard to a number 

·of features common to all t .he groups, the Nagovisi seem to 

be one end of a continuum. H. Thurnwald's work on the 
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ovisi of h ly 1930' , a on n 0 io u li d 

y he r si ent i t' m es cl t s us of 

om n, t 0 ed ank s m, tiv sc rcity 

1 1 1 nd th sli t m s s on ig- 31 ng 

(1938). In is Vl. it 0 the a ea 1ll e 1 t 19 0' 
' 

Oliver 

found hat 1 comp 180 it th Siuai, Nagov 
. 
si r 

l olitically veloped, . 
i nted, wi mo e l 1p 0 

0 z ion and 0 s ousin m ri ge, mo e trictly i 

ocal, and more m erially i over ish d (Oliv r 1943). e, 

too, noted the comparatively hig status of om n. 

H·storic l Overview of agovisi 

First Contacts 

One can surmise that the govis1 became more or less 

· re of the existence of Europeans or "white people" 

(monokakatana) during the 1880's hen the first s eel tools 

r ached them via Siuai. It is doubtful, however, if any 

face-to-face contact was likely that early. News of the 

es ablishment of mission stations and Christianity must have 

eached them indirectly, too, long before there was ~ny ef-

fort at conversion in the area. Informants stated that the 

first man from the study area to become an indentured 

laborer on a plantation was the older brother of a man who 

died in 1969: he went to Manus and returned during ''Jaman

taim'' - -i.e., before 1919. According to our elderly inform

ants the first white people to actually enter the Nagovisi 

area were men who came to recruit young men to be workers 

on plantations in Rabaul and on the north and east coasts 

of Bougainville itself. These plantation recruiters were 

neither alarming·nor mystifying to the people, and conse

quently, were treated with indifference. No coercion was 

.used by these recruiters. 
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The · Austral~an Administra~ion 

There must have been Administration representat-ives, 

perhaps mistaken by the people in some cases for planta tion 

recruiters, occasionally visiting the area. In 1929, the 

government anthropologist, E.W.P. Chinnery, did a census 

and a bit of ethnographic work in Nagovisi (Chinnery 1924 

[sic]). None of our informants ever mentioned this man to 

us, even though he worked in some of the areas we knew best. 

It is possible that he was confused with patrol officers 

(or perhaps he came with patrol officers); Chinnery· speaks 

of pacification having be gun at this time (1929), although 

he says that regular patrols were not being made during the 

time he visited the area. 

Records of the first patrols out of Kieta to the Nago

visi area were destroyed in World War II (Malcolm Lang, 

personal communication). Th~s, it is impossible to know 

what sorts of efforts were made at pacification and more 

importantly, the dates of theseo Informants told · us that 

the people in the study area were engaged in a prolonged 

feud when the government achieved effective control there, 

and that the ·feud was thus curtailed. Regular patrols seem 

to h~ve begun in 1933, out of Kietao After the war, they 

came from Buin (Bougainville District Office, Kieta, per

sonal communication). 

According to natives, pacification was 1n general tin

eventful, although there were some incidents of violence. 

Men from Wakupa, an area about five miles up the mountain 

from Pomalate Village, shot and killed a patrol officer 

with an arrow. The European retaliation was harsh, however, 

and little resistance was offered elsewhere Most older 

people today say that they were glad when Nagovisi came 

under government control, because it meant an end to the 

·ever-recurring feuds and ambushing that had always gone on. 

These latter forms of social control are considered to be 
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pointless by those who expressed an opinion of them today. 

In addition to ending tribal warfare and establishing 

loca 1 a·drriinis tra ti ve heads (the "l.ul ua i-tul tul" sys tern) 1 

th·e government ini·tiat.ed '"wok Mande," or the corvee, most 

of which was road work, and encouraged resettlement in 

nucleated "line" villages. Informants stated that "dokta

bois"--persohs with me·dical training roughly equivalent to 

that of a practical nurse--were recruited from the local 

popula~e and given instruction in first aid and public 
health. However, since all medicine had to be fetc·hed by 

the ''dokta-bois" themselves from Kieta, across the Crown 

Prince Range, it may be inf.erred that medical .care wa~ at 

best sporaoic. Major pub~ic health measures, such as the 

encouragement of outhouses and malaria control, did not 

begin in Nagovisi until after World War II, and infant 

welfare clinics began in the early 1960'so 

There was no patrol post or resident "kiap" (patrol 

officer) in the Nagovisi area until 1954 when Boku patrol 

post was established; as mentioned above, patrols were 

first made from Kieta, and then from Buin and Siuai. All 

in all, the effect of government control seems to have been 

minimal. 

Christianity 

Sovele Roman Catholic Mission was established in 1930 

by Fr. Tonnius, S.M. Fro Tonnius had been stationed at 

Monoitu in Siuai, and he used to make extended treks through 

the Bai tsi and Nagovisi .area, looking for a place to set up 

a m~ssion station (Rev. Fr. Albertus Lebel, S.M., personal 

communication). According to informants, the "big men" of 

Biroi and Lolo advised Sirubai, the Siuai catechist, who had 

helped Fr. Tonnius in his treks, that the Mission be set up 

near the Lola area, since there were many children there and 

few in Biroi. 
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Fr. Tonnius is said to have made few attempts to change 

Nagovisi culture, and in fact, he had a laupai, 'clubhouse,' 

and tui, 'slit gongs,' of his o wn near the church. Inform

ants recall that he as a faithful .att·ende r of cremations, 

as ell, and would join in the all-night wailing and marching 

around the pyre. Nagovisi claim that he did these things in 

order to take on some of their ideas and habits so that his 

own would be more .acceptable to them. In support of this, 

people told us that their preference for Catholicism was 

based more on a dislike of Protestant practices, particularly 

the st~i~t observance of Sunday as a day of rest (i.e., no 

work allowed) of the Methodists first, and later, the pro

hibition of the Seventh Day Adventists on pork-eating, 

smoking, a-nd betel-chewi-ng, discouragement of wiasi use, and 
. 3 

non-adherence to mother-in-law tabus. 

Thus, it seems that practices considered objectionable 

by the Church were not sought out and ·eradicated; many of 

them simply became unpopular or seemed to lose their ef

ficacy . Perhaps this is related to the gradual way in which 

European presence made itself felt--first through steel 

tools, then on dist.ant plantations, then through native 

catechists as a new sort of religion, which made few demands 

on the converted at firsto For example, a man told me that 

he became convinced. that polygyny was wrong, not because 

any priest told him so, but because he had never seen a 

~Obviously, this cannot be true of all Nagovisi, since 
both the United Church and Seventh Day Adventists have 
established congregations in the area. However, I would 
assume that reasons for conversion these days have to do 
with factionalism rather than items of belief: a Biroi clan 
man became a Seventh Day Adventist after a reported argu
ment with a prie~t, and occasionally, persons would vent 
their anger towards ·the resident priest--for example, if 
children were expelled from school--by threatening to ask 
the Methodists or Seventh Day Adventists to come and build 
another school nearby. 
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European man with more than one wife. 'Growing-up rites,' 

(mavos) which in p e-contact times were performed on behalf 

of chi_ldre 1 of prominent parents only and considered to be 

.a great deal of work in any case, began to fall off in the 

middle and late 1930's. By the 1950's, mayos were almost 

extinct. 4 

An attempt on the part of the Methodist Church to 

establish a stat~on in Nagovisi was made in the late 1930's, 

but over-zealous Catholic catechists burned their huts to 

the ground and tore out their marker stakes. It is not 

known how much influence in this matter the Catholic priests 

exerted, but partitu· ar ly in those days, strong feeling 

against the Protestants was not rare (Tippett 1967, Laracy 

1969). The Methodists did make an establishment at Siandaru 

after World War II out of Siuai and Methodist services are 

held in Bakoram and Pikei villages. There are some Seventh 

Day Adventist villages with indigenous officials 1n western 

Nagovisi. Relat~ons today between all religious groups 

appear amicable. 

This short history of initial European contacts makes 

it clear that there is no s~ngle known date before which 

the Nagovisi were "untouched" nor one after which they were 

"contacted." During the period of indirect contact (before 

the Nagovisi area was pacified and brought under government 

control), Nagovisi were trading the Siuai and Banoni for 

st~el tools, and some went as contract laborers on planta

tions in order to earn these and other material goods, such 

as loin cloths (walo). As noted above, the attempts to 

convert the Nagovisi to Christianity came slowly and in

directly at first; native catechists from Siuai made the 

4 The present priest at Sovele, following the aggiorna-
mento practices of the Roman Catholic Church, is attempting 
to bring back the kobiau, or marriage mavo. This appears to 
have revived some interest in mavos in general for several 
were performed during our stay. 
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first baptisms in the Nagovisi area (Rev. Fr. Albertus Lebel, 

personal communication). T[\e Nagovisi have not suffered any 

major land alienation, as have he Nasioi on the east coast, 

where COGoanut plantations were made early in this century 

by expatriate Europeans, nor have there been any pe anently 

resident Europeans or Chinese in the Nagovisi area, other 

than Mission personnelo 

Fr·om World War II to the Present Day 

War Experiences 

The war years were ones of great deprivation and hard

ship for the Nagovisi. Buin was taken by the Japanese in 

March 1942 (Shaw and Kane 1963), and until late 1943, when 

the Americ.an forces began to prepare for their attack of 

Torakina on the west coast of Bougainville, · relationships 

with the Japanese were cordial enough. Japanese soldiers 

were stationed at Mosigetta and Bakoram I in the Nagovisi 

area, and they occa·sionally appeared here and there on pa

trol. When the American bombing strikes began, in prepara

tion for taking Torakina, the natives abandoned their line 

villages, because any house was a target. Fires, too, at

tracted the bombers . People took refuge in the bush. When 

the Japanese supply lines were cut off, their starving 

soldiers began to pilfer from native gardens--in fact, they 

cut down and destroyed cocoanut trees and sago palms, as 

well as stealing from gardens, and ate any kind of meat they 

could manage to find . . The latter included pigs, dogs, cats, 

snakes, and in the end, Nagovisi natives as well. It was 

the destruction of their gardens and livestock which made 

the natives begi~ to regard the Japanese as enemies and 

brought them actively to the Allied side. 

After the American camp was set up at Torakina, many 

Nagovisi went there to live. Others stayed in the bush with 
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their families, o~ worked with Angau 5 as liaisons. Those 

who went to Torakina were very favorably impressed by the 

American GI's, who were said to be very generous with food, 

tobacco, money, and other material items. The Australians 

who follo ed them, and especially their officers, are often 

disparagingly compared to Americans even today because of 

this. Nagovisi worked at various jobs at Torakina, mostly 

as cargo bearers, but some in the hospital and kitchens. 

My genealogies showed few cnildreQ born during the 

war years and f ·e e ·r still who su~vived. Informants claimed 

that many babies born during this time were killed by their 

parents, because conditions were so difficult and precarious. 

One man told me that ·he had advised his t ·hen recently ·married 

younger brother to kill his first baby when she was born in 

1943. The younger brother decided not to do this, but to 

try to keep the baby alive. This woman is one of the few 

survivors born during that time. 

"Big Village" Reset t~eme_nt 

At the end of the war, Nagovisi went back to their 

area and under the direction of former Angau aides, Nagovisi 

natives themselves, settled into large villages of unprec

edented size. For example, in the study area, the entire 

population of ten villages, with a present-day population 

of approximately six hundred persons, was concentrated in 

one single village. There were other large villages in 

other areas of Nagovisi under similar leadership. This era 

of Nagovisi history is more fully discussed in Chapter IV, 

but here I will mention only that there was a sort of para

militaristic social order~-without any cargo-cult expecta-

5Australian N~w Guinea Administrative Unit (Angau) 
which took the place of the civilian government during the 
war years. 
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ti ns, however--which seems to have subsid d within a few 

years fter the inception of the big villages. 

C h-Cro pp ing 

It is not clear exactly when these large villages be-

gan to ak up, but the process seems to have started in 

the early 1950's, and was hastened, acco ding to informa nts, 

by the exhortations of both priests and government officials 

to begin cash-cropping. A n~mber of different kinds of· 

cash crops were recommended by the government: these were 

rice, peanuts, coffee, and cocoa, in that order. The first 

three proved to tie failures for a variety of resons, ac

cor~ing to the accounts of natives and informal discussions 

with Administration employees, patrol officers, and agri

cultural officers. In the case of two of the crops--rice 

and peanuts--the Bougainville products had to co~pete with 

Australian ones, and the Administration did not want to 

provide price-supports against their own countrymen's crops ~ 

Peanuts are still grown today for personal consumption, but 

many natives speak disparagingly of the project. Coffee

growing has been ~dversely affected by the low prices for 

bean on the world market. There are considerable stands of 

untended and neglected coffee in our region, although some 

people do still harvest and sell it to the local marketing 

society. Discouraged by these failures, it is not sur

prising that a number of people would have nothing to do 

with cocoa at first. Those who did, however, were rewarded 

because it was the first crop to pay off well, beginning in 

1968 or so. Men who had not planted cocoa now hastened to 

do so, and those who had done so continued to plant more. 

One man who planted late jokingly calls his stand of cocoa 

trees owanda, which means "if I should see it" (i.e., money 

from cocoa, I'll believe it). 
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Taro Blight 

After the war, the Nagovisi discovered that taro 

[Colocasia spp.] (nana), their staple crop heretofore, would 

no longer grow in their area.
6 

Thus, they were forced to 

fall back on sweet po t a toes [Ipomoea spp.] (sapaia or pateta) 
7 which had been a second~ry crop before the war. In some 

r es pe cts this was to the advantage of the Nagovisi, for sweet 

potato cultivation requires much less work than does taro 

culttvation. Weeding, although it will help the yield, is 

not essential, the sweet potatoes mature in three or four 

months, instead of th~ seven months required for taro, and 

sev·eral harvests per plot ·(three harvests of sweet potatoes 

versus. on.e harvest of taro) can be made, thus requiring less 

frequent clearing. Thus, the same amount of work produces 

a greater amount of sweet potatoes than taro. With the in

vention of the river-val.ley pig-ranging areas in the late 

1940's or early 1950's, this made it possible to feed and 

therefore raise more pigs. The consequence was a salutory 

effect on ceremonialism, for pork is only consumed on cere

monial occasionso It is true that sweet potatoes are less 

nutriti 1s than taro (Hodges, Fysh, and Rienits 1947:273), 

but this deficit is no doubt counterbalanced to some extent 

by the additional animal protein from the increased consump

tion of pork. Those Nagovisi not interested in increasing 

their personal pig production were free to follow other pur

suits: they might leave the area to seek temporary employment, 

6 Taro ~an still be grown in a few areas in Nagovisi, 
either in the uplands or in "big bush," i~e., virgin rain
forest. In fact, it occasionally matures successfully in 
ordinary gardens,. but the outcome is extremely unpredictable 
and the yield is smallo 

7N . . t· t th f t t t d agov1s1 ~s 1ma ·e e appearance o swee po . a o aroun 
1930 or so. It came to them from Siuai-speaking areas. 
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w 11, as far eo le 1 tran-

y v ryone egu rly ate a sm 11 

·b e amo nt of este n f od, r icularly 
. nned fi , corned e f , a d r1ce, to ppl m nt heir 

b r and g e ns- · h-co oanut-milk diets. Ev ryone wore 

clothes and ery h usehold has at 1 ast on k lOS ne lan-

t 

te n. Numero s radios, flashli hts, gui ars, and bicycl s 

ere evi ent, and he more f luent were beginni g to build 

houses with corrugated a uminum roofs and cement floors 

Public health was good8 and infant mortality low. 9 

However, there are a n mber of problems that the 

Nagovisi a e bound o enco nter in the coming years. One 

such problem is that which plagu s all cash-croppers: they 

become dependent on a orld market system over which they 

have no hope of control nor possibility of significant in

fluence. They have converted much of their land to cash-

c opping areas, making such plots unsuitable for food-growing, 

8nr. Bela Gustalo of the Buin Subdistrict Public Health 
Department has remarked on this, saying that in the past ten 
years he has seen a drop in the incidence of tuberculosis 
and tropical ulcers among the Nagovisi, yet one does not see 
the problems of obesity evident among their neighbors, the 
Buin and the Siuai. The Solomon Islands ledical Survey 1n 
1970 found only one suspected case of k ashiokor and no 
evidence of Asca~ius. 

9since late 1967, less than 30 per 1,000 births, cal
culated on Sovele hospital figures. 



and their population is ri s ing rapidly with no prospects 

for controlling it in si ght.
10 

In addition to these con

cerns, the Nagovisi are bound to get caught up in the po

litical problems ·of New Guinea ' ··s eventual independence, and 

closer to home, the Bougainville separatist movement. The 

copper mine at Panguna i$ a source of -great potential change 

for all the inhabit nts of the island, and while~ to date, 

the Nagov~si have on the whole profite~ from its presence 

(i.e., in terms of convenient source of employment and thus 

money), some of the more thoughtful individuals in the area 

realize that tribes are powerless to resist in the face of 

this great endeavoro 

The Nagovisi of th~ Study Area 

The sources of most of the material inc luded in this 

work are the inhabitants of a part of Nagovisi area that 

for convenience here is called the study area. This area 

refers to the central section shown in Map 2, which roughly 

describes a circle around Pomalate Village, where we lived 

throughout our stay among the Nagovisi. The study area was 

in the base of the foothills; the terrain began to rise 

steeply around Lopali and behind Tadolima, Lomari, and 

Lotari 1, and began to slope down towards the sea at Sin

siluai, Mosino, and below Nairona. There were some micro

cultural differences between the study area and other parts 

of Nagovisi; these differences were ones of dialect, minor 

cultural points (e.g., use of sex-specific personal names 

versus sex- irrelevant names, _size and number of slit gongs 

used in the clubhouses in past days), and affinities with 

other tribes, this depending of course on proximity to these 

10In the study area, one-half of the population is 
fourteen years of age or younger, and one-third is · nine years 
or age or youngero 
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other tribes. For example, the southwest Nagovisi inter

acted with th-e Ba i tsi and Banoni, t .he northwest with the 

Banoni, the ceptral and the northeast with the Siuai. I 

ould imagine that the extreme no~therly Nagovisi had some

thing to do with the Rotokas and the Nasioi, but I do not 

know. 

Possible Sources of Sampling Error 

Serendipitously enough, Poma .late Village was sit.uated 

about one hundred yards from ·the village of the most power

ful momiako, 'big man,' in the past thirty years of Nagovisi 

history. His name is Mesiamo. Europeans referred to him 

as the "king" of the Nagovisi; he is mentioned in the of

ficial Australian war histories i ·n connection with his ef

fort on the Allied side during World War II (Long 1963:145). 

Now in his declining years, he nevertheless wielded con

siderable power in our area, and was known and feared all 

over southern Bouga inville for his ferocity. Vve found him 

to be a charming individual and a highly intelligent in

formant, after his (and our) immediate suspicions wore off. 

In some respects, then, the area of study was atypical. 

Mesiamo was extremely adept at dispute-solving, and pro~ 

tracted ~rguments and Administration interference among our 

people was rare. Mesiamo was not a Christian nor was he a 

pagan. He was a skeptic. Thus, he declined· to answer ques

tions about magic and spirits for quite some time, saying 

in essence, "Why do you want to hear about all those old 

lies?" 

Towards . the end of our stay, in March 1970, a sorcery 

craze seized Nagovisi and parts of Nasioi and Siuai. Sor

cery accusations became extremely common, the Local Govern

ment Council heard motions on how to do away with sorcery, 

·bands of vigilantes were rumoured ·to be abroad, detecting 

the presence of magical po~sons, forcing confessions from 
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the s us pec te d sorce rers, and confis c at i n g sma ll packets of 

substa n ces all e ge d .to be p9i s on . The study area wa s almost 

completely un touch e d by the s o rcery craze, be caus e of the 

i nfluence of 1esi mo, who c a utione d eve r yone ne ver to gossip 

about sorcery. Mo der n-day n nga i, 'hira ble sucking doctor, 

diviner,' never c ame near Mesi amo's villa ge of Biroi, but 

made instead wide detours around it, so t h at ·they would not 

be subject to public humiliation by Mes i.amo's mocking com

ments o Even at the peak of the sorcery c raze, when a thirty

three-year-old woman . drowned, after apparently ha ving suffered 

a stroke while bathing, there was compa ratively little reac

tion in the study area. Thus, our knowledge of such matters 

as these is less than complete. 

To what extent Mesiamo's presence discouraged belief 

1n cargo cult and prevented the sort of confusion of economic 

a·nd spiritual spheres which Ogan reports for the Nasioi (1969), 

I do not know. However, it was not only Mesiamo who ex

pressed disbelief in cargo cult; nearly every Nagovisi we 

talked to concerning the subject had some disparaging story 

to tell of poor dupes elsewhe r e who believed in cargo proph

ecies . There were a few Nagovisi men who were said to have 

been adherents to cargo culto One such man, who from re

ports of his ordinary behavior seemed to be a pathological 

liar, was said to dabble in cargo prophecy; he spent most 

of his time in the Siuai area. Another man who also gives 

the impression of some me ntal imbalance went through a 

period of cargo . prophecy, during which time he attempted to 

call up cargo from a small cemetery. The period of cargo 

belief had been preceded by a great renewal of Christian 

faith on his pa~t. By the time we reached the field, however, 

he had lapsed back into his form·er self. A Nagovisi man told 

me that t he difference between Nasioi and Nagovisi cargo 

cult adherents is that the Nagovisi ones are a.ll mentally 

disoriented in some way, whereas Nasioi cargo cult adherents 

are not. 
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Thus, on one hand, the study area was archetypical in 

the sense that there was an effective "big man'' there; on 

the other hand, the presence of effective "big men" is not 

characteristic of mode r -day transitional Melanesian socie

ties. In this sense, the study area was atypica1. 11 

The Fieldwork Experience 

Schedule of Work and Duration of Stay 

At the suggestion ·of Douglas Oliver, my husband, Donald 

D. Mitchell, made a reconnaisance trip to the Nagovisi area, 

en route home from work on Malaita in August 1968. His in

tention was to determine the Nagovisi attitude to our pro

posed fieldwork . In the opinion of the Administration, the 

Nagovisi were very anti-European; thus, it was deemed pru

dent to ask the Nagovisi themselves. With the advice of the 

Rev. Fr. Denis Mahoney of the Roman Catholic Mission, Sovele, 

Mitchell made visits to several possible villages to confer 

with the inhabitants . The mountain dwellers were unwilling 

to have us come, but the middle~people had no serious objec

tions. 

Thus, we arrived in Nagovisi 1n early April 1969, and 

moved into Pomalate Village in the end of May. We were 

there until late November, at which time we left for a month's 

vacation in Australia. Arriving in Pomalate in late Decem

ber, we stayed there until late August 1970, at which time 

we returned to the United States. For three weeks in July, 

we were visited by a medical team (Solomon Islands Project 

of Harvard University); we aided them in their examination 

of nearly 500 Nagovisi. 

11 I am indebted to Eugene Ogan (personal communication) 

for this point. 
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i hin the St dy A ea 

The stati t' a l da a 1 his ork is b d u on sur-

v y m de of all n rly all t r id ts 0 h .11 es 
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v"ll s ou ide t y are o r peci l ning 
' 

or 

to t to pecial 1 f m ts, but fo th most art , our 

n orm on bou Nag visi wa y of life c me from the 

study clo e ~ t 
. terms of friend hip to the a e re 1n 

pl of Porn late, Bi oi-N alanda, Osileni and Bakoia. 

Contacts i h Othe r Europeans 

Although we visited the personnel of the Sovele Mis

sion fairly r gularly, our contacts with other Europeans 

e re rare. We were visited no more than four or five times 

by va1ious Europeans during our stay; these visitors in

cluded a patrol officer and his wife, agricultural officers, 

the doctor from the Public Health Department in Buin, and 

a couple from the Summer Institute of Linguistics. We went 

infrequently to Buin, and then only to pick up cargo. We 

always returned the same day from these sojourns. 

Language 

\fuile the house in Pomalate Village was being built, 

e lived at Sovele Roman Catholic Mission, and during this 

time, we began to learn Sibbe, the language of the Nagovisi. 

1e were aided in this project by Helen Nabara and Cecilia 

Siu ako, two Nagovisi elementary school teachers. Although 

e made a certain amount of progress, on the whole, our ef

forts to achieve fluency were not very successful. As Ogan 

remarks on his experiences in learning Nasioi (1969), the 

presence of the lingua franca of pidgin (Neo-Melanesian) 

acts as a deterrent to the learning of the indigenous lan

guage. Since among the Nagovisi, nearly all men under 
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sixty-five years of age and nearly all women under thirty

five speak pidgin, the t em tation to rely on it was very 

great. We were able to engage in simple Sibbe conversations 

on a number of topics, an d I was particularly adept at dis

cussing the nature of illnesses and genealogical matte~s. 

Interviews were carried on in a mixture of pidgin and Sibbe. 

We were able to get the gist of many Sibbe conversations, 

but rapid-fire argQments and court testimony was ordinarily 

beyond us. In these cases, trans lations were provided to 

us. Of course, I would like to have been a better speaker 

of Sibbe, but I do not think that having been so would have 
12 

markedly improved my data. 

On Relations With the Nagovisi 

The Nagovisi have a reputation among members of the 

Administrat io.n for being quit~ anti-European: we heard this 

allegation from Administration personnel from Port Moresby 

down to men working at the local level. As with everything, 

of course, ~his is true or false only depending on what is 

meant by "anti-European." It is probably fair to say that 

many Nagovisi are skeptical of the white man's motives. It 

is also fair to say that they .have good reason for being 

this way, since it is they who stand to lose as the result 

of miscalculations or misunderstandings . . We noted a certain 

12Here I should mention a note on the orthography used 
in this work. I am far from being able to give a phonemic 
analysis of Sibbe, and in some cases, my spelling differs 
from the only other existing authorities, literate Nagovisi 
themselves. The transliterations should be obvious, however, 
perhaps with the exception of my use of the symbol "E" 
(which represents a short e, as in the English "pet." 

A second point concerns the formation of plurals. 
Rather than use the complex Sibbe forms, in which numbers 
(up to five or so) must be specified, I use the -s suffix 
of English instead throughout this work. 

-. 
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amount of suspicion in our in~tial dealings with some Nago

visi, but in most cases, this as rapidly dissipated as we 

grew to know each other better. In any event, we were al

most never rudely treated, even by the suspicious. 

In New Guinea, where relations between the races have 
not been for the most part good, where Europeans and natives 
have lived in separate realms with very little understanding 
of the other's lifeways, and where the European has held 

the superior position in economic relations, it might be 

imagined that amicable, natural relations between represent
atives of the two groups might be hopelessly impossible to 

acbieveo However, we found that in some ways, the "typical" 

behavior of Europeans in New Guinea--especially the stiff 
mi~dle-c~ass forms of etiquette characteristic of them as 

a group--worked to our advantage; our own behavior so con

trasted with that of other Europeans that we were frequently 

(to our embarrassment) pointed out as examples of "good" 

Europeanso Seemingly minor things we did, such as going 

barefoot (we found it impossible to do otherwise), eating 

with natives on ordinary and feast occasions, holding babies, 

chewing betel nut, or laughing ~t o~scene jokes and risque 
comments, appeared to make an enormously favorable impres

sion on the Nagovisi. 

I mention these things not in order to be self-con

gratulatory, but to make a point: we liked the Nagovisi, 

and for the most part, I think they liked us. If I have 

included in this work incidents reflecting folly or petti
ness, in addition to those motivated by wisdom and virtue, 

it is only to show the Nagovisi as we knew them: vigorous 
people with human strengths and human failings which we 

found compelling, despite cultural differences. 
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CHAPTER II 

KINSHIP TERMS, PRONOUNS, AND PERSONAL NAMES 

I chose to discuss these three taxonomic systems first 
off for two e asons . First 1 they provide exc~llent models 
of ideal behavior; distinctions made within these three 
systems recur in behavioral contexts which will be outlined 
in later chapters. The kinship terminology suggests a two 
section system, which does in fact exist among the Nagovisi; 
however, certain other interpretations of the terminology 
are possible. The pronomial system provides an ethno
scientific categoriz-ation of dya-dic .and plural relationships. 
Particular pronouns must be used when speaking of persons 
related (consanguineally or affinally) in various ways. The 
pronomial system, which is apparently unique in southern 
Bougainville to the Nagovisi, gives componential analysis 
of kinship ·terms which is truly "the people's" way of think
ing, not the anthropologist's. Personal names ideally 
replicate the kinship terminology. Nevertheless, names do 
become obsolete or forgotten, and new names appear as the 
result of tabus and consequent euphemism, the desire to 
commemorate events, and by becoming linked with other nameso 
The personal name system illustrates very well the inter
meshing of an ideal system with demographic reality. The 
second reason for discussing these three systems together is 
that many items of social behavior cannot be adequately 
explained in terms of only one--or even two--of these sys
tems. The extent to which they can overlap and modify one 
another will become apparent in this chapter as they are 
artificially separated under analysis. 
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Kinship Terminology 

I shall not be concerned with detailed formal analysis 

of kin terms, nor the formulation of general rules, as writers 

such as Needham (1962, 1966, 1967), Scheffler (MS 1970), and 

Lounsbury (1964a, l964b, 1970) have been. Neither of these 

approaches has much to do with the central concerns of this 

study. Furthe rmore, the Nagovisi, like the Nasioi (Ogan, 

1969), lack any extensive dual cultural symbolism and, there

fore, analysis along these lines is likely to be fruitless; 

they do, however, express a st~ong dualistic ethic of social 

relations. Therefore, it seems that a sociological approach 

will be the most appropriate one. 

Nagovisi kinship terminology, like those of the other 

southern Bougainville (NAN) group;>, is essentially a "Dravid-

ian" (i.e., two section) kinship terminology. 

the basic di~hotomy is consanguineal/affine. 

Throughout, 

Although there 

are ·some specific affinal ter.ms for real affines, in general, 

they are lacking (Table 1). 

Table 1: Some Terminological Equivalents 

F=FB=MZH 
M=MZ=FBW 
MB=FZH=HF=ZHF=BWF 
MBW-FZ=HM=WM=ZHM~BWM 

MBS=ZH=\ ·B=FZS (ms) 
MBD= FZD=HZ= BW ( ws) 

WyZ=yBW 
DSW=ZD(ms)=BD(ws) 
FF=MMB=MFZH 
FM=MFZ=MMBW 
.MM FFZ= FMBW 
MF= FMB= FFZH 

However, there are atypical elementso Most significant of 

these is the extensive us·e of "sibling" terms. In the zero 

generation, sibling terms are used for opposite-sex cross 

cousins, as well as for parallel cousins of both sexeso In 

the plus-two and minus-two generations, sibling terms are 

used for the categor·y "father's parents'' and the category 

"son's children," viz., older siblings and younger ·siblings, 

respectively. Despite the recurrence of sibling terms at 
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of p~rsonal naming. 

cert in i eas about 

All of this 1 ads t e Nagovisi to have 

hat kinship t rms are similar to hat 
o hers and to descr1be ki s hip relationships which can be 

qually cor ectly traced in a number of ways as awaitowai, 

literally, 'eversal oft o simil2r things, complementary.' 

Table 2: Nagovisi Kinship Terms Collected in 1969-19708 

n go - M, Z , FBW, MMM, ·FFM 

mma - F, FB, MZH, FFF, 1i~1F 

papa - MB, FZH, HF(ws), FMF, MFF 

kabo - FZ, MBW, WM, HM, FMM, MFM 

mama- FM, oZ, FBoD, FZoD(ms), ~1BoD(ms), ZoD, oZ, MFZ 

tata- FF, oB, FBoS, FZoS(ws), 11BoS(ws), MZoS, HoB, MMB, 
mama's H 

tete - MM, FFZ 

kaia - MF, FMB, FZDS(ms), oZH(ws), HoB 

ioalaman = yB, FByS, 1fZyS, FZyS(ws), :MByS(ws), HyB, yZH(ws), 
SS, ZDS(ms), BDS(ws), ngano's S 

inalamada = yZ, FByD, IZyD, FZyD(ms), MByD(ms), SD, ZDD(ms), 
BDD(ws), ngano's D 

inomas = HZ, BW( s), FZD(ws), :MBD(ws) 

inoli - WB, ZH (ms), FZS (ms), MBS (ms) 
. 

inola- D, DDD, ZD(ws), WZD, BD(ms), HBD, DH, WF 

inuli- S, DDS, ZS(ws), 'VZS, BS(ms), HBS 
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T ble 2, continued 

in lum = DSS, BS(ws), BS, ZS(ms), HZS 

ina l na = SD, (ws), BD, ZD(ms), HZD, SW 

inobe - DS, DD, yZ, yB ( s), B (ms), FZD(m ), MMBDCh(m) 

in - w 
ing - H 

1m r i = op ite-sex classificat ry sibling, opposite-se 
cross cousin 

l.ffi o- 'I WZH 
. ' 0 -

b ngano - ' 1B, ZDH(ms) 

inulina = step-S(ms) 

inolana - step-D(ms) 

Other Kin Terms: 

m dawo = matrilineal kin (indefinite range) 
mmalo or m talo = fa .the 's matrilineal kin 
maniku (plural), manikum na (singular)= wives and daughters 

of a descent group 
n ga (plural), nuganala (singular)= male matrilineal kin of 

wives:and daughters 
motai (plural), motainela (singular)- husbands and fathers 

of a descent group, i.e., men who have married in 

aFollo ing standard anthropological practice, here and 
throughout the entire text the following abbreviations are 
used: M = mother, F = father, Z = sister, B = brother, 
D = daughter, S = son, W = wife, H = husband, Ch = children 
regardless of sex, y = younger than speaker, o = older than 
speaker, ws = woman speaker, ms = man speakero 

bPossibly ingano rather than ngano; the former is more 
in keeping with the in-prefix series of affines and junior 
relatives. 

Listed 1n Table 2 are kinship terms collected in 1969-

1970 from male and female individuals, ranging in age from 

8 to ca. 65. In general, any disagreement between informants 

was laid to there being a special relationship (because of 

names or torowaiwatata) between two given people which altered 
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their status in the ordinary kinship reckoning system. The 

term collected in 1969-1970 are in general similar to those 

collected in 1929 by E.P.W. Chine y (1924:77-78), with two 

exceptions. Chinn ry t~anslates inaika as BW, HZH, and the 

term bo o as WZH . It is prob ble that Chinn ry's term inaika 

is the same as the term I collected for "friend" f om English 

speakers, and "poraman" from pidgin speakers, viz., imaiko. 

Occasionally, Nagovisi used this term in a non-specific way 

(e.g., when addressing potentially hostile forest-spirits) 

whi h they would tr nslate by the pidgin term "barata." They 

nev gave this term (imaiko) in reference to consanguineals 

or affines. The second term bowo is obviously cognate with 

the Siuai bowoi (Chinnery 1924:94) or povoi (Oliver, 1955:260 

et passim) and the Baitsi bowai (Chinnery 1924:82). The 

Siuai and Baitsi terms are translated as ZH, WB, MBS, FSZ, 

and MBS, ZH, FZS, respectively. Note that th,e Nagovisi bowo 

refers to a n a f fine ' s a f fine , i . e . , a "cons ·a n guinea l " or 

"brother" whereas both the Siuai and Baitsi terms refer to 

cross cousins or brothers-in-law, quite a different category 

to the Nagovisi way of thinking. I have no explanation for 

this term; my informants used the term imardo or brother/ 

sister terminology to refer to one's WZH or one's co-W. 

"Basic" kin terms can be conveniently shown by a para

digmatic chart (see Table 3). Note that as a result of 

exogamous marriage and matrilineality, the offspring of a 
1 man are in a different moiety from his own. This kinship 

1This point has caused Scheffler some concern (MS 1970); 
it is on this basis that he is led to believe that kinship 
terminologies have no necessary relationship to soci~l organi
zation. I do not quarrel with his conclusion, but I would 
take issue with his implicit assumption that kinship terminol
ogies are supposed to delimit social fields identical to those 
perfectly well delimited by other social features, in this 
case, moieties. We should ask why there are differences here, 
rather than merely considering the effect of such differences 
on our own assumptions. 



Table 3: Diagram of Kinship Termsa 
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chart more or less d ·. plays all th ter s a pe son would use 

in his or er d alings with pe ons of his own line ge and 

clan and those of his father. Ter s for actual affines are 

included in parentheses. More distant kin, hether in one's 

own moiety or not, are l ss different·ated (Table 4). 

However, a paradigm such as Table 3 will not allow 

accurate prediction of hat terms two people might call one 

another. The Nagovisi have a supplementary relationship 

called torowai atata, literally, 'return of older brother,' 

which brings about major modifications in k'nship terminology 

and behavior between those involved (Figure 1). Ani ntity 

between a man and his MMB is postulated such that the ZDS 

calls his MMB's children by the same terms which he calls 

his own, and so forth. It is chiefly the relationships 

between the man and his MMB's descendants which are affected; 

from the point of view of the MMB (i.e., with MMB as ego), 

terms reckoned by the torowaiwatata relationship are for the 

most part identical with those of the basic kinship terminol

ogical system. 

Both male and female egos call the MMB by the term tata, 

'older brother,' but since only same-sex siblings call each 

other's children by "own children" terms, females cannot call 

thei~ MMB's children by terms they would use for their own 

children. No special relationship 1s created. It is true 

that a girl is identified to a degree (see Names) with her 

1m, but creation of a similar identity would generate rela

tionships in the girl's own descent line, not in another. Thus, 

females are involved in torowaiwatata relationships only in

sofar as they are brought into it by connections with two men 

(i.e., the M11B and ZDS). 

It is true that one could speak of relationships of 

the same type between a woman and, for example, her FZDS-

that is, via the father's lineage--however, the Nagovisi do 

not appear to conceptualize the relationship in this way. 
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Table 4: Distant Kip 

SI?eaking 

OWn Mo iety Opposite Moiety 

Female Male Female :Male 

+2 tete 3 tata inomas kaia mama imardi mama 

+l ngo papa kabo mma 

mama(os) tat (os) 
0 imardi inomas ina lama (ys) 

inalamada (ys) kaiaa 

-1 inola inul1 inabaluna inabalum 
kabo mma 

imardi inomas tata(os) 
-2 inobe inalamda inalaman(ys) 

inobe mama kaiaa 

Man Spe~king 

Own Moiety Opposite Moiety 

Female Male Female Male 

+2 tete a tata inoli mama kaiaa mama 

+1 kabo ngo papa mamab mma,ngano 

0 imardi mama(os) mama(os) kaia 3 

ina lama da (y.s) inalamada(ys) inoli 

-1 inabaluna inabalum mama 
inola mma,ngano ngo papa 

-2 imardi tata(os) mama inoli 
ina lamada inalaman(ys) inobec . b c 1no e 

3 If 40 or· 50 ld th k years o er an spea er. 

blf close to speaker's age (20 years or so) and on good 
terms, e.g., proximity, marriage, etcQ 

elf 40 to 50 years younger than speaker. 
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Figure 1: Changes in Kinship Terminology Brought About by Torowaiwatata Relation
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The term used for the relationship itself s g ests this. 

Nagovisi will frequently refer to so-and-so's "older o her," 

when th€y have in ind the M B t · o generations above so-and

so. T is practice caused me a certain amount of b wilderment 

at first, since this mi ght involve two men of approximately 

the s me age c ing e ch other kai (MF) and inobe (DS), or 

a man claiming tlat a woman ten years older than he belong

ing to a different lineage from the man's wife, was his 

daughter (inola). In order to distinguish between older 

brothers of the same generation and alternate generations, 

occasionally an MMB would be referred to in pidgin as "bik

pela bilong em," or "lapun bilong em," 'his big one,' or 

'his old one' or wakam pagau, 'his matrilineal (male) ances

tors' 1n Sibbe. 

relationships depend on ties of biologi

cal relationship and descent; both the 1mB and ZDS must 

elong to the same lineage. This explains why such relation

ships are never postulated between others of the plus-two 

generation who . are called tata (i.e., FF, MFZH), unless they, 

too, are similarly related as well (e.g., v1a cross cousin 

marriage in their generation). The effect of this relation

ship is to set up "pseudo-filiation" for a man, making a 

kabo into an inola, mma into an inuli, and cross cousins into 

grandchildren. Changes such as these occur only between 

people of close generations, because reckoning by the toro

waiwatata-imposed relationsQips and by ordinary application 

of kin terms becomes identical at remote (viz., ego minus 

one generation and lower) generations. 

Although this rela tio·nship might be expected to bar 

marriages between persons otherwise potentially marriageable, 

it does not seem in fact to do so. Should ego wish to marry 

his female inobe, he will b~gin to use affinal terms for his 

wife's kin and cease to use the torowaiwatata-mediated terms. 
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Inobe is, in fact, an eminently marrigeable kin-type for 

male ego. 

The toro aiwatat relationship seems supe ficially 

simi,l r to a feature f Hopi kinship terminology, of the 

C ow-type (Eggan 1955) In the Hopi system, a male ego may 

call his B by the term for oB and call the MMB's children 

by the terms ·he uses or his own. Ho e ver, male ego also 

uses he latter terms to refer to his MB's children as well; 

Eggan 's explanation is that " .... children of the MB and the 

MMB are 'children' (ms) ... because they are offspring of men 

of ego's own lineage." (Eggan 1955:25) The reasons in each 

case, then, are not the same. 

Identical per-sonal names affect kinship terminological 

appropriateness: individuals who share the same name are 

said to be like brothers if they are males, or sisters if 

they are females. Each addresses the kin of the other by 

terms appropriate to such a relationship. A1 's mother be

cbmes (terminologically and to a degree discussed more fully 

later, behaviorally) A2 's mother, vice versa, and so on. 

Names and their kinship significance are discussed more 

fully later in this chapter, but it might be noted here that 

the preference for naming boys for their MMB's bears an 

obvious structural relationship to tor:owaiwatata. 

Modifications such as these discussed appear to have 

an effect on the Nagovisi perception of their kinship termi

nology and the interrelationships between terms. It was not 

uncommon for people to tell me that certain terms were "like" 

other terms. It is fairly obvious, for example, to both the 

Nagovisi and ~e that inomas is simply a female inoli. Nor 

is it difficult to Bee why they claim that "the basis of 

ngano" is mma or why this term is sometimes called woma 

waikis, 'small father,' since both mma and ngano are kabo's 

brother. No ~oubt because of the similar role played by the 

MM and the FM, in the eyes of a young child at any rate, our 
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next door neighbor told me th t it was permissible for his 

t o- ear-ol so to c 11 his FM tete until th ch1ld ot a 

bit older and wiser. 

Similarities e ce ived by ~he Nagovisi whic h initially 

esc ped me (because h y have to do with or 

n mes kes) were those bet e . n k ia and inoli and for a man, 

b~tween kabo and inola (female). 

Bee use people are related to oth r p ople in a number 

of possible ays--own lineage , father's lineage, spouse's 

lineage, children's spouses' lineages, step-kin, biologically 

close or distant, and by identity of personal names--it is 

not unc0mmon that two people will be able to trace their 

relationship to one another in a number of equally valid 

ways and be able to use a number of pairs of kin terms. The 

Nagovisi call this condition awaitowai 7 'reversal of similar 

things.' It is normal and unavoidable o 

~alima is married to one of Lalaga's distant 
classificatory sisters; thus, they should 
call each other inoli. However, Lalima is 
the older brother of Otoloi, who is married 
to Piskaro. Piskaro was Lalaga's mother's 
name; thus, Lalaga calls Otoloi mma, and 
Lalima mma as well 

Figure 2: Example of Awaitowai 

(name 
relationshin) 

6--------~--

Piskaro PiSkaro 

La.laga 

-

La.lima. 

Otoloi 

(lineage 
chronology) ----,.---------

Lalaga 
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There are some terms which are mutually ex lusive--those 

hi h ify incom atible sex or i ply con f licting affinal/ 

cons u · nea l ties, f or e a ple--but note that situations 

m y o din rily a ise in which · th men and women can use 

affi al terms towar s their father 's people, and, in a 

co plementary f hion, men can use affinal terms toward 

their own children. 

e re n,ow in a position to raise some questions as to 

the proliferation of "sibling" terms and how this may be 

interp- eted. Does the appearance of these sibling t rms in 

the plus-two, zero, and minus-two generations and their ap

pearance in bo th moietie s destroy the two-section or Dravid-

1an nature of the Nagovisi kinship term system? I should 

say not, for the =allowing reason s. First of all, the sib

ling terms do fall in alternate generations. Unlike Crow

Omah a ~erminologies, persons 1n adjacent generations may not 

be called by the same term. Second, as regards the use of 

sibling terms for prospective spouses, there are special 

affinal terms which replace sibling terms in the event of 

actual marriage. No man or woman can be married to someone 

he or she still calls a sibling. In addition, there are 

terms for "spouse ' s opposite-sex sibling/same-sex in-law;" 

one ideally marries the sister of a "brother-in-law" or the 

brother of a "sister-in-law." Thus, special opposite-sex 

cross cous.in/prospective spouse terms would be in a sense 

redundant . 

Why should there be all these sibling terms? On an

other level, it can be argued that in Nagovisi society, one's 

most important associ~tes are affines and consanguineals in 

one's own generations. Same-generation people are most 

important with regard to economic cooperation, property

holding, social control, sexual compliance and abstinence, 

p~rsonal influence, and perhaps, sentiment. Among these 

people~ there is a kind of circular dominance pattern, rather 
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than a ny line ar o ne. All these fictive s iblings max i mize 

one's relations of this type. 

Nee dha m sugge ts (1 967: 4 5) tha t t he a plica tion of 

sibling terms to c r oss cousi ns ma y have f olio e d t he "dis

inte gration · of the line al princi le and its re pla c ement by 

a cogna tic r e ckoning of kinship" in the c ase of the Manoga rai. 

Can the Nagovisi be cal le d cognatic in any s ense? If they 

can, it is certainly wi t hout diminution of lineality--and 

cognatic and uniline al systems are traditionally thought to 

be dissimilar. However, a s Leach has pointe d out in a dif

ferent context (1961:4), typologies based on one aspect of 

a s ociety may be wrong for other aspects of the same society, 

or wrong for seemingly identical aspe cts of supposedly simi

lar societies. Rat her than deal with labels such as "cogna

tic," I should prefer to stick to description. There is no 

doubt that one has a special rela tionship with one's father's 

descent group in Nagovisi. A man is ideally to marry back 

among his · father's people, people are frequently identified 

as a "c.hild of the (father's descent group's name)," and 

there is an expressed sentimental attachment to young mem

bers of their father's descent group, even though they may 

rarely be seen or joined in cooperation. People are cautioned 

not to -forget their father's descent-group mates, and those 

who behave untowardly are reminded of their obligations by 

the admonition, "Do you think you were begotten by a tree 

stump?" However, it cannot be denied that the father's group 

is often identified with the spouse's group--regardless of 

whether the two are the same. Non-supportive behavior towards 

members of either the wife's group (and hence, the children's 

group) or the father's group are loudly disapproved; those 

guilty of such behavior will be subject to public chastise

ment from the general public--not necessarily from those who 

have been victims of the slight. The term kanalai when used 

by a young boy, means his father's people, and when used by 
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an older man, me ns his father's people and/or his child n's 

people (see Chapter V). But is this not as typical of dual 

organization as it is of cognatic societies? 

Pronomial System 

The pronomial system of the Nagovisi, app rently un1que 

in south Bougainville, provides a system of categorization 

into which the relationship of the persons referred to by the 

pronoun figureso The pronomial system can thus be considered 

an adjunct to the. kinship system. It furthermore furnishes 

us with a g e nu1ne native ethnoscience of kinship categories. 

I was not a ware of the existence of this pronomial sys

tem until I had been in the field for approximately six months. 

The people from whom I had gotten my original set of "ordinary" 

pronouns were educated wo~en who played down this aspect. I 
2 

was told, for example, that nE, 'we-two,' was used for two 

"like" people, i.e., sisters, brothers, or husband and wife, 

and ninga, 'we-two,' was used for two "unlike" people, i.e., 

brother and s1ster, or unrelated man and woman. 

Ordinarily, little children do not use the special pro

nouns in their conversations, but make do with the general 

ones (the duals ninga, ·1anga, deinga, and plurals n .ii, lii, 

dewo). Many little children do know the nEro/niro (mother

child) pronouns, but do not always use them. By the time 

children begin to start feeling shame (maia) with regard to 

their o~posite-sex siblings--beginning at age nine or ten-

they begin to consistently use these speGial terms. Children 

of twelve and older use them invariably. An exception would 

appear to be the educated. Indeed, a way to deliberately 

insult a person is to refer to him/her and his/her opposite-

2 For convenience and economy of .space, only the first
person forms are used throughout the text. Complete declen
sions appear in the accompanying tables. 
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sex sibling by the nE/ dEi /lE terms, for this is said to 

imply something similar to sexual intimacy. 

The opinions of my i 'nfor a nts on their neighbors who 

lacked a similar pronomi l system was rat er negative. One 

roan claimed he did not like to spea k Nasioi, because he had 

to use nE to refer to himself and his sister--this is con

sidered immoral and causes embarrassment to the Nagovisi. I 

wa s told that the reason the Siuai did not have such an ex

tensive system is because the Siuai do not pay such close 

attention to kinship as the Nagbvisi do. As an example of 

the Siuai attitude on kinship, women can name their children 

for their brothers--unheard of in Nagovisi, for it would 

violate tabus of name-calling . Nevertheless, the Siuai are 

said to have some of the lineal te ms (nE versus nEro, etc.). 

In dual p onouns, the following crite ia are invoked 

to distinguish pairs of kin in the ze o generation; same

sex/opposite-sex, c nsanguinity = lineality = same moiety, 

opposite moiety = potenti 1 affine, and ac ual affine. 

1oiety 

Cons ngui 1ty 

Same sex nE 

Opposite sex nEn roko 

In adjac nt g n a ons, pa1r 

is male are undi i d· 
' 

\hen the nior mem r s a f 

sanguinity, ot ntia 
' 

as 10 the ze 0 ne a 1 u 

male) or 0 po e- X (i. . ' 

a 

m 

an 

h 

m 

Poten ial 
Affi e 

nEr E a/ 
nEn m s1ra 

nEnoroko 

1D whose s 

co b·n tio 

e' he 

1 ine 

more, me 

I m le) re 

s 

0 

Opposite 
oiety 

R al Affine 

nEramera/ 
nEnamasira 

nE 

Dl r m mb r 

us nEra. 

ies of on-

re i 0 ved 

( i . e . , f 

r1 ical. 

-
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Table 5: Dual Pronouns 

nE, lE, dE ina/ing (H/W), tata/inalaman (oB/yB; 
FF/SS), ama/inalamada (oZ/yZ), kaia/ 
ino· e ( 1F / DCh; oZH/WyZ), tete/inobe 
(Ml/DCh), mama/inalamada inalaman 
(FM/S Ch) 

nEnabora, lEnabora, 
dEna bora 

nEnamasira, lEna
masira, dEnamasira 

nEnoroko, lEnoroko, 
dEnoroko 

nEra, lEra, dEra 

nEramEra, lEramEra, 
dEramEra 

nEro, lEro, dEro 

nii, lii, dEwo 

n1nga , la nga, 
deinga 

ka o/inabalum (FZ/BS), kabo/inabaluna 
(FZ/BD; HM/SW) 

inomas/inomas (BWws/HZ) 

tata/inalamada (oB/yZ; MBS/FZD; FZD/MBD; 
FBS/FBD; FF/SD), mama/inalaman (oZ/yB; 
.FZD/MBS; MBD/FZS; MZD/MZS; FBD/FBS; 
WoZ/yZH) 

mma/inuli inola (F/S D), papa/inabaluna 
inabalum (MB/ ZD ZS; HF/SW), inola/ 

inola (WF/DHms), ngano/ngano (ZDHms/WMB) 

inoli/inoli (ZHms/WB), kaia/inobe (MFZDS/ 
MMBDS) 

ngo/inuli inola (M/S D) 

kabo/inola {WM/DHws), marna/inalaman 
(WM classificatory Z/classificatory 
ZDHws) 3 

children, those who are uncertain of 
their relationship to each other, e.g., 
stTangers. 

alf one has assumed a tabu relationship with the younger 
man. 



Table 6: Plural Pronouns 

niladu, liiladu, . dewoladu 

niladuna, liiladuna, dewoladuna 

ninabori, liilabori, dewonabori 

ninamasigu, liilamasigu, dewonamasigu 

ninamEnagu, liilamEnagu, dewonamEnagu 

ninawode, liilawode, dewonawode 

ninolili, liilolili, dewonolili 

- men and their sister's children; men and 
their own children; man, his wi f e, their 
children; man, his dau ghter's husband, 
daughter's children. Cf. nEra. 

=large extended family, e.g., descendants of 
a maternal grandmother and their husbands 
and fathers . 

= mothers-in-law and their sons- and daughters
in-law . Cf. nii, nEnabora. 

~ 3+ sisters-in-law. Cf. nEnamasira. 

= 3+ brothers-in-law. Cf. nEramEra. 

= 3+ brothers (including parallel cousins and 
MMB or FF); 3+ sisters (includin g parall e l 
cousins), brothers and their wives; sisters 
and their husbands; maternal grandparents 
and daughter's children. Cf. nE. 

= combinations of brothers and sisters (in
cluding parallel cousins and tata in the 
sense of MMB or FF). Cf. nEnoroko. 

~ m 



Table 6, continued 

niro, liiro, deworo 

nirona, liirona, deworona 

~ matrilineally related members of one hou 
hold or similarly small size, if not actually 
co-resident, e.g., moth e r and s everal chil
dren, sisters and their childre n,, grandmother , 
mother, and children. Cf. nEro. 

~ matrilineally related people of indefini 
range, more inclusive than niro, etc. Th 
matrilineal core of a descent group; can 
include adult matriline ally r e lated males , 
but not their wives or offspring. 

-..J 



Table 7: Diagram of Dual Pronounsa 

~ 
0 
·rl Woman Speaking 
+J 
C<l 
H Own Moiety Opposite Moiety Q) 

~ 

~ Female Male Fe rna le Male 

+2 nE nEnoroko nE nE 

+l nEro nEra nEnabora nEra 

0 nE nEnoroko nEnama- nEnoroko 
sira (nE) 

-1 nEro nEro nEnabora nEnabora 
(nii) 

-2 nE nE nE nE 

3 Actual affines in parentheses. 

Own Moiety 

Female Male 

nE nE 

nEro n~ra 

nEnoroko n 

nEra nEra 

nEnoroko nE 

Opoosite Moiet 

Female Mal 

nE nE 

nEnabora nEra 
(nii) 

n~no roko nEra 
(nE) 

nEra n.l!;ra 

nE nE 
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Thus: 

Potential 
Senior Female Consanguinity Affine Real Affine 

Junior same 
sex nEro nEnabora nEnabora 

Junior opposite 
sex nEro nEnabora nii 

Senior Male 

Junior sex 
irrelevant nEra nEra nEra 

Betw-een alternate generations, everything is undifferentiated, 

except between opposite sex torowaiwat.ata (older male, younger 

female) pairs, which "mimic" the BZ (consanguineal/opposite 

sex) relationship and thus are referred to as a nEnoroko. The 

plural pronouns do not cover kin terms as meticulously as 

the dual pronouns do; the combinations ·and permutations of 

kin types would produce a staggering large number of special 

pronouns. Thus, some combinations I suggested to my inform

a~ts were flatly rejected. ·They said that such combinations 

had to either be named indiviqually or used with the general 

plural pronouns nii, lii, dewo (w~, you, they). Some com

binat~ons were judged to be "ungrammatical," e.g.: 

H, W, HM can be called nirona, but not a 
good combihation. Not scandalous, but 
inaccurate. (Probably called nirona be
cause of identification of H and W, as 
in ninawode. 

B, Z, and MM, or FM, or MF are also in
accurate, but could be called ninawode, 
perhaps because MF and FM are seen as 
affines. 

On the other hand, B, Z, and FF or ~1MB 
= ninolili (FF or MMB = tata; therefore 
becomes a B-Z combination. 
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Flatly rejected were any of these ~ombina .tions: 

Those mentioning brother, sis ter, and 
spouse of either or both. This includes, 
thus, b r other$ -in-law and their wives, 
sisters-in-law and their husbands, and 
husband, wife, and their son's children. 

Those men tioning brother and s~ster (op
posite~sex siblings) and the of~spring of 
either or both. 

Regarding .the plural pronouns, certain of the same 

criteria operate in the zero .generation as they did with the 

dual pronouns. Thus, ninolili, nina wo de, ninamasigu, and 

ninamEmagu cor~es~ond respectively to the dual categories of 

nEnoroko, nE, nEnamasi r a, and nEramEra. Note that the two 
~ 

nE positions, same-sex/same moiety and opposite-sex/real 

affine combine criteria in such possible plural combinations 

as spouse/spouse/spouse's same-sex sibling. Note also that. 

it is impossible to refer to opposite-sex siblings and either 

or any of their spouses by special pronouns These must be 

named individually or the general plural terms (nii, lii, 

and dewo) may be used. 

The remaining plural pronouns seem to be somewhat 

similar to other dual pronouns; niro, niladu, and ninabori 

relate to nE r b, nEra, and nEnabora, respectively Nirona 
3 and niladuna are enlarged forms of niro and niladu. Again, 

the mother-in-law/son-in-law relationship term is set off 

from others. 

3 About plurals in Sibbe: Although any noun can be made 
into a plural (i.e., more than one) by the addition of the 
suffix -na, this is often omitted unless one is referring to 
four or five or more of something. When discussing smaller 
numbers of things, better usage requires the specification 
of the exact number, e.g., mai = canarium almond, mainawali 
= one canarium almond, mainawalida = two canarium almonds, 
maiwEmanori = three canarium almonds, maikalEmanori = four 
canarium almonds, maina = (plural general) canarium almonds; 
kobEli = stone, kobElinabori = one stone, · kobElinaborEka = 

two stones, kobElinago = three stones, kobElina = four (or 
general plural) stones & 
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In ponse to the dl s 

1 tives I sub i ted to my info 

hypoth ical com inations o 

m n s, o e of th m a m 

fini ion. ccor i g to him, _n __ __ ef rs to t e m tri-

lin l 1 b rs of one ouseh ld (p w s ni ona 

r fers to o n 1re rna riline a e or r n 

ver, both n iro n ni1ona may include m r"lineally-related 

ult m les o are normally not si ent. Nil du re ers to 

multip e comb'nations of any of he nEr pairs; n'laduna 

re ers to entire extended fa ili --that is, a ni o or nirona

group plus the in-marrying s uses. Apparently, the matri

line 1 context ameliorates to some extent the (tabu) aspects 

of the DH/WM relationship. 

Thus, two of the categories of plural pronouns seem to 

be plurals of this type, that is, they must refer to large 

groups of people (ca. five or so). Informants agreed with 

this grammatical interpretation, but gave conflicting re-

sp n es in certain cases, nevertheless. 

Ideal and actual behavior between all of these kin 

types will be discussed passim in later chapters. However, 

here it should perhaps be noted that the distinctions which 

set off pronouns are the same ones which delineate social · 

relationships. 

In one's own generation, the distinction between affines 

(potential or real) ahd consanguineal (lineal, own lineage) 

is quite marked, as are sex distinctions. Behavior between 

opposite-sex siblings and between same-sex affines should be 

supportive but decorous: references to sex are not permitted, 

and cause a gr~at deal of embarrassment (maia) if another 

should mention sex in their presence "Shame" fines of various 

types are payable between opposite-sex siblings and between 

same-sex affines for hearing of each other's sexual indiscre

tions (lorn kigori payments) or for producing a second child 

before the first one is sufficiently mature (nomma payments). 

Same~sex affines do not say each other's names, and older 

informants were reluctant to say their opposite-sex siblings' 
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not been cus 0 ry n they 

0 inarily li tl hance for econo ic 

s ite-sex siblings a d me- X affin 

le and illing if a k d. T y t nd 

iring. 

o ns et een same-sex si lings and 

nds of isters) nd g an parent/ 

g . ch"ld a e id lly open and free of constr ints A man 

might be angry if nother told a vulgar story bout the man's 

wife (or he might not, ependi g on his relations ip with 

s, 

the eller), but he uld not be ashamed; he would be both 

angry nd shamed if the same thing should happen with refer

ence to his sister. Oppoitunity for economic cooperation be

tween brothers is limited; in the main, these relationships 

cons1 ted of sentimental ties which in most cases were ex

ceedingly resistant to malfeasance . 

Taliau was Veniai's older brother. Taliau 
had encou age Veniai to jo.in the police as 
Taliau had, and there Veniai had learned some 
English and accounting procedures . Taliau 
paid for Veniai's brideprice, a somewhat 
unusual thing to do. About twenty years ago, 
Veniai got the idea to start an enormous 
store in Nagovisi and borrowed money from 
a number of people to get capital. Taliau 
claims that he lent Veniai over $300. The 
store folded, however, and Veniai went to 
jail for fraud for a year. I asked Taliau 
what had happened to his money then. He said 
he didn't really know; Veniai had never given 
it back. I asked him if he was angry at 
Veniai for this; after all, $300 was a lot 
of money, wasn't it? Taliau replied that 
well, he was sorry about the money but after 
all, Veniai was his little brother--how could 
he be angry at him? Besides, Veniai had 
bought him a $50 shotgun about fifteen years 
later . 

Sisters, on the other hand, are frequently partners in eco

nomic ventures (eog., managing and earning shell money, pig

raising, gardening), as well as being bound by ties of affec

tion Similarly, husband and wife cooperate in these same 
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activities, as do the h sbands of two (or more) sisters. 

Ideally, relations between husband and wife are amicable, 

if not affectionate. 

Relationshi s involving senior females are more com

plic ted than tho e involving senior men. Men treat all 

their adjacent g ra tion juniors in more or less the same 

way; WF and DH do not say each other's names, but other than 

that, there 1s no co traint upon their relationship. Both 

father and MB are regarded affectionately; neither seem to 

have much authority over either their children or their sis

ters' children .
4 Fathers probably have the edge, though, 

simply because they are in daily contact with their children. 

Econo.mic cooperation is greatest betw.een WF and DH, least 

between MB and ZS. Unmarried sons cooperate to a certain ex-
. 

tent with their parents; these days, such -economic coopera-

tion frequently is replaced by financial ~ssistance--money 

earned when they are away wo.rking at Panguna. 

It would seem from pronomial distinctions that women 

have distinctive relationships with their own children, re

gardless of sex, their brothers' children (and HZCh) of 

either sex 1 their sons' daughters and their ·daughters' hus

bands . Structurally, the unique relationship between mother 

and child has to do with lineality; one's primary sociologi

cal identity, after all, is with one's mother's relativeso 

It should be obvious that there is a sentimental tie between 

mother and child, as well. Relationships between FZ and 

BCh (or MBW and HZCh) are these days affectionate, but in 

4 unquestioned authority does not appear to be part of 
any kinship role in Nagovisi; other than charismatic political 
leadership, there is more or less a power vacuum. Ogan (1969) 
reports a similar situation in Nasioi, which he attributes to 
European acculturation. I am not completely convinced that 
in Nagovisi, at any rate, this lack of authority is not in 
fact the aboriginal condition. 
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the past, it is said, consi rable restraint, especially 

b tween FZ and BS, was the rule. For example, the FZ was 

never to touch the BS, even when the latter was a tiny infant. 

The relationship in present-day Nagovisi which is most 

fraught with etique te and avoidance is between WM and DH: 

between these two, there can be no use of personal names and 

in fact, a person is supposed to avoid ordinary words or 

phrases which sound like the forbidden name, they may not 

touch each other nor hand items to each other, they avert 

their ·eyes in all cases and tend to come no closer together 

than about four feet, conversations between then--for the 

exchange of information, never for idle chatter--are curious

ly detached, with the participants facing in different di

rections, or even situated in different rooms. Breaches of 

these prohibitions are also described as producing shame 

(maia) as with breaches of etiquette in BZ relationships; 

nevertheless, my impression is that these elaborate mother

in-law avoi.dances are politesse, whereas t ·here is more of a 

gut feeling with the sister. The relation between WM and 

DH does not begin until the DH's marriage; the behavior thus 

must be consciously learned. We heard several accounts of 

actual sexual indiscretions between WM and DH, but these 

were considered humorous as well as scandalous. The only 

story I heard of sex relations between B and Z (which I 

believe in any case to be apocryphal) was privately told to 

us and appeared to give visible psychic discomfort to the 

teller. 

Relationships between grandparents and young children 

are affectionate and ~nconstrained. Frequently, the grand

parent intervenes on behalf of the child in the 6ase of 

parent~child conflict. The grandpare~t may take the grand

child on expeditions to the bush, for example, to find fungi 

and greens, tell stories to the grandchild, or cook food for 

him. 
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e x c e pti ons are Guempl~ 1 965, Marshal l 1 9 57, Needham 1 965). 

A ong the N g o vis i, however, it is imposs ible t o disrega rd 

the role pl e d by persona l names in determining t h e nature 

o f inte a c ti ns. Names i n fl uence the kin h ip s y s t em ; it ca n 

be difficult to understa nd the b e v ior betwee n n ame sa k e s, 

f or example, in t erms of the orthodox pplica tions . f .k in

ship categories. Furth r 10 e , -t he f o rma l a~pects o f t he 

naming s ys t em emphasi~e signif ica n t f e tures o f Nago~is i kin

ship, viz., moiety division, the simila r ities between alter

nate ge nerat ions , a n d mat rilineal descent. 

Names are moiety ~specific ( except for nicknames, the 

me ni ng of hich is clea r), and in the study area, sex-
6 

specif:j..c as well. Ev e ry pers on must have a "real" name--

that is, a na me hich has b ee n in use in the moiety formerly. 

Nagovisi s ay that men should be named for their MMB's, 

and women for the ·~ · 's. This hap pens quite often, actually, 

but g iven d em-ographic accidents, there is ne.ver a perfect 

r eplication. However, a ~ook at the accompanying table 

(Table 8) which shows the ma trilineal ancestors of the Waina 

lineage indicates that names do tend to be repeated every 

other gene r ation. Since in terms of categories, one's FF

MMB = MFZH, and one's MM- FFZ = FMBW, it is not uncommon 

to f i nd children named for relatives who have married into 

the father's lineage. For example, Takore (line 5) is named 

for her fllBW, ·Kana i (line 6) was n a med for his FF, and 

Kepetau (line 5) was named for her MM-step-Z. 7 

6
Informants stated that names are often not sex-specific 

in the western part of Nagovisio 

7The following persons were named for appropriate rela
tives in other clans and/or lineages: 

Line 4 Laumo (Kokerai) 
Line 5 Mesiamo (Wapola); Nebura ( Wapola); Takawai 

(Lolo Witumana); Semana (Pomalatempo); Siku 
( Wapola); Marius (Beretemba) · 

Line 6 Leasa ( Wapola) ; Pasikoro (Pomalatempo); Tam
mai (Pomalatempo) 
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Table 8: Names in the Waina Lineage3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

"Piskaro" 
(Karigana) 

Mesiamo 

NALI 
TOTO 
TOBAGO 
LOLINAI 
"Pasikorou 
(LALAGA) 
NEMA 
Lea sa 
Mika 

.6 
TOTO 

SI WAKO 

/ 
Monua 
Taura 
GENENAI 
KESALI 
NALI 
"Labona" 
(PAPANUMBA) 
POSTUGE 
Toruwan 

NarnEbi 
NEbura-
"Anna" 
(SIUWAKO) 
"Agnes" 
(LAKABURA) 
MOALI 

Monor 
POSTUGE 
TAMAI 
Oris a 
Pari 

0 
KATINAI 

C5 
I 

LA~URA 
Kawake 

J~LI 6. 
Makoas1 

J 
NEMA NAMANAN 

NALOKA 
TOBAGO 
OSTOKE 
PAS INA 
Sikinala 

(Loka) 
"Nuai"~ 

WANIS Waritoa 
Takawai 
Lagatalo 
"Monica" 
(POS) 
Kapago 

KOIROPA OSTOKE 
Bwianne "Maria" 
Tarnmai (TOBAGO) 

PAS INA 
NALOKAS 

Semana 
0 Angela, 
N~garopa" 
(POS) 
"Olive" 
(KATINAI) 

"Margareta" 
(Kanna i) 

PI;; 

a 
Repeated names in capital letters; commonly-used nicknames 

in quotation marks; real names immediately beneath in parentheses. 

6 
PAPANUMBA 

C3 6 6 
TAIUKO WARABAI KATINAI 

~ t J 
TAMAI "KOIROPA" Tor ow a . 
LOLINAI (KESALI) Wiai 

Upola Laumo 
~PAPANUMBA LALAGA 

NALOKAS (~GENENAI) 
"Olowa" 
(NAMANAN) 

Lowai TAIUKO "Thomas" 
Moguku PAKUA (Kunkan) 
Womu WAN IS "Maria" 
Bwiari Kepetau (Takore) 
Siku waso "Anna" 
Kanai (Marius) 
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Beyond that, he or she ma y have numerous othe r n ames 

and nick names. For eJample, e very Catholic ha s a b a ptisma l 

name. Nagovisi at ta ch li t tle i mpo tance to the se names; 

ei t he r the pr iest or pe rhaps the obs tetrical nurse will 

usually ~ug e st a na me for the child. No doubt many Nagovisi 
. 

baptis a l names re f er to t he s a i n t d a y u po n whic~ t he child 

was bo~ n or have some such Christi a n ~ignific a nce; for ex

ample, h ile we we r e in Na govisi a boy born on Dec e mber 25 

was bapt ised Emma n uel. These names are chiefly used in 

Europe an interactions; Nagovisi less freque ntly use the se 

names in their interact ions with each other. A common excep

tion is when a gir l is na med for a relati~e whose name is 

tabu to her father. In such cases, the father will usually 

call the girl by her baptismal name. Babies and young chil

dren (those beginning to talk) are sometimes called by their 

ordinary Nagovisi name(s), their baptismal names, and various 

corruptions of both kinds, the latter in a playful sort of 

w2y. Older Childr en find such cor~uptions offensive. 8 Occa

sionally, a child will be commonly known by his or her bap

tismal name for n~ apparent re·ason, other than preference. 

Two teen-aged girls w~ knew were named Posi; 
both of them preferred to be called by their 
baptismal names. Posi means "buttocks" in 
Na govisi. 

Since girls are so commonly named for relatives whose 

names the girls' fa the r s are forbidden to say, this hastens 

the creation of new names. The introduction of baptismal 

names has no doubt slowed this down, for baptismal names are 

not subject to the t raditional naming rules. In the pre

contact, pre-Christian days, · men resorted to euphemisms if 

their daughters were called names forbidden to those men. 

8 There is a Nagovisi myth in which a little girl, angry 
at her two eel brothers, speaks their names incorrectly; the 
eels are so annoyed by this that they kill her. 
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h .e inn·ng o 

KE li, 

( 

~ed yo ng). 

o K 

n a elated 

n io 

op . Th r 

c a y 0 so 

y h nam d 

n a · e. o ever, 

ali, son of rabai, was bo n, the follo ing 

ev nt ook place: 

s·ro inf tua ed with Warabai, but she 
a be rothed to another man . He broo ed 

abou · t is, d one day ecame so angry 
bout it th t he cut down one of her 

cana 1 almond trees. People then said 
to him "You shouldn't have don that, 
becau e he she h sa b by, · e will be 
ithou ree (koiropa). Siro resorted 

to 'ove medicine, ' after this and 
succee ed in mal ying arabai. Their 
first c ild, KEsali, was thus nicknamed 
Koiropa. 

·d 

In gene ation 6, here a-ppears another Koiropa who is never 

called KEsali, al ough his parents insist it is his "real" 

arne. 

ot infrequently, parents may want to give their child 

t o or more names. Or, perhaps two people will ask that the 

hi d be named for each of them. It is not possible to 

poli ely refuse en a person wants to give his name to one's 

son or daughter,. e en if the child already is named. At 

1mes, this cause he ethnographer some confusion. 

. I asked Lalaga .ho his daughter, Bibiena, 
as n ed for, and he said, 'For Tevu's 
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mother." I said, "But Tevu's mother's 
name is Osi.ropa." Lalaga said, "Yes, 
and so is Bibiena ~s name. Bibiena is 
just something the Church gave her." 
I said, "But Osiropa is not a real name. 
People just c~lled Tevu's mother that 
when she was li~tle because she always 
lived at her father's village. Her real 
name is Madakil i. H Lala ·ga said, ''Yes, 
a n d t h a t ' s ·sib i en a ' s rea l name , too . " 
At that time I had been in the field for 
about ten months and had never heard 
either Bibiena or Osiropa called Madakili. 

The na e Osiropa ('without a village, hamlet, home

stead') is a good example of a commemorative nickname. Other 

examples are Tevu ('eaten') wh~se real name is Kalope, a 

name by which the namesake of a man killed and . eaten by the 

Japanese during World War II is known; Polapola ('the pol- · 

luting smoke of the body burning on the funeral pyre') whose 

"real" name is lost to knowledge now, and Olowa ('improper, 

incorrect') whose real name is Namanan, and is the unfortu

nate feeble-minded product of an incestuous and adulterous 

affair his mother had. No doubt, with time, euphemistic and 

commemorative names will attain the status of real names; in

deed , many of my informants told me that this is exactly what 

had happened in the past. 

In the past, a momiako, 'big man, leader,' might become 

known by the name of the piece of ground he lived on, possibly 

with a suffix -ko~go (at) or -nala (adjectival ending). This 

was done in deference because it was not good to say the name 

of a momiako too frequently, being too intimate. 

About a hundre d years ago, Samali happened 
to hear that the mountain people called green 
cocoanuts whi ch had not fallen from the tree 
yet by the term patoi. He was pleased by the 
·sound of this word and decided to immortalize 
it by naming a piece of ground Patoigo ('at 
patoi'). Soon, people began to call Samali 
Patoi, because the ground was called "at 
Patoi;" therefore, Samali must be Patoi. A 
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middle-aged man we knew as Patoi in 1969 
and 1970 turns out to "really" be named 
Sarna 1 i. 

Whenever a person gets t wo real names, he may also 

pick up the names of any people Who have either of his 

names. Tnus, the names become "linked." 

A young boy was given the two names Nema 
and Komo. An older man named Komo thus 
acquired a right to the name Nema, as will 
future me n na ed Komo . Future Nemas may 
also be named Komo. 

The first words that children use may include the words 

"my mother" (ngo) and "my father" (mma), but even if they do, 

these terms are rarely used by children to address their 

parents. Proper names are used instead. Unlike the Nasioi 

(Og~n 1969), the Nagovisi think there is nothing disrespect- · 

ful about this practice. I $uspect that the complexity of 

relationship systems es~apes most children until they are 

somewhat older. 

In keeping with other prohibitions un interactions be

tween certain affines, certain affines cannot use the names 

of other affines: a man should not say the names of his WM, 

WF, WoZ, WB, ZH, or DH. A wbman must not say the names of 

her BW, HZ, yHZ, or DH. Such relatives should furthermore 

avoid words that sound similar to the names of their tabued 

~elatives. Divor6e terminates such tabus, but death does not 

end the mother-in-law/son-in-law name prohibition. Marriage 

between any of these, however improper, also ends these tabus. 

There is a woman named Iod~i whose nickname, 
Keliropa ('without tabu'), refers to an incident 
in the life of her namesake, Iodai, who married 
Lebi, her own son-in-law. Lebi's action caused 
an enormous scandal, but it did effectively re
move the tabu between him and Iodai. 

Persons having the same names as one's kin tend to be 

treated as kin, circumstances being favorable. This occurs 
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most often when one is lacking an important relative . For 

example, two men--an MB and a ZS--with no surviving female 

lineage-mates, .formed a relationship centered on a woman in 

a related lineage whose name was the same as the MB 's dead 

sister~ Despite some hat inappropriate ages (the MB was 

about sixty-five, his "Z" was about thirty-five, and the ZS 

was about forty~five), their behavior towards one another 

replicated to .a marked degree that typical of an actual 

biological relationship: 

(1) --use of name tabus between the MB and "ZH" 

(2) - - coope·ration in pig-feasts, pig-raising 

(3) --no obscene joking between the MB and his "Z's" H 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

' 

(8) 

--funeral plans involving the "Z 'z" .D and the MB 

--lnutua 1 a·id between the "Z" and the ZS 

--the "Z's" children--even the very little ones--
called the ZS "big brother" 

--the ZD said it ould not be possible for his own 
children to mariy the "Z's" children, . "because 
that would be like my own daughter marrying m.e." 

--it was said that the wiasi of both of these men 
would go to the "Z's" daughters on their death9 

Although these men could trace ·equally valid kinship ties to 

a number of women in the elan, they did not treat any of the 

other women or their fami~ies in this way. 

The term ·wakanam~ 'thi~d person possessive name,'can be 

glossed as "namesake," but with this difference; both the 

original holder of the name and the namesake use the term 

equally correctly. When a child is g1ven the same name as 

another person, whether or not the person has asked that the 

child be given his name, a relationship between the two and 

their circles of kin is created. Each of the persons is 

identified with the other, such that A1 calls A2 's mother ngo, 

9This is somewhat unusual for men to control their 
lineage's shell money, but in this case they were the last 
two survivors of their lineage and they were momiakos. 
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his father mma , etc., ahd vice versa. This relationship may 

be fairly superficial or quite pervasive, depend.ing on the 

inclinations and situations of those involved. This relation

ship can be formalized by prestations (miwoko, 'name-tying'). 

Mi oko exchange may be done anytime, but the best time to do 

it is hen the child has not yet begun to talk--up to age 

two or so. 

exchanges. 

• I E1ther men or women may engage in these naming 

The elder gives the ·young child's parents a strand 

of shell money. This goes into the clan or lineage's store 

of spendable shell money , and a ·different strand is taken from 

these stores, with which a pig is bought for the eld·er partner. 

The pig is killed and cooked at a convenient feast. All line

ages involved eat at the feast. 

If a miwoko has been done, the death of either of the 

individuals necessitates a m·sa'ri, 'name removal .' Regard

less of who dies first (alt o ugh normally, it will be the older 

o f the two, who instigated the iwoko), the recipient(s) of 

the shell money must return an equivalent (but not the identi

cal) strand to the instigator(s) of the mi bko . This may or 

may not be eciprocated by a pig from those ho recover the 
10 shell money . 

Neither of these exch'anges are large enough to provide 

an occasion for a feast, so they are ordinarily done at the 

10 ote that since the insti ator is usually older and a 
ma r i e d man, h1s shell money ust come from his wife's store 
of shell money. t goes, however, to the opposite moiety, 
since n me s are moiety-specific, and H and his namesake belong 
to the same moiety, but oppos'te o his wife's. hould the 
i nstigator die fter he eceiver of the name has married, the 
rece ive r of the n me's W1 e's lineage m st repay the debt. In 
s uch cases we .can see the fol owing points: ·(1) r gardless 
of jural owne ship, th h ·sband's labor produce hell money, 
too; (2) reason for the return of the pig; (3) r ceiver's 
if 's ineage gets no h·ng; (4) "people never think of out

s tanding db s h n thy mary, thy only hink of copulation" 
--a requently proclaimed Nagov·si sen im nt. 
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time another feast is being given for an entirely unrelated 

purpose. Informa nts said there was no ritual involved with 

these ·exchanges, but in the past, the instigator was not 

suppos ed to hold his name.s k e until the child learned to say 

their mutual name; otherwise, it as feared, the child would 

not "grow up fast." 

Relationships betwee n namesakes may involve gifts even 

though they are not forma lly recognized by miw.ok·o exchanges .. 

Today, when men are able to earn money, they may sporadically 

present their infant namesake with gifts--small amounts of 

money, articles of clothing, or to els are som~times given. 

Ocassionally, miwoko exc~anges will mark the beginning 

of extended relationShips between those involved in which 

pigs are sold between partners at what amounts to "cut-rates," 

i.e., much below whatever the seller might charge an ordinary 

prospective buyer. 

Minodoko's wife's name is Bvi~ri, the same 
as Karinamba's five-year-old daughter. 
Minodoko and Karinamba, although living at 
some distance from each other, a·nd having 
no kinship or affinal connections, sell 
each other pigs at greatly reduced rates. 

Such relationships may endure long after both namesakes are 

dead, or may be revived or invented because the great-great

g.randmothers of the partners had the same name. 

Other supportive behavior is possible: 

As the resu~t of an argument over brideprice, 
the women of the Bero clan and the women of 
the Biroi clan decided to hold a competitive 
wiasi display (tanalarai). A woman from 
Birosi, a village some miles away, volun
teered to come help the Biroi women, since . 
one of her daughters had the same name as the 
groom's mother. She as obligated to help 
the Biroi people, even though her husband be
longed to the Bero clan, because of this name 
relationship. 
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Sometimes, une~pl~cable relationships exist between 

the relatives of namesakes: 

Kome gave N~ndopa a str~nd of shell money 
to keep--not to spend--to ".make both of 
them happy" because J(o·rne 's MB and Nandopa 's 
son are both name d Ubiari. 

No one I talked to cared to speculate on the ultimate destiny 

of this strand of shell money. The reason for its being 

farmed out to Nandopa--the ideritity of names~-was considered 

sufficiently explanatory. 

It should now be evident that it is impossible to fully 

understand the :workings of the kinship terminology without 

bringing in the pronomial syst~m, and furthermore, that both 

of these are subject to iBfluences from personal names. There 

are basic similar ~lements common to all three systems: even

numbered generations versus odd-numbered generations, affinity 

versus consanguinity, and male versus female. There is over

lap of the three systems to a considerable degree in most 

cases. The name system differs from the other two in that 

it allows adjustments for ·demographic accidents and is not 

linked to statu?es except as the statuses procede from the 

other two systems and from idiosyncratic features. I should 

like to close this chapter with a few examples which illus

trate the complexity of relationships among these systems. 

Nebura and Tevu called their first son Koiropa. 
"Big" Koiropa is about forty ·years older than 
little Koiropa, and is a classificatory MB of 
Nebura's. Big Koiropa began to call Nebura 
and Tevu· ngo ancl mina, and they began to call 
him and his younger brother, Nalokas, inuli. 
However, Nalokas and Tevu's sister became be
trothed, and thus Tevu no longer cared to 
refer to Nalokas as his son, despite the fact 
that according to the name relationship this 
was proper. After a period of avoiding call
ing Nalokas anything, Tevu predicted that he 
would probably begin to use inoli to refer to 
Nalokas, and perhaps to big Koiropa as well, 
but not to his own son. 
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esiamo's MMB 's name was Witako, which is 
also Mesi o's n e, even t ough he is never 
called this. o ever, the n me itako refers 
to a piece of gro nd where t is man once had 
a house ( ita :ls the n e of the grou d, -ko, 
'at'). itako's re 1 name~ s Kaas , but no 
one ever called him th1s because it is not 
good to say the real name of a momiako . Wita
ko was once felled to the ground by an enemy, 
but . not killed . This is how the name Mesiamo 
('down to the ground') was invented. When 
Mesiamo as little, he never used to like to 
wash his face, and thus was known as OimEkala 
('holy face'). Now in his old age, he prefers 
to be called Kerasi ('old human one'). Witako's 
DS calls Mesiamo ~ai a, and Mesiamo calls Wita
ko's DS inobe·, just as Witako would have done. 
They are bio~ogically the children of female 
first cousin cross cousins. 



CHAPTER III 

DESCENT GROUP MORPHOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR 

BETWEEN CONSANGUINEALS 

Th~ Nagovisi, like .all other Bougainville peoples, are 

matrilineal w.i th segmenta r y descent groups at various levels 

(Oliver 1949). However, unl~ke ·most other Bougainville 

~ peoples, all Nagovisi are divided into exogamous moieties; 1 

lower levels of segmentation (clan, lineage, bDth of which 

have individual names, and wetetenamo, the descendants of a 

maternal grandmother) are localized. There are no generic 

terms for moiety, clan, or lineage similar to the Nasioi 

term mu (Ogan 1966, 1969) or the Siuai noroukuru (Oliver 

1955:1.07); in fact, the Nagovisi n.ot infrequently use the 

pidgin term 'bisnis" as a loan word. One series of terms 

which might be glossed "descent group of indefinite range" 

is represented in the following paradigm: 

Singular 

Dual 

Plural 

Nominative and Adjectival Forms 

First Person 

nigonmpo 
nigonala 

nEkompo 
nEkonala 

niikompo 
niikonala 

Second Person 

lakompo 
lakonala 

lEkompo 
lEkonala 

liikompo 
liikona a 

Third Person 

wakampo 
wakonala 

wEkompo 
wEkonala 

wiikompo 
wiikonala 

1 My informants told me that the Nagarige~ who inhabit 
the west coast of Bougainville, are also dual organizational~ 
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Th se t s woul p e r to contr c ion on 1 

po r n ( m, nE am, 
~'----

ssiv m, 

m) i h ·th r t n 1 hum n 

gr p su i o or e dject1v l suffix -n la, h s 'my 

eo le," "ou-t o eo le," etc 

In ns er to he qu s ion, ta?, lit r lly, ---
'who e your ople?,' I mos y as old he n m s 

of in ividual clans. I as t ught h t to elicit moie y, I 

shoul sk, L aligi ami?, ' hat is your ird?,' and that 

to elicit li e ge, I s ould ask L kompo ainabula mEki?, 'what 

k·nd r ally are your p J le~' These seemed to work well, but 

by o me ns perfectly . 

The e are three levels of structural significance for 

theN govisi; today, these are the moiety, the small clan or 

arge line ge, and the small lineage or tetenamo within a 

1 rge 1neage. In pre-contact times, the moiety controlled 

o g my and was able to provide an ephemeral symbolic (rather 

h n sociological) solidarity, other conditions being favor

able. The small clan provided support in various endeavors , 

such as mavo, 'growing up rites,' funerals, control of real 

estate and stone shrines, and prbvided for transfer of prop

erty in the event of the extinction of a component lineageo 

The lineage, hich in former times was probably identical 

with the wetetenamo, provided the central actors for the 

individual in inheritance, mavo, funerals, female economic 

cooperation, and etiquette observances of many types . It wa s 

th maximum solidarity group in arguments . 

Today, the moiety still controls exogamy, but many 

former clan functions are less important now than they were 

in the past. mavos have been all but abandoned, . lineages less 

rarely die out, and land exploitation favors specification of 

individual ownership of plots . Furthermore, due to other 

factors mentioned below, lineages are becoming larger and 

larger, and these days, may comprise several wetetenamos. 
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These etetenamos, although lac ing individual na es, are 

still quite i portant as the rna imum solidarity group. 

First, I ill discuss the gene al characteristics of 

segmentary descent roups in Na ovisi. In many ays, this 

is both d.iffi.cult and unsatisfactory, because e saw them in 

a tr n itional period, yet many of the Nagovisis• normative 

statements concerned pre-contact times. The moiety ap ears 

to have remained the same as in the past; its description, 

th refore, is most straightfo ard. However, ch nges have 

affected the clan, th.e lineage, and the we.tetena o, both with 

regard to changing functions in some cases, and · ith regard 

to population increases. 

Pescent Group De?criptions 

Moieties 

Nagovisi moieties are most frequently called Eagle 

(m.anka) and Hornbill (komo); however, both have additional 

associated symbols. 

Bird 

Spirit 
Ancestress 

Her Offspring 

Related Animals, 
Birds 

Horn bill· 

Poreu 

giant tree rat 
(la ·nga la) 

-
eel (barama) 

vine (aiwa) 

kingfisher 
(siusiu) 

Eagle 

Makonai 

boa (para orung) 

mynah (sigino) 

crocodile (uia a) 

According to the Nagovisi, there is no myt~ica1 relationship 

between Eagle and Makonai nor between Hornbill and Poreu. 

They seem to belong to entirely di~ferent symbolic systems. 

Both Eagle and Hornbill are thought to be exemplary be

cause they seem to have many human vi-rtues. Both are large, 
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· onog 1 s, make substantial house-1~ e nests, and produce 

only o offspring at a time. eople are not supposed to 

eat or touch the feathers of their respective totems. 2 To 

do so would cause illness. Furthermore, children of both 

moieties ere not supposed to eat or touch either bird, 

because, being chil ren , they were "in between" both parents, 

and subject to food tabus of both sides. This prohibition 

continued until they became adults. Occasionally, a momiako, 

'big man, ' would eschew these foods, as well . . 

There are a number of stories about Poreu and Makona i, 

both of whom W€re mythic (kobonara) spirits (mara). 

Story one: Poreu and Makonai were sisters
in~law. Poreu didn't know about fire and 
used to lay her taro corms out in the sun 
to cook them. One d y, she went to Makonai's 
house, Where she was served some cooked 
taro. "This is better," she said, "how ~id 
you do it?" Makonai showed her fire. Poreu 
offered to buy some with a strand of w~asi, 
but Makonai gave her some fire for nothing, 
saying that fire is not something we should 
pay for .. 

Variant ending: Poreu did pay for the fire 
wit h mEkala wiasi (sacred shell money that 
some Eagle female clans and lineages possess) 
and this is why Hornbill people have no 
mEkala wiasi today. 

Each had children. Makonai's only son was a snake 

called paramorung. He was hacked to pieces by his brothers

in-law, who were revolted by the idea that their sister had 

2 Nevertheless, Eagle men assured us that their killing 
eagles (birds) with shotguns was perfectly acceptable, and 
that Eagle women could cook this meat for their Hornbill hus~ 
bands. Eagles (birds) were rarely seen, and I cannot say 
what N-agovisi really do when offered a chance to eat one. 
H~wever, there was little hesitation on the part of Hornbill 
women in our village when my husband asked who wanted the 
one he had shot: all were willing to eat it. 
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married sn ke. oreu had th e c ild , he fir t of 

0 s a gi t t e- at ) , 3 the s e co 0 om s 

1 ( ama) d t t ird of •· vine (aiw ) . 4 an e 1C as 

Poreu people are not to at a or el. In est ion of 

such forbidden foo s ill cau e s I s. n kes in an case 

a considered in e. ot 0 i n Por u cause sores 

to pp ar on chil r n ho have not the proper " g owing-

up rites" (mavo) done for th rn, but r u is said 0 be 

basic lly evil, whereas Mako ai 1 not. The following stories 

will illustrate some of Poreu's evil ways. 

Sto y t o: Once, all the Hoinbill eople used 
to live t Si ba a in the mo ntains . There 
was a mara, 'spirit being,' named Poreu who 

ould assume the form of a human female and 
offer to take care of b bies so that their 
mo ers could go to the garden . hile the 
mother was away, Poreu ould stab the baby's 
fontanelle with a flying-fox finger bone. 
When the mother came back, Poreu ould tell 
her to cook some food. Then she would give 
the baby back to its mother , and the baby 
would die. Poreu ould then slip away to the 
bush. She did this repeatedly. The Hornbills 
tried to kill her, but they couldn't. So they 
decided to trick her and abandon Simbawa. When 
she came again to the village, they asked her 
to go to the spring and fill up a bamboo tube 
with water . HoNever , Hornbills had removed 
the bottom from the tube and it did not fill 
up. Night came, and the tree-toad called to 
Poreu, "They are tricking you." Poreu examined 
the tube and saw that it was true. Meanwhile, 
the Hornbills had left Simbawa, but they put 
a kuauau (small bird, species unknown) by the 
fireside in one of the houses . The bird cried 

3 Those are believed by the Nagovisi to be extinct now, 
killed off by feral European-introduced cats. The term is 
obviously cognate with what Chinnery (1924) calls rat and 
Oliver (1955) calls giant tree-rat. 

4This grew only in the mountains. I never saw one. 
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t 10 g t i t w s hum n voice , 
soun of th b1 . But 

1 11 gone . hen Poreu foun d 
e 

it . 
s d 

s s o angry that she cooke d 
From Sim wa , ll the Horn
throu tou t south ougai vi lle 

iu i, and l o e r parts 

mi ~ tion story : When she bega n 
Hornbil l peo l e , Lightning 

s a~ her ki l le d her , eca s e e was s o r ry 
for t he r ~ o e . Por u's omb t he n went up 
i to a t e an d became a v i ne c al l e d iwa, 

h i ch i s co on i n t he mcunta ins. This is 
how Pore u be c ame a s pi r i t --be fore t hat, s he 
was a human. 

Story thre e: Pore u used to tur n into a pig 
some t ime s a nd ruin e o le's g a rdens by dig
gin g up all the food and eating it. She 
would leave her s kin on the fence while s he 
did it. This is another reason why people 
had to abandon villages in the old days. 

The reason why Poreu is bad a nd Makonai is good is because 

Poreu did not have fire for a long time. 

There is no mythical relationship between Kingfisher 

and either Poreu or Hornbill, although there is a "jus t -so" 

story about Hornbill and Kingfisher, in which Hornbill 

steals Kingfisher's beak while the two are bathing and thus 

comes into possession of the large one he now has. Inform-

ants told me that there were people in Nagovisi whose totem 

was the mynah (sigino), but they are considered to be essen

tially Eagles--just a division of Eagles from Siuai. Croco

dile people are a clan who trace real biological connections 

to people in Siuai; they would appear to be those ment i oned 

in Oliver's work on the Siuai as a division o f Hornbill 

(1955:51), the Gurava (Nagovisi) or Kurava (Siuai). However, 

the Nagovisi consider the Gurava people t o be Eagles ; they 

may marry only Hornbills. This caused me no e nd of confusion 

at first, because these Gurava people will not touch or eat 

hornbills, as the Hornbills of Nagovisi claim to do. Asking 
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a Hornbi 1 (not a Gu ava) man ab ut this, I a told th t 

he "w 

gi t t 

Gurava 

actu lly 

ot ve y ch r lated to o 

ats." Anot er m n old 

e m i d Eagles 1n 

E gles the elv s. Y 

"in ·:1 g vi 1, the Gu a va people have 

moiety." 

ills, but th r o 

e th t alt ou h he 

i 1 in Na ov· i, they 

noth r ld me that 

ne into Poreu' 

at seems to be is that t e N govisi system cannot 

a ceo odate more. than two in term rrying groups. Chinnery's 

info· m.ation on interma rying clans in Siuai is contradictory 

with r gard to marriages between Crocodiles nd Hornbills 

but he does show that there Crocodile people do marry Giant 

Tree-Rat people (1924:93) Since it would seem that Nagovisi 

consider Giant Tre -Rats and Hornbills identical populations, 

it would be natural to assign Crocodile to the Eagle moiety. 

In the same way, a clan which claimed Kingfisher as its 

secondary totem is considered by all--members of the clan 

included--to be ess€ntially Hornbill. 

Other incidents can be cited which reinforce the idea 

that Nagovisi society requires two intermarrying moieties. 

For example, in my inquiries about the moiety affiliation 

of Akai, a Siuai man who had had several Nagovisi wives and 

fathered a number of Nagovisi children, I was at first 

given much contradictory information. Finally, when point

ing out these inconsistgncies to a thoughtful informant, he 

managed to . silence me by declaring that while Akai was con

sidered to be a Hornbill in Nagovisi, he was an Eagle in 

Siuai, and that was all there was to it. It is my guess now 

that Akai was neither a Hornbill nor an Eagle, but belonged 

instead to a Siuai sib which permitted 1ntermarriage there 

with both Hornbill and Eagle sib members. 

Nagovisi tend to see their neighbors, the Nasio1, as 

dual organizational, like themselves. My informants repeat

edly insisted that the Nasioi were basically dual organiza

tional--although no one could agree on what the moiety symbols 
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were-- nd t at "ol li 1 bisnis,' 'little d c nt grou s, ' 
within the s p 0 e oi ies . e rio us and not im 0 ant 

in he regul tio 0 m rria c re heir con ident 

assertion wi Og 's c utiou :te c o struct1on of Nasioi 

mo1 ies (1966); urely N ovisi view is hnoce ntric. 

The · ea "th t moiety e ag my is somehow nat l was 

expressed by an i n ivi ual who cl i m d hat persisten viola

tion of moiety exog my by t e members of any clan ould ulti

mately lead to a ch nge in the clan's moiety affiliation: 

"People ~ill say that if they [those Eagles] like marrying 

E gles so much, let them be Ho nbills then from now on." He 

claimed that such a c ange had actually happened to certain 

distant-dwelling groups. 

A comment might be made in passing with regard to the 

possibilities of symbolic analysis of the Nagovisi material. 

It would be esthetically pleasing to be able to report that 

the Nagovisi have a moiety symbolism which involves two 

spirit ancestresses, one good (the fire-bringer, i.e., cul

tural) and the other bad (lacking fire, i.e., natural), each 

of whom gave birth to a snake-like son, one of which was a 

white, inedible, earth-dweller and the other of which was a 

black edible water-dwe~ler. However, this construct is only 

possible if many annoying "irrelevant" elements are deleted. 

Nevertheless, an attempt at such an analysis led to inquire 

as to the possible relationship between Makonai and akonai, 

'left-side. 1 Info mants did not associate Poreu with mena ~ 

'right side,' but they did tell me that the left hand was 

considered feminine, being physically weaker than the mascu

line right hand. 

Of the various fresh water fish which live in the 

streams and rivers of Nagovisi area, there is a species which 

is considered male and one which is ·considered female because 

of their respective habits and apparent physical strength. 

The so-called male fish is called the karua (species unknown) 
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and is considered to be so becau e . it was able to jump over 

net fences ( oto) stretched aero s the river. The rna amaka 

and pasio, l · rge-mouth types, could not jump the nets, and 

therefore ere thought to be feminine. Male-female differ

ences represent a most pe vasive dichotomy in Nagovisi think

ing, nd most often are thought to be ultimately physiological 

or psychological. Unfortunately, despite persistent attempts, 

I failed to get any other examples as clear cut as this. 

~agovisi moieties are in a number of respects similar 

to what Oliver describes for Siuai sibs (1955:108). They 

are geographica ly dispersed throughout Nagovisi and have no 

common ground or shrines. Members of a moiety refrain--or 

these days give lip-service at least to refraining--from 

eating or touching their respective totems on pain of illness 

(specifically, sores, shortness of breath, or wasting away). 

They cons~der themselves to have distinctive palm lines, 

Hornbills having three and Eagles having either two or four. 

Both sexual relations and marriage between members of the 

same moiety are forbidden; informants claimed that formerly 

offenders would be summa-rily killed by their own horrified 

moiety-mates. 5 Today, such violations are still deplored as 
extr~mely immoral, and dispose the offenders to illness--loss 

of hair and general weakness. All or most members of one 
moiety never assemble or act in concert. Although they ver-

bally prescribe an ethic of hospitality and brotherhood 

towards one another, it seems that traditionally enemies 

tended to be members of one's own moiety who belonged to 

geographically remote clans. 

5Nevertheless, gene~logies showed that a small number 
of non-exogamous marriages occurred in the past, apparently 
without detrimental effects to the married pair. 
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Clans 

Those familiar with the literature on southern Bougain

ville societies will no doubt be aware that my use of the 

term "clan" to describe Na·govisi de.scent groups differs from 

the terminology used by other writers. I believe that there 

~s good reason not to ref€r to Nagovisi descent groups by 

the t.erms sib, sub-sib, and sub-sub-sib, etc., as Oliver does 

for the Siuai (1955) or as Ogan does with the Nasioi mu 

(1966~ 1969). Because Nagovisi clans are localized, it seems 

to me that what Oliver calls sibs and Ogan reports as the mu 

are structurally equivalent to the Nagovisi moieties. There

fore, to continue the comparison, we might reasonably expect 

that what Oliver calls sub-sibs might be equivalent (or 

similar, at least) to what I would have to call sibs, were 

I to use this terminology. Thus, Siuai sibs (first level 

descent groups) and Nagovisi sibs (second level descent 

groups) would be terminologically identical, not sociologi

cally so. Rather than being an aid to understanding, the use 

of the sib .terminology for the Nagovisi would surely prove 

to be quite misleading. 

Nagovisi clans have at present or had in the past, at 

any rate, the following characteristics which are listed 

below. These features, normative or statistical, and tradi

tional or modern, are discussed at greater length later in 

this chapter. 

1. Clans have a migration tradition, which lineages 
in most cases lack. 

2 ~ Clans have sub-divisions which are felt to be 
related, but between which no geneaological links 
can be t r aced , but between which there is a 
chronology (not always commonly agreed upon) of 
relationships and in some cases, a rank-order. 
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3. Clans h ve names which refer to neither totems 
nor ancestors .6 

4. I e lly, nd unless the cla is qui lar e (i.e., 
s t a time Nhich , under t ditional conditions , 

ission would have ta en place ), a senior female 
will hold 11 th no -spendable shell heirlooms 
(wo : up ·a, woli, mEkala wiasi ). 

5. Clan em exs old commo 1 vos at a c an holy 
place , if appropriate to the ma vo.7 

6. Gro nd o ned by th clan members tends o be con
tiguous and any e cept ions are easily explaine d 
(as g ifts from affines, in genera l). 

7. Or inar ily, clans have no permanent totems or food 
tabus.8 

Lineages 

I ea lly, within each clan, there is one lineage which 

is consi € red to be momiako, 'rich, powerful ' It is the 

most senior female of this lineage who in theory holds all 

the heirloom shell valuables of the clan. The momiako 

lineage may gain its positi9n in any of several ways: it may 

be thought to be most senior, according to the clan chronol

ogy (e.g., La'mEko, or most junior9 (e.g, Witumana), or it 

6 In the opinion of some, the clan name Lavali is the 
name of the first representative of the Lavali clan to come 
to Nagovisi. He was a man, not a woman, which rules him out 
as a progenitress. Other informants claimed that the term 
Lavali was "just a name." 

7 Some mavo are properly held outside the laupai, 'club 
house. ' 

8 The entire Lavali clan was supposed to respect the 
special tabus of the Siboka lineage, according to some . How
ever this would be as a matter of politeness, rather than an 
absolute injunction . 

9The Nagovisi explain this apparent contradiction by 
saying that the original lineages must "hold on to the ground" 
(thus, apparently 7 occupying all their time), and therefore, 
later lineages often have an easier time becoming momiako 
(rich in pigs, wiasi, first in wars and feast-making). 
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may acquire its prominence because of the strength, ssiduity, 

etc., of it motai, 'men who have married in, husbands,' in 

making fea s ts, selling pigs, acquiring shell money and 

waging war (e.g., Wapola), or it may possess (by an unknown 

route) special access to ritual (e.g., Siboka) and be encum

bered with a small number of exclusive tabus. 

In some clans, there were lineages without any shell 

money, junior in every respect, called nang itau, 10 described 

by one. informant as "olesem pik " In· the Biroi clan, there 

ere two lineages (Wa'laga and Kokera1) which were nangkitau 

These people were said to have gone to a point farther south

west first (after the dispersal from Simbawa) and later re

joined the other Biroi lineageso Apparently, for this alone, 

they were . considered inferior. Other Biroi lineage members 

could kill them with impunity, and in fact, the last two 

surviving females of the Wa'laga lineage were betrayed and 

killed on the orders of the female momiako of Wapola 7 in an 

attempt to stop a feud which had gotten out of hand. Nangkitau 

children could also be traded to Siuai for axes, knives, or 

feathers. This practice was called so'ba. 

Note that the momiako lineage is not invariably senior, 

in terms of clan chronology. The senior lineage is called 

the tu'mEli, 'first-born,' as is the oldest non-senile female 

member of this lineage. Junior lineages are called bwidaruma, 

'descendants of younger sister(s)o' Although they are not 

specifically denied anything because of their junior position, 

sometimes in the course of arguments, the youth, inexperience 

and presumption of the bwidaruma may be spitefully mentioned 

by members of more sen1or lineages. The elders will insist 

10
cf. Buin term kitere, 

Nagovisi terms kitau, kitale, 
'bondsman 9 (Thurnwald, 1934); 
'children. ' 
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th t ec u of t es s 0 com ngs, th u a must d r 

to the tu'm li~ The nan gk ita are junior to the 

al lou h it 1 not cl ar h her t is is becau e of t eir 

c Iono 0 ical osition or their 1m over ish d Til teri 1 state. 

Perh ps a lin ge c mes to be consid red chronologically 

junior if it lacks shell v luables. 

Th"s or er of niority re ppears th oug out t e smaller 

segments of descent grou s. If the lineage has wo:lupia of 

its own, the tu'mEli holds it. It is s e (with her husband) 

who r ange for pigs to be g1v n to the mourners at funerals 

for her lineage-mates. She is .furthermore ultimately re

sponsible for parcelling out land to her sisters and daughters, 

real and classificatory. She would take an active part in 

mavos, were they given these d~ys. She is deferred to by all 

the motai, except for her husband. 

Lineages, for the most part, take their names from 

pieces of ground called . nas ples" or osimoi, 'place of origin, 

source.' Although members of various lineages can recite 

the names of various pieces of ground upon which their ances

tors settled, only one of these is the "as ples," and it is 

tempting to consider the time of settlement here as the time 

when fission took place. 

Many lineages are known by several names, one of them 

ordinary, and others esoteric, the latter usually appearing 

only for rhetorical flourishes in insulting songs.
11 

These 

additional names refer to pieces of ground near the osimoi 

which had be€n formerly sites of settlements of the lineage 

in question. 

Some lineages can trace geneaological connections back 

to an apical ancestress; others cannot or will not. It is 

problematical to what degree these geneaologies are genuine 

11These supplementary names are synonyms for the ordi
nary name and do not refer to further subdivisions within 
the lineage .. 
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or spurious. One ex 1 me ly old wo an of the Bakoia lineage 

was able to trace back nine generations from her own mother, 

through the uiais from which the Bakoia people bro e off 

from durin this c entury, 12 to the Lavali clan ancestors back 

to the M konai, the spirit ancestress! Most lineages can be 

t ced back about four generations. 

Wetetenamos 

.A etetenamo, literally 'their-two one maternal grand

mother,' co~prise the descendants of a maternal grandmother. 

Such a group typically includes two or more aged siblings, 

the adult chiJdren of the females, and the immature children 

of these female children. In the past, this group--that is, 

the mature female members of the ~eteten~mo~-tended to co~ 

reside in small hamlets. Marr~ed sisters had their own 

separate houses, however. Today, there is a slight tendency 

--by no means universal--for co-resident members of a wetete

namo to live in a~jacent houses in a line villageo 

Between same-gen ration members of a wetetenamo ({.e., 

brothers, sisters, and parallel cousins) there is sex avoid

ance between members of the opposite sex, and much cooperation 

between the female memberso A ZS visits his ~~'s house with 

almost equal frequency as his own M's house, and behaves the 

same towards her as he would to his own mother. In turn, a 

MZ asks her ZS or ZD for services for which she might ask 

her own children. The women of a wetetenamo and their husbands 

engage in intensive economic cooperation (gardening, w~rking 

with cocoa, buying and raising pigs, etc.) together Should 

a quarrel involve one's wetetenamo with another group, all 
. 1 d13 . t members of the wetetenamo must become 1nvo ve 1n suppor 

of the wetetenamo. 

12see account later in this chapter~ 
13This holds unless the quarrel involves the descent 

group of a man's wife, in which case he must side with her kin. 
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Fission and Fusion 

There are clues that the int · nal segmentation of 

moieties may have changed so ewhat since contact; for ex

ample, the existence of in ividual names for lineages, the 

absence of names for etetenamos (as well as the lack of a 

gener1c term for linea ge and the pres nee of one for the 

descen ants of a mate nal grandmother) and the lack of soci

ological uniformity of l'neages 14 could be .mentioned in this 

connection. hen coupled with the knowledge of certain his

torica·l trends since contact, discussed more fully below, 

e.g . , ·nucleation of settlements, end of tribal warfare, and 

s o forth , a hypothesis on lineage formation can be o{fered . 

Accbrding to this hypothes~s, in pre-contact times, lineages 

were wetetenamo groups--that is, that wetetenamos lived in 

relative spatial isolation from one another and had specific 

names which they took from the piece of ground they were in

habiting. Because of changing conditions discussed below, 

l i neage names have become "frozen" at a :position they prob

ably held some time before 1930. No new lineage fission oc

curred, even though there has been sufficient population in

crease to warrant it. But pressures have not acted to change 

the imp.ortance of the weteten.amos as an interaction group; 

therefore, it still exists 1 subm€rged, as it were, within 

larger lineages . 

In order to clarify this line of reasoning, it is best 

to look closely at accounts of clan and lineage relationships, 

names of pieces of ground, etc., in order to explain the 

process of fission, the structural relationships of these 

descent groups to one another, and the effect of changing 

conditions on them . 

14 They · are extremely variable in size, degree of in
dependence from one another, land rights, geneaological 
diffuseness or compactness, etc. 
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There were females of four large clans in the study 

area, as well as a .lineage of a fifth clan, most of whose 

other m.embers lived o.utside the area . 15 I sha-ll limit my 

discussion to the clans all the linea g es of which were 

locally present. The number of members (not necessar~ly 

residents of the unilineal villages, sinee married men live 

~~orilocally as a rule) of each clan and lineage, as of 

August 1970, is given below in Table l. 

Each of the clans has its own account of migration to 

the area it present-ly inhabits. The stories told by the two 

Hornbill clans, Biroi ~nd Lola, are somewhat dramatic, where

as the stories told by the . ·wo Eagle clans are straight

forward and prosaic. 

The Biroi people left Sirogana (an area 
about two miles north-east of the present 
site of Biroi vill age ) to get away from 
Poreu, who had again found them and begun 
to kill infan·ts again (cf. Hornbill story ). 
At this time, there were no further sub
divisions. Some people, who later became 
known as the Sirogana clan, stayed behind. 
Th-e rea·son the migrants took the name 
Biroi, 'with the back side , instrumental 
or subject of action for back side, biro,' 
was b e cause they vowed never to return to 
Sir gana, except with their back sides 
tu ne d to. ards it, presumably so that 
Poreu would not recognize them. 

The ancestors of the Lola people left a 
place on the beach near Motupena point 
.and wa lked up to the area they now in-
habit. Koniai and Kiau, brother and 
sister, married a sister and brother 
f om Lavali called Kowia and Narango. 
Koniai left her walking stick at Tuberu
ru, the present site of the Lola Abolede 

15The lineage of the fifth clan was said to have been 
enticed down to its present location by marriage with local 
.men and established claims there as a result of virilocal 
residence (popokawarlilu). 
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Table 1: Number of Members in Clans, by Lineage, in the 
Study Area 

Clan Name 
Total Number 

Lolo 

Lavali 

Bero 

B'ro· 

a U rna 
Lolo and 

om n h 

0 e 
I d n 

a 

Lineage Name and 
Number of lembers 

Abo lode 
Sigompo 
Nu mpo 

itumana 

Bakoia 
Galiaudu 
KEsebe 
Ku1.ai 
Lunno 

arigam 
Tomari 
Pak · oi 
s· aka 

Ko ona 
La'mE o 
TolEs ina 

Porn at mpo 

aga 
. ola 

33 
79 

1 
19 

38 
32 
23 
40 
20 

9 
16 
18 
22 

20 
19 
37 

2 
75 

2 
2 

. d il tic oma · ho r 

om n 'nd 

n d 
nda. 

d p n , nt 
n o oc 

nd 
J 

r 

Village 

Tuberuru 
Lolo 
Lolo, Iaran3 

Lolo 

Bakoia 
Osiranda 
Os1randa, Lawalawa . 

alandab 
Konawa 
Nammu etova 

mm netova, Konawa · 
Pabi ·ne, am une ova 
Osi n a, Iadanoc 

0 ·leni 
0 1 eni 
0 i enid 

ma le 
P alate, Biroi 
m les 
m les 

i s na ely 

ir ocall · one 

e y in 

oc - · one 

. 
l.n 
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village, an d it turned to stone . The de
scendants of Koniai and Narango are the 
present-day Lolo peo ple. 

Version One : The Lavali clan was descended 
from one woman who tame here from Metahawa 
in Siuai. In time , many b anches came. 
Version Two : Lavali was the name of the 
first man who came here from Siuai . He 
settled at Pakawoi, the first settlemen t 
of the Lavali pe ople. 

Bero people live d in Siuai near a little 
spr·n that gurgled , "bero, bero ." Whe n 
some of them c me up here, they went to 
live with he L o people, who had left 
the othe r Lavali people . 

ith the exception of those in the . ero clan , all 

p esent-day nea e names refer to named pieces of ground 

in the area of he clans' pre nt-day holdings The Bero 

people, e cept for the La ' mE o lineage, h ve inste d actual 

relati s in i e t·cally named d1vi ·ons living in Siuai at 

he p sent ime mber of hese agovis1 Bero lineages 

either 0 n land in par s 0 s·u i ontx · ll d y their common 

descent grou or a vagu r gh to land h'ch, ~n his 

.1me 0 land- ho ge e a e p ng to ev lid. t by 

mov ·~ ng ack 0 i. Th's 1 v·d e h he Be1o lin -
- g s e the a on o en er his a a, and in f ct, the 

g nd a nts 

to ha e e 

Som 

n ge og · p · all 

1 e that 

6 
I 

ib much 
r dd 0 

so e o m m e s 
16 

1 3' , . in Si 

e cl 1 
. 

dis 

For 

r 

l Ho n i 1 

a 11 
i 

·.be. I · 
· -s ·u 

. h d on h nd q 

0 

n 

B ro n e a e s id 

ki hip to other c ans 

, 

.n 
h 

1.0n . 

he a· oi peo-

0 h m only 

y all eft 

. 
n 1 ally 

a 
·n · n d 
o · de -

73 '1 1 



Table 2: Summary of Data on Four Nagovisi Clans 

Claimed Order of Appear
ance in the Present Area 

Appeared as a unitary 
group or as related 
lineages 

Who are relatives and 
where do they rBside 

Clan name meaning 

Lineage name ~eanings 

Mythical migration 
story? 

Lavali 
1 

as lineages, 
through time; 
individual 
migrations 

Siuai people 
vaguely in 

H·iruhiru and 
Metahawa 

may be a 
ma~'s name, 

or "just a name" 

same as land 

no 

Lolo 
2 

as unitary 
group 

all Nagovisi 
Hornbills, 
equally 

a hole in a 
tree on their 

property 

same as land 

yes 

Biroi 
3 

as unitary 
group 

Distant 
relatives are 
all N·agovisi 
Hornbil:ts; 

closer rela
tives are 
within 10 

miles; closest 
are within 2 

miles 

"back," from 
migration 

myth 

same as land 

yes 

Bero 
4 

as lineages 
or individuals 

Siuai members 
of groups 
with same 

names now in 
Holina, Miheru 

a spring 
in Siuai 

same as 
similar 

• groups 1n 
Siuai (land 

features there) 

yes 

co 
(Jl 
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Simbawa to ether. Closer relations include W kupa, Taguli, 

oaino, endai, osige --these are t e group which are 

said to h ve t aveled with the 

fter le ving Simbawa, but who 

own settlements. 17 However, 

oto-Biroi p o le for while 

ventually we t to found their 

lationships between them can 

s ill be seen to exist, becau e perso al n mes in these 

places are identical with many Biroi personal names. Closest 

rela ions are felt with Sirogana, the last group from which 

the Biroi people broke off, although today, the two groups 

almost · never interact. The Lolo people claim no special 

relationship to any other moiety-mates. The Lavali people 

do not claim any relatives other than people in the Metahawa

Hiruhiru r ,egion of Siuai, and until recently, took little in

terest in them . One Lavali lineage, Bakoia, which is extremely 

land-short, is att e mpting to re-establish relations there, ·by 

intermarriage, claiming the land is theirs. Other Lavali 

people speak scornfully of this land claim, saying any connec

tion is far too remote to involve land rights. The Bero peo 

ple , as stated above, have actual relations in Siuai, who 

share their lineage names .. 

An Historical Hypothesi s 

Generalizing on the basis of these four clans, a hypo

thetical sequence of clan and lineage development can be 

constructe d . A group Df related people (either from a cer

tain fairly d istant area, that is, territorially related, 18 

or whole or part of an actual descent group) migrated from 

one area t o another. They remembered their clan names, their 

17From my less extensive information on other clans' 
traditions, t h is is fairly common explanation of degree of 
relationsh ip .. 

18This may explain how different Siuai sibs, for ex
ample, became amalgamated into one moiety after migration 
to Nagovisi . 
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stories of migr tion, an . hei u po do igins. B cause 

of dispersed settle ent (i.e., ·n l mlets ), sisters and 

p allel cou in i r nt pieces of ground , e ch 

with diffe ent n me· . In t'me , ramifi cation pro uced "line-

a s " ich bee me kno n the ames of ground they inh i ted. 

es pi te disperse d ettlem nt, all the lin ages tended to e 

lized in h cl n area d had a co o n heritage . In the 

eve nt of the extinction of a lineage, pro e rty went to a 

close lineage (u less it went across ffinal lines). Name 

chang~s of lineages probably always la gge d beh~nd actual 

movemen . s to new sites. A proto-lineage (i.e., part of a 

clan living together on a piece of named land) had a precarious 

existence, especially in the past , because should there be 

one e neration without female offspring, the proto-lineage 

would become extinct. 

What are the reasons, then, that ttlineages" as observed 

in 1969-1970 did not follow these rules? Why has segmenta

tion seemingly been slowed down or arrested? Several possible 

reas ons can e suggested. First of all, the practice of 

settlement in government line villages makes it difficult or 

impossible for individuals to settle where they want to. The 

Local Government Counsillor from Pomalate village explained 

to me that all people, except for government employees, must 

live in line villages, and that in order to establish a new 

village--officially known as a 'half-line" of some neighbor

ing established village--there must be a minimum number of 

five households. 19 Thus, it is no longer possible for two 

sisters and their families, for example, to move away to a 

new piece of ground, which in the past was apparently the 

first step in fission. 

191 do not know what the actual Administration regula
tion regarding settlement is; I offer this native interpreta
tion as the way the Nagovisi understand the official positions 
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s co d, on lict--qua ls and a u . nt --a not 0 

likely to to mi t1.on inc c nt c • ith the Euro e n 

p tr 1 s he ul t au tho i ty' the u e of mo y 

to s tl 1 1el ' the ace pt ·nee of tie otion of sek 

han" (i.e., t t on a e 0 e so lv d to the mutual 

s t' f ction f oth p 18 nd hen for tten), unresolvable 

dJ. S ut are 1 ss frequ nt it ould 20 , seem. 

0 er fac t "'educe migration include the greater 

or 1 sser . cceptance of sci·entific explanations of illness; 

hus, peopl do not desire to move a y from an area because 

of sickne s r deaths . In eed, improved medical care and 

public h · lth measures ·have reduced infant mortality in par

ticular and death from illness in general. Sor ery is prob

ably not practiced as much as i~ must have been in the past, 

nor 1s it so firmly believed in , and thus, people do not 

leave a eas because the areas are thought t o be bewitched . 

There is an expressed desir~ on the part of many to be close 

to school, Mission ( ith church and hospital ) , and roads , 

and therefore, remote areas are not colonized with such 

eadiness. Finally, people .would probably not be willing 

to leave their cocoa stands . 

The following ac6ounts tell of an attempt at fission 

. which was thwarted by factors such as the ones mentioned 

above, and an account of what was apparently the last case 

of successful fission in the study area. Mention is made 

also of some cases of what might be called lineage fission. 

20This 1s no~ to say that Nagovisi do actually ''for
glve and forget" these days. The occasion of a new quarrel 
is a so the occasion for airing of many past grievances, 
insofar as we could tell The point is simply that quarrels 
may leave a residue of bad feeling, but they do not provoke 
migration, as they are said to have done in the past. 
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An Ex mple of Thwa ted Fission 

T e Wain linea is very large (six y- ine memb rs) 

and as t ee distinct we os (Fi ure 1), t e d c n ants _...._ _____ _ 
of 

W r 

th 

ea 

ee 

I I, 

m lll 

lier, 

siste 

the de 

Waina 

when 

ter, Lak bu , 

s' Toto, Kawake, and p pa 

cendants of p panumba ne 

line ge Actually, this 

umba. 

rly broke 

trend a 

e o e World 

off from 

strated 

's daugh

ad begun to live together in a hamlet of 

oto's daughter, Siuw ko, and Kawa· 

th ir own! numba who was, inci enta lly, younger than 

Siuwako and Lakabura, and her d u ghters ~ived clos e by, but 

definitely separate from Siuwako and Lakabura . When Papa

numba's d ughters Warabai and Katinai grew up, they went to 

live on a piece of ground called Pakalo, which is no doubt 

what they would have called themselves, had they split off, 

according to informants. Here they planted food-bearing 

trees and made gardens as well. 

However, World War II intervened, disrupting a number 

of things , including residence. Warabai lived with most of 

the Waina people in the post-war village of Big Biroi. 

Katinai lived in Big Lolo village with her husband, who had 

become "tultul,"'assistant liaison with the Administration 

and interpreter.' Somehow the idea of separating from the 

other Waina people--in residential terms, at any rate--was 

forgotten, and Warabai continued to live with the Waina peo

ple after the big villages broke up. Katinai joined her 

later, after her husband ceased to be tultul~ 

Yet today the would-be Pakologo's tend to act sepa

rately from the other two branches of Waina. This can be 

seen not only in the positive ways 1n whi ch they interact 

among themselves, but the sorts of arguments they have with 

the other two branches. Forms of interaction include garden

ing in contiguous plots, raising of pigs together, coopera

tion in raising brideprice money, etc. It is my impression, 

too, that arguments over the exploitation of various plots 
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F. ure 1: Livin 
p 0 i 

du1t em 1 s in 
te Birthd tes. 

1na Lin€age, i th Ap-

Siuwako 

b Taura Monua La bona 
c 1916 

Pis ro 
c 1931 

NamEbi 
c 1935 

Nebura 
c 1943 

0 
Katinai 3 

Kawake Papan~mba 

Taiukob Warabai 

To go Nuai 
c 1918 c 1925 

Upola 
c 1933 

aritoa 
c 1939 

Semana 
1941 

Papanumba 
c 1939 

3 Underlined names indicate deceased individuals. 

bNo female offspring. 

Kat1nai 

Torowai 
c 1934 
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of ro nd t d d t o pit t e a in t the oth , t o 

branc hes . For ~am le, h n L ona , t e tu mEli , was in 

,e, TB · OSpital in B.ui n, T -r .w 1's husb nd 1 nted cocoa on 

grou ich Lab a consid t o e or h u e of the 

tu'mEli line. Ul t ' ately, t e coco died, but never el ss, 

t he was unpl as n ne s gene a e d o he nt that Toro-

ai s m de to f l that her weet potato g d n w s unwel

come 1n the a ea of the tu'mEli's food gardens , nd s he 

pr m turely left it . L te , an argum nt arose involving 

the relative rights of u i and Katinai to plant cocoa 

be een some cocoanuts which atinai's husband had planted. 

· uai loudly erated Katinai, telling her that since she was 

1n the junior line , she had better obey Nuai. Just recently, 

e heard that Torowai had complained that Tobago's daughter 

intended to plant some cocaa on a large tract of land recent 

ly come into Waina hands through the extinction of another 

s·roi lineage, To owai's reason being that Tobago's daughter 

had ot val1date d claim to the ground by buying a pig at the 

funera l of the former owner. 

In this way, the entire Waina lineage, which has grown 

so large without actually dividing, has begun to act like a 

clan in some ways: (l) emergence of a tu'mEli line of in-

- herita ce, (2) generational lagging appears~-i . e., old women 

who are junior to younger women, (3) greater tendency to 

act separate ly , and (4) some differeatiation of land rights 

wi hin the d escent group. 

An Example of Successful Fission 

at would appear to have been the last instance of 

successful fission in the study area took place during the 

past sixty years or so, when the Bakoia lineage broke off 

from the main Kuiai lineage. Around 1905, all the Kuiais 

were living together on Kuiai land. However, one of the 

brothers of the two ancestresses, a man called Sirikia, 

• 
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left this ground and went to "s uat" o the ground of nother 

Lavali lineage. They ere still call d Kuiai at this time. 

Si iki as jo·ned by his brother, La ka, and the y moved 

to land 0 n e d by yet another Lavali lineage. Somewhere 

around orld War II; Sirikia made up the name B koia, ich 

is Siuai for" hy did you come."
21 

The Bakoia women wee 

all living viriloc lly throughout all this . During the late 

50's or early 60's (educated ~nformants gave both the dates 

1959 and 1961), the women came together with their husbands 

to form a lirie village which is called Bakoia. By this time, 

Sirikia was dead Laukaka lived until 1963 and was the 

first to be buried in their cemetary. It is proper to call 

these women either Kuiai or Bakoia; the other Kuiai women 

are s id still to think of this new group as Kuiai, but the 

Bakoia women tend to act on their own. 

Further indication of the independence of the Bakoia 

wome n from the Kui is might be seen in their acquisition of 

o:lupia, 'heirloom shell valuables,' for ordinary wetetenamos 

of thes e days do not own wo:lupia; this is something that is 

property of a higher-level segment, such as a 1·arge lineage 

or a clan. The Bakoia wo:lupia was acquired from a Bakoia 

motainEla, 'husband, married-in man,' who had stolen it 

from his sister's funeral pyre; it did not come from other 

Kuiai wome n. 

Fusion 

Cases of fusion of lineage are harder to detect than 

are those of fissi on. However, two clans I know of have 

become so decimated that the names of the component lineages 

are no longer used--even though there are old people who 

21 Note · that this name, which does not refer to a 
piece of ground, represents a departure from what appears 
to have been standard naming procedure for lineages. 
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remem er t they were The Loli clan, hich inhabited the 

~ip ry of the study area, was said to have less than ten 

sur ivo · s .present. Formerly, there had been t least two 

a d lin ges in this clan. The second clan, Pudunali, 

whose 

to liv 

five 

n 
. 
ln 

d 1 

ges have disa pea ed is one whose members used 

he study area--at present, its mem ership includes 

males d three adult females. The 1en have all 

married Nagovisi women and live in the study area; the women, 

however, h ve all left the Nagovisi area for Holina in Siuai, 

where they live with their nearest relatives, the Siuai 

Pudunalis, ho are known as the KElevun people. 

Another slightly different case of lineage fusion can 

be illustrated by the case of the Kobona lineage of the Bero 

clan. As mentioned before, this lineage is co~posed of five 

different descent lines, three of which are more or less felt 

to be related : 

(l) --three adult siblings and their older 
uterine half-siblings 1 plus the chil
dren of the females = 8 . Maternal 
grandmother of these people said to 
be related to the mothers of (2) and 
( 3 ) . 

(2 ) --two brothers and their uncle (MB) -
3. 

(3) --the son of a maternal relative of 
the mothers of (2) = 1. 

All of (l), (2), and (3) had various affinal 
ties to the one old man originally from Siuai 
and presently living there with his sixth or 
seventh wife .. 

(4) --an adult brother and sister, the sister's 
children = 8 . 

(5) --an adult male with no surviving kin = 
1. 

Number (5) is said by some to be only secondarily a Kobona--
22 

primarily, he is an Isiro man. However, since he has no 

22
A piece of ground named Isiro is said to have bee n 

given to the Kobona people in the distant past by the Barapa 
clan who are said to have formerly inhabited the study area. 
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close relatives t an the Kobona people, he h s ttache d him

self to the Kobonas in order that he m· · ht have omeone to 

perform his fu er 1 duti s when he dies. 

A further instance of attempt d fu ion ec me known to 

us at the end of the st dy period, nd since it involved peo

ple ith hom e \ere not particularly close, the data are 

no doubt 1ncom lete. The jist of the matter seems to be that 

Si i, a land-poor mountain clan, has begun to make it known 

that they are very close relatives of the I anala people-

the latter, conveniently enough, having a fairly large 

amount of land and relatively few females. The Iadanala peo

ple are said to have been unaware of this relationship until 

the Sipi peop e began to press it, but they have accepted it 

as genuine and are allowing Sipi women to make cocoa garde~s 

on Iadanala land. It is tempting, however cynical, to see 

this as an opportunistic move in a time of land shortage and 

cocoa madness . 

Ideal Size 

What actual descent group size does fission ·or fusion 

tend towards? According to Table 1, lineages proper, i . e., 

with names, 1n the study area range from one to seventy

nine members, with a mode of 2, a median of 20, and a mean 

of 25.05. However, if arrayed as effective groups, 1.e., 

wetetenamos, and if the smallest lineages are combined with 

the larger ones upon whose members they regularly rely for 

aid ordinarily due to consanguineals, the results are some 

what different. The figures in Table 3 have a mean of 21, 

a median of 20, and modes of 16, 19, 20, 21, and 22. This 

latter array of effective groups is less variable in range 

(9-37) than the array as lineages (1-79) and more approximates 

a standard bell curve. Thus, regardless of a failure in 

fission at the lineage level, as was hypothetically typical 

of the past, today there is still a fairly constant size for 
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Table 3: Number of ~Iembe·rs in Wetetenamos 

Bero Kobona 20 
La'mEko 19 
Toles ina 1 15 
Toles ina 2 21 

Biroi Waina 1a 31 
Waina 2 17 
Waina 3 27 

Lavali Bakoia 37 
Galiaudu 32 
KEsebe 23 
Kuiai 1 24 
Kuiai 2 16 
Lunno 20 
Marigam 9 
Pakawoi 18 
Siboka 22 
Tomari 16 

Lolo Abo lode 1 12 
Abo lode 2 33 
Sigompo 1 33 
("Lomili") 2 10 
Sigompo 3 26 
Sigompo 4 10 
Witumana 19 

a Includes Poma la tempo, Walaga, Wapola. 

the effective lineage group, the wetetenamo. When a named 

lineage these days becomes too large, it splits into differ

ent effective groupings, and when a lineage becomes too small 
it attempts to join with a near relative lineage. The latter 
can be seen to have happened with the Isiro man who adheres 

to the Kobona lineage, and the Pomalate, Walaga, and Wapola 

lineages, each of ~hich has only two male survivors, and who 
for purposes of lineage obligations, side with the wetete

namos Waina 1. When there are only a few female survivors 
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of an entire clan, as in the case of t~e Pudunalis, the 

answer may be i .gration to another language area where 

closest relatives are living. 

I st ted at fi st that I thought there were struc

tural reasons f r there being three levels of descent 

group in Nagovisi. Is. ould l -ike to repeat these. 

(l) The major importance of the moieties 
are not to provide moiety-mates, but 
to provi e marriage mates. This appears 
unchanged from pre-contact times. 

(2) Support rs for mavos and funerals, guests 
at celebrations, allies in war (in some 
cases only), and people to rely upon in 
the event of lineage extinction were 
provided by clan-mates in the past To
day, t e ~arge ~ineages may do the same 
things. 

(3) Close relatives who provide maximum 
solidarity in the face of others, who 
organize funerals for each other, who 
give ady~ce and exercise moral guardian
ship, and who, if females, cooperate in 
economic ventures and live together, 
and finally, through whom inheritance 
of property takes place~-these people 
are wetetenamo members, whether, as in 
the past, this means ~etetenamos as 
lineages, or today, in the case of 
large lineages, wetetenamos within the 
lineage. 

Further attention to the matters mentioned here are taken up 

in the following section on behavior among consanguineals. 

Be·havior of Consanguineal Dyads 

Behavior between descent group members is characterized 

by certain general features. Most outstanding is the con

sistent di_chotomy of behavior typical of females and that 

appropriate to males. Also to be noted are the factors af

fecting the intensity of relationship; ordinarily this will 

be a degree of genealogical closeness, or assumption of some 

analagous relationship based on shared names. Thus, in an · 
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event concerning A, A's m ther , siste s, and b others wi ll 

play central roles, wher s support of various kinds may be 

given by moe distant kin (cf. Chapter II). Finally, be

havioral restraints--in the broa est sense of the term-~ 

which exist between descent up me mbers depend on differ-

ences of age, of generation and of sex, such that in dealings 

between same-sex de~cent group members , senior tends to 

dominate junior, and older tends to dominate youngere Be-

t een members of the opposite sex , certain other fa ctors can 

be s e en to operate . These other factors are a tendency to 

a general male dominance of personality, which is balanced 

by male dependence on females for funeral obligations, use 

of food-p ucing trees, as a refuge ·from a ffines, etc. Be

tween opposite-sex members of the same generation, shame 

regarding sex appears to introduce 7urther restraint into 

relationships involving such persons. 

The great dichotomy of rights and obligations is be

tween the males an~ females of a desc en t group . Both are 

said by the Nagovisi to "own" the property of the descent 

group, but after a man .marries out of his descent group, 

he neither contributes to nor may profit from the assets 

of his descent group~-be these wiasi , money, pigs, or land. 

Thus, in practice, the use of these assets is exclusively 

for the women. 23 Because women are the users of their de

scent group property, they are the ones who are most fre

quently involved in quarrels over these assets. Thus, al

thou g h women, b e cause of their knowledge of clan history , 

genealogies, etc., are often called upon to testify in court 

cases arising from such quarrels, they are never, insofar as 

I saw, placed in the role of ajudicator. Women begin quar

r els; they do not resolve them. 

23 with her immature children (including unmarried 
adult males) and husband. 
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vi so one--h hould be 

f c . t s s 

and in tt ffecting youn er memb rs of roup, 

and his fe-e.g., th a 1 ement o - m r ·. i ge . Shoul 

m le cons 

eeli · g ill c 

ls il o each ami r ement, bad 

inl ise and such a situ tion is to be 

avoided if at a ll po le. ales also ould appear to be 

the gua . · ians of descent group morality nd the avengers 

of affronts of an 1mmoral ature to ards bot male and fe

male mb rs of their descent group. 

en my testify on behalf of their · escent group in 

court cases, should thy happen to be particularly good 

orators or very knowledgable regarding clan history and 

t adition. Ho ever, quite often, older men in particular 

are eq ally knowle gabLe about their wives' descent groups. 

A man must not te tify on behalf of his own descent group 

if such testimony would conflict with the interests of that 

of his ife and children. 24 

Both women and men may know and practice sorcery , 

g1o th and increase magic, and healing techniques and may 

instruct anyone they wish in these matters. Prudence dic

tates, however, that one's enemies should not be taught 

efficacious sorcery, for obvious reasons. Sue~ knowledge 

tends thus to be locally known, not strictly the property 

of a g1ven descent group. 

omen make the arrangements for funerals of their de

eased descent group mates, with the advice of their male 

elatives and that of their husbands. In the past, when 

mavo, 'growing up rites,' were given, women took the major 

part in these, too, mainly with the masculine help of their 

affines, not their brothers. 

24Th. . t ·1.s po1n is more fully discussed in Chapter V. 
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25 
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0 li n b e eople r st bind"ng nd el-

10 ense; ho 1 tio b e 0 dist n 

cl .fi IY kin a e di us sed s ell lll pl ces. 

ngo/inol , inuli, 'mother/daughter, son' 

· 'h n children a young, the mother's role towards 

sons and daught s is essentially identical; she cares for 

them, f e s them, scolds them, and so forth. However, when 

the children are five or six years old, girls begin to assist 

their mothers in he gardens with small tasks, e.g . , digging 

up sweet potatoes and helping to wash them, minding the baby, 

car y1ng little p ke, 'workbaskets,' etc., whereas boys beg 

o follow their fathers to the bush or wherever they are 

going. Little boys from this age to their early teens are 

some hat usel ss--they are not strong enough to do men's 

ork, and are frequently reminded of thiso They tend to 

amuse themselves with toys and games. Nearly all the chil

dren in the study ar _ a between the ages of seven and fifteen 

go to school at the Roman Catholic Mission from 8:00 a.m. to 

2:30p . m., and the older ones must board--therefore, they 

are unable to provide help around the village during the 

school week If they finish school and do not go to high 

school, girls start to go to the garden regularly. 

A mother decides when her daughter is old enough to 

have a garden of her own, although it is rare that a girl 

as any need for one until she is married. However, an un

married girl may have the responsibility for a part of her 

25It is not the degree of biological relatedness which 
creates the intensity of ties, of course, but rather the 
shared experiences and duration of association which are 

ommon to biologically related peopl e, under ordinary condi
tions. 
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mother's (or older sister's) garden--she will plant and 

harvest here. Girls are also taught to feed the pigs wben 

their mother decides they are old enough. 

Unmarr ied adult sons ho are employed give most of 

their cash earnings to their mothers--or sisters, if the 

mother is not alive. With employment opportunities con

veniently available at Panguna (about a day's walk away), 

money trom men employed there regularly enters agovisi 

hands these days. When men marry, t .hey e·e ase for the most 

part giving any cash earn~ngs to their mothers; occasional 

small presents (of amotlnts of $5 or $10) may go to the man's 

mother, if his wife approves. After marriage, sons occasion

ally help their mothers in the garden, particularly if the 

mother is a widow, or if her husband is away. However, this 

aid is usually sporadic and does not constitute a dependable 

cbnsistent ·contribution to the mother's econo~ic well-being. 

Mother/daughter relations, on the other hand, are not 

affected by the ~arriage of the daughter, insofar as they 

have to do with residence and econo~ic cooperation, as they 

are in the case of relations with the son. Economic cooper

ation, is continued, and perhaps even increased, since the 

addition of the daughter's husband to the masculine labor 

force means that more ambitious plans may be attempted. 

papa/inabaluna, 'mother's brother/sister's daughter' 

The relationship between the mother's brother and the 

sister 's daughter is one of friendly, informal relations at 

most times. Joking and teasing, especially of a sexual 

nature, is allowed. The MB is hospitably received by the 

ZD on visits to his natal village and offered food and 

sleeping quarters. The MB gives advice to the ZD on such 

matters as disposition of wiasi, and he has usually been 
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involved in discussio n s of the mar r iage of the zn. 26 He is 

a special friend to the ZDH, his n gano. The MB may be called 

upon to settle qua r rels. MB and ZD tend to anticipate direct 

mutual involvement in funeral obligations, because age and 

generation diffe rences make it likely that the ZD will be in 

her prime of authority when the MB dies. Perhaps this ac

counts for the a pparent fondn e ss that many MB's expre ss for 

their ZD's and ZDH's. A MB may teach a ZD magic formulae. 

Only in e x ceptional circumstances will the MB perform any 

labor on the behalf of the ZD The only such instance that 

comes to mind is the following one: 

Nalokas was married to a Nasioi woman, and 
the y usually live·d in the Nasioi area . 
Nal okas often visited his relatives in 
Nagovisi, usually without his wife. On 
one such occasion, he cut some secondary 
bush for two of his ZD's. One of the 
women was a widow, and the other had been 
deserted by her husband the day after they 
were married by a priest. 

How.ever, as a rule, the .MB provides neither labor nor mate

rial assistance to the ZD. 

The authority that a·n MB can be said to exercise over 

his ZD results from his greater age, the fact that he is ·a 

male and therefore tends to dominate women, and the mutual 

desire on the part of the ZD and the MB for harmonious rela

tions in the descent group. Individual p~rsonality factors 

a r e also important, of course, in any given situation. 

Nevertheless, the MB can never completely dominate his ZD; 

s he has rights that he cannot abridge, and these rights put 

her i n a position of strength with regard to him in various 

dealings. 

26
sometimes, it is the MB who actually pays the bride

price of the ZD. This is further discussed in Chapter VI. 
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papa/.inabalum, 'mother's brother, sister's son' 

Unless the MB and the ZS both marry into the same 

lineage or clan, there is little oppor tunity for economic 

cooperation. In the case that they are married to women of 

the same descent group, any cooperation will be in an 

affinal context rather than a consanguineal one, that is, 

they will not work ·together becaus.e of their mutual affilia

tion to their o n .descent group, but rather in th~ir capa

city as motai to their wives' descent groups. MB's and ZD's 

s~ould be on good terms; however, they usually see each other 

infrequently, except when visiting their sisters. Then they 

act together a~ nuga . Some older men reported having made 

extensive visits to an MB's marital village, living with him 

.and working for him during their early and middle adoles-
27 

cence. Adult MB's and ZS ' s appear t o have major concern 

with the moral behavior of each other: of all the incidents 

I heard of involving MB and ZS , a large number appeared to 

involve r~actions to either the MB or the ZD's being cuckolded 

on the part of the ZD or MB . (These reactions I·anged from 

righteous anger to extraction of fines from the wife to mur

der of either or both offending parties.) Another story told 

of an MB killing h~s ZS because the latter speared the ZD. 

A woman in our 'village was propositioned by her classificatory 

FZDS;
28 

he claimed to be surprised when she turned him down 

because, as he boasted, he made a habit of sleeping with the 

wives of all his MB's. This led to a court case in which many 

27unfortunately, I did not collect systematic data on 
this matter, but avunculocal shifts for adolescent boys occur 
in other matrilineal societies (e.g., Dobu, Trobriands) some
tim€s in relation to cross cousin marriage. 

28
Note that the FZDS and the woman's husband are clas

.sificatory ZS and MB. The torowaiwatata relationship Would 
not exist between the woman and the young man, because they 
themselves are rinly classificatory relatives. 
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of the young man's indiscretions were aired, and it caused 

the wo~an's husband to boast that his own ZS's were good 

because they had never made any adva·nces to his wife, as so 

commonly happens. Kedu, an eighteen-year-old boy, got pub

licly drunk during the daytime, having spent all his money 

(about $20) on liquor and methylated spirits. Only his MB's 

commented unfavorably; bo t h we re disgusted by his behavior 

and his neglect of his mother (i . e . , by squandering his 

money on liquor). Others considered his antics amusing. 

mama/inalamada, 'older sister/younger sister' 

Sisters, as mentioned fr€quently before, are often 

involved in joint economic pursuits, such as pig-raising, 

gardening, and various steps in cocoa production. Such 

cooperation is more likely to take place if the sisters 

are close in age29 and if they are married and if their own 

da u ghters are immature. Lacking such a sister, a woman may 

coo perate with a parallel cousin. This economic activity 

invo~ves the husbands of the women as well. Accotding to 

my observations, arguments between sisters are r~re; when 

they occur, they involve property. Informants claimed that 

newly married girls were often drawn into arguments by their 

younger unmarried sisters, who felt abandoned and resented 

the presence of the new husband. Such ill feeling is said 

t o subside after the newly-weds establish a household of 

their own. 

29This has less significance if both sisters are 
adults, of course, but ten years, for example, makes more 
difference when it is between a twenty-year-old girl and 
a ten-year-old one, less if between twenty- and thirty
year olds, and so on. 
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th· s oul not have t ken place, c~ting t e Nagovisi prov

e b, "B ot rs ,re not k1 ik n, 30 that th y should all go to 

1 r y in the s me place." (Kilikan grow in bunch s.) Three 

bro he s we ried to various women in o r village, but 

e ch 1nto a di f ·ent wetetenamo; thus, they never cooperated 

econo ically. 

K inamba, Lalima, and Wedo planned to joint
ly buy a pig for Lau'mo's latakari . This 
l t kari was very important to the various 
branches of Biroi, because Lau'mo was the 
last of his lineage and owned a great deal 
of land, and homever contributed the most 
pigs ould be in the most favorable posit1on 
w en h's land was parcelled out. Karinamba 
a d L' ima, who were married to sisters, 
planned to put up the money and Wedo, who 
is Lalima's brother but married to another 
Biroi oman, planned to provide the wiasi. 
When Mesiamo heard of this plan, he convinced 
\edo to get out of the arrangement, lest there 
be trouble (i.e., regarding who actually paid 
for the pig and would thus get "land credit") 
later on. 

Ties between brothers would seem to consist mainly of 

sentimental attachment, which is quite strong in some cases. 

Little boys ook up to their older brothers and they in turn 

caie for the1r younger brothers. Brothers tend to be con

cerned with each others' treatment by affines; informants 

claim that 1n cases of adultery, a man's brother might 

30A bright red-skinned vegetable, the size 3nd shape 
of cocoa pod with pumpkin-like seeds inside--it is perhaps 
a spec1es of Pandanus. 
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actually be angrier th n he cuckold was hims lf. Immoral 

h vior ith rd to the bra her's ife is frown d upon; 

cc ~ding to one man, men are not sup osed to find their 

bro er's wives at active. Two men in the study ar a had 

enticed heir sisters-in-law way from their own brother ; 

in one instance, the first husband as so unha py because of 

this that h killed himse lf ~ Both of these wife-steal rs 

were un1v rsally orside ed to be immoral and contemptible, 

for as one man put it, "It's all right to t ke another man's 

wife, but not your own brother's wife." 

rn rna/in aman; tata/inalamada, 'brother/sister' 

Behav1or between brothers and sisters (including MZ's 

children) and more distant classificatory brothers and sis

ters is characterized by restraint, particularly with regard 

to sexual or potentially sexual matters. Little children are 

t aught modesty regarding their opposite-sex siblings as soon 

as possible; the nine-year-old boy and his six-year-old sis

ter who lived next ·to us, for example, never bathed together, 

and when the boy was quarrelling with an eight-year-old fe

male parallel cousin, prompting the ribald grandmother f the 

latter to suggest that perhaps the argument concerned the 

little girl's unwillingness to fornicate, the boy's parents 

became extrem~ly angry about the comment. However, Luma, 

a middle-aged "dirty old man" teased twenty-eight-year-old 

Semana in full earshot of her eight-year-old brother, who 

uncomprehendingly laughed (on cue from other listeners) at 

all of Luma's joking but nevertheless lewd proposals. I 

asked about this and everyone claimed that the boy was too 

young to understand what was going on anyway. 

Thus, restraint occurs primarily between contemporaries 

and involves adults more than it does children. Adults were 

said in the past to refrain from saying their opposite-sex 

siblings names, but to use teknomy instead. A few middle-
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aged nd old people do th's today. 

the bed of th op o ·te-s 1 ng, 

of sex, must avoid sea alogic l refe 

in th. same room, and so forth. 1e n 

clans r to avoid eating a certain 

Adul s m· t 

u t avoid 

ences, may 

from Bi oi 

variety of 

not it on 

all mention 

not sl p 

and Lolo 

t ro c ll d 

k pis, which had be en t e n me of a Lolo o m n who had 

married a Bero man and · ho lived with the Biroi pe ople b -

fore her d·eath, because this oman was the " 1ster" of Biroi 

and Lolo men. 

Sisters and p rallel cousins are supposed to be hos

pitable to their brothers and parallel cousins, and should 

offer them foo-d when they come to visit. However, Nagovisi 

believe that it is best to avoid going too much to one's 

distant parallel cousin's houses for fear of accusations of 

attempting to seduce the cousin. 31 My impression from 

visits of the nuga in Pomalate was that this visiting pattern 

is accurate . 

31After two cases involving intra-moiety copulation had 
occurred in our area, one between members of different clans, 
and one between lineage-mates, I received the following 
clarification of degrees of incest: 
(a) Within the wetetenamo, sex relations between members are 

utterly unthinkable. Such behavior is what dogs do, not 
people. (In fact, I never heard of such a case.) 

(b) Within the lineage (i.e., a large modern lineage), sex 
relations among members happen occasionally, but such 
behavior is deplorable. In the past, the offending 
parties would be killed by their own relatives. Mar
riage between members of the same lineage today is not 
approved, although one such marriage took place during 
our stay, but only after numerous attempts to discourage 
the match failed. Both partners were thought not to be 
in full possession OI their senseso 

(c) \ithin the clan, sex relations between members are de
plora~le but not unusual . Perhaps this is why men do not 
care to visit their distant clan sisters, as mentioned 
above. If members of the same clan . wanted to marry, 
they would be discouraged from doing so, even today. 

(d) Within the moiety, sex relations among members is for
bidden, but today, marriage between members of the same 
moiety (but different clans) takes place with much less 
lamentation, and such marriages in time are joked about. 
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may do the same if her rother commits a similar off nse. 

In the st as today, a p r on must pay a fine called 1om 

kigori to his or her opposite-sex siblings should the latter 

hear of any sort of se ual involvement of the former. Sim

ilarly, in the event that a man and Wife produce a new baby 

too soon after 1e preceding child is born (i.e., before the 

child was approximately four years old, in pre-contact days 

--able to walk to and from the garden unaided), the wife's 

b other may destroy her possessions and kill her pigs, a~d 

the descent groups of both man and wife may extract payments 

(nomma) from them . While we were in Nagovisi, lorn kigori 

was paid in cases of premarital copulation, as formal an

nouncement of marriage, and an injury to a man's penis which 

required partial circumcision by a European doctor. The 

standard amount today is $2. In the past, payments of this 

type in w~asi were made by a sister to her brother at her 

first menstrual period, at her marriage, and at her first 

pregnancy as well as for sexual indiscretions. Recipients 

of payment are contemporaries--real brothers, close parallel 

cousins, and the olde MMB's, although this list can be 

smaller or larger, as the degree of the indiscretion merits. 

Nomma payments are no longer made today, because the Nagovisi 

believe that close spacing of children is no longer such a 

serious matter, due to European medicine and the availability 

of powdered cow's milk in the loeal trade stores. Neverthe

less, should a woman become pregnant before her first ba~y 

is able to toddle~ her husband will gain the reputation of 

be1ng a satyr. 
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Brother and sister a e thought to act s mo al r strain 
on one a o her's e vior. It a id of n old o n in 
P al te that the on for her h ul "Omiscui y was 
that s e 

pa all 1 

ovisi 

her 0 

h d 0 con po a y or sli tly old r b othe 
cousins to ush e ri r into more de co ous 
tell a story of ho . nintentionally 

her and wa spear d y him: 

Kobie h d been co nti g on using some 
ban n s for a feast he and her husband 

e e nning. How ver, hen she went 
to t e banana tree one day, ost of the 
ban n s ad been taken. Enraged, she 
calle d out to homeve r had stole her 
bananas to go copulate with a dog. A 

oman called Sakenau heard her, and told 
this to Kobie's brother, Posino, who had 
himse lf take n the bananas. Posino was so 
angry and ashamed to hear that his sister 
had suggested such an obscenity that he 
threw a spear at her. 

or 

havior. 

insulted 

Sometimes, conflicts between brother and sister are 
caused by feelings of romantic love towards affines or 
prospective affines, as was the following: 

Waritoa, a somewhat unstable young widow, 
got involved with a man who was just as 
unstable as he, if not more -so. Relatives 
on both sides discouraged the match, which 
the man was said not to want in any case. 
Things reached a cr~sis when a fight nearly 
broke out during one of many hearings on 
the matter. Waritoa added to the general 
pandimonium by preceding to chop a large 
hole in the side of her house with her bush
knife in ord€r to show contempt for her 
lineage brothers and support for her beloved, 
as she later explained. An older influential 
man tried to stop her a~d managed to get her 
outside, where the two continued to struggle& 
At this point, War~toa's half-brother joined 
the two and slapped Waritoa several times 
to subdue her. Informants claimed later 
that the brother had been so embarrassed by 
Waritoa's behavior that he had slapped her 
and that th1s was a good thing to have done o 
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Bro h r and ist rs occasionally h·elp eac ot ' er i h 

work on ions or in e c ptional 1 c tances. 

It is t - ht to b oo d to help one's line e-mat s in t is 

ay; it remotes good will. Of course, nmarried nand 

omen wo toget 1 · , but in the cont· ·xt of the family for 

mu u 1 e f re. Fo ex mple, hen Tabli ru 1 husband was 

a ay workin 1n Kiet a, he brother, Otoloi, e lpe d her ith 

her cocoa. G i a, who was married to a Nasioi woma n, came 

for visits to N govisi, during hich time he did work in 

his pa ra ll~l c s'ns ' g rdens and cocoa. A work party or

ganize~ to cut grass in Tevu's stands of cocoa was fed food 

prepared by Tevu's si ter, wife, and wife's younger sister. 

As a rule, however, people find enough to do working for 

their spouses and children without helping their opposite-sex 

siblings. 

It would s eem that this work is more or less a token of 

good will, r~ther than any significant and consistent con

tribution to the welfare of the sist~r. Should a married 

ma n spend too much time helping his sister, the man's wife 

would no doubt complain--and with perfect justification, too. 

Two unmarried brothers, however, were sometimes censured for 

their reluctance to help their widowed sister more often. 

A "goodn brother who is unmarried may do an extraordinary 

amount of work on behalf of his sisters and mother: Kaili 

planted a fairly extensive tract of cocoa for his sister 

and her husband while the latt~r was away working in Rabaul, 

and Torowai's younger brothers also did a great amount of 

work for her--cutting bush and planting cocoa--because her 

husband was a Couhcillor and frequently occupied with of

ficial (but non-lucrative) business a The fact that Council 

business was non-lucrative as well as time-consuming caused 

a certain amount of bad feeling on the part of the brothers, 

to which they gave vent during a quarrel about a seemingly 

unrelated matter. 
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Aid . he form of · 1ll n y or pro ty do s ot 0 inarily 

pa s between brother and ister. h n T liau's b ot r-in-

w, Gola i, as prepa in for a ira, 'all--n'ght i . 
f ast ' ng , 

Taliau told us that h hi elf could . contribute 1D no ay 

materially to the feast (e.g., by offering to buy a pig) ith-

out his wife's ermissi 
' 

and in order to et that ermission, 

be auld have to app 0 ch the matt r v ry cautiou ly and dip-

lomatically . Putting on feasts like this is lar ely a matter 

for husband and wife, not brother and sister, to decide. 

Mesiamo and Lapisto, classificatory brothers, 
inte ded to put on a small feast mainly for the 
purpose of terminating a pork tabu (polo udu) 
that Lapisto had assumed at the death of a 
classificatory MB. Neither man · as married 
at the time, so they asked Mesiamo's sister 
for a kulili, a kind of relatively valuable 
small, white shell money not ordinarily used 
for pig purchases, in order to buy a partic
ularly large pig they had their eyes on. 
Mesiamo's sister turned them do n flat. La 
pisto was so angry because of her refusal that 
he left Nagovisi to work on a plantation with
out terminatitig his pork tabu at ~11. Never
theless, today he readily admits that she was 
entirely within her rights to refuse them. 

Traditionally, brothers ·were to have nothing to do with 

the arrangements of their sisters' marriages. This prohibi

tion applied to the ·MMB (also a "brother") ~s well--it was 

only the 1B who might give advice on the matter. It was con

sider~ acceptable, thus, for a brother and Sister (i.e., MB 

and M) to discuss possible mates for the sister's daughter, 

because such did not involve themselves per se, and, as one 

informant put it, "Marriage is not the same thing as copula

tion." However, I recorded one instance in which the male 

parallel cousins of a girl arranged her marriage; when I 

asked my informant how such a thing could happen, he said 

that today people did not follow the old rules as they had 

in the past. It might have been significant, too, that the 

girl was about eighteen years younger than the cousin who 
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did the largest part of the rranging and that the girl had 

no male relatives in the proper g n·eration , i.e., no MB's. 

Thus, e see the constant reite ation of separate male 

and female spheres of activity within the descent group. 

arried me do not contribute materia lly to their own descent 

groups, and any labor on its ba lf is meant as a token of 

good will, not as e~onomic support. One informant stated the 

case succinctly: "After marriage, only a man's body belongs 

to his descent group. His strength belongs to his childreno" 

And so, the descent group takes the man's body--his corpse-

after death, for they are responsible for its burial. 

Concerns of the Descent ~roup 

Activities which take place in a descent group conte~t 

are discuss·ed ·below. These include property holding and in

heritance, succession, funeral observations, the teaching of 

esoteric knowledge, and dealings with ancestral spirits. Also 

re levant to this discussion are questions of residence and 

of economic cooperation, but these ~atters are discussed at 

greater length in separate chapters, viz., Chapters IV and 

V, respectively. 

Inheritance 

Ideally, the pattern of inheritance within the wet€te

namo is a transfer from mother to eldest daughter at death 

or senility of t~e mother. This is the route for currency

type wiasi, usage rights to individual parcels of land, trees, 

and presumably, cocoa treeso A woman's livestock (pigs, 

chicken) are not inherited per se, but instead slaughtered 

and eat·en at commemorative funerary feasts in the deceased's 

honor. I could discover no ord~rly pattern of inheritance 

f d · · 32 A · 1 . ft th t f or or 1nary possess1ons. ny spec1a g1 s e rans er 

32L . t ap1s o 
Takawai's MB's 
a unique case. 

claimed that his son, Takawai, would inherit 
World War II medals. This would appear to be 
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of which might devi·ate fr om this pattern must be given during 

the lifetime of the pre decessor; otherwise, the surviving 

relatives may € hange t h e ir minds after the death. 

MarEwa 

Owned tre es with edible yield are called marEwa. In 

Nagov~si, c ommon kinds are breadfruit (k~ling), cocoanut (mo), 

betel nut ( mosi), can~rium almond (mai), mango (was), malay 

apple (karukai) and sago (kato). Whoever plan.ts such a tree 

or discovered an unowned one in the bush is usually entitled 

to use the tree during his own lifetime. However, after the 

planter's death, the tree or-di n arily reverts to the women of 

the de scent group which owns the ground on which the tree 

stands~ They ca·n pass it on to their own descendants. ·An 

unmarried man may plant trees on his mother's ground, but 

t he se trees are descent group property, and thus, at his mar

r iage, these trees may be taken over by his sisters and their 

descendants. Sisters may allow their brothers the use of a 

small number of their own trees; however, it is entirely with

i .n their rights to refuse their brothers. Refusal is not 

grounds for acrimony. A married man generally plants on his 

wife's ground, and the trees are inherited by his daughters 

Land 

Land is ultimately owned by the clan. This means that 

a given plot of land . wou~d never be referred to as belonging 

simply to the Hornbills or the E~gles, for example, but to 

ei ther the clan in general or to a certain individua1.
33 Use, 

33 see D.D. Mitchell (1971) for a more detailed discus
sion of claims to land. Land may come into the hands of 
i ndividual females from bequests from their fathers (see 
Chapter V ), or these days, it may be bought. 
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on the other hand, tends to be by wetetenamo groups, and in 

so e instances of extended use--with planting of permanent 

crops, etc.--it ap ears (for the duration of an individual 

lifetime, at least) that wetetenamos actually own ground in 

the sense that clans do. I do not believe this to be the 

case, however. With egard to land to which no lineage or 

e tetena mo has establi · e d unco tested usage rights, individ

uals wi t lin the group decide anarchistically and without 

mutual consultation whether or not they will plant, and thus 

establish usage rights. Any dtscussions regarding the rights 

to use are all ex post facto, with the tu'mEli and older line

age members as witnesses . 

Every adult woman has the right to use some of her clan's 

land for food gardens and cocoa plantations and to transfer 
. 

title to her daughters on her death ; these r~ghts are inalien-

able. F.ven in cases in which a woman has been expelled from 

he r village or if she voluritarily leaves it , she still retains 

these rights, regardless of where she is living. Ordinarily, 

widowers with young children may remain in their dead wives' 

villages in order to work the ground which belongs to their 

children on their behalf. Informants stated that married men 

of a descent g~oup might make food gardens on ground belong

ing to their own descent group, some with the qualification 

that this could only take place if the women of the descent 

group found tqe brother's wife compatible. However , no mar

ried men may plant cash crops on his own clan's ground and 

expect to take profit from it . 34 Should a married man plant 

cash crops on his o~n lineage's ground, the crops and profit 

from them would belong to his mother and sisters, and his 

wife would become angry at him for doing work on behalf o f 

34The single e~ception to this is the local momiako who 
is one of two surviving males in his lineageo The land and 
the cash crops will be inherited by clan mates, not his own 
children. 
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his own clan's f males. Such an act ould indicate that a 

man was not a good fath€r, because he as not woiking on e

ha f of his children. In all instanc s when en have cash 

crops on land other than that belonging to their wives, it is 

becaus they have bought the land from the former owner for 

t l . 35 d 
Aus a · J. n money, an such g ound is to be inherited by the 

man's daughters. 

Wiasi 

Whatever wiasi has been acquired by the husband and 

wife goes to the daughters--in order of seniority--on the 

death of the wife . . It is quite possible that all of such 

an inheritance, however, will be spent on pigs for commemor

ative feasts for the deceased, and thus, the problem of ·in

heritance will be avoided. These days, Nagovisi women do 

not begin to take an interest in amassing shell money until 

they are well into their thirties, unless if by accident 

they ~appen to be the oldest female in their lineage at an 

earlier age. 
36 l_other-daughter pairs (with their respective 

35The buying and seeling ~f larid between indigenes is 
prohibited by the laws of the Administration. The lawful 
procedure is to sell the ground to the Administration, which 
then puts the ground up for general auction, at which the 
highest bidder takes it, paying the Administration whatever 
sum the ground will bring. It is not difficult to see that 
such a law has the effect of enabling groups with the great
est buying power, viz., Europeans and Chinese, to acquire the 
most valu-able land, and this effect does not go unnoticed by 
the Nagovisi. Therefore, they do not always report sales to 
the Administration, relying on the latter's ignorance of 
native land tenure to conceal these illicit transactions. 

36 It . t b rema1ns o e seen 
claim to be little interested 
minds as they grow older. 

if young educated womBn, who 
in wiasi, will change their 
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often 0 

will ke 

take e 

n pigs, an it is not un-

he cash he the ig is 

wiasi. S1 e a strand of 

w· si is valued at A 10, this m y seem li e an unequal di

vision, pig prices rarely bei b low $50 o 60, but selling 

pigs i one of the o ly ways n which shell oney can be 

acqui ed; thus, its monetary value does not ell re r sent 

its scarceness. 

Cash 

There are only a few ways for Nagovisi women to earn 

cash (e.g . , by being a teacher or a nurse, rking for the 

mission as a qleantng giil or a l o en's Clu aide) and since 

Nagovisi tend to disapprove of letting their girls go away 

to g~t the necessary training for such work, there are few 

Nagovisi women so employed. Those who are and are unmarried 

share their earnings with their parents. T e overwhelming 

amount of wage-earning is done by men, both married and un 

married. In the past, men would becpme con ract workers on 

European plantations either on Bougainville 1tself or in the 

Bismark Archipelago. For a time in the so•s and early 60's, 

most Nagovisi men desiring employment took arious kinds of 

work in the towns of Rabaul, Kavieng or Kieta. These days, 

Bougainville Copper, Pty., at Pan.guna, is robably the major 

employer. 

Unmarried men are expected to share their money with 

their mothers and her family. Most parent , if they are 

"good," permit the boy to keep a certain a unt for himself 

--perhaps as much as half. When the man ma~ries, however, 

he no longer gives money to his own family but rather to 

his wife and his wife's family. Nagovisi y that when a 

man marries, he no longer has any money of is own, because 

all earnings then are the property of his ~ife and childreno 
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Kamana i, a t h i - fiv - y -ol d a l e w o 
wa s n o n far wi e o h is pro f lica cy 
and immat ur i f i a lly c o nv inc e d his 
e i ghteen-y c l s i f · ca o r y niec e t o 
ma r r y him. e r muc h pr o t st tion nd 
re pe te re i t ions t h a t h i s i ntende d 
wife o ld sta t o de t h, t he ma r ri age 
w s 1 we d . m n i m nage d to ma k e a 
it o f money a d i e d i a t e ly a f t r he was 

p id, he e nt to T u, contempo ary of 
lis, and o ffered t o buy corne d bee nd 
rice for the t o of them if Tevu would 
cook it in his ouse. Tevu's reply was, 
"What are you t inking of? You go show 
that money to obie [ Ka ma nai's wife]." 
Kamanai retorted , "Why should I? Is it 
her mo ney?" T u told us this story, 
quite incre dulous that even this r e probate 
could be s o ut terly ignorant of ordinary 
conjugal behavior. 

If a man's wife is "good," she will allow him to mak small 

presents of money from time to time to his mother. However, 

she is perfectly within her ri g hts to refuse to do this. 

Succe ssion 

As mentioned above, t here is usually one woman within 

the descent group who exe r cise s l ·eadership in d.escent group 

affairs. Ideally, this woman is the tu'mEli, 'first born,' 

in the senior line, should the r e be more than one descent 

line . However, in practice, she may be an able member of 

one of the more junior l~nes instead. In this case, she is 

not called the tu'mEli, but a momiako man1kumana, literally, 

'female "big rna n," female of prominence ·, ' or she may be 

described as the kaskelo, 'a momiako who has proven herself 

recently.' In pidgin, this woman--whether she is a tu'mEli 

or a kaskelo--is referred to as the "bikpela meri" or a "boss 

meri" of such-and-such descent group. 

This woman plays a central role in the execution of 

funeral obligations, both those involving the descent group 

itself and those consisting of returns made to the various 
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descent groups of · he motai, ' m.arried into h r matrilineal 

d scent group.' She t k s care of the wo:l ' hell h ir-

looms' of th .g o p; she p reels out garden d for t e use 

of h r sisters and their d a hters; in the pa t, he would 

have pl yed a central role in the perform.ance of mavos, 'grow

ing up c e emonies;' and she is ef rred to by all he motai 

except for her husband. 

A look at some of the women ho held these positions 

n 1969 to 1970, even though they had livtng female relatives 

who ere older than them and/or senior to them, suggests 

some of the factors influencing successiono Of great impor

tance is having a living husband, especially one who is in

tellig nt, industrious, well-to-do, and forceful. Not one 

"boss meritt in the study area was a widow. 

TolEs ina 1 was rna de up of the desc-endants of 
t ree sisters, Mirimai, Osiropa, and Tabua, 
who was the youngest. Both Mirimai and 
Osiropa were wido s. Tabua's husband was an 
aide post orderly (and thus, salaried), and 
h was a fo rthright individual whose opinion 
was valued by his neighbors. Together, 
Tabua and her ·husband had sponsored frequent 
siras and patis (feasts), something which 
Mirimai and Osiropa had never done. When 
Osiropa planned to remarry, it was Tabua and 
her husband who requested brideprice from the 
prospective spouse. Tabua was the keeper of 
the TolEsina l's w9:lupia, in line-keeping 
with her position of superiority. 

Obviously, senility of the real tu'mEli means that she must 

be succeeded. Other infirmities such as blindness or deaf

ness seemed to work against a woman as well. Personality 

factors cannot be discounted in understanding l~adership and 

succession . A younger woman who is aggressive, contentious, 

and forthright will begin to rival an older, more retiring 

woman in decision-making--even if the older woman is of sound 

mind and has an active husband. 

Partially because of modern changes which have affected 

lineage, clan, and wetetenamo size as outlined above, and 
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parti lly because authority in Nagovisi w s proba ly always 

so ew at of an undefined focus, there are n b r of women 

ho may be described today as " ikpela meri"--some bigger 

than others--at various levels of scent group gmentation . 

In the ero clan, for example, there were our women 

who could be ccu ately call d tu'mEli: these were the oldest 

f ma le membe s of the La'mEko and K bona lineages and the two 

Tol sina wetete1a s --Molus, Tang, hl irimai and Nanama , re

spectively. H r, the women who were most active in mat

ters involving the ro clan were slightly different. Molus 

was often aided by her daughter (and heir), Madakili ; Tang 

was lJn~· t too contentious to be able to cooperate much with 

anyone; iirimai had ced · d her authority to her younger sister, 

Tabua; and Nanama, who had long split her residence between 

Nagovisi and Siuai, was spending more and more time in Siuai 

by 1969 to 1970. Her daughter, Tais, was somewhat retiring 

a d quiet, and thus didn't make her opinions known much. Be

sides, Nan rna still came up to Nagovisi for important events. 

Informants universally indicated Molus as the "bigpela 

meri"--here, as both tu'mEli and momiako--of the Bero clan. 

She was both senior and oldest, but not yet senile, Person

ally, she was high-spirited and aggress1ve. She represented 

the Bero clan vis~ vis other clans, e.g., at the mavos which 

were beginning to experience a new popularity, although some

times, her daughter would attend as her representativeo 

Molus' husband, himself the oldest living male of the highest

ranking lineage in Lolo clan, had been a momiako when he was 

younger, but was in evident decline in 1969 to 1970 Never

theless, Molus managed to manoeuver vigorous men into doing 

some of his work, and she and her husband were st1ll credited 

with producing feasts which were in fact largely the work of 

their daughter and son-in-law. 

Obviously, all wetetenamos--unless they are all-male 

groups--will have an eldest femalee However, she may or 
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may not have a living husb nd, or a husband with the proper 

pe sonal traits. Sle my e senile or feeble, rather than 

sound of mind and h althy, and she ay or may not have her

self a p operly aggre sive pe rsonality. The more she lacks 

some of the appropriate leadership-ac ompanying traits, the 

more it is likely that she will be oversh owed by a kaskelo, 

or lac ing a kaskelo, she and those unde her may be dominated 

by a tu'mEli from a more inclusive segmentary level--or she 

may simply ithdraw from confrontation situations. 

Thus, although every clan has a putative tu'mEli line

age, in which there is a tu'mEli woman (under ordinary cir

cums ances, viz., if the lineage 1s not dying out), this 

titular clan tu'mEli may or may not represent the whole clan, 

depending on the above-mentioned factors. She may be super-
. 

ceded by a kaske.lo, or the clan--if very large--may never 

act in oncert and have instead heads at lower levels~ 37 To 

lo k at the situation from the lowest level of segmentation, 

ev n though sibling _groups can be ranked according to age, 

and among these there will be a tu'mEli, she may or may not 

exercise authority--in the final analysis, the range of her 

authority will depend on her "competition," as it were, and 

how well she and her husband can meet it, rather than as

ciibed characteristics, such as birth order and chronological 

rank of her lineage. As Oliver notes in his discussion of 

Siuai leadership (1955 passim), circumstances of birth (e.g . , 

fortuitous family connections and birth order) may enhance 

an individual's chances t o attain a position of leadership, 

but they are neither necessary nor sufficient to do so in 

and of themselves. 

37This appears to have happened in the large Lavali 
clan ~ In this clan active female leaders are often but not 
necessarily lineage or wetetenamo based, and often, but not 
without exception, residential or local. Assignment to line
age or locality basis is difficult because residence itself 
is based to a large extent on lineage, but not all residential 
units are self-contained descent groups. 
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Fu eral Obligations 

To .Y, the phasis o govisi c emonial li e is on 

e 1 , i at t ei most el bora may involve u rous 

ts, ssumption of v io s , and xch n s of oney 

pro e y, 1n d·tion to mourning nd burial. It is 

im ily the wor o the li e g or mo with t aid 

of t clan to buy the individu 1 . Funeral pre a ations are 

thoug t to be pro erly the work of the 01. en. it is hey who 

do he most ailing and da cing and i is they with the advice 

of heir brothe s and h sba ds who decide how ela orate a 

iven fune al will be. It is said to be the omen's right 

to decide the e things, but unle s they are exceptionally 

forthright, the decision on these matters is reached by com

mittee, as it were, with whoever is the most personally 

dom'n nt appearing to make the decisions. Most of the time, 

this will be men--either of the lineage of clan (nuga) or 

mo 1, depending on what specific event is under consideration . 

Never eless, a woman or women are always credited with being 

complete y in charge. 

Funerals can be extremely elaborate or very simple, 

depending on the prominence and amount of property of the 

deceased. The old and insignificant people and new-born 

babies are accorded the least attention. Young people are 

most genuinely mourned, but wealthy people--whatever age- 

receive the most elaborate funerals. The sequence of events 

is as follows. 

A half a day to a day of wailing is held in the house 

in h1ch the individual died. If he is a married man, this 

is usually done in his wife's village. If she is a married 

woman, this usually takes place in her own village. If the 

body is not at his or her nata! village (i.e., where his or 

her wetetenamo-mates live), the body then is carried there. 38 

38should this be a very long way--ten miles or so--it 
is becoming not uncommon to leave the body at the marital 
village 
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It is rapped in a blanket or a l ength of cloth and placed 

in the house of close female relatives. Mou ners then come 

for several days to w il and dance around the corpse. Wai l

ing co sists of thre -note dirges, in hich the mourners 

c 11 out, "Oh, father (or appropriate kin term), I'm your 

child" (or pprop ~ te reciprocal), or "Oh, son, I'm your 

mother," etc. The Nagovis i c 11 this ail~ng marimari , 'kin

ship terms.' The1e are nope sonal eulogies as in Siuai 

(Oliver 1955). Wailing continues over the course of several 

days and nights for periods of about an hour or so each, 

with breaks for betel-chewing and smoking. Meanwhile, the 

coffin is being built, by whomever is skilled at bod-working. 

Today, burial is encouraged by the Catholic mission; formerly, 

cremation was the rule, but this practice became impractical 

and unpopular during World War II, when any fire was either 

an invitation to bombing or might attract hungry Japanese. 

I is occasi9nally done y ·Methodists, and a pagan man was 

cremated in Pomalate village, no doubt for our benefit in 

part, in October 1969. For cremation, a cage-like box is 

built in which the body rests on the pyre. After this is 

built, a small p1g might be killed. If the deceas~d has been 

under a pork tabu, a pig must be slaughtered and a cooked 

morsel of it will be held up to his face in order that he 

may "smell" it and thus break the tabu (polo udu). 

If tpe deceased was a wealthy individual, a mock argu

ment (pidona) will take place within twenty-four hours or so 

o1 the death. The pidona involves the individual's kin and 

his affines. Its purpose is two~fold: to eulogize the deceased 

by enumerating all his great deeds (and in particular, the 

sacrifices he had made during his lifetime for his affines), 

and for the kin to demand nalina, a sum paid across moiety 

lines on the death of an individual, from the deceased's 

ff . 39 a 1nes. 

39since nalina payments are a part of a larger scheme 
of injury/recompensation fees paid between affines, major 
discussion of nalina will be made in Chapter V. 
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Burial is not ritually spectacular. If there is a 

c techist available and willing, he may say a few words at 

gr veside. Otherwise, the casket is unc moniou ly lowered 

into the hole nd diggers begin to shovel in the irt im

mediately. ourne s at the graveside throw in clumps of 

dirt, as well. At one burial we itnessed, eople t .hrew in 

pieces of paper with written good-byes on th m. After the 

hole is fil d, people drift away from the gravesite. 

Cremation is another matter entirely. The pyre must 

be constructed according to a rtumber of ritual prescriptions 

and proscriptions. A crib sort of structure is built with 

green betel palm tree trunks as the supports (pidapida) for 

the firewood. They alone, apparently, can withstand the 

terrific heat generated by the fire . Wood is stacked up 

between the p lm trunks to the height of twelve or fourteen 

feet. At the top, room is left for the cage-like coffin to 

be placed. The entire pyre is called a tumu . In the middle 

of th~ night (around 1:30 a.m.)
40 

when the morning star be

gins to rise, the body is brought out and placed on the pyre, 

which is then lit with torches . Those who touch the body 

are to wash their hands in herbal preparations, but one of 

the men in charge of the cremation in October 1969, who was 

a "doktaboi;' 'medical a ide post orderly,' asked us for some 

Dettol (an Australian brand of antiseptic) instead. Then the 

assembled mourners march around the pyre, waving sticks, axes, 

shrubbery, umbrellas, etc., and waili~g until dawn comes . 

The assumption of a number of tabus (kElikEli) actually 

begins with the death of an individual . KElikEli may be 

general in application, ~s the tabuing of streams for fish

ing or cocoanut trees for eating and thus apply to any would

be fisher or eater of cocoanuts; they may be limited, such as 

40Persons ktlled in tribal warfare or children killed 
by sorcery were cremated in the day. 
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ary (about two years) renouncement of some item 

~ · erally pork, but heoretically anything in memory 

the d ce e t--ha ircut ing , use of laplaps, etc Formerly, 

whe a young pe son di -- nd the death of young eo ple was 

in ab riginal times and occasionally nowadays attributed to 

s ox y--mourners ould s ea k in hispers, never raising the 

voice, unt1I the ikari, literally, · 'shouting' was performed. 

Even today, decorous behavior includes the use of subdued 

tones in conv 1' tion soon after a death. 

After interment or cremation, major mourners, usually 

including the . hole clan, must not go to the garden for a 

week or so In the past, it is said, people did not go to 

the gardens for a month or more after a death. They were 

furthermore not to have fires except at night to keep them 

warm while sleeping, thus precluding the cooking of food. 

Distant- · elling moiety-mates brought food to them . These 

days, mourners do ~ot go work in the garden , but may go there 

to get food. They also cook it as usual; there is no ritual 

extinction of their fires. 

During the period of mourning, there may be an osikori, 

literally, 'village-talk, holiday.' Persons from neighbor

ing villages, most of whom participated in the wailing, come 

to the village of the bereaved to sit around, converse, chew 

betel nut, snack on various items--green cocoanuts, and today, 

~rackers or cookies, or small quantities of rice. The pur

pose of the osikori is to cheer up the mourners and to let 

tbem know that their neighbors and kih are not thoughtless 

of this misfortune and out working 1n their own gardens. 

These days, a cocoa flush may require work during the mourn

ing period; this is permitted because it is "samting bilong 

moni," rather than something traditional. 

A waitowetu, 'lighting [again] the fires,' called a musi, 

a small feast at which the deceased's clan and his or her af

fines would eat, was given to end the prohibition on cooking 

fires. Today, the waitowetu signifies the return to garden 
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work as w~ll (konanawa or manogokili) and the end of the 

prohibition on the use of cocoanut cream on cooked greens 

(nukunapada). The return to the .garden·s may involve a small 

ritual in which women, mainly of the clan of the deceased, 

bring food back from the garden and place taro shoots on the 

site of the py·re (kasinda) or in the cernetery (''matmat"). If 

the latter, they plant a croton (tatawa) as well . At the 

only konn nawa or mamogokili we saw, the accoutrements of 

work
41

--work baskets and knives, as well as betel nut, one 

sprouting cocoanut, a-nd some wiasi (perhaps signifying pig) 

--were also placed on the kasinda for a short time and later 

removed without ceremony. 

In pre-contact times, the karikari, literally, 'shout

ing; removal of prohibition on talking loudly,' might ~ot 

occur for a y~ar or more, but these days, it is held sooner 

fuan that--usually within a month after the death. It takes 

the form of a mock battle between the nuga and the motai. 

The nuga cook a pig's ear in the bush, and since they do not 

share it with the motai, the motai feign anger and attack the 

nuga, brandishing spears and arrows. OccasiDnally, people 

were hurt during karikaris. After European contact, soccer 

games sometimes took the place of this mock battle-~apparently 

at the suggestion of the patrol officers, according to inform

ants. 

A number of other events may or may hot take place 

after this . There may be a latakari, at which the clan of 

the deceased.slaughters a number of pigs and sends the meat 

to mourners in order to thank them for wailing. Or there may 

be a lawanda, 'sira to end mourning,' for which the women of 

41 It was planned that the owner of a shotgun should put 
some cartridges among these things, since the use of cartridges 
was a way to get food (i.e., by' shooting game). For some un
known reason, the owner did not do this, however. 
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the deceased's clan and their husbands may provide pigs. If 

they do so, the kin of the deceased must mak them an equal 

return of pigs. Such exchanges are rarely in practice agreed 

upon as equal by both _sides, despite the fact that many 

Nagovisi express the idea that competition in these matters 

in th·e manner of the Siuai (Oliver 1949, 1955) is wasteful 

and to be avoided. The lawanda is a time for insulting 

songs, particularly with reference to affines of the composers. 

At the end of the lawanda, towards dawn, a personal posses

sion o~ the deceased--perhaps an article of apparel or a 

pillow--called an obiobi is destroyed, thus ending all sorrow 

connected with its owner's death. 

There are other miscellaneous non-eompetitive naumona, 

'feasts with cooked food,' which may be held by either the 

affines or the clan of the deceased within a few months or 

years after his or her death. 42 For examp~e, the buguwegas 

involves the tearing down of a house in which the corpse 

lay. The pawasiba is similar but may also involve the making 

of a new house for the owner of the old one. This amounts 

to a communal work party with a ritual raison d'etre. Either 

affines or consanguineals may stage these feasts. 

In the past, the bones of a ·cremated individual would 

be kept in an old person's house for several years, after 

which they would be buried at a konakoro feast. Women would 

cry for the last time, and this was to end all sorrow. The 

widow or widower was now free to marry. I heard conflicting 

reports about whether konatowa, 'payments to affines to release 

the spouse for remarriage,' had to be paid. 

42uy . . 
m 1mpreSS10D 

for eating pork these 
past, no doubt due to 
ease of raising sweet 
taroo 

is that there are many more occasions 
days than there must have been in the 
improved penning of pigs and the greater 
potatoes (as pig feed) compared to 
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The individuals most intimately concer ned ith funerary 

functions vary somewhat with regard to the status of the de-

ceased. If he or she is _young--ranging from infancy to 

having unmarried .d ughters--the mother, mot er's sisters, 

older sisters, olde sister's married daughters play major 

roles. Older persons--those with married daughters and per

haps married granddaughters-~are buried by their sisters, 

daughters, and -daughter's daughters, if they are females, 

and if they are males, by their sisters, ZD's, and ZDD's 

(including parallel cousins of this category, of course). 
, . 

In the event of the death of an extremely prestigious man or 

one with much desirable property or one who is the last of 

his lineage, the tu'mEli may take a more active part. The 

tu'mEli does take an active part in decisions involving what 

returns shall be made in the ~vent of the death of a motain-

ela (i.e., a man married to a lineage-mate) These trans-

actions are discussed in the marriage chapters. 

Teacning of Esoteric Knowledge 

The route of inculcation of esoteric knowledge (rain

making, rain-stopping, divination, love potions, increase 

magic, etc.) is most typically from MB to ZS--because it is 
43 men who are ordinarily the practictioners of these arts . 

However, such education need not be confined to the matri

lineal line: Nagovisi reported instances of MF teaching 

increase magic to DS, F's teaching D's pig-catching spells, 

and F's teaching their sons a number of special arts. People 

did say that it would be foolish~-not forbidden--for a man 

~ to teach some such skil to people from a distant place , 

43 women are not barred from learning these things or 
practicing them, but it is the belief of the Nagovisi that 
men .remember long, complicated ritual better than women do. 
Women, thus, tend to specialize in kusis, 'garden invocations, 
pig-catching, invocations to dogs,' mavo-incantations, whic h 
are shorter, and the manufacture of wabin, 'lo e potions,' 
which may not require· any spoken words. 
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Spirits nd the D s t Group 

The Nagovisi use the word m a to r er to h my hi al 

upernatural beings and to ghosts of the long dead a d r c n ly 

dead. The erm ura, 'soul ' re , rs to the li ing and the 

ce tly dead as well. The ura of a sick person--or one who 

e-

is p arently healthy but neve theless oon to die-- me imes 

le ves the body and can inflict minor harm to the living. 

go isi describe being contacted by an ura or mara as an un

us al and fleeting kinesic or t ctile experience, some imes 

as a nightmare. Ura are not capable of doing any harm; they 

p esent themselves to make the contactee aware of their im 

minent death, or shortly after death, to remind them to hurry 

up with funeral-related preparations. Occasionally, they 

appear in dreams. 

Mara, on the other hand, especially of the ancestral 

relatives type, bother the living in a more erious ay. They 

may make the victJ..m ill, make his children or other relat1ves 

ill, weaken his pigs, make his dog lose its hunting ski 1, 

and so forth They do this only when they are personal y 

angry for some slight or other during life or when asked by 

a living person to do so; thus a person's great-great grand 

mother, for e ample, would not be able to hurt that person 

because she ould have no reason to do so, never having known 
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a redressal of the wrong. 

e event of an intra-lineage 
quarrel, one mi ht upon one's recently dead lineage 
m as to make th object of one's anger ill or die. For ex
ample , if a an's Z ·or ZD had gone against his word with re-
ard to the dis o ition of wi si in pig buying, the man might 
sk his maras to make her and 4er husband sick . Most frequent

ly apt to resort to such methods ere brothers and sisters 
toward each other, mothers and children towards each other, 
and mother's brother and sister's children towards each other. 
Fathers rarely got so angry at their own children that they 
wo uld try t ·o make them sick 1n this way. 



CHAPTER IV 

SETTLEME T, . 'k' SIDENCE AND 

HOUSEHOLD CO POSITION 

) 

The following chapter is a consideration of changes in 

settle ent and resid nee among e N ovisi during the past 

forty years or so. ''Settl ent' means the distribution and 

a angemen t of human itation sites on the land; "residence" 

refers to t e jur 1 ru 

ua l 1ves du ·ng the va 

sta is ical latio s 
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Settlement 

General Terms 

The Nagovisi distinguish between areas of human habi

tation, both formerly and presently occupied (o i), and areas 

ich are subject to ot er h man use, such as food gardens 

( si) or those areas of vi gin rainforest (pola) which tra

diti nally provided hu ting grounds for possum and wild pig. 1 

T e catego y o i persists after humans have ceased to occupy 

a piece of ground, and former human habitation can be 1n

ferred from the presence of cocoanut trees which normally 

ere in the p st and are today planted at habitation sites. 

In pre-conta~t times, an inhabited osi was likely to comprise 

one, two, or pe haps three households, where matrilineally

related fern~ es and their husbands and children were likely 

to live. However, virilocal residence was not uncommon, and 

often couples might alternate between uxorilocal and virilocal 

esidence. From accounts given by informants, it appears 

h t hamlets of one clan affiliation appeared to be more or 

less centralized in a given area, but at the same time were 

ringed by hamlets of clans belonging to the opposite moiety, 

such that a sort of honeycomb effect regarding moiety affil

iation resulted. Thus, one's nearest neighbors (beyond the 

clan) teRded to be members of the opposite moiety. This 

a rangement has significance for Nagovisi marr~age and local 

endogamy (cf. Chapters V and VI). 

Today, the term osi still refers to the few hamlets 

that exist in Nagovisi, but also to the "lain vilis," groups 

of houses arranged in straight rows according to the plan 

introduced by the Australian Administration. Such villages 

in Nagovisi vary today from five to over thirty households. 

1This 1s of course not an exhaustive catalogue of 
agovisi terms for land under various stage$ of vegetation 

growth or human use. For a fuller discussion of such matters, 
s~e D~D. Mitchell (1971). 
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This forced nucleation was appar~ntly instituted in order to 

facilitate commun~cation bet een pe ople (cf. explanations 

in Oliver 1955), and also to make it inore convenient for 

the Administration to k~ep track of people for taxation pur

poses and to extract the corvee or "wok mancle" consisting 

mainly of road work, from them. 

Osi of the past were said to be ·close enough to gardens 

so that the chance of ambush would be reduced in times of 

tribal warfare . Even today, Nagovisi prefer that their gar

dens and villages be fairly close to one pnother (less than 

a mile or so); otherwise, the walk hom from the garden be

comes arduous for the women, since they are likely to carry 

on their return thrity to fi~ty pounds of sweet potatoes and 

perhaps a small child as well. Osi had pigs resident tra

ditionally and from time to time in post-contact days, de

pending on th-e desire of the current patrol office.r (M. Lang, 

personal communication).. The invention of the river valley 

pig areas in the early 50'$ marked the end of such pig-man 

residential associations in the stu·dy area forever. 
2 

History of Settlement Changes 

In order to better discuss some of the specific changes 

in settlement pattern reco-nstructed for the study area, four 

maps are presented, giving the (approximate) location of 

settlements during various time periods. It is recommended 

that the maps be consulted in conjunction with reading the 

following section. 

Pre-contact and Early Post-cont~ct 

At the time of contact (late 20's or early 30's), the 

Nagovisi were living in dispersed hamlets, sometimes viri-

2 There are a few non-riverine pig pens these days; 
they are fenced. Villages, cocoa orchards, and gardens are 
not ~enced as a rule. 
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locally, more fr e que ntly o rilocally, an d occas i on lly in 

some ot er arrangeme t. I n f orma n t s state d quite mpha t i ca lly 

the flexibility of c hoice: "bipo., [ residenc e ] eml. l aik b ilon g 

tupe la , " i.e., a marr ied cou ple mi ht e ci de f or t emse lves 

where the y wishe d to l ive . Like c e n s us da ta (Ta ble 1), in

formal accounts of pr e -conta ct co ndi tio s by in f o rma nts 

indicate that u xoriloca l re i de nce was the mo s t commonly 

followed rule of r si d e nce, but that vi r iloc l and a l te r na ting 

(i.e . , betw~en virilocal a nd uxorilocal) r sidence were also 

practiced by sizable minorities. 

The Administration anth r opologist, E.W.P. Ch i nnery, 

gathered c e nsus data in Na govisi in 1929, befo~e t he area 

was formally u n der Adminis t ration control (Chinnery 1924 

[sic ]) . He reco r ed the ·"clans" ( i.e., moieties) of 817 

individuals in fourteen "villages." The name s of t hese 

villages are found today in Nagovisi; they refer to clans, 

pieces of ground, and government line villages . However, 

since there were no villages before pacification (ca . 1933), 

it must be as;;umed that Chinnery's "villages" were actually 

clusters of hamlets o 

In any case, it is significant that all of these 

"villages" or hamlet-clusters are mixed as to moiety affil

iation; that is, there are adults of both sexes and both 

moieties living in all of them. 3 It is not possible to 

determine from Chinnery's tables whether brothers and sis

ters of one descent group were living together in settle

ments with their respective spouses, or whether the appa r ent 

3 To avoid confusion as to the use of the term "mixed" 
in reference to residences and settlement in this chapter, 
the following explanation is offered. Mixed villages are 
those in which adult men and women of both moieties perma
nently reside. Thus, unmixed or homogeneous villages are 
those in which all the adult women are of one moiety and 
all the adult men (i.eo, hu$bands) are members of t he oppo
site moiety. Children of both sexes belong to the moiety 
of their mother, of course, because of matrilineal descent. 
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mixture is brought about by Chinnery's subsumin adjacent 

clans of op osite moieties, each living uxoriloc lly, under 

one named r idential unit (i.e., "villa ge" ). Obviously, 

these two co ditions are not mutually excl~sive , and in fact, 

my info rmation gest s that it is probable that both things 

were . taki~g place. 

Chinneiy 's data may have formed the b sis for the 

re ation of agovi i line villa g-es which were introduced by 

patrol o icers after pacification. Info rm nts' descriptions 

of the first line vill ges indicate that they, too, were 

mixed as to oiety ffiliation. However, as Oliver notes 

also for the Siuai bf 1938-39 (1955), it is clear from 

accounts of informa ts that most people did not actually live 

in the line vill ages , but lived instead in hamlet houses in 

the surrounding ar~as, much as they had done in pre-contact 

times. Thus, settlement patterns in pre-World War II days 

were typically dispersed hamlet groupings, with nucleated 

and for the mrnt part uninhabited line villages to please 

the patrol officer. 

Post-World War II or "Big Village" Pe~iod 

During ~orld War II, the Nagovisi were victims of dep

redations by both the Japanese and the Allied Forces, the 

effect of which was to drive the natives into hiding in the 

bush. The Americans bombed the Nagovisi area intensively in 

an effort to destroy Japanese camps before they landed at 

Torakina on the west coast of Bougainville (Shaw and Kane 

1963); according to native accounts, any structure or any 

fire, however small, was likely to be a target for bombing G 
4 

After Torakina was secured, the Australian army and Angau 

4The Australian New Guinea Administrative Unit (Angau) 
was a temporary military government which took the place of 
the civilian administration. Mair cites three functions of 
Angau: ". 0 .to 'provide to the utmost' all requirements of 
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began to make forays into the surrounding areas, in order 

to rout the Japanese (Long 1963). Many natives, including 

numbers of Nagovisi, moved to Torakina, where according to 

informants~ they received shelter, food, and a chance to 

work for wages. The Japanese began to raid native gardens 

and livestock after their upply lines were cut and their 

gardens dest roye d--late ln 1943--and ultimately, some were 

driven to cannibalism. Their victims were those natives who 

had remained in the bush, some of them Nagovisi. 

After the war was over, the Nagovisi were convinced, 

if they haq not been so before, that living in large nucleated 

villages was preferable to living in dispersed hamlets. This 

big village type of post-war resettlement pattern occurred 

in many places .j_n Melanesia, of·ten in conjunction with cargo 

cult ideas and expectations.
5 

In Nagovisi, it would appear 

that there was a semi-militaristic leadership which consisted 

of natives who had worked closely with the Australian army 

or Angau during the war. Thes~ native leaders attempted to 

enforce much regimentation ith regard to activities of daily 

life; fo~ example, bells were rung when it was time to go 

to the river to wash, and all went to the river en masse, or 

were punished by being publicly paddled or caned. Gardening 

as well was to be done according to strict schedules. Other 

authors have made note of similar organization of daily 

the fighting services, to maintain law and order, and pro
duce the greatest possible quantity of essential war materials 
(rubber and copra) .. " (1948:185) Angau functioned between 
early 1942 and late 1945, and was staffed by men familiar 
with conditions of life in the Territory, viz., civil servants, 
plantation owners and managers, and not least of all, the 
indigenous inhabitants. 

5worsley (1968) gives a general overview of this phenom-
enon; specific studies which might be cited include Schwartz 
(1962) on the Paliau movement on Manus, Allan (1951) on 
"Marching Rule" in the British Solomon Islands, and Lawrence 
(1964) on events in the area of 1ladang, New Guinea. 
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routines (Lawrence 1964:144, Worsley 1968:18~) elsewhere in 

Melanesia during this time period. Nagovisi informants claim 

that matrimonial exchange and obligatory moiety exogamy were 

done away with:
6 

young girls were lined up and told to 

choose husbands from a si~ilarly lined up group of eligible 

males. Married couples were to produce large families, in 

order to people an army. 7 

Two big villages (Big Biroi and Big Lolo) contained the 

entire population of the study area, as well as members of 

some villages outside the stuqy area. In Big Biroi lived 

all the people who today would live in Biroi, Pomalate, 

Lavolavo, I~dano, Osileni, Pabirine, Konawa, Bakoia, Osiranda, 

and Iaran, as ell as inhabitants of Lopali, Sirog~na and 

Bakoram 1, which fall outside the study area. Big Lolo had 

people from Lolo, Tuberuru, and Osileni, and in addition, 

people from Tadolima and Beretemba, outside the study area. 

It is not possible to give an actual number for the popula

tion pf either of these villages, but the modern (1969-70) 

populatiori of the component villages of post-war Big Biroi 

is certainly over 600. However, it is doubtful that any 

village of the post-war period ever attained such a size, 

because the Nagovisi post-war population was probably reduced 

6 census data collected in 1969-70 indicates that the 
first assertion concerning the cessation of matrimonial ex
changes between the kin of brides and grooms during this 
period is true (cf. Chapter VI). However, there was no 
great increase in non-exogamous marriages. It is perhaps 
significant that the two primary leaders of post-war re
organization were married to moiety mates. 

7Lest there b~ misunderstanding of the events of this 
post-war period, Mair reports that the message 6f the leader 
of this movement " ... was expressly opposed to the cargo 
myth." (1948:202) This is in accord with the statements of 
my informants. 
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due to the ravages of war~ and today's figures are inflated 

by an apparently unprecedBnted population explosion of the 

past ten or fifteen years. 

Certain people preferred to live in hamlets, but most 

were forced to come and settle in the big villages. One 

informa nt told of how his father's hamlet house was burned 

to the ground by the zealous lieutenants of Biroi village . . 

It was there that the informant's other died of one of the 

various gastro-intestinal disordei~ which plagued the resi~ 

dents of these btg villageso The high incidence of illness, 

as well as the ·high incidence of visible adultery and forni

cation, particu~arly among the young people, are reasons 

given by informants as to why tpe ~ig villages began to 

break up in the early 1950's. 8 

The Period of the 1950's 

During the 1950's, people began to disperse and to 

form v~llages smaller than the post-war big villages. I 

know little of this period, but both census surveys done 1n 

1970 and informal interviews indicate that the villages of 

the 1950's were similar to the first line villages of the 

1930's: women of .adjacent clans (but opposite moieties) and 

their husbands might comprise a illage. There was one im

portant difference, however, from the settlement situation 

of the 1930's. In the 1950's, peo ple actually lived in 

8There may have been other reasons why these big 
villages broke up . into smaller units at this time. Ac
cording to the central figure in the big village movement, 
it was never his intention to institute large villages on 
a permanent basis in Nagovisi; he only wanted large settle
ments to persist until gardens were replanted, houses re
built, and people could be certain that the war was really 
over. Perhaps it was as simple as that. However, Worsley 
(1968:193) seems to imply that the Australian Administration 
had some~hing to do with the break up of the big villages. 
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in these line villages instead of maintaining houses there 

purely for the benefit of the patrol officer. 

The Period of the 1960's 

In the 1960's, villages, the female cores of which 

were actually .. a single lin~ age, several lineages, or entire 

clans , began to appear. Villages such as Osileni (Bero clan 

women) and Bakoia (B koia lineage) came into existence; 9 

before this time, neither the Bero women or the Bakoia 

women had ever lived all together in a village with their 

husbands , without any other co-resident females . Any de

viation from village settlement is considered unusual. Those 

who li.ve in h~mlets are either government employees, who are 

exempt from the corvee or "wok mande" and thus the line 

village residence requirements, or the elderly, who are 

either too weak to contribute much to "wok mande" projects 

or too set in th~ir ways to be convinced to join line vil

lages. 

On a larger sca~e, then, settlement changes can be 

seen as following this sequence: (1) dispersed hamlets 

alongside the introduced but residentially unimportant line 

villages, (2) disruption by World War II, followed by the 

short-lived "big village" period, (3) re-adjustment along 

a generally uxorilocal pattern to line villages , now very 

much accepted. 

9 Perhaps. here it should be noted that none of these 
new villages have any official existence as far as the 
Administration is concerned . For tax purposes, inhabitants 
are considered belonging to the nearest officially recog
nized vil~age. According to government ideas, there has 
been little change in the number or name of "officially 
recognized" villages since contact. 
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Residence 

Turning now to an examination of residence patterns, 

the normative residence rules may be briefly stated. Nago

visi say that in the ast, married couples might live any

where they anted to, provided that the owners of the ground 

and their neighbors did not object. Furthermore, it is said 

that fu . as rarely any objection. Today, ho ever, Nagovisi 

claim that men must go to live with their wives' people, on 

their wife's ground. Exceptions occur, however, and when for 

some reaBon men do not go to live on their wife's ground , 

they may live with the husband's sisters--if the latter ap

prove of their sister-in-law--or the husband may buy ground 

and establish a new residence . In the late stages of court

ship and early marriage (there lli frequently no sharp break ) , 

women are said to live with the husband's people for a while, 

1.e. , under initial virilocality . 

· Statistics on residence after marriage reveal that the 

normative statements pretty well cover the field of actual 

residence choices. Most married couples live either uxori

locally, virilocally, in some combination of the two, or 

neolocally. However, in assessing residence choice at dif

ferent historical periods, data on settlement patterns must 

be taken into adcount. An attempt to classify residence 

choices of the past on the basis of present-day villages, 

so strongly identified with a matrilineal core of women, 

would result 1n many inaccuracies. For example, it would 

be incorrect to classify a Bero clan woman and her Biroi 

clan husband who were living in the post-war big village of 

Biroi as living virilocally, because such a Bero woman was 

not leaving any Bero clan village in favor of her husband's 

village--there was in fact no Bero clan village at that time 

to leave (cf. Map 2). In those days, Big Biroi was really 

as muc h of a Bero clan village as it was a Biroi clan vil

lage . 
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The following table is a reconstruction of residence 

during ·different historical periods, based on census data 

collected in 1970 Individuals in the study area were ques

tioned as to post-marital res~dence. Dates of residence 

shifts were estimated by correlating them with known ~vents, 

most frequently, the birth or death of another individual. 

Marriage dates were determined either by examination of 

matrimonial dates in the Stati animara at the Sovele Roman 

Catholic Mission
10 

or estimated by ages of children, or 

other factors. The table is a compound one, i.e., a couple 

married in the earliest time period re-appears in all fol

lwoing periods, unless the marriage is concluded by either 

death or divorce . The table obviously does not show every 

contemporary marriage; when both partners were dead in 1970, 

it was not possible to include them. Ho ever, unless some 

selective factor for longevity regarding a certain type of 

residence is postulated, the table ought to be representa

tive in any case. Only married couples figure into this 

data; widows, widbwers, and currently divorced people do 

not. There is one polygynous marriage included as well. 

Information on residence of couples whose marriages 

were contracted before World War II sho s that about half 

of all couples were residing uxorilocally, and the rest were 

divided between virilocal and alternating residence. The 

latter form of residence can be defined as occurring when 

a couple either maintained two houses at any given time-

usually, one virilocally and the other uxorilocally sit

uated--or when, during the course of their marriage, they 

lived uxorilocally for a period of years, then virilocally 

for a period, again uxorilocally for a third period, and so 

on. The former sort of alternating residence was practiced 

by momiako, 'big men; the well-to-do and influential,' in 

10These were most graciously provided by the Rev. Fr. 
Denis Mahoney, S . M. 



Table 1. Residence Frequencies at Various Time Periods 

Virilocal Uxorilocal Alternating Both Other 

Pre-war Residence, 24% 48% 28% 3%3 
1910 to 1943 (7) (13) (8) (l) 
N ~: 29 couples 

Post-war Residence, 16% 20% 58% 6% 
1946 to 1951 (8) b (10) (2·9) (3 )C 
N = 50 couples 

Residence, 17% 57% 9% 7% 10% 
1952 to 1959 (10) (33) (s)d (4)e (6) f 
N = 58 couples ' 

Residence, 8%g 82% 10%h 
1970 (7) (71) (9) 
N = 87 couples 

aA non-exogamously married couple who cannot be class·ified, since they live 
in an area equally belonging to husband and wife. 

bTwo couples ultimately went to live with the wife's relatives. 

cTwo couples lived outside the area at first because in both cases, the 
husband was employed as a policeman. The third case involved a non-exogamously 
married couple. 

dFive couples made a number of moves back and forth between husband and 
wife's areas. 

..... 
~ 
~ 



Table 1, continued 

eFour couples lived in villages which had affiliations with both husband 
and wife. 

fTwo couples were non-exogamously married. Four lived with various other 
relatives, viz,, wife's father, husband's father's s ·ister, and two with wife's 
brother's wife . 

gThree couples include wives from mountain lineages with no ground claims 
in the area; their husbands have bought ground from t heir own or other lineages. 
Three couples live in the husband's line village, but garden on the wife's land, 
which is adjacent. One couple here was asked to leave the wife's village because 
of adultery on the part of the husband. The last is the momiako and his two 
wives, one of whom is a Siuai; the women garden on the momiako's ground, but have 
cocoa on their own ground. 

hTwo couples reside neolocally (the husbands bought land); three couples 
are non-exogamously married and thus defy classification; one couple lives with 
the husband's father and one couple is unsettled--both of these can be reasonably 
expected to settle uxorilocally in time; two couples are ''morn iako-local. rr One 
of the latter two marriages ended in divorce in October 1970, but the other will 
probably continue unch~nged until the momiako's death. 

...... 
~ 
01 
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particular, but not exc usively by them. The latter sort 

of alternatin residence was frequ tly ob erved by couples 

whose descent groups owned adjacent plo s of land. All 

those ho practiced alter ating res i enc appeaxed to have 

moved around s circumst nces provided or required , e.go, 

to plan and cairy out sir s , 'all-night singing feasts,' 

because of ar un1ents, fear of sorcery, etc. 

Dur~ng the post-war or big village period, 58 percent 

of couples in the sample were living in villages the descent 

group affiliation of which Nas equally assignable to both 

husband and wife. These were , of course, the big villages 

described above. Frequencies of virilocality and uxori

locality during the post-war period are thus affected by 

locally exogamous marriages, as well as residence choice 

based on explicit motives, such as when the husband was 

designated "kukera·i" or "tultul," 'government liaison offi

cials,' in his natal village. During the post-war period, 

the residence rule followed by the majority of couples can

not be properly called either virilocal or uxorilocal in 

any meaningful sense. 

During the 1950's, with the break up of t ·he big vil

lages, uxorilocality again emerged as the dominant mode of 

residence. However, the movement to uxorilocality was not 

smooth; note the high percentage of ambiguous sorts of 

residence (Table 1, footnotes d, e, and f). Some of this 

can be attributed to the lack of lineage-b~sed villages, 

as in the big village period (cf. the "both" catego~y) In 

such cases, couples lived 1n villages to which both had 

affili.ation .. Others made a number of moves between wifevs 

and husband's areas, and perhaps to other areas as well; 

these were not simply initial virilocalitye Still others 

lived with various and sundry relatives The total of am

biguously-residing couples (22 percent of the sample) at

t~sts to the 1950's s a transitional period of some kind . 
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As discussed above, the 1960's sa the cr tion of new 

lineage- ed line vill ges and he elimi tion of female 

non-me 1 rs fro existing villages. Thus, of all married 

coupl su veyed in 1970, the great m jority of em were 

livi g uxoriloc~lly. Furthermore, som of those living non

uxorilocally we e d ing so on a tempo ry basis, nd might 

be reasonably p edicted to change to uxorilocal residence 

in time. During our stay, these figures fluctuated somewhat, 

due to initial viri ocality practice d by the newly-wed. 

Initial viriloca lity is said to be the rule among 

Nagovisi, but it may or may not be observed, and its length 

may vary somewhat. Since rarely does the initially viri

locally resident couple have a house of their own, the wife 

may appear to ·be only visiting, rather than actually resi

dent,11 particularly if her mother's village is nearby and 

she goes there frequently. A newly-wed couple might stay 

with the husband's relatives until the bride is pregnant, 

or in the past (even as late as the early 1960's), until 

one or two children are born. My impression is that the 

length of initial virilocal residence is becoming shorter 

these days, perhaps because couples are anxious to begin 

planting cocqa on the wife's ground. Among ten couples 

newly m~rried during our stay, the average length of initial 

virilocal residence was six months, with a range of zero to 
12 

ten months. A~ further impression is that initial viri-

locality tends not to be observed at all if the husband's 

mother is dead. 

llT · · . t t d. t . t . b t h N h1s 1s an 1mpor an 1s 1nc 1on, ecause e ago-
visi do entertain many visitors from other areas, often for 
weeks or more at a time~ 

12This is actually figured on a basis of six of these 
ten couples; four could not be rated, because two were non
exogamous marriages and two involved absent working husbands. 
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As of 1970, then, the great majority of couples in the 

study area were living uxorilocally. Of those who were not 

so living, four couples might reasonably be expected to do 

so in the future; their non-uxorilo9al status was due to the 

fact that they were n ewly-we d and therefore unsettled. Thus, 

86 percent of the Sqmple was actually or potentially uxori

local, and 14 percent were non~uxorilocal, living under other 

a~rangements. Details cone rn1ng the latter group appear in 

the footnotes of Table l. 

Discussion 

During the past f orty years or so, two maJor changes 

have occurre d in Nagovisi settlement and residence patterns. 

(l) nucleated settlements (i.e., villages) introduced by 

fiat have rep~aced the dispersed hamlets of the past, and 

(2) uxorilocal residence, always an alternative form, appears 

to be more frequently observed today than ever before in the 

past. The result is nucleated villages the m€mbership of 

which is based on a core of adult females who are matrilin

eally related. 

What has caused these changes? In one sense, the soci

ological aspects of residence changes can be s~en as result-

1ng from the settlement patterns; they represent a working 

out of traditional patterns in a context of compulsory nu

cleated settlements. After the disruptions of World War 

II, the trend has been ever towards nucleated villages of 

matrilineally-related women, their husbands, and children. 

The Nagovisi learned during the "big village" period that 

there was an upper limit to desirable village size; villages 

that were too large had problems of disease, fornication, 

and arguments. Furthermore, mixed (i.e., as to moiety) vil

lages brought adolescent boys and girls who were potential 

spouses into every-day contact which made the arrangement 
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of assignations and trysts easy. 13 These undesirable con

ditions of the big village residence patterns are avoided 

in present-day smaller lineage-based villages. A rising 

population and an apparent slow-down in lineage fission 

(cf. Chapter III) have I urthermore created a situation in 

which a single lineage may be able to provide enough house

holds to meet the Administration requirement for an inde

pendent line village. 

We must also consider another possible reason for 

these changes, pa ·ticularly for the formation of all-lineage 

settlement villages. During the early 1960's, the formation 

of certain new all-lineage villages began and also during 

this time, individual couples who had been living in a vil

lage other than one inhabited mainly by the wife's lineage 

mates left for lineage-type villages. Informants almost 

without exception attribute this nucleation type of recruit

ment to Villages to cocoa--the desire to plant cocoa on the 

wife's ground. _ 

Here, attention must be given to the distinctive fea

ture of Nagovisi matriliny, viz., the fact that a married 

couple exploits ground belonging to the wife's . descent 

group, and may not ordinarily exploit that of the husband's 

descent group. This point would appear to make uxorilocal 

residence preferable to virilocal residence. In some cases, 

there are obvious advantages to uxorilocal residence regard-
. 

ing land exploitati~n. In some instan~es, particularly 

where a lineage's land holdings were sinall, a "kompani" 

whose members were the motai, 'married-in men,' of the line

age in question was formed in order to make a cocoa planta

tion. A common stand of trees was planted, and individuals 

were assigned parts of the plot to care for, harvest, and 

take money from. Sometimes there wa.s a communal bank account 

13Nagovisi sometimes complain that co-educational 
schools have had the same effecto 
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into Which some, but not all, of the earnings from the sale 

of the cocoa beans were deposited. A communal sun-dryer 

type coeoa fe rme ntary was built near the stand, and the 

motai involved took turns manning it. Prior to 1 968 when 

a diesel-poweFe d cocoa dryer wa s purchased, the Ba na Agri

cultural Cooperative, ~hich ma r k ets the beans from the 

Nagovisi-Banoni area, did not accept wet beans, and thus, 

acc e ss to a sun- dryer type of fe rme ntary was e ssential in 

order t o make the cocoa beans com e rcially valuable. 

In other cases, however, it is difficult ·to see any 

material advantage to uxorilocal residence. In descent 

groups having more extensive or more far-flung land holdings, 

plots of individual ownership were the rule. Cooperation 

among motai of such lineages is slight . In many s uch cases, 

living at one's wife's matrilineal village, rather than one's 

own., does not necessarily make one particularly close to 

one's stands of cbcoa. In fact, little advantage is gained 

by living close to one's cocoa. Cocoa growing does not re

quire steady work: there are two or three crops per year 

which each require perhaps a week's intensive labor, if sun 

drying is dGne. Maintenance, ~amely, cutting of the weeds 

and grass -amon.g the trees, should be done every two or three 

months. Work parties are not necessarily made up of one's 

fellow motai--hired labor, or the owner alone may do this 

job. Decisions on where cocoa is to be planted are often 

made anarchistically and individually; the senior female and 

her husband are not always cons ulted by daughters and younger 

sisters. Thus, in s ome parts of the study area, there ap~ 

pears to have been an i deological desire to live uxorilocally, 

not a practical one. 

However, this is not to discount the "lure of t h e cocoa." 

A man who worked for twenty years for the Catholic Mission as 

a carpenter and handy-man abruptly quit his job "as soon as 

I saw my cocoa was _ mature and I could make money from it" and 

built himself a house nearby. Another man built a compound 
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for his wife and young daughters in the middle of his cocoa 

stand, "once the cocoa had gotten fairly big " People who 

own stands of cocoa in the Siuai area - often talk of leaving 

Nagovisi and moving there "to look out for their cocoa." 

Another man told me he was planning to rna ry off all his 

daughteFs (he ha~ already successfully done so with the 

first) to men from Siuai to reactivate the girls• hereditary 

rights there so as to plant much cocoa. Another man told 

me that "they" (i.e., his lineage mothers an·d their husbands) 

had wanted his sister to marry a Siuai man so that she would 

be able to reactivate land rights there, but the girl was 

in love with a Nagovisi man and refused. 

The return to uxorilocality and the ·emergence of matri

lineage .... based villages during a period of increasing "modern

ization" which has involved cash-cropping and an increased 

supply of money, the latter essentially a man's commodity, 

is unusual and tends to contradict theoretical predictions 

common in anthropology and to run counter to experiences of 

other ma~ri-societies in similarly transitional states. 

Frequently encountered ideas of what circumstances en

hance the likelihood of uxorilocality can be found in the 

writings of Murdock (1949), Richards (1950), and Schneider 

and Gough (1961). To a greater or lesser extent, all these 

writers believe that a sort of psychological "mastering" or 

domination influences the residence patterns of a given 

society; thus, if females contribute s -ubstantially to sub

sistence, or in other economically valuable ways, females 

will somehow be able to insist on having their own way with 

regard to residence. "Their way" is understood to be always 

with their own kinswomen. Thurnwald claimed that in matri

lineal agricultural societies, women would own the food and 

thus be more important; this idea can be discounted because 

primitive humans always share food. Ordinary food is not 

for power-inflicting uses (Murdock 1949:205). On the other 

hand, if for example, men pay a substantial brideprice, men 
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~ will be able to force their residential wills upon their 

wives; in such case , viriloc lity is supposed to prevail. 

Other ide s put fo th by urdock (1949:205) state that 

high status of wo en, e ale owernship of land, relative 

peacefulness (i.e., lack of war), absence of movable prope ty 

in herds or slaves, and low level of political integration 

will all tend to favor uxorilocality. When we attempt to 

compare the e predictions with what has hap ned in Nagovisi 

over the past forty years or so, it is clear that there has 

been no great change in any of these supposedly causal fac

tors (except for greater relative peacefulness after pacifica 

tion ) that might account for the greater degree of uxorilo

cality observed today. It might be argued, of course, that 

Murdock did Bot intend that these factors he mentions effect 

~hanges of degree, but of gross type only. If this is true, 

however, it is certainly not made explicit in his writings. 

Turning to a~tual cases in hich there has been an 

intro duction of cash-cropping to a matrilineal society, there 

are ample instances in which cash-cropping has been incompat

ible with pre-existing matrilineal institutions Some ex

amples which might be cited include the Ashanti of West 

Africa ( Fortes 1950), the Tolai of New Britain (Epstein 1968), 

and the Nasioi, neighbors to the east of the Nagovisi (Ogan 

1969 ) . In all these cases, the maJor reason for conflict 

appears to be the same: married adult males exploit land 

belonging to their own descent group, yet inheritance is 

normatively matrilineal. The result is that . couples live 

virilocally, on the g~ound of the husband's descent group . 

However, matrilineal inheritance makes it impossible, ordi

narily, to pass on this ground pow valuable with permanent 

crops to the heirs of choice. Under matrilineal inheritance, 

men must pass on ground to persons who are in a sense aliens, 

i . e . , the sisters' sons who have been living on their own 

father's descent group land. Resentment on the part of men 

sometimes results from this conditiono 
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Among the Nagovisi, however, men forfeit the rights to 

exploit land of their own descent group upon marriage and 

ork instead on the ground of their wives. Their daughters 

inherit the products of their labor, not strangers, such as 

their sisters' children. The role of the Nagovisi husband 

as a provider of ma t e rial goods for his own children, rather 

th n for his sisters' children, is no doubt enhanced by loca 

endogamy and dual organization with an expressed preference 

for mprrying into one's father's descent group. 

Household Compo$ition 

In general, members of a household occupy two houses, 

one of which is u_sed for cooking and the other ·of which is 

used for sleeping. The house for sleeping may or may not 

be partitioned. In pre-contact times, according to inform

ants, all households occupie-d one house only, w·hich was used 

both for cooking and sleeping. Such a house was built 

directly on the ground, and a raised platform or benches 

were used as sleeping areas. 14 Public health officials and 

patrol officers introduced the raised house on piles and 

encouraged the building of a separate "haus kuk" to accomodate 

each household. The haus kuk was not raised on piles but 

Iesembled the original house type in being built directly on 

the ground. Recently (from what date I cannot say), public 

health officials have encouraged the building of raised cook 

houses. In such structures, stones and dirt are brought in-

sid~ and laid on part of the wooden floor to make a fire

proof hearth. Structures with raised cooking areas like the 

one just described are usually joined to the sleeping rooms 

by a roofed runwayo 

14Houses of this style are occasionally built 
and serve as garden houses or pig-feeding station~. 
have the advantage of being easy to rapidly erect. 
houses are never built in line villages. 

today 
They 

Such 
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Still, there is architectural variation in Nagovisi; 

not every household has two easily i ent ifiable such struc

tures for its exclusive use. All of this . architectural prel

ude leads to a discussion, then, of the problems of the def

inition of the household. There is in fact no one single 

criterion by which one can judge the a ffilia ·tion of any given 

person to a household; rather, there is a cluster of criteria 

by which most households can be distinguished . It is cer

tainly true that in the large majority of Nagovisi households, 

individuals are linked by ties of kinship and affinity--an 

overwhelming number of househo]ds (93 percent) involve a 

married couple (with or without offspring and various other 

relatives). The members of a household furthermore te~d to 

occupy the same structure of structures and there th.ey eat 

meals . and sleep. However, there are exceptions: . 

Tari; a sixty-year-old man whose second wife 
was in prison for the murder of their son, 
ordinarily s .lept alone in his one-room house 
in Biroi village. He took meals with his 
first wife's younger sister's household, a 
five minute walk away. He was visited oc
casionally by his D, who was married to a 
Siuai man and lived in Holina, and his old€r 
brother, Ubiari, who was marrieq in a distant 
village. In December 1969, Ubiari came to 
live with Tari, feeling that he would die 
soon. The two selpt in the same house, but 
Ubiari took his meals either with the ~omiako 
or with his ZDs' households. In April 1970, 
Tari lent his house to Kaminai, his ZS, and 
his bride Kobie for two months or so. During 
this time, Tari slept and ate at variotis 
places: the momiako's, his ZDs', his first 
WyZ's . He also visited his Din Holina and 
went for a week's check-up at the TB sani
tarium in Buin. Ubiari had moved to a ZD's 
household by this time. In August 1970, Tari 
was back sleeping in his own house and eating 
regularly with his first WyZ's family. 

Some exceptions, like the above example, involve the separa~ 

tion of eating and sleeping, i.e., an individual may sleep 
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with one household (or by hims elf) and eat with another~ Ad

olescent boys (i.e., from age sixteen or so until they are 

married) occasionally build small one-room houses in which 

they and their male lineage age-mates sleep Such houses, 

although said to be traditional, are always referred to by 

the pidgim term "haus boi." Inhabitants of the haus hoi oc

casionally co~k for the~selves, but more frequently eat with 

their respective mothers' households. Widows, widowers, and 

those temporar.ily without a spouse (e.g., if spouse is absent 

working), who have no tmmature children may own separate 

houses where they ordinarily sleep, but they tend to take 

meals with another household, probably because it is more 

pleasant to eat in the company of others and a bother to 

prepare a meal for one. Such "regulars" must be analytically 

distinguished from c~sual visitors or even recurrent visitors , 

1n that the regulars have no alternate regular place to eat. 

In general, any additions to the household are consanguineal 

rela ti ves--usua lly of the wi.fe. The only exception in th-e 

study area was the household of the local momiako: living 

with his household on a permanent basis was a non-relative, 

an unmarried man of middle age, who was an employee of the 

momiako. For about half a year during our stay, the household 

also contained a distant relative who was in financial debt 

to the momiako, the debtor's wife, and the debtor's daughter 

b 
. . 15 y a prev1ous marr1age. 

There are some individuals in Nagovisi who have no one 

household to which they can claim major affiliation, but in

stead move among a number of households, "visiting,H as it 

were, each in turn. Such a woman is Buata, a seventy-year

old wom~n who sometimes lives with her fourth husband in his 

natal village, sometimes with her classificatory sisters, and 

15we received word after leaving the field that the 
latter group had broken up as of October 1970. 
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sometimes at the village of a deceased husband, with his re

latives. She is more or less a guest wherever she goes. 

Warabai, a widow as of J a nuary 1969, has a house of her own 

in a remote area. Her to daughters live in Pomalate When 

in Pomalate; she used to divide her time between these two 

househol.ds. She remarr1ed ·in August 1970 and we heard reports 

from the field that she spends much time at h~r second hus

band's ~aughter's village after having had many quarr e ls with 

her daughters. · 

The existence of a household is very heavily dependent 

on a married couple. Ve-ry few widows and widowers have their 

own households . T ose widows or widowers who do either have 

immature children of their own and expect to remarry at some 

time in the future, or tend to eat and visit elsewhere fre

quently . 

Any household with two marr1ed couples in it represents 

a temporary arrangement, as when a newly-wed couple resides 

with the parents of one o~ the other. Within time, the newly

wed couple invariably builds a house of their own and estab

lishes their own household. Any combination of adult brother 

and sister living in the same household is also either tem

porary or considered by informants to be unusual 

Lenos, the brother of Minaru, was married to 
a New Ireland woman he had met in Rabaul . 
The New Ireland woman gave birth to a son, 
but she was involved in many adulterous 
affairs and left Lenos finally when the child 
was about six. Lenos then returned to Nago
visi with his son and went to live with his 
sister's household (their mother was dead). 
From the day he appeared in Nagovisi, an ac
tiYe search was underway to find him a wife; 
he was not expected to stay indefinitely 
with his sister and her family . 

Nawis was a widower who had been employed on 
Buka while his daughters stayed with his 
deceased wife's sisters. A strange malady, 
the major symptoms of which were lethargy and 
hot flashes, overcame him, however~ and he 
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retur ned to Nagovisi. He took up resi dence 
in h is ow~ li neage's village, a nd despite 
active a t t empts on t he part of a middle -aged 
wi d o t o seduce h i m or a t l ea st get h i m to 
marry her, e c ontinued to res ide wit h his 
l ine ge sisters. Info rma nts a tt r ibuted this 
unusua 1 be h a vior to his illnes s; ·1 t is nor ma 1 
for me n who fee l ill to return to t heir line
age sisters' village. 

In households with adher ing relatives, the rel a tive is 

invariably a relative of the wife. The m·ost. commonly co

residing relatives are o ne or another of the wife's parents; 

others may include the wife's mother's siblings, and immature 

grandchildren or WZCh. If for some r eason a child cannot 

stay in his or her own mother's household, he or she goes to 

the household of the MM or MZ. That house holds consisting 

of an older married c o uple have no WF's ·as adhering relatives 

appears to result from consideration of relative age; hus

bands are generally older than wives, and by the time a 

daughter's children have grown up and left to form households 

of their own, the daughter's father is more than likely to 

be de.ad, wh.ereas the daughter's mother may not be dead, being 

somewhat younger than her husband. 

Although this survey (Table 2) taken in August 1970 I 

believe to be representative of Nagovisi household composition, 

were I to have made it at various other times during my stay, 

somewhat different combinations would have been represented. 

The main changes are caused by birth, death, marriage, and 

their attendant obligations such as house-building or tearing 

down, initial virilocality, etc. Temporary variations are 

brought about by persons leaving for work outside the Nagovisi 

area, secondary and tertiary school attendance outside the 

arBa, and visits or arguments which can cause changes in 

household composition. 
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Hus nd, wife, and 
children 
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nd other pe r sonsa 

Husband and wife 

Husb nd, wife , and othersb 

Husbandc 

Wife (widow) 

Widow and children 

Widow, children, her ma r ried 
daughter and son-in-law-d 
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58 

14 

7 

3 

2 

1 

2 

1 

88 
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66% 

16% 

8% 

3% 

2% 

1% 

2% 

1% 

99% 

a In 13 or these 14 cases, the extra persons were 

0 

relatives of the wife. The number of households which 
included a given kin-type follows the specification of 
that relative (those marked with an asterisk are tempo
r ary members of the given hous ehold). WF (3); WF, DH* 
( 1 ) ; vVZ D ( 1 ) ; WZD* , WZ DH * ( l ) ; WMB* ( 1 ) ; WB* , WBS * ( 1) , 
DD (i). Households had the following kin-types on an 
a l tern a t in g b a s is : WM ( 2 ) ; WM , WF ( 1 ) ; W11B ( 1 ) ; V/MB ( l ) ; 
WMZ (1). In one case, a non-relative resided with a 
polygynous family, and a classificatory HZS, his W, and 
his D by a former marriage lived there too for about 
six months . 

bThe relatives were as fo lows: Wl\1M (l); and on 
an alternating btisis, W classificatory Z (1); WM, W 
classificatory M (1). 

0 , 
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ai. 

dThe daughter and son-in-law were 
por ry basis. 

me nts: one n e-
a w liv1ng in 

H pl nne d ul im ely 

sid nt on a tern-

ein addition, there were four "h us bois" ·n the area, 
and one uninhabite hous~ w ich had been built by a hyper
active man who had many hou~ e s in both N govisi and Nasioi. 
He was married to a Nasioi woman 

· Sleeping Arrangements 

Although I collected no systematic data on sleeping 

arrangements, casual conversations tended to bring out the 

following normative sleeping arrangements (Diagram 1). 

Families with children, all of whom are young, tend to 

sleep together ~n one room. Nagovisi expressed disapproval 

of the European practice of allowing a small child to sleep 

alone in a room of its own, lest bad spirits (mara) look at 

it and do it harm. Families with puberal children (ca. ten 

or twelve years or age) tend to separate according to sex, 

the father sleeps in one room with his sons and the mother 

in another with her daughters. Should such a mother have 

an infant son, however, he w1ll sleep with her and his sis

ters. Otherwise, beginning just before adolescence, brothers 

and sisters must sleep in separate rooms. Sometimes, this 

provides the impetus for the building of a "haus boi. '' 

Fathers observing the post-partum sex tabu may also sleep 

separately, but not always. The wife's mother, if she is 

a part of the household or not, must sleep 1n a separate 
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Di agi ·am 1. T · ca l Ho s e Floor Plan with Sl p1n Ar nge 
men ts I n d1 a e d 
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The sociological composition of v i llages and hous eholds 

reveals again the most s ignificant structural f eatures of 

Nagovisi society. Recruitment to a v illage depends on matri

lineage affiliation for women and marriage affiliation for 

men. The most basic or essential unit of household 
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or nization is t e 1n i ouple. A y dh rig r 1 . iv s 
almo t it ut · c tion ati · _ of ife. ec e 

of the o o 't'on of ot u hold nd vi a e, ily and 

1ntim te ssoci ~ tion of a u t o her d o iat d. 

It has ee tedly as t -hat rna ri a d 

trilin 1 onnections in mo t ne al t 7 Ie e b c 

ocial bonds, and t e vil e and sehol d a an ements of 

people scrib ·d 1n hapt exempl" y this vi point. 



CHAPTER V 

MARRIAGE 1: THE POSITION OF THE HUSBAND 

IN HIS WIFE'S DESCENT GROUP 

The following two chapters both eal with the subject 

of marriage. ~n Chapter V, the relation of t he husband to 

his wife's s cent group is analyzed. This topic is of 

particular in te rest to s tudents of ma trilineal institutions. 

Chapter VI deals with questions of general the oretical nature 

on the t .opic of marriage, e.g., cross cousin marriage, changes 

1n the direction of marriage prestations, divorce, etc. The 

allocation of relevant ethnographic materials to each chapter 

provides some difficulties; in certain instances, it has 

been necessary to refer the reader ahead to topics which are 

more fully covered in later pages. Chapter V contains most 

of the ethnographic material pertaining to marriage; refer

ence is made to some customs which are dealt with at length 

in Chapter VI. It was hoped that such a presentation would 

avoid undue repetition of dull ethnographic facts presented 

without analysis. 

In addition to the consideration of the man's relation 

to his wife's descBnt group, Chapter V provides as necessary 

background material the behavior between husband and wife, 

and that among affines. Comparisons with other matri-societies 

are offered, and some discussion of prevailing theories of 

matriliny is provided. These major topics are preceded by 

a description and definition of marriage in Nagovisi, a dis

cussion of marriage arra·ngements, past and present, and a 

brief description of traditional marriage ceremonies. 
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The Definit1on of Mar iage 

Marriage (l ate ) a ng the Nagovisi cannot be signified 

by any sing e act or c ony which u1e uivocally makes two 

people married. Rather , m rriage o dina ily involves a 

numb r of st ges or t e ps , none by itself entirely diagno tic, 

but al l of the co tributing to the state of being married. 

Thu , mutual gar eni ng efforts , inhabiting a separate house, 

and producing offspring are all indications that redispose 

Nagovisi to refer to the couple doing these things as being 

married. Should a relat ionship be cha ra cterized by some of 

these conditions, Nagovisi might say that the given couple 

were slightly married (" tupe la i bin marit liklik") or weakly 

married ("mari t bilong tupela i no bin si trong tumas''). The 

payment of marria g€ prestations, feasts, and ceremonies may 

also indicate preliminary steps in a marriage, but these are 

neither necessary nor binding, nor were they in the past. 

Thus, Nagovisi recognize genuine marriages as those relation

ships which satisfy a number of conditions, pulled, as it 

were, from a "bundle of conditions," to paraphrase Leach 

( 1961 : 10 5) . 

Usually, there are some first signs which indicate to 

others when two formerly single people are considered to be 

newly married. Most consistently mentioned by informants 

were the following! (1) When a man and woman begin to walk 

around together, without the company of others, and (2) when 

the man begins to work in the garden of the woman . The first 

sign is an indication that the given couple regularly copu

late.1 Married people should copulate inside houses, however, 

unlike lovers, who copulate in the bush; thus, in marriage, 

some social recognition of this fact is implied. The second 

1 In fact, when a man and woman are discovered along 
together, it is taken as prima facia evidence of past or 
intended fornication by native courts of law. 
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criterion, that the man work in the woman's garden, was 

s ikingly exemplified during our stay by the following 

case: 

Semana bee me regnant, and she and her 
lover , Pua u, we e fo c ed into a church 
wedding by the ish priest. In addition, 
Puaru's mothe p id Seman 's parents $50 
and one strand of red wi a i (momoru) as 
brideprice. The day a ter the church 
cere ony, Puaru left Nagovisi and went to 
work in Buka, the smaller island just off 
the north coast of Bougainville proper. 
He st yed there for about five years, coming 
back to Nagovisi only once for a few days. 
During Puaru's absence, Semana's father 
made several attempts to marry her off to 
Qther men. His attempts failed, however. 
Semana's parents continued to speak Puaru's 
name, an d did noL assume any of the avoid
ance be haviors which are essential between 
the DH and WM and WF. They continued to 
treat Puaru casually after he returned the 
second time, until he made it clear by doing 
some gar den work for Semana that he intended 
to stay. At this point, her parents abruptly 
began to observe all the appropriate eti
quette. 

It is to be noted that in the above example, Semana 

and Puaru were not considered to be genuinely married, re

gardless of the fact that there had been brideprice paid, 

a Catholic church ceremony performed, and a child born to 

them, until Puaru had worked in Semana's garden. Before 

Puaru returned from Buka, people used to tell me that 

Semana wasn't really married, and hinted that there was 

something wrong with her marr1age. The following incident 

was mentioned by some as additional corroboration of this 

viewpoint; when Puaru had returned the first time for his 

short visit, he and Semana copulated in a stand of coffee 

bushes, njust like lovers," as one man put it, "not like 

people who are really married would do." 

As the above account indicates, the payment of bride

price is also a sign of intent to marry; ih fact, it is 
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rna datory these da . , but was not so in the past (see Chapter 

VI). Christian mar ·age c remonies are co sidered to be an 

afterthought, an optional filip, not an integral part of 

marriage. Toda y most all couples live together as man and 

wife, after brideprice has been paid, for some time before 

submitting t.o a church wedding. In many cases, the bride is 

pregnant at the time of the chu ch ceremony. 

Kobiau 

Traditionally, the Nagovisi performed ma rriage ceremonies 

(kobiau) for certain persons, in particular, the children of 

- the well-to-do or powerful (i.e., children 0f momiakos) and 

of these, especially for the first-born female. The kobiau 

was the final ce~emony in the series of rnavos, or growing-up 

rites, which the well-to-do celebrated for their first-born 

childr~n (~f. Chapter III). Kobiaus and mavos in general 

went ~nto decline after the introduction of Christianity in 

the 1930's, but during our stay, the resident parish priest 

was encourag1ng the revival of the kobiau in a somewhat 

modified form. Many older informants disapproved of such 

ceremonies, largely because the traditional kobiau could only 

be performed for individuals who had undergone the other kinds 
-

of mavos; it was courting supernatural wrath to either omit 

a kobiau for a person who had undergone all other mavos up 

to that point or to perform a kobiau on behalf of a person 

who had not undergone the entire series. Furthermore, the 

deletion of the singing of eula, 'invocations to the moiety 

ancestresses,' as required by the priest made these new kobiaus 

seem even more pointless, as did the fact that some of the 

girls for whom it was performed were not virgins, but had ·in 

fact been living with their "fiances" and in some instances 

were already pregnant. 

Informants described the traditional kobiau in the fol

lowing terms. Being basically a mavo, cooked feast food, 
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usu lly pi to, '·b ke d slice d t ube r top e d with cocoanut 

cre a m,' and r as t pork, was va il a ble and g uests t ook home 

with t h e m coco n ut l e af b a ke ts full of thes e items. The 

hosts d i d not e t a ny of the fe a s t .food. Pi t o was pre pa red 

by the m . e rs of the clans involved and b! ought to t he 

fea t for re dist r ibution; pork wa s cooked at the site of 

the ceremony (i.e., at the sponsors' settle ment). 

The actual time t a ble for t he kobiau is not clear; in

formants gave somevha t differing accounts. The ni ght before 

the cetemony, the bride and groom slept for the first time 

under . the s ame roof in the company of an elde rly man and 

woman. This part was ca lle d the ku:be. Accounts vary as to 

the moiety/descent group affiliation of the older couple and 

their relationship to each other; it was most important, ap-

·pa re ntly, that they be el~erly, i.e., past reproductive age 

and grey-haired, but not senile. The betrothed couple did 

not copulate during this night, although they were free to 

do so after the kobiau. 

The day after the ku:be, the kobiau took place. Ac

cording to some informants, the betrothe d couple were awaken

ed by the cries of eula ~ung by the old women of either 

moiety. Other informants stated that the eula came later in 

the day, when both bride and groom were decked out in the 

wiasi of their respective moieties and when the girl gave 

t he to'wai, 'food wrapped in a strand of wi·asi,' to the 

groom. Whatever the case , it is probable that kobiaus were 

similar to other Nagovisi mavos, in which most of the day is 

spent in food preparation and pleasant conversation and the 

per formance of any ritual is short and done with comparative 

h aste and lack of pomp. 

There was additional disagreement among informants as 

to the economics of the kobiau, in particular, who supplied 

t he pork. According to some, pigs were contributed in equal 

numbers by both the bride's descent group and the groom's 
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descent group. Other informants cla;i.med that this was only 

true if there were to be no marriage prestations, and if 

olai, 'dowry,' ere given, the groo . ' group supplied the 

pigs for the marriage feast as lolai n o okas, 'dowry returned.' 

Ho~ever, actual . accounts of past kobiaus show that e v e n hen 

there was lolai, there was not necessarily any lolai no k as 

paid by the groo 's descent group; sometimes, there was e qual 

contribution by both sides, and sometimes the groom provided 

no pigs at all. 

In mode rn or present-day kobiau revivals of which I 

had knowledge, the bride's kin were invariably the sole pro

viders of pigs . Whether this is because the Nagovisi now 

pay brideprice rather than dowry (~ee Chapter VI) or whether 

because it is the fathers of brides, not fathers of grooms, 

who a e approaclded by the priest suggesting that a feast be 

made in celebration of their daughters' marriages, I do not 

know. Both reasons are certainly plausible. 

e witnessed a modern-day kobiau which celebrated the 

marriages of two female parallel cousins. The kobiau took 

place at the clan villages of the brides, with members of 

neighboring and relatives' settlements of both moieties in 

attendance. The brides wore the wiasi, 'shell valuables,' 

of all the Eagle clans whose members attended, but the grooms 

wore only wiasi of their own clans--not of the whole Hornbill 

moiety. Indeed, one of the grooms was a Siuai man, and he 

wore only three or four strands of wiasi, reportedly because 

his clan is nearly extinct. 

The brides faced their grooms, and in front of each 

bride in turn stood the oldest woman of the brides' lineage; 

in front of each groom, the oldest man of the brides' line

age stood in turn. First, one bride handed a can of corned 

beef to the old woman, who then handed it to the old man, who 

finally handed it to the groom. These steps were repeated 

with a different can of corned beef for the second couple. 
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The corned beef was apparently the to'wai, but it was not 

wrapped in wiasi . The parish priest had forbidden them to 

invoke the moiety ancest ess by singing eula, which as 

mentioned above, is traditionally done at all mavos. So 

instead, the ce . many was ended, and the audience began to 

mill about and m1· among themselves, while the brides and 

grooms remove d the wiasi and returned it to its owners. 

Ideally, the priest prefers that a Catholic wedding 

be perfo~med prior to the modern kobiau, and generally it 

is. However, in this case, the kobiau was performed on 

Ash ednesday, and according to canon law, no weddings may 

be held during Lent; therefore, the two couples were not 

married in church until two months later. By this time, at 

least one of the brides was pregnant, since cohabitation 

had begun before the church wedding . 

Marriage Arrangement 

Essentially, there are two aspects to marr1age arrange

ment--match-making or selection of a spouse, and the nego

tiations for payment of brideprice.
2 

Ih the past, according 

to informan~s, both aspects of marriage arrangement were 

handled by those other than the prospective husband and wife. 

Normally, mothe·rs, mothers ' brothers, perhaps fathers, or 

in lieu of these, a local momiako would make such arrange

ments. Today, mate selection is more or less carried on by 

the prospective spouses themselves, although children may 

act upon suggestions from their parents. Marriage prestations 

remain the concern of those other than the married couple, 

however. The whole question of marriage prestations is dealt 

with at greater length in Chapter VI; the following section 

deals exclusively with mate selection. 

2 Formerly, the negotiations would have concerned mar
riage prestations, whether equal or of a dowry-type. 
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Sea ch for ate 

The 

contact 

Y itt n et no ic i em f om he a ly ost-

desc i i g a i customs (Thu nw ld l 38) 

g1ves a account similar to what some of my info m n s told 

me. Ace di g to t es 

tive bri 1 itiated a 

girl' 1 specifically, t 

1n the searc . The i l 's 

u · e , the l'n g of the ro pec

rch for a us nd fo her. More 

d MB ·w re most direc ly involved 

hers and her MMB's could take 

no pa t in hese nego i tions; indeed, they were to feign 

ignorance of such m t ers, which involved their sister's 

sexuality. 

Actual case histories of mar iage negotiations, past 

and present, deviated somewhat from this ideal pattern; 

furthermore, I was sometimes given normative statements 

quite at odds with the above~stated ideal pattern. In some 

cases, f thers of the prospective bride and groom were said 

to have made the matches, with counsel from their wives. In 

other cases, the opposite was said to have taken place--

omen made arrangements with the advice of their husbands. 

In some instances, the mother's brother(s) may be involved, 

and in other cases, he or they may be entirely aloof. In 

addition, marriage arrangement is not simply a problem of 

getting women married, as the ideal implies. Parents of 

males, too, ere and are frequently very much involved in 

marriage negotiations.
3 

It can be asserted with confidence 

that it is the business of the lineage to marry off its young 

3 Because brideprice is paid nowadays in Nagovisi, the 
parents of male children sometimes will form a mutual-aid 
nkompani" or partnership for the purpose of paying brideprice 
for their sons. No doubt the change from dowry t~ brideprice 
(cf . Chapter VI) has increased interest in negotiations on 
behalf of sons, but from the accounts of informants, it ap
pears that there was a certain amount of such negotiations 
(on behalf of sons) during the time when dowry was paid, 
which as for the most part, pre-1930. 
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people, and most often, those d·i ectly involved will be 

genealogically close to the youn g person and one generation 

older than he or she (i.e., M, MM, MZ, F, or MB in most 

cases). Beyond this, however, circumstances, such as the 

d-e·sira bili ty of the young person or the parents' aggressive

ness, to a large extent determine just exactly who will do 

what. 

In disc~ssions of prospective spouses, the wishes of 

the young pers on herself or himself ~ust be taken into con

sideration. They may veto any choice considered to be un

desirable.4 Young people 7 thus, have considerable latitude 

in choice of .a prospective mate, the only across-the-board 

prohibition being bn moiety-mates, and even this obstacle 

can sometimes be overcome. In the past, according to in

formants, people mi~ht force young girls to marry against 

their wishes, and in some such cases, the girls committed 

suicide rather than marry the undesirable man. This is said 

to have happened ~s recently as 1946 or so. Nagovisi claim 

now to deplore the fact that such things occurred, saying, 

"Nowadays, things are good--girls can decide for themselves 

whom they wish to marryo" Yet even so, I have said that 

parents attempt to influence their children's choices, if 

possible or practical, and they may do so by direct means, 

such as by openly suggesting a would-be spouse to a nubile 

girl, or by more subtle ones .. Some of the more subtl.e means 

and reasons for them are given below. 

Wagana 

Infant betrothal (wagana) was practiced occasionally 

by the Nagovisi formerly. ThLs was thought to be particu

larly appropriate for two children who were born at nearly 

4 1 have the dist1nct impression 
women who indicate strong preferences 
matter of mate selection than do men. 

that it is more often 
and/or aversions in the 

Cf. Courtship, below. 
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5 the same time. The parents, especially the fathers, ac-

cording to informa nts, of unborn children, might promise 

each other that if their infants ~ere of appropriate sexes, 

they would betroth them. Children thus betrothed would be 

told to be part~cularly solicitous of their little spouses, 

and taught to address each other by the terms "ht;ls·band" and 

"wife." No specific exchanges were made in the case of 

wagana, because it was recognized that frequently, such be

trothals would not result in ·marriage; perhaps one of the 

children would die before reaching maturity, or perhaps one 

or both would find the other distasteful or another more 

attractive. 6 In such cases, informants explained, any ex

changes. would ha-ve been made in vain. However, parents of 

children betrothed did ·make informal exchanges, e.g., should 

one family have meat from a feast, they might share it with 

the other family . . Such exchanges were ideally equal. 

Today, wagana is not practiced, because as mentioned 

above, children are no longer forced to marry those who 

displease them, just to fulfill a wagana pledge, and, as 

was frequently told me, "We don't know what our children 

will be thinking when it is time for them to marry o" It is 

frequently asserted that even if it were possible to force 

marriages between unwilling individuals, the resulting mar

raiges would be bad, in that they would be likely to generate 

continuous conflict. 

Nevertheless, parent·s do ex·pect and desire that their 

children will marry into certain categories of eligible 

5This reason was given despite the fact that most 
Nagovisi husbands are actually older than their wives, and 
that the Nagovisi cl~im that this is how it should be, be
cause, in th.eir opinion, women mature faster than men. 

6 In fact, when I was taking census data on brideprice, 
the fact that a couple had been betrothed in infancy was 
sometimes given as a reason why there had been no brideprice 
or marriage prestations of any kind. 
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spouses; specifically, the y should be local people of the 

opposite moiety, a n d be tter yet, me mbers of the father's 

clan, or clan and lineage (see Chapter VI). To this end, 

pa rents attempt to "pr e- c ondition" children, especially sons, 

to t-reat pros pe ctive iNM.'s:.. - wome n w.ho are distant father's 

"sisters" (i.e., 1n ·he s am-e clan, or even lineage if it is 

a large one, but not 1n the same we tetenamo)--with the 

deference due to a real mother-in-law. 

Under ordinary conditions, local endogamy i ·s expected 

by parents: 

Tevu told me that he kne w that his six-year
ol.d daug~ter would marry one of the little 
boys from one or another of the neighboring 
Eagle moiety villages, but that it was not 
possible to know exactly who her future 
husband would be at the present. 

Even in the case of .educated children, parents hope, fre

quently with some success, that .a "local spouse'' can be 

agreed upon~ However, this is not always the case. 

La~li, nineteen~year-old ~on of Veniai and 
Lalikas, ·had completed fifth form in the 
Standard "A" high school (i.e., for English
speakers, usually Europeans and Chinese) 
in Rabaul, New Britain, where he had lived 
most of his life with his father who is 
employed there. His mother, Lalikas, never
theless, wanted him to marry a girl from 
near her village in Nagovisi and attempted 
to make some matches with the parents of 
what she considered to be eligible girls. 
Lasli was not interested in any of them, 
however, and ipstead, impregnated a Buin 
nurse he had met in Rabaul. His mother 
in particular was extremely angry about this, 
and told him, "Why did you throw yourself 
away on a ~irl from another place? There 
are plenty of suitable girls in Nagovisi!" 

"Polittcal" marr1ages, which also deviate from the ideal of 

local endogamy, are sometimes arranged in Nagovisi. Today, 

most of these locally exogamous marriages are made in order 

to maximize land holdings. 
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Golai has managed to marry or betroth 
all of his children to Siuais or Banonis, 
the latest of these marriages having been 
ar anged as it became apparent that his 
o wife's lineage's land hodlings were 
not enough to support great stands of 
cocoa. He has also thus far managed to 
c nv· ce one of his daughters to live 
virilocally, thus relieving the pressure 
on hi wife's lineage's land. 

Mesiamo agreed to find a husband for a 
girl, distantly related to one of his 
wives, because the girl's line ge was 
angry at her for fornicating with a 
married man and incurring fines to them. 
The irl, because of her reputation, was 
not asy to marry off locally, but Mesiamo 
mana ged to find a husband for her among 
the land-poor mountain lineageso The 
prospective husband's mother is said to 
have jumped at the chance to marry her 
.son off to a woman from "down below·" with· 
relative~y large land holdings. Only 
after the two were .married did Mesiamo 
warn the groom that the girl was consid
ered to be promiscuous. 

Nali, whose wife belongs to a recently
immigrated lineage from Siuai which has 
small land holdings in Nagovisi, told me 
of his · plan to marry all his daughters 
to Siuai men, so that they can re-activate 
land claims and plant large cocoa stands. 
His eldest daughter has already done this, 
in fact. 

None of these marriages which I have called "politi

cal" are forced, in the sense that marriages were forced in 

the past, but are apparently brought about by other, more 

subtle methods. 7 One of Golai's sons, Minto, was sent to 

school in Siuai, where he met his future wife. Sometimes 

a family desiring such connections will visit these distant 

areas for an extended period. When marriage with people 

7 Indeed, these methods are so subtle that I don't 
quite understand how some of them work& 
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from a di · ·t l · ce be ,un--for w atever r 

ex an s to e perpetuate , imply b e 

of acqu in ces n d otentia l s ouses re thus 

A part·cula ly n d sc i ion of such m ri e 

on-- uch 

n c1 cle 

cted. 

cla ges 

wa given to me y i to , a man hose family as 1n ol e d 

in " olitical" r iage in o der to ain round: "Since 

my older sis er a ried into Siuai, the Siu 1s o ed me a 

wife. N w, e o e the - one, and s o Ta ra [his younger 

sister] is going to rna ry a Siuai." 

Courtship 

Cou t ·ship today is frequently initiated by letters 

exchange d between a prospe ctive husband and wife. According 

to informants, most of these are little more than arrange

ments for assignation, accompanied perhaps by some senti

me ntal thoughts or erotic suggest ions. Unless the parties 

live at some dist a nce, e.g., if one or the other is at a 

boarding high school on the island, letters are not actually 

posted but are delivered by courier--some child serves this 

purpose, in many cases. One informant recited to us the 

essential contents of one such letter he had found lying 

on a trail: '' ... you can never leave me now, you must always 

stay in my heart, let's meet behind the Standard 6 class

room after dark tonightn (i.e., implied, for the purposes 

of copulation) . Another letter, the contents of which be

came widely kno~n, was one given to a group of school girls 

to deliver o Ins t ead of doing so, the girls opened the 

letter, read it, tore it up, and quoted from it indiscrim

inately. Its most publicized phrase was the following: "Now 

that you have seen the part of my body from which I urinate, 
. 8 

you must marry me .. " 

8 In both cases mentioned here, the authors were women. 
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My impression from informal 2ccounts is that girls most 
often initiate such tourtship by letter. This is in accord 
with my observation that women are much more likely to express 
strong opinion--either positive or negative--toward a poten
tial spouse than are men. In cases of divorce or failure to 
marry one's betrothed, women more frequently than men either 
find fault with the would-be spouse or become attracted to 
another. On the whole, men are not so particular; as one man 
bluntly put it, "I w.ould have m-arried any girl my descent 
group suggested to me. After all, the vaginas of women are 
all the same, aren't they?" 

Relations of Husband and Wife 

In discussing the relationship of husband and wife, 
m€ntion is made of their major common cooperative activities, 
and the role each plays in them, i.e., questions of owner
ship and ·domestic authority, Also included in this section 
is a discussion of conjugal arguments and how they are re
solved. Finally, the matters of sex and affection between 
husband and wife are considered. 

Work 

As the nucleus of a household (cf. Chapter IV), a mar
ried couple is both a consumption and production unit, and 
to these ends their Work efforts are directed. A normally 
active man and woman are together capable of producing all 
the food they, their children, and even a pig or two, may 
need; exceptionally industrious persons can produce more, of 

course. 

H. Thurnwald reported for the Nagovisi of the 1930's, 
"in all matters of married life the husband and wife stand 
as equal working-partners together. Each leaves the other 
alone in ordinary daily matters, and anticipates good treat
ment." (1938:234) This continues to be true among the Nagovisi 



Table 1. Daily Work of Women and Men 

Category 

Domestic 

Garden 

Hunting and 
Gathering 

Cash Crops 

Women 

-cooking daily food 
-washing clothes 
-carrying water 
-sweeping around house 
-cooking for pigs 
-feeding pigs 

-cutting vines in secondary 
growth 

-burning dried debris 
-hoeing 
-planting sweet potatoes 
-digging out potatoes 
-washing potatoes 
-carrying potatoes home 

-underwater spear fishinga 
-gathering almonds, mangoes, 

wild yams, wild greens, 
and fungi 

-sun-dry coffee beans 
-pick coffee beans 
-break cocoa pods 
-carry cocoa bean to 

fermentary 

Men 

-building, maintaining houses 
(logging, carpentry, sago 
thatching) 

-feeding pigs 
-building, maintaining pig 

fences 
-corvee work (roads, grass

cutting) . 

-cutting secondary growth 
-burning dried debris 
-hoeing 
-sometimes washing and carrying 

.potatoes home 
-harvest cocoanuts, betel, 

breadfruit 

-hunting birds, bats, possums, 
wild pig 

-fishing with hooks and traps, 
especially at night 

-clear land 
-mark and plant cocoa 
-sun-dry cocoa beans 
-carry cocoa beans to 

fermentary 

~ 

'I 
0') 



Table 1, continued 

Category Women Men 

Crafts -work baskets -net bags 
-rain mats -cord 
-pottery (traditional) -fish wiers 
-sewing clothing (modern) -spears 

-arrows, bows 

Miscellane-ous -plant for feasts -roast meat for feasts 
-bake tubers in earth ovens -scrape cocoan~ts for feasts 
-make small batches of -assist with earth ovens 

sago flour -make large quantities of 
sago flour 

aNagovisi women use sharpened metal spears, basketry creels, and wear 
goggles when they fish in the streams. 

..... 
-.J 
-.J 
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to y. en's work d me 's w k a ord n ily divided 

b tw en hu nd a 1fe in u om ry y , u diff r nc s 
f eire st ce nd er 0 lity may ke for i i i ual 

v 1 tions among couples. 

T e ovisi say th t t re a e f w jobs om n 

c n ot 9 
o, if needs e, n none hat men ca ot do, but 

so men, b cause· of personal ·dio yncracies, r fu e to do 

certain kinds of o k, such s ca ying s eet potatoes home 

fro the ar en, car ying ater, or cooking daily food. The 

degree to which any erson ill d v·ate from ordinary sex

assigned tasks appears to be entirely a matter of perso ality; 

I never he· rd any moe ery or censure of those who did work 

ord:n r.'ly the province of the other sex, although people 

ere aware of these exceptions and could comment on them . 

At the beginning of our stay, a new meeting 
house for the Women's Club at the Mission 
was planned. The nun in charge attempted to 
persuade the fathers and husbands of members 
to build it, but with no success. She then 
encouraged the women themselves to build it, 
and a small beginning was made. The reaction 
of men to the idea of women building a house 
was one of amuse ent, but not of ridicule. 
The notion seemed most of all to be incongru
ous. Their predictions that the house would 
never be completed proved to be accurate; the 
women appeared to lose ~nterest more than 
anything else . 

Thus, in Nagovisi, there is men's work and there is 

women's work, distinguished for the most part by the amount 

of physical strength required to perform it or whether it 

potentially violates modesty, as for example , climbing cocoa

nut trees or betel trees, which are usually situated near 

9such jobs would be extremely heavy work, such as 
cutting trees in secondary bush, and according to informants, 
there are individual women who are strong enough to do these 
things . Ordinarily, however, these tasks are divided be
tween husband and wife . 
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villages, uld do. In other ork, there is a fair amount 

of indtvi al choice allowed between man and wife, much of 

which depe r s on idiosyncratic factors. A male and female 

combination is usually capa ble of providing the most diver

sified la bor , however , for the accomplishment of every-day 

tasks. 

As regards wh t may be called extraordinary work, 

i.e., intermittent preparations for feasts, it has been 

mentione d in Chapter III that it is the husband and wife 

who togethe r prepare ~or these unusual occasions. Most 

feasts toda y are occasion.ed by the death of a member of the 

wife's descent groupl those that are not done in the after

math of a death are either wife's lineage-related mavos10 

or completely secular "patis," a European .... inspired all 

night entertainment which includes dancing, live guitar 

music, and European food served in a sort of one-night 

restauranto These '-'patis" are intended to make profit 

also, as well as to entertain. 

At any rate, it is the husband and wife, not the 

brother and sister, who plan and prepare for the lineage

related feasts o Sine€ putting on feasts was in the past 

and still is today one of the ways that a man becomes known 

as a momiako, his wife's cooperation in these matters is 

crucial to his success or failure. It was frequently re

marked of one Pomalate man that had his wife been more 

willing to exert herself to be a more capable gardener and 

planner, he would certainly have been a formidable momiako. 

In general~ it is the wife (and her sisters and daugh

ters, if any) who decide on the scale of the proposed feast, 

along with advice from their brothers. The htisbands shop 

10Two first eatings-in-the-laupai (polo udus) were done 
during our stay, and I mentioned the resurgence of kobiaus 
above. A first menstrual ceremony was performed in the study 
area during 1968 or so, according to informants. 
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for pigs and m ke th negotiations for them, although some 

women show interest in these matters, and in any case, wives 

have a say as to how uch should be spent. Women must also 

plant the p~oper a mo t of sweet potatoes to be used at the 

feast, and they gen al ly gather canarium almonds (for tobi, 

'bake d sliced tube s covere d with salty almond paste') and 

cassava and bananas fo r galawa, 'starch balls in cocoanut 

oil.' Men buil d pig pens for the feast pigs, carry the pigs 

to the pens, a d slaeghter and ~oast the pigs when the time 

comes. Men usually make the earth ovens (laparo) in which 

the s weet potatoes are cooked, shred co~oanqt, prepare pito, 

etc. 

Since there are always more deaths than can be commem

orat-ed by feasts, and alw-ays any number of smaller incidents 

to deaths (e.g~, tabu removals) or near-deaths to be feasted, 

th 1 1 . f f t. ll Th · ere are a ways amp e reasons or eas 1ng. us, an ln-

dustrious and ambitious couple would have no problem, theo

retically, spending their married life planning from feast 

to feast. Indeed, this is the ideal of Nagovisi marriage, 

as set forth by older informants, at any rate; when both the 

husband and wife work very hard to raise many pigs, put on 

many feasts and earn much wiasi, this is a good marriage. 

Property 

The following topic has been discussed at length in 

Chapter III and is to be further discussed later in the 

present chapter; thus, it is not necessary here to dwell ex~ 

tensively on it. It should here be repeated, however, that 

it is women, not men, who have land usage rights in the prop

erty of their descent group; therefore married couples 

11ane man h.ad a feast to remove a self-imposed tabu on 
eating chicken meat, which he had assumed after his toddler 
daughter had eaten some chicken excrement. 
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ordinarily exploit the ground of the wife, rather than that 

of the husband , for their mutual benefit. In theory, a wife 

may bar her husband from planting cash crops12 on her ground, 

but such a thing is unlikely to happen, since, as the Nagovisi 

say, "ev-eryo.ne likes money." It occasionally happens as a 

result of an argument that a man ·will stop eating food from 

his wife's marEwa , ' ·edible tree crops,' or that she will for

bid him from doing so. In such cases, the wife must prepare 

separate such food for the husband until a reconciliation 

involving gifts of pig are made. This transaction must take 

place in the context of a larger, unrelated feast. The wife 

gives an amount of money and wiasi,sufficient to buy a pig, 

to the husband's matrilineal relatives. They, in turn, ex

change the wiasi for one of equal value in their own matri

lineal store, and with this and the money, a pig is bought. 

The pig is then given to the wife, who originally supplied 

the price, and is consumed at the feasto 

It is customary for all the products of the husband's 

labor to benefit his wife and children. Today, this applies 

to Australian currency earned in wage labor as well as to 

wiasi earned in the pig trade and sales of cash crops. I 

have already mentioned an example of the failure to do this 

and the reaction it provoked in Chapter III. Each sex ac

cuses the other of being more materialistic and mercenary 

but both men and women agree that a good wife will not in

sist on taking all her husband's earnings for herself, nor 

will a good husband keep or spend all his earnings on him

self. Much of earned money, in fact, is spent on European 

tinned food, which is jointly consumed. 

12 1 never asked directly if a wife could bar her hus
band from eating subsistence crops (mainly sweet potatoes) 
taken from her ground, but it seems to me that this would 
be tantamount to asking for divorce. 
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Autho ity 

Despite the fact that husbands have no e sonal or ex

clusive rights of ownership to the land they ork, t e shell 

one t ey earn, and most of the money they arn, husbands 

do have a great deal to ay about the use and allocation of 

these esou ces du ng their own lifetimes. In a ense, 

then, h band c n be aid to have rights o management and 

use ith respect to their wives_' property; these rights are 

vested in the individual and do not extend in any way to his 

descent g oup. 

The Nagovisi believe that the husband must dominate 

the wife in domestic matters, and that she ought to defer 

to him. 0 dinarily this is the case. 

Torowai's husband, Taliau, got into an argu
ment with Torowai's brothers and her descent 
group in general. When in anger he moved 
out of her village and into his sisters' vil
lage, Toro ai ent with him, because she op
posed her brothers and her descent group on 
this matter. Before s he did so, Taliau had 
said that he was going to have to divorce 
her, because he could not stand to live among 
her re atives anymore. By taking her husband's 
side, Torowai placated him, thus removing 
the marriage from jeopardy, but in so doing, 
she did not alienate her own descent group 
to any great degree. While her brothers 
and descent group were still angry at Taliau, 
they were not angry at Torowai, even though 
she had scolded them and moved out, because 
first, Torowai had not been involved in the 
initial argument, and second, wives should 
defer to their husbands. 

The fact that husbands ough to dominate their wives 

with regard to domestic affairs does not mean that husbands 

may mistreat their wives with impunity, however. After all, 

the husband uses the property of the wife with her consent, 

and a shar~-tongued woman will not hesitate to remind her 

husband of this, should he displease hero It must be 
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remembered that if a man displeases his wife to the exten t 

that they separate pe manently, he stands to lose f r more 

than she do s--e.g., chi ren , roducts of his labor (bear

ing trees, cleared land, cocoa st nds, wias i he has earned). 

In cases where the husband is at fault, the wife's descent 

oup, es cially the male mem ers , can be counted on to a1d 
13 

her. T ey protect her from un es rved abuse. Thurnwald 

remarks that m€n try not to mist £ at their wives, for if a 

man g ins the reputation of a wife-beater and is divorced 

because of this, no. other woman will want to marry him (1938). 

His sisters are not anxious to have a brother as an unmarried 

permanent member of the natal S€ttlement. 

Even though most women in Nagovisi defer to their bus~ 

bands, informa nts were a·ble to name a number of women who 

habitually dominated their husbands, because of their rela

tively more aggressive personalities. Such women answer to 

no one, for as previously mentioned, their brothers and MB's 

do not usually discipline them. One such woman told her 

would-be assuagers as she acted out a fit of temper, "Don't 

try to calm me down. You didn't marry me!" 

Arguments and Their Resolution 

Arguments -between husband and wife which require court 

settlements are those in which either bodily injury has been 

done or those in which one partner (usually the husband, be

cause of uxorilocality) leaves the spouse's village as a re

sult of the quarrel. Most arguments which require adjudica

tion have seemingly trivial causes, such as surprise at the 

wife's having bought a new saucepan, the alleged withholding 

of tobacco from the husband, or nagging by the wife that her 

sick husband seek medical aid. I do not recall ever hearing 

13 As mentioned in Chapter III, when she is in their 
opinion at fault, they do not intervene, tacitly approving 
reprimands of her husband. 
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of any domestic arguments about serious and important matters, 

such as brideprice or pig price, if and how uch cocoa to 

plant, and so forth . Nor o I recall any arguments resulting 

from all ged no -fulfillment of marital duties, e.g., not 

prep ring a meal on ti e, as Ogan reports for the Nasioi 

(1 969). It is probably mo re accu ate to say that it is 

ge nerally the personalities of the principals which predis

pose them t o argument , rather than any s ociological causes~ 

Anger generated by arguments is sometimes vented by 
the destruction of property, either by the husband or the 

wife . It is said that angry men destroy property instead 

of inflicting a possibly fatal beating to their wives, and 

that angry women d troy property because they are not strong 

enough to properly beat their husbands. Some women have 

imp!essive reputations as destroyers of . property: one such 

woman in the stu y area chopped several holes in the walls 

of her house, ripped all her husband's clothing, smashed a 

radio, and chopped open some cans of corned beef during one 

fit of temper directed towards her husband. Most arguments 

between husbands and wives do not involve such dramatic dis

plays, however. 

Ideally, unless there is a slight or an injury of real 

magnitude, e.g., adultery or a physical injury in which 

blood is drawn, settlements should involve aparito, 'equal' 

fines. However, it is my impression that in cases in which 

the husband has left the wife, no matter how trivial the 

reason is for his . having done so, the wife always ends up 

paying the hus,.band more than he pays her. Nagovisi say that 

women will do this, just to get their husbands back again. 

In this uxorilocal society, then, men have a ·definite ad

vantage: if a man feels that he is . being slighted, he can 

pick an argument, and then leave to wait it out with members 

of his own descent group. Ultimately, his wife will pay him 

to come back. 
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Sex, A~ultery, Affection 

It is an anthropolo ical commonplace to assert that 

marr1age has sexual atification as one of its ends. If 

this is true o the Nagovisi in the study area, it is at 

best a s ort-term by product of marriage. Since the Nago

visi abstrain from sexual intercourse du ing pregnancy and 

during the post-partum period until the baby begins to walk, 

the sexual scenario of married life consists of flurries of 

activity every two and one-half years or so, with periods 

of continence, ide lly, for the rest of the time. During 

these periods, many husba nds seek adulierous liaisons. 14 

In the opinion of one informant, at least, it is not so much 

the fact that the wife is unavailable for copulation because 

of the conditions of child-bearing which makes men seek 

adulterous connections; rather, he stated, it is normal for 

people to tire of copulation with the same person and to 

seek other partners. He made the following analogy: 

If I had a new radio, at first I would like 
to switch it on a lot to hear it. But after 
a while, I'd get tired of it and other, 
newer possessions would interest me moreo 
"The same is true of peopl~; when they are 
ftrst married, they like to copulate with 
each other a great deal, but as time goes 
on, other people begin to attract them. 

Thus, all Nagovisi ar·e liable to sus·pect their spouses 

of adultery. As mentioned above, being discovered alone 

with a member of the opposite sex is taken as firm evidence 

in court cases that fornication has either been occurring or 

is planned. In anticipation of being caught in their own 

adulterous affairs, individuals may attempt to interest their 

spouses in a possible lover or mistress, in the hopes that 

14since the N~govisi believe that only repeated copu
lations with the same partner can cause pregnancy, it is 
probably less difficult than might be imagined to find a 
partner for brief affairs. 
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when all is discovered, the spouse's indiscretions will 

ameliorate their own. In the event of evealed adultery, 

t e adulterers pay the offended parties, i.e., their spouses 

and the descent groups of their spouses, a fine the amount 

of which is set by the presiding official of the court. In 

and of itself, casual adultery is almost never a reason for 

divorce or separation (cf. Chapter VI). 

There is probably some degree of affection between 

mos t married couples, but signs of affection are not out

wardly expressed. People tend to segregate themselves along 

sex lines ~t public gatherings, be they traditional, e.g., 

siras, or introduced, e ... g., church services, "patis." Men 

and women do not ordinarily dance with each other, and hus

band and wife almost never do. 15 Informants claimed that 

to do so would be very embarrassing to . most people. The 

closest thing to a public display of affection between hus

band and wife usually occurs at the death of one, when the 

other engages in extravagant a~d , in most cases I am sure, 

genuine gestures of grief. Nevertheless, as Oliver remarks 

for the Siuai (1955), affection of the degree typical in 

European marriage is not essential to Nagovisi marriage; 

mutual tolerance will suffice. 

Affines. Behavior Between Dyads 

As noted in Chapter II, the Nagovisi have a Dravidian 

or two-section kinship terminology, and as such, it poten

tially divides all humans into consanguineals and ~ffines. 

~owever, there are important differences among the various 

relatives subsumed under the general category of affines. 

"Potential" affines, ioe., persons of the opposite moiety 

in general, are treated differently than are ''real" affines, 

1 5 An exception would be educated young ·people. 
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i.e., those who are the consanguineal kin of one's spouse, 

and consanguineals of one's fat her, affines of one's own 

consangui ne ls, and so forth, y be also distinguished. 

Behavior to- r affines also depends on variables mentioned 

in Chapter II, e.g., relative sex, relative age, generation, 

name-sharing, etc. 

My conside r tion of relationship between affines will 

center on what I have called "real" affines, i.e., the con

sanguineals of one's spouse; some attention, however, will 

be given to "potential" affines, especially those who are 

biologically clDse to Ego. Relations of both sexes to their 

affines will be considered, but particular attention will be 

given to the situation of the man among his affines. He is 

more intimately linked with his wife's people than she is 

wit-h his, for he lives among his wife's people, interacting 

with them daily, and his own children are · ultimately his 

"wife's people . " 16 . 

In many ways, the relationship of the husband to his 

wife and his obligations towards her are similar to the re

lationship he ·has to her descent group---he - owes fruits of 

his labor, i.e., material support, until he dies. He and 

othe~ men like him (the motai) acting together, carry out 

obligations to their wives' descent group. To one's wife's 

close kin, there are personal obligations (theoretically), 

even to the extent of marrying ,the wife's sisters, should 

their husbands di€. The wife's obligation to her hu$band 

is to permit him access to her descent group property; her 

obligations to his descent group are not as extensive as 

are his to hers .. 

16 with regard to this last observation, some considera
tion of the father/child relationship as an affinal one--or 
having components of an affinal nature- - will be made in the 
final pages of the present chapter. 
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Despite the gene al su ort owed to the wife's descent 

group, etiquet e towar s its various members takes a number 

of forms, and it is mainly th se for s hich are discussed 

below. 

I ant to m ke refere nce to Table 2 which presents the 

mo t important ffines for both sexes, the kin types sub

sumed 1nder ea ch term and ce tain significant variables, such 

as sex , genera tiqn, relative age, etc., as mentio ed in Chap

ters II and III . . The charac.te.r of the relationship is also 

noted. 

The table shows a number of things, amo g which the 

following may be noted: 

1. Restrictions of etiquette are most elab
orate betwee younger men and older women 
who stand in affinal relationships. A 
general and extensive avoidance is pre
scribed. 

2. Avoidance of intimacy--regarding se~ual 
matters, undress, and name-calling--is 
characteristic of behavior between same
sex affines of the same generation. 

3. A behavioral gradient affecting all terms 
can be observed, in which the strictest 
observation of etiquette by a man is 
towards members of the wife's descent 
group, including, of course, her own 
spouse's group. Etiquette may be some
what relaxed towards spouses of one's 
consanguineals, e.g., oBW, 11BW, and 
finally, most relaxed towards classifi
catory affines. 

4o Some problems in the definition of the 
term affine can be seen here. For ex
ample, "spouse" is not an affine, strictly 
speaking, but is one's wife's younger 
sister an affine, as well as a potential 
spouse? The relationship of nganos 
(WMB/ZDH, m.s.) to each other is certainly 
affinal, but greater restraint is char
acteristic of the behavior of the moiety
mates WF and DH (m . s.), than of ngarios. 

In the following pages, descriptions of these relations will 

be made() 



Table 2~ Important Affines 

s:= 
ro· s 
0 
~ 

Term 

inola 

inabalum 

inalaman 

~1 inomas 
~ 
0 
~ 

kabo 

papa 

ing 

kaia 

Kin 
Types 

DH 

BS 
HZS 

HyB 
yZH 

HZ 
BW 
MBD 

FZD 

HM 
FZ 
MBW 

HF 

H-

HoB 
oZH 

Generation 

-1 

-1 
-1 

O,y 
O,y 

0 
0 
0 

0 

+1 
+l 
+l 

+1 

0 

O,e 
O,e 

Sex 

opposite 

opposite 
opposite 

opposite 
opposite 

same 
same 
same 

same 

same 
same 
same 

opposite 

opposite 

opposite 
opposite 

Descent Group 

opposite moiety 

opposite moie t:y 
husband's lineage 

opposite moiety 
husband's lineage 

hus·band's lineage 
opposite mo·iety 
opposite moiety 

father's lineage 

husband's lineage 
father's lineage 
opposite moiety 

own moiety 

husband's lineage 

husband's lineage 
opposite moiety 

Behavior 

avoidance 

theoreti~al avoidance 
theoretical avoidance 

avoidance 
avoidance usual, but 

ad lib. 

intimacy avoidance 
intimacy avoidance 
reference poss ible, 

not address 
reference possible, 

not ·address 

no avoidance 
no avoidance 
no avoidance 

no avoidanc·e 

no avoidance 

teasing 
teasing 

1-' 
CX> 
c.o 
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Table 2, continued 

Term 

kabo 

mama 

inoli 

inola 

ina 

inobe 

ngano 

Kin 
Types 

WM 
FZ 
MBW 

WoZ 
oBW 

WB 
ZH 
FZS 

MBS 

WF 
DH 

w 

WyZ 
yBW 

WMB 
ZDH 

Generation 

+1 
+1 
+1 

O,e 
O,e 

0 
0 
0 

0 

+1 
-1 

0 

O,y 
O,y 

+~ 
-1 

Sex 

opposite 
opposite 
opposite 

opposite 
opposite 

same 
same 
same 

same 

same 
same 

opposite 

opposite 
opposite 

same 
same 

Descent Group 

wife's lineage 
father's lineage 
opposite moiety 

wife's lineage 
opposite moiety 

wife's lineage 
opposi-te moiety 

father's li·neage 

opposite moiety 

own moiety 
own moiety 

wife's lineage 

wife's lineage 
opposite moiety 

wife's lineage 
opposite moiety 

Behavior 

avoidance 
theoretical avoidance 
theoretical avoidance 

avoidance 
avoidance usual, but 

ad lib. 

intimacy avoidance 
intimacy avoidance 
reference possible, 

not address 
reference possible, 

not address 

name avoidance 
name avoidance 

no avoidance 

teasing 
teasing 

no avoidance 
no avoidance 

~ 
<.0 
0 
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k bo/inol , t /DH; Z/ZDH, w.s.; FZ/BS; BW/HZS' 

T e lationship e nding he most estrained behav

io be een those ho t d in sue a relation is t at of 

the d DH.
17 

Be ween such ihdividuals contact of most 

kind$ is fo idden: e two tend n ver to ap oach one 

another any c ser than about four feet or so, and if seated 

or stan ing still, situate th mselves at a much greater dis

tance. Touching is not allQ ed, nor is the handing of ob

jects bet een one another. Objects passed bet een the two 

must first be se t down somewhere for the other to pick up . 

The two may not gaze direc~ly at each other and must refer 

to one another in the plural form. Use of each other's name 

is forbidden, as is ~ ying ordinary ords similar in sound 

to the name. These tabus can only be relaxed temporarily in 

the event of a matter of life or death, e.g., if the \m is 

about to be swept away by a flood, the DH may hold on to 

her to save her. 18 

Such behavior is mandatory bet een real \m and DH. 

Other women of WM's gene ·ration and lineage and men married 

to women of D's generation may also follow these avoidance 

rules. However, exceptions are sometimes made in the follow

ing cases: if the man and the woman's father stand in the 

torowaiwatata relationship (cf. Chapter III); if the woman's 

father is of the same lineage as the man, making the woman 

a "child of the (man's descent group)"; if the woman has the 

same name as the man's wife; if the two are fairly close in 

age but the woman only distantly related to the man's wife; 

if the man has lived nearby all of his life. In such cases, 

there may be mutual agreement not to observe these tabus. 

17It is true, however, that )\oZ/yZH and oBW, m.s./HyB, 
discussed below, observe most all of these restrictions, es
pecially when biologically related individuals are concerned. 

18Much of this material above and below has been men
tioned in Chapter II. 
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' thout the lessening of r strictions between some such peo

ple, nthings get mired own in tabu ," as one informant put 

it. 

ese tabu are said to be difficult to rememb r to 

follow at fi st, t become more and more ingrained as time 

goe on, and the mbarrass ent of breaking them also becomes 

greater. Sometimes, it is particularly difficult to b gin 

to observe h e t bus when previous to marriage kin rela

tionships have been otherwise: 

Nalokas, a man in his early twenties, and 
Tadai, a oman in her late forties, were 
first cousin cross cousins, and as such 
had all their lives maintained a casual, 
open relationship. However, when Nalokas 
married Tadai's daughter, new rules of 
etiquette c me into force. Nalokas men
tioned to some people that it was very 
difficult in the first months of marriage 
for him to remember the new ways of be
having, and I noticed, on talking to him, 
that he always hesitated before saying 
the proper circumlocution referring to 
Tadai, as though he were swallowing her 
name, which he had habitually used so 
freely before his marriage. 

As mentioned above, the pre-conditioning of children with 

respect to possible WM's is a way in which the difficult 

transition mentioned above can be avoided (cf. Marriage 

Arrangement, this chapter). 

Despite the prohibitions, WM and DH do talk to one 

anoth~r, ordinarily only for the purposes of supplying in

formation. Sometimes, too, it happens that the \m and DH 

will engage in copulation. An instance of this and general 

reaction to it is given in Chapter II; it is a great breach 

of propriety, but such behavior is not 1 after all, incestuouso 

The DH plays an important role in funeral obl1gations 

at the death of the WM, especially if he is married to her 

eldest daughter and of middle age himself. Despite their 

distance during life, he is one of the chief mourners He 
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will aid his wife, her siblings, his daughter and t eir bus

ban s , in deciding on the scale of the funeral and its re-

ate d feasts. He t kes charge of procuring pigs for these 

fe sts and p paring them to eat. If he e is a pidona, he 

si · es with his de d mother-in-law, and omposes songs in

sulting her affine at the lawanda (cf. Ch pter III and below). 

Relations between FZ a d BS and those between MBW and 

HZS, ace rding to informants, ought to be similar to those 

between \ and DH. As one man put it, "Long before you are 

married , you have a kabo whom you must assiduously avoid. 

That woma n is your BW or your FZ." Today, however, boys 

and young men do not appear to avoid their father's biologi

cal sisters, nor their mother's biological brother's wives, 

but rather, appear to treat them casually. As mentioned 

above, however, distant FZ's are sometimes treated with 

greater reserve. 

kabo/inabaluna, 'HM/SW' 

There are no specific tabus regarding the conduct of 

son's daughter and husband's mother, but ordinarily, the 

younger is respectful of the older, and both are hospitable 

and solitious of each other. There is little opportunity 

for cooperation, except during the initial period of viri

locality, when the son's wife works in the gardens of the 

husband's mother and assists her at her tasks, ideally as 

a daughter would help her own mother. 

mama/inalaman, 'WoZ/yZH; oBW, m.s./HyB' 

Relations between these relatives are similar in most 

respects to those described above for \m and DH. However, 

there is no use of the plural form here, and furthermore, 

there is general recognition of the propriety of marriage 

with such a woman--should her present husband die or divorce 

her . In the event of such a marriage, all these tabus cease . 
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The o eiv tion of these tabus is g nerally in force 

in the case o wif 's biological older sisters, biological 

older b o h s ' wives, iological you ger siste s' husbands, 

and husband's iological younger brothers. With regard to 

the s ouses of para~lel .cousins and ore remote relatives, 

o s v on of tabus is somewhat ad li item: 

I asked Tevu why he did not avoid Komauka, 
his MZ oSW. His answer was · hat he just 
didn't--the e was no special reason he 
could think of for doing so, except that 
he had neve done it. 

inoli/inoli, 'WB/ZH' 

The relationship between these two is characterized by 

restraints on intimacy, e.g., as regards the use of personal 

names , discussion of sexual matters, and nakedness . These 

men are not to use each other's personal names, although 

there are sometimes ·exceptions, as with the WM/DH rules. 

For example, it was my impression that men are most scrupu

lous in observing these name tabus with regard to their sis

ters' husbands , next toward their wife's brothers, and last 

of all to their male cross cousins. Furth€rmore, some per

sons distinguished between using the name of a brother-in

law in reference and in address; those who might do the 

first with regard to a given individual would not do the 

second . A factor which influences the observation of the 

name tabus is how well the two men know each other; if they 

have been playmates or known one another well all their 

lives, it is difficult to adjust to name tabus. One man 

told us that when his sister married a man he had known well 

all his life , he was embarrassed to begin avoiding use of 

his new brother-in-law's name, because it would call atten

tion to the fact that she was now married. A third thing 

which may influence name tabus between brothers-in-law is 

the r e lative age of those involved: little children, too 
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you g to know what sexual sh m is, cannot be expected to 

enter into name tabus with their ZH's until they are older. 

Reference to private bodi~y functions, such as elimin

ation, s xua l intercourse, bathing, etc., a. e avoided , and 

in particular hen they mi ht concern the sister/wife 

directly. It is considered rude to joke obscenely in the 

p ese n e of brothers-in-law, and if such a thing h ppens, 

one or both is to ithdraw. Brothers-in-law may not appear 

nude in front of one another, i.e ~ , as when bathing, nor may 

they enter each other's bedrooms or sit on one another's 

beds. In many respects, then, behavior between brothers-in

law is similar to proper behavior between oppvsite-sex sib

lings (_. Chapters II and III) . . 

In other matters, however, brothers-in-law are ideally 

cooperative and supportive.
19 

They have mutual interests 

in r rrard to the property of their wife's or sister's .matri

l in age, and thi~ brings them together sometimes. Most 

prominent of these obligations of mutual concern is the per

formance of funeral obligations for members of the wife's! 

sister's matrilineage. Although in general it can be said 

that the nuga, 'brothers, mother's brothers of the descent 

group,' have charge of funeral events which precede inter

ment20 or cremation, whi~e the motai, 'husbands, married-in 

men,' have charge of events following the interment or cre

mation, there is always a certain amount of overlapping. 

Indeed, the sister's husband may have charge of funerary 

activities at the death of the wiie's brother himself. 

19calling a male stranger by the pidgin term "tambu," 
'in-law , ' is an ingratiating form of address made by Nagovisi 
meno 

20Probably a more accurate way of stating this would be 
"up to the point of the transformation of the corpse," since 
interment of charred bones was a last step in cr-emation-type 
deaths, and the obligations surrounding it were the work of 
the mota i. 
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0 h ine g 1 ted tte hich . brothe s-in-ay r1n 

w into coo ion t invol m i of t e younger 

rs of t m age. 

T . 
d the oint in a ted nd clear ov 81 re 

o 'n :~ ive state ts t t "it is the w of t e pa au, 

' n st s, ' that 0 e s-in-1 ust help each other. " 
The occ· ion of som of hese pronou ce nts as the follow-

ing incident: 

A ne'er- o- ell med Kamanai . as discovered 
to h ve ~edqced his cl ssificatory niece, 

nd desired to marry er, but lacked the 
funds. Kamnnai had d a number of ell
paying jobs in the past, but he al ays 
squandered his money foolishly a d never 
assisted his ZH's, either with ork or with 
money. Thus, hen Kamanai needed money for 
brideprice, his ZH's were reluctant to help 
him; in fact, they were furious with him, as 
were his sisters. The concepsus of opinion 
on the matter was that Kamanai deserved 
nothing better. 

inomas/inomas, 'HZ/BW' 

Relations between these two are also characterized by 

a certain amount of restraint. As with brothers-in-law, 

body intimacy and topics relating to this are to be avoided, 

as are the use of personal names. Again, however, relative 

age, familiarity, and degree of biological closeness to the 

husband/brother all determine to what extent these prohibi

tions will be followed. 

Nebura and her husband's _ biol~gical sister, 
Uria, were fairly intimate. They used one 
another's personal names, and joked about 
sexual matters concerning other people when 
Uria's brother was not present. Uria told 
Nebura that she was pregnant, but did not 
tell her brother. Toward her husband's more 
distant clan sisters, Nebura was more reserved, 
and avoided use of the personal names of some 
of them. She did not allow her children to 
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go to the ·clap ~isters' village (except 
on special Occasions), for example, be
cause She was afraid that the ~hildren 
might ask for food . If they did, she 
reasoned, ·· he sisters-in-law might de
-cide that Nebura was n.ot a good mother 
for letting her children go hungry. 

Both opportqnities for cooperation and ·occasions for 

conflict bet een sisters-in-law are minimal, less so than 

between brothers-in-law, who both have the interests of a 

single descent group (i.e., the wife's/sister's) in mind. 

Hostility between sisters-in-law (or their descent groups) 

was expressed in an indtrect way du-ring an intensive argu

ment which occurred during our stay: 

Talia u had argued with members of his ife 
To t wai 's descent group and his WB spit 
at him in the midst of the quarrel. Taliau 
left his ife's village, and for some time, 
there was no dimi ution of hostility. 
Taliau's sister, Mene uri, reportedly be
rated her husband, lagatopa, as being part 
of the cause of the trouble, because 

agatopa, although not a member of Toro ai's 
clan, had paid her brideprice, and thus had 
hel d to bring Taliau into an alliance 
with the kind of people who would spit at 
him. 

It ·s perhaps revealing t at even du ing major arguments, a 

oman refrains rom attacking h r sister-in-la directly, 

but gets at her in othe ways. 

inola/inola, 'WF/DH' 

Between these wo, he use of pe sonal names ·s for

bidden, but te-knomy or ick am s a pe missib .. There is 

much chance for eco omic coop ration be e n WF a d DH wi h 

regard to the descent group of th ir wives, and t ey a e 

thought to be sim·lar to one another. 

h n Lau'mo died, it wa 1n 1 y c~d d 
tha be ought o be 1 id out for mourning 
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in the house of Karinamba and Papanumba , 
because it was Papanumba's father, Siro , 
who had persuaded Lau'mo to leave 
Koramira , south of Kieta , and return to 
Nagovisi after his Korarnira wife had 
died . Had Siro not have done this, 
Lau'mo ould have been lost to the 
Nagovisi. Since Siro was dead , Karinamba , 
his DH, was to act in his steadQ 

When Lankas was accused of killing by 
sorcery, people _ere afraid that Mesiamo , 
his 'FB, would also be implicated , "be
cause he is the inola of Lankas .. " 
Mesiamo was in fact implicated. 

WF and DH may or may not be members of the same descent group; 

they are al ays me bers of the s me moiety, however, except 

in cases of non-exogamous marriage . Thus, they are not af

fines at all , if affines by definition are members of the 

opposite mo1ety. As motai, they cooperate in ventures on 

behalf of the descent group of their wives ; as husbands t o 

a mother and daughter, their cooperation is closer--they 

tend to work contiguous plots of land, whether for cash 

cropping or subsistence, they fre uently share p1g areas and 

even pigs my be jointly owned, they watch over common wiasi, 

etc. Inolas may support each other in a guments : 

as argued ith his wife, NamEbi , and 
left or his isters ' vil age, here he 
stayed for a month or so. NamEbi's 
parents and si ters sometimes iscussed 
t e qu rrel. NamE i's moth r nd sisters 
thought as was to b arne and re willing 
to ait it out, but Litum, NamEbi ' s f ther, 
said he was willing o p y one . i i so that 
Mas would come back. s· wako, N mEbi's 
sevent n-yea -old un arri d sister, lau hed 
scorn ully at h1s su ge t·on, aying that 
if L"tum h d ny wi ·, he er i ly could 
use it to get Mas ack, but th t non of 
their (i.e., the mother ' s nd d u he s') 
wiasi would ev r be p nt for tha o This 
ended the di cuss·on. 
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However, support does not im ly respect in every case. Sons

in-law are not bound to e e spectful of their fathers-in-

law, and o etimes tease ride them, especially but 

not exclusively in conversations to others. Usually, how-

ver, any teas ·ng or erision is deserved rather than 

gratuitous. 

papa/inabaluna, 'HF/SW' 

Bet ·een son's wife and husband's father there are no 

particular restraints on behavior; the relationship is 

similar to that between B and ZD, without the mutual in

terest in affairs of the descent group that prevails in re

lationships of the latter kindo 21 Ordinarily, there is 

little chance for cooperation, except under the special cir

cumstances mentioned. 

ngano/ngano, 'WMB/ZDH, m.s.' 

The re~ations between these two are discussed to a 

certain extent in Chapter III, under papa/inabaluna, 'MB/ 

ZD,' for ngano is the ZDH of this ZD. Relations between 

them are friendly and supprotive, and although there is 

little opportunity for economic cooperation, they have a 

mutual interest in the affairs of the descent groupo Some

tfme s, the elder ngano has helped to chose the younger as 

a bride for his ZD, and the younger is generally responsible, 

along with his wife, for the funeral of the older ngano. 

The character of the relat1onship is revealed to some ex

tent that the Nagovisi call the ngano a Hlittle father" 

( woma wa 1kis) . 

21of course, if a wo~an has married her MBS, real or 
classificatory, the relationship between her and her HF 
include interest in their descent group. 
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kaia/inobe, 'oZH/WyZ; HoB/yBW' 

Tea ing, sexua l joking, and a general lack of restraint 

on beh vior is allo ed oe ween these two. The wife's younger 

sister is a prosp ctive spouse , as well, should the man's 

wife die. In the ays hen polygyny was more frequently 

practiced, a man might be married to both at once. Although 

the WyZ might seem the ideal choice today for an adulterous 

liaison, it is my feeling that she is probably avoided be

cause of the likelihood that she would disclose the adultery 

to her sister. Thus, much of the teasing and joking that 

goes on betw~en these two is utterly innocent. Nagovisi say 

that oZH and \ Z generally do not argue, but sometimes there 

is acrimony when the oZH first comes to live at the wife's 

village. This is said to be ?hort-lived, however. 

Thus, behavior toward affines either involv s restraint 

or it does not: typically, restraint is characteristic of 

relationships between affines (not spouses) of the opposite 

sex when the female is older than the male, and between 

persons and their spouse's opposite-sex siblings. Restraint 

may take the form of general avoidance, as it does between 

older women and younger men, or restraints on body intimacy 

and the use of personal names may typify behavior, as they 

do between same-sex affines of the same generationD An ab

sence of restraints prevails between affines when the man 

is older and the woman is younger, or when same-sex, adjacent 

generation, opposite-moiety pairs are concerned. 

The Husband Among His Affines 

The degree to which a man participates in the affairs 

. of his own descent group versus that of his wife's descent 

group, and the nature of that participation is a central 

problem in the analysis of matrilineal societies. In so

C1eties which are both matrilineal and uxorilocal~ i.eo, 
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when a man is in daily contact with his affines, p oblem 

situations emerge ost clearly. The division Df allegiance 

a m n owes to each group causes difficulties in' many matri

lineal societies, e.g., bickering and in-fighting among 

a ult males for control of whatever they can get, high di

vorce rates, unstable marriage, resentment at inheritance, 

and so forth. 

Among the Nagovisi, however, such conflicts are mini

mal. A husband is strongly identified with his wife's de

scent group, yet he is not incorporated into it, in the 

sense that he ever gives up his own clan membership. In 

the following pages, a number of examples of this identifica

tion are given, which provide ethnogra.phic data for the last 

part of this chapter, the discussion of matriliny in general 

and the problems attributed to it. 

Spoken Sentiments 

Without a recognition of the husband's identification 

with his wife's descent group, many of the spoken senti

ments touching on descent group affiliation in given cir

cumstances become difficult to understanQ. For example, if 

I were inquiring as to the reason for an act of cooperation 

(e.g., why are you giving so-and-so money?), I might be 

given as an answer the statement, ''Because we are Hornbills," 

by a man whom I knew to be an Eagle by birth, but who was 

married to a Hornbill woman, and thus involved in numerous 

Hornbill activities. 

This is not to say that a married man loses his own 

·clan affiliation. It is rather that when a man marries, he 

aligns himself with his wife's group, and to that extent, 

neglects his own. As it was explained to me, "sapos mi 

· marit pinis long Kokomo, bai mi mas sanap wantaim ol," (if 

I am married to a Hornbill, I have to stand with them, i.eo, 

on their side). The following example illustrates the 
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effect marriage has on the relations of brothers to a clan 

and husbands to that clan: 

Taliau, the husband of a Biroi clan woman, 
told me rather drun e ly at a "pati" that 
he as angry with the host for having 
given Naloka , a recently-married Biroi 
cl~n man, the job of doling out beer to 
Pomalate Village men (i.e., who were mar
ried to Biroi clan women) "Kaili [the 
host] should have chosen one of us motai 
to do it. Since Nalokas has married an 
Osileni girl, he has left us entirely," 
(i.e., he is no longer a proper representa
tive of P malate Vil~agers or Biroi clan, 
as we motai are.) 

Men, rather than women, tend to make more dealings of 

every kind, and dealings made on behalf of the matrilineage 

are no exception: they are done by husbands, however, _ not 

by brothers. Thus, for exam.ple, if the Biroi clan were 

planning something, people would casually mention in con

versation that Otoloi, or Litwn, or Wedo, perhaps, had done 

such-and-such with regard to the furtherance of the planned 

thing. These men are not members of Biroi clan; they are 

married to Biroi women. Such usage was common for activities 

such as raising and paying brideprice, various kinds of work 

with cocoa, gardening or pig-raising, feasts, and so forth-

all activities conceived of as being done within, by, or on 

behalf of the matrilineal descent group (i.e , of their 

wives)o 

The identif1cation of husband with the wife's causes 

creates situations in which they are lumped linguistically; 

the names of each are interchangeable in discussing payments, 

fines, ~tc., of most kindso
22 

[Tevu, an Eagle, is married to Nebura, a 
Hornbill Biroi Waina woman~ SipulEs is a 

22 An obvious €xception would be when husband and wife 
argue with one another. 
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Gur va woman , considered to b~ an Eagle 
i · Nagovisi , an~ Kavibura is a Hornbi ll 
woma from a fairly distant area . Mesiamo 
i s a Biroi Wapola ma n.] 

Tevu ' s dog bit ipulEs in the leg, ich 
a noyed her gre t ·ly. She , her co-wife, 

avib ra, and anot er old man decided to 
t y to get a la ge cou t fine fro Tevu. 
But he hus and, Mesiamo , ouldn. 't allow 
tis , nd to . d Tevu he should pa y only a 
small fine to SipulEs, because the dog did 
not bite her out of malice but by acci dent. 
SipulEs and Kavi bura were very angry at 
Mesiamo for this and told him, "You're 
favoring the wome n of your own clan!" 
Me s i a mo sa i d , '' T ha t .' ·S right , I am . '' 

Thus, sparing Tevu a fine was interprete d as favoring his 

wife 's group, i.e., that doing something to Tevu, a motain

ela of the Biroi clan, was cons idered by the outsider wives 

the same as doing it to Biroi clan members themselves. 

Economic and Property Relations 

Ea;rnings 

We have already discussed at some length the changes 

that occur at marriage with regard to a man's claims and 

duties toward his own descent group versus that of his wife. 

He is looked upon as the provider for his children; all his 

material earnings are owed to his children--members of his 

wife's descent group. Whatever earnings he makes in his 

lifetime, too, be they wiasi, Australian money, or whatever 

land acquisitions, all these are inherited by his own daugh

ters, not his sisters' daughterso 

These arrangements are reflected 1n supernatural terms . 

The Lavali clan owns some sacred or magical 
shell money (mEkala wiasi) which insures 
that whomever looks at it will become suc
cessful at earning more wiasi. Only Lavali 
clan women and their husbands, therefore, 
may look at this mEkala wiasi; if the Lavali 
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nuga s w it, they 
sh 11 money for t 
dre at the possi 
clan. 

. ould be able to earn 
own wives and chil

en e of their own 

n ma y b€ called upon to initiate claims on behalf of 

their ives ' group, even if th ·s e claims are made against 

their ow desc e nt groups . 

involving brideprice: 

Such was the case in an incident 

Property 

Th·e wi ow, Os iropa _, had been fornicating 
with Tammai for some time, and they finally 
decided t o get marr ied (mea ning in this case 
to live t g the r openly and work in one gar
den).. I discussed the mateD. with Osiropa 's 
yZH, Nali, who ~a s also a classificatory MB 
of Ta mma i; Nali did not approve of the pro
posed marriage . According to him, Tammai 

s a philanderer and a hot-tempered man 
who would no doubt bea t Osiropa from time 
to time. Since Os iropa was not strong, she 
could not endure much beating, in Nali's 
opinion. "However," Nali said, "they have 
decided to marry against my wishes, so in 
order to try to make it a proper marriage, 
I am going to insist that Labona pay me a 
good brideprice for Osiropa."23 Labona is 
the tu'mEli of the Biroi clan and thus 
res·ponsible for Tammai, who has no close 
female relatives. She is also Nali's 
uterine sister. 

We have also previously mentioned the relationship a 

married man has to the property--land, shell valuables, 

etc $--of . his own descent group. Although he may advise his 

sisters on the use of these (particularly, the disposal of 

them), he himself never profits from t heir disposal. In

stead, he profits from property belonging to his wife•s de~ 

scent group .. 

23B .d . r1 epr1ce 
rnent must be taken 
the case. 

is not paid for widows; thus, Nali's state~ 
as a revelation of his indignation over 
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A court case came up ich involve d a 
N . ovisi n o w s ried to a Nasioi 

n. The m n was accused of having 
eatedly broug t hu ting parties to 

tracts of bu h longing to his own de-
scent g oup. The pre i ing official 
declared hat e could not follow this 
" N sioi custom n in Nagovisi territory, 
tol him t o do hi s future hunting on his 
wife's .ground , and fined him $37, the 
~stimate d value of the possums he and his 
party had ta en over the years~ No t sur
prisingly, the case was brought to court 
by the husband of a woman whose descent 
group o ned the tract of bush in question. 

The Nagovisi rules on land use apply to modern situations, 

as well as to the traditional sort of situation described 

above, as the following incident reveals: 

Holina i.s a fracture zone between the 
Siuai and Nagovisi areas, inhabited by 
Siua i speakers but with customs similar 
to t he Nagovisi ones. A Holina man with 
a Nasioi wife attempted to plant cocoa 
on his descent group's ground, but motai 
there insisted that he leave, suggesting 
that he go plant on his wife's ground. 

Obviously, the use of the wife's land by a married 

couple and the interdiction on use of the husband's clan 

land has significance in this new era of cash cropping. 

\fuile in the past, food gardens might be made almost any

where without arousing comment, cash crops may only be 

planted on the ground of the wife's matrilineage. A man 

may plant cash crops on ground belonging to his own matri

ltneage only under exceptional circumstances: (1) if he 

first purchases the ground from his clan sisters outright, 

in which case, it is no longer their (i.e., the women and 

men of the matrilineage in question) clan land, or (2) if 

there are no surviving females in the lineage, in which 

case, it is unders t ood that the land with its cash crop 

trees will be inherited by the female members of a related 
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lineage on the death of the last (male) member of the dying 
24 lineage. 

Nagovisi were not able to say exactly what will hap
pen regarding inheri ta·nce of cocoa plantations, ·since they 

have not had them for v-ery long (ten years or so at the 
most, six or so bearing years), but most informants agreed 
that cocoa stands, like other lineage property , wil l be in
herited by the oaughters. It is yet to be see n whether 
these valuable stands of trees will be included in kabu 
transactions, '"presents" from the father's ma_trilineage 
to daughters at his death,' or not . That there is an aware
ness of the great value of cocoa stands is clear. 

Widokoma had t o daughters py a Koramira 
(a asioi sub-group) wife . When she died, 
he had moved back to Nagovisi, where in 
his later · years, he had been one of the 
first ~en to plant cocoa extens ively. 
When his clan-mates came to see how 
valuable a large stand of cocoa such as 
his could be, they urged him to marry a 
distant clan sister , so that when he 
died, the cocoa stands would not go to 
his Koramira daughters (they then being 
his closest living affinal relatives) but 
wou d stay wi hin his own d scent group! 
He did so, and when he died, the cocoa 
stayed in his own descent group, belonging 
as it did to his widow. 

Daughte s are the normal heirs, even when land has 
been bought by their fath rs and is not a part of the wife's 

24n spite the fac that uch ground will ultimately 
revert to another · ineage, the pre nt ho der profits from 
the sale of cocoa yield during his own lifetime, hich is 
c rtainly some consol tion Furthermore , men are not 
w· thout affection for their sisters ' children (to hom the 
land will r v t); thu, cer in al ruis ic roo iv scan be 
seen here. Finally, the tran fer of he and at the dea h 
of the holder will require· a cons pi ·OUS is play of pigs, 
from the antic'pation of hich the h ld r derives a c rtain 
vicarious plea ure 
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matrilineage property. All the .men I ever heard about who 

had bou·ght land outright for ·cocoa planting intended to 

leave i-t to their daughters .. 

It is clear that the Nagovisi way of using land avoids 

many of the problems reported in other matrilineal societies 

which lack a distinction between rights of a man as a hus

band versus as a member of his own descent group or stated 

d i ferently , where both brother and sistBr have access to 

l1neage assets. Also avoided are the problems which arise 

regarding inheritance, since sistBrs' children do nbt receive 

products of the father's effort which the father may wish 

his own children to receive. There are no clamorings in 

Nagovisi, a s there are reportedly in other areas of .Bougain

ville, to make a change te patrilirieal -succession or patri

lineal inheritance, at least, of tree crops (Ogan 1969). 

Compensation for Injury and Death 

The position of the husband vis ~vis his wife's de

scent group with reg~rd to the ·payment ·of fines due in the 

event of physical injuries and death show clearly how the 

husband regularly acts on behalf of his ·wife's descent group. 

First, a brief outline of ordinary fines for death or physi

cal injury when there is a known human ·aggressor is given. 

The general rule may be stated as follows: he who hurts or 

kills another must pay that person or his descent group. 

If, however, a person kills or injures another on behalf of 

a third person, the third person must pay the victim. 

Thus, in a chain of events beginning with 
the death of Andeko, Porie accidently shot 
his brother, Auria, with an arrow and 
killed him. Andeko's mother, Ostoke, paid 
a death fine (nalina) to Auria's sister, 
Ambage, because Andeko was the ultimate 
cause. Porie was not considered respon 
sible. 
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If there are equal injuries or deaths o both sides, there 

is no pay ent except perhaps an equal exchange (apa . ito). 

It m y seem o d that the moiety affiliation of the 

aggr sso versus that of the victi is not of m jor interest 

here. The reason fo is is as follows: in the event that 

ot the ag re sor and victim are members of the same de-

c nt g oup, the i cident m y be treated as a matter calling 

for a simple f·ne or fee (wol·na). However, if the spouses 

of eithe the aggressor or victim wish to do so, they can 

request napEna or nalina. Their entering the case auto

mat·cally r .ings in he opposite moiety and the case ceases 

to merely involve olina. Thus, ith regard to the case 1n 

which Waritoa stabbed her cl ssificatory oZ, Piskaro, in the 

head with a comb, informants gave several interpretations of 

the case. Some said that since the two women involved were 

lineage sisters the fine Waritoa paid to Piskaro was simply 

wolina. Other people said that the fine was napEna, because 

it was Piskaro ' s husband, Otoloi, who demanded it, and 

furthermore, cases of physical injury are always settled 

with napEna . Thus, any serious case, regardless of the 

moiety affiliations of the victim and aggressor, is poten

tially a matter for exchanges along moiety lines . 

In cases of injury or death where there is no imme

diately obvious aggressor (i.e., death by sickness, old 

age, magic, unexplained lingering illness, or careless 

accident), however, husband's and wife's descent groups 

are invariably held accountable for each other~ In cases 

involving ,.'blameless" injury, the crucial points are the 

site at which the accident takes place, its severity, and 

in the course of what activity it occurred. For "blameless" 

death, these points are unimportant . In both sorts of 

instances, someone or some group may be designated to pay 

the injured or victim, i.e., held to be guilty, as it were~ 

and in turn, be required at some further date to make some 
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restitution. Thus, blameless death or injury is the poten~ 

tial occasion of e~changes between descent groups . 

NapEna, 'fines for injury,' are probably most fre

quently incurred when the husband is hurt during the course 

of work on behalf of his wife or children. For example, 

Otoloi cut his toe rather badly while working in his stands 

of cocoa ; napEna wa s aske d. However, work on behalf of the 

wife and children can sometimes be fairly loosely d~fined: 

Nali fell off hi~ bicycle into a thirty foot chasm while on 

his way to the Aid Post where he worked . Since he was on 

. is wa y to work at a job to support his family, this case 

brought about discussion of napEnao NapEna is not exclu

sively restricted to men's injuries, however; the injuries 

of women and children may occasion these transactions as 

well. 

What happens when a man is injured, however, is this: 

the man's brot·hers- in-law and sisters will decide whether 

or not they wish to ask for napEna or not. Their decision 

is based on a numb-er of circumstances' for example' what 

"debts," as it were, are outstanding between the two descent 

groups involved, the severity of the injury, the relative 

richness of the descent groups and their desire to finance 

the feasts involved, etc. If it is decided to ask for napEna, 

they ask the man's wife for payment. She may or may not 

wish to pay, and somet1mes, she is able to marshal argu

ments showing why she s ·houl.d not h·ave to pay., These will 

refer, again, to past transactions and exchanges between 

the two descent groups involved, with particular emphasis 

on her and her husband and their immediate family o Thus 1 

T~bua refused to pay napEna when her husband Nali was hurt, 

because Nali's descent group had not paid nalina, 'death 

fine,' when their child, Manaunko, had died five years be~ 

fore. If pressed, informants said, Tabua could also have 

brought up the fact that Nali had not paid any brideprice 

for her when they were married, over twenty years agoo 
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Sometimes it is not the brothers-in-law and sisters of 

the injured man who ask the man's wife for napEna; the wife's 

brother and his wife ma y ask instead. In such cases, the 

wife's brother is said to be angry at his sister for subject

ing his brother-in~law to in jury. Since in these cases, the 

injured man and the wife's brother's wife are not necessarily 

(nor even likely) to be members of the same clan or lineage, 

all rationalization of such exchanges are made on the basis 

of moiety. It is said to be appropriate that the WB and 

WBW ask for napEna, b€cause since the injured man and the 

WBW are members of the same moiety, they are like brother 

and sister. 

If the wife consents to pay napEna, who-ever receives 

it--be this the injured man's sisters and their husbands, or 

the injured man's wife's brothers and their wives--is obliged 

to -·put on a pig feast called a padagong at some indefinite 

date in the future. To this will be invited those who came 

to the osikori, the pleasant day of relaxation and conversa

tion in memory of the injury which takes place a few days 

after the injury occurs. 25 

Nalina, 'fines for death,' may be paid on behalf. of 

a chi~d or an adult, and my impression is that they are 

more frequently paid on behalf of adult men than on behalf 

of adult women. My informants, however, firmly insisted 

that nalina could be paid on behalf of women as well as 

men. For adults, the most important consideration in whether 

nalina shall be asked is whether the deceased was one who 

had earned much wiasi (or today, Australian money as well) 

during his or her lifetime. The mere hereditary possession 

of other property, such as land, do not predispose one to 

nalina~6 Shoul~ this condition be satisfied, the exchange 

25cf. mention of dsikori in Chapter III; it is part of 
normal funeral events. 

26 ynless the land had been acquired during the lifetime 
of the decedent and by his or her efforts. 
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relation. hip -etween the ·t o groups must be assessed o If 

it is unfavorable, nali n cannot be requested, as illustrated 

by the following example: 

Siro was a momiako, everyone agreed, but 
hen he died, his sister, Molus, did not 

ask for nalina, even though his sons-in
law (Si!o's DH's) made it known that they 
ere willing to pay. The reason for this 
as that years ago, when Siro's son had 

died, ·hi~ wife had asked Molus .for nalina, 
and she had evaded payment without offering 
any good reasons why ·She should not pay. 
Thus, had Molus now asked for nalina for 
Siro's death, she ~nd her clan would have 
been subject to loud .public humiliation 
from the recounting of their ignoble 
failure to provide nalina when Siro's 
son had died .. 

Thus, again, as with napE~~ payments, circumstances and re

lationships between the groups must be taken into considera

tion. 

Nalina on behalf qf a c .hild or m·arried woman is paid 

by the father/husb~nd and his descent group; nalina on be

half of a married man is paid for by the wife and her de

scent group. The receiver of nalina must provide pigs, 

usually at t -he lawanda, 'sira ending mourn.ing,' which are 

called nalina nogo, 'return of nalina.' Informants state 

that despite the so-called return of nalina as pigs, the 

gift does not really cancel out the obligation incurred by 

the death. 'Vhat nalina nogo appears to do is to put those 

giving it in a better position vis ~ vis the other for any 

future such exchange. 

At funerals, if the descent group of the deceased 

plans to ask for nalina, they will ordinarily begin by 

reciting all the good deeds and great accomplishments of 

the decedent during his (or her) life. If the decedent is 

a man, much stress will be placed on the great loss of his 

working potential to his own descent groupo If the decedent 
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is a woman, sacrifices on behalf of her husband a d ffines 

ill b recou ted, her pain in childbirth due to her hus

band's impregnation of 'her, etc. Affines usually respond 

by recalling things the ·dece nt did on behalf of his/her 

own descent group, attempting to alance the imputed debt 

The disp a y is called a pidona, and can r pidly escalate 

into a shouting m tch, each side charging at the other, 

brandishing sticks . In it, relatives and affines are 
. 

divided into sides on the basis of the moieties of the wo-

men involved (i.e., their husbands must be on the same side 

as they are). Informants were quick to stre s the symbolic 

nature of the fight (ffemi giammon kros tasol 1
'), despite the 

fact that emotions do run high during the actual display . 

The purpose of the pidona is to make a r~quest for 

nalina; thus, these things do not occur spontaneously, but 

are planned in advance . Since nal~na payments are only made 

at the deaths of those who have profited much during their 
lifetimes and when a case can be made as to ill-treatment 

by affines, or when other conditions itemized above can be 

met. 

People predicted that even though Mirimai 
has earned .much wiasi in her lifetime 
there will be no pidona when she dies, 
becauss she has no husband~-he died when 
they were both young and she never re
married. 

Obviously, two moieties must be represented in a pidona or 

when nalina is to be paid . 

Isiras decided that there would be no 
pidona for his MB, Lorn Kakata, because 
Lorn Kakata's children had taken very 
good care of him all throughout his 
life. His ZD's and ZS's had not had 
to assume his support . Thus, Lorn 
Kakata's descent group had no uncom
pensated credit with the descent group 
of Lorn Kakata's wife. 
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Let us review the rules of napEna-nalina collection, dis

reg ing for a moment the balances between groups hich 

leads one to decide he ther to request payment, or the 

other to deny p yment, etc. 

1. The ea th or physical injury of 
members of either sex may be the 
c use . or comp ns ation. 

2. M m ers of either sex may ask for 
payme nt. 

3. Only e n (really) pay each other, 
si c they re the repositories of 

e lth and property. Stated . another 
wa y, only matrilineages pay each 
other. 

In cases of na~ina and napEna, th~n, the principles 

are quite Simple: hen the husband is hurt or dies, the 

wife's group pays a fine to the husband's group, or perhaps 

to the WBW's group. When the wife or a child is hurt or 

dies, the husband's group pays the wife's group, 

also the child's group. 

ich is 

The reason why these transactions appear to be pe-

culiar is because men quite often are seen as initiating 

the request for fines and in such a way that se·ems to align 

a man .against his sister, whether a true biological sister, 

or a moiety sister · only, such that a descent group may ap

pear to be asking for damages from itself. Such seems to 

be the case when , in the case of an injury to a man, the 

WB asks the injured man's W for a fine on behalf o£ the 

injured man: 

moiety A 
moiety B 

<~~ASKs~------

injured 'tj 

.. , '-- ~PAYS--~-
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or the HZH a ks t e W (HZBW) for a fine on behalf of the H, 

--PAIS 

--
injured 

-... .., 

both of which are the same as the HZ asking the W for a fine 

on behalf oft e H (i.e., the HZB), which seems more "normal," 

in terms of descent group exchanges. 

injured 

A so appea~ing circular in the way outlined above are cases 

in which the \ or Ch is injured and the H/F asks his Z for 

a fine: 

-----------:? PAYS 
, 

--

injured injured 

In all of these cases, the direction of payments and claims 

are essentially the same: the injured party must be compen

sated by the affinally-related non-injured partyo However, 

because the husband's proprietary interest in his wife's 

descent group is such that he acts as a spokesman on their 
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beh lf, d b c e e is th ore r 1 s n d ith 

th hen si I€ t en 0 d e ent oup v rsus d c t 

group i r ~ t, it a t at int a- cent roup 

cla 
. 

d men ts b 
. 

made b nd ms re ). g e n r ons ho t 

the l lation of broth r nd 1 e to one not her 

War 

Du in times of tri 1 war a e, should a clan lineage-

mate of a n's ife be killed by one of the ma n ?s clan-

m tes , i s not uncommon that the man killed one of his 

own line tes in retaliation, so that e could "stap 

gut wantaim ol pikinini bilong em," ·.e., s o that he would 

be ble to go on living amicably with his wife and children . 

During times of active hostilities, such a man wou d be 

avo1 e d by his own lineage-mates, for fear that he might 

kill one of them. The man's descent group c uld hold no 

real grudge a ga inst such a man; he was thought to be doing 

what any man would under the circumstances. 

lagoru was a Lolo clan man, married to a 
Gurava clan · oman. A Gurava man had been 
recently killed by a Lolo man, but neither 
of these men ere particularly close rela
tives of either Magoru or his wife. Never
theless, hl goru came up to one of the Lolo 
hamlets and aske d one of his clan brothers, 
a man named Kile, if he could spend the 
night with him Either this man Kile was 
somewhat dull-witted, or else he had for
gotten that Magoru was married to a Gurava 
woman, for he agreed. That night, while 
Kile was sleepihg, Magoru split his skull 
with an ax and went back to Gurava to be 
with his wife and children. 

Far from being angry or seeking further reprisal, the Lolo 

people were somewhat relieved that the balance had been 

settled and now there ~ould again be peace between the 

Gurava people and themselves Note how it matters little 

who settles the account, as long as there are equal deaths 
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o riate fo ms of co en tion, u lly wiasi) 

1 

t 

n m t rial h s e s cribed t 

band to 1s if •s group i 

relation of 

n mber of 

in s e ct'on d·s us ses t e im lication of 

o 1e of atrili y. 

0 the Lac of a i trilineal Puzzle 

The a ov·si d ta show that there need be no particu

lar structural reason for all matrilineal, uxorilocal so

cieties to be fraug t with unique problems, i.e., resulting 

from matriliny or uxorilocality. Ther€ is nothing inherent 
' 

in matrilineal, uxorilocal societies per se which makes 

their operation more difficult than societies with other 

rules of descent or residence.
27 

Theoretical conflicts 

between marriage ties and descent ties are not necessarily 

exacerbated by either matriliny or uxorilocality That this 

is so has been demonstrated by the Nagovisi experience, 

where typical problems are avoided. 

There is furthermore evidence from the Nagovisi case 

that matriliny and uxorilocality can be com·patable with 

moderniza 'tion. For example, the Nagovisi h-ave adopted a 

change from dowry to br~deprice and have coped with the 

introduction of money
28 

without any apparent deleterious 

effect on matrilineal and uxorilocal aspects of their social 

structure. More striking than these adaptations, perhaps, 

is the way in which the introduction of cash-cropping has 

taken place in Nagovisi. 

27H-ere I disagree with orthodox opinion on matrilineal, 
matrilo~al societies, especially Richards (1950), Schneider 
(1961), Murdock (1949). 

281n addition to a number of other changes, particu
larly with regard to material culture (as well as the intro 
duction of Christianity, sweet potatoes, and Western medicine). 
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The s nt-d y ck of ny di ruption to the social 

yst m due to the i t uctio of c h-ero ping is som w at 

unu 1 or a a il1n 1 ociety, and r ults rg ly from 

the fact that a ma n is rred rom planting cash crops on 

the gr und of his 0 n ent roup, but must instead do so 

on round owned by his ife's d scent group. In this way, 

husb nd-wife con lie s abo t esidence, how much to pl nt 

on the ground o e ch, the owner hip of the crops and the 

mopey gain d fro~ th ir sale, etc. a~e avoided. Potential 

arguments and competi. ion between brother and sister as to 

the re lative allocation of ground among male and female clan 

me bers is also avoided. Furthermore, in Nagovisi, the man's 

daughters inherit the valuable tree crops; there is no pos

sibility that his sisters' children will be his heirs. The 

father's labor, then, in his lifetime, is for the benefit 

of his own offspring, and after his death, they continue to 

benefit from his earlier work, sin6e they continue to own the 

improved land. The notion of the man as provider for his 

own children is entirely compatible with Western ideas on 

domestic life, and the Nagovisi case shows that it need not 

be a concomitent of patrilineal systems only~ 

Non-conflicting Roles 

What is .it, then, that causes problems 1n other matri

lineal societies? My familiarity with the Nagovisi data 

suggests that there are two basic social features to which 

much of the trouble can be traced. The first has been men

tioned by other writers , but little has been made of it. 

Richards, for example, mentions · t (1950:208) but skips over 

any examination of its significance. Problems in most other 

m~trilineal, uxorilocal groups seem to me to result largely 

from a lack of clearly defined and exclusive, non-overlapping 

roles for the man as a husband and the man as brother; other

wise stated, in many matrilineal, uxorilocal groups, the 
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obligations and rights o wne d a d due a man's own descent 

group and that ot his spouse are in conflict or competi

tion. Thu$, as Richards puts it: 

" ... eve r y marriage produces what can 
only be escr i .bed as a constant pull
father-pull mother's~brother, in which 
the persona lity, wealth, and social 
stat~s of the two individuals or their 
res e~tive kinsmen gives the advantage 
to one side or the other, and a number . . 

of a ·l ternat ive solutions are reaehed 
within the same tribe."29 (1950:208) 

As has been shown in prev~ous pages, such potential 

or actual conflict between a man's descent group and that 

of his wife is not typical of Nagovisi society. Instead, 

the o bltga tions and rights a man has with regard to each 

group are for the most part mutually exclusive. Men give 

up their material involvement with their own descent groups 

upon marriage, and turn to the resources of their wives' 

groups. They maintain friendly relations with members of 

their own descent groups and are available for consulta

tion and protection f~om moral affronts, insofar as this 

does not conflict with the interests of their wives' 
30 group. As we have seen, there is little opportunity for 

conflict over clan and lineage property, whether this be 

land, wiasi, pigs or whatever, because male members who own 

these assets cease to use them or manage them on a day-to

day basis after marriage. There are few exceptions to this 

rule, the only on-es being when no female members of a clan 

or lineage survive. If there are no female members, there 

29Richards speaks of two individuals, the father and 
the MB, but the problem can be stated in another way: there 
are dual obligations (i.e., to one's own descent group and 
to that of the spouse) for every married man. 

30 In Chapter VI, reasons as to why direct conflicts 
between the man's group ·and the group of his spouse are 
unlikely will be given. 
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are li ely no hu bands to these o n, ther; thus, any 

survivi g nug , ' men of e descent group ,' are free to 

profit fro the property o long as t ey live. At death, 

prope ty is transferre a :·o scent li es, 1.e., matri

line lly, and at d ath, sba s' bodies re returned to 

their own escen t groups. 

oman's Role 

The second re ~o y other matrilineal societies are 

predisposed to conflicts ~ch the Nagovisi avoid has to do 

with t . e role of wom-en i -n t o e societies. It appears that 

in m ny matrilineal societies, omen are ignored by cultural 

rules except insofar as they bear children and thus produce 

future members of the descent group. This is, in other 

words, the failure to recogn1ze women as jural persons, in 

some r-espects at least. By jural person, I mean one who has 

title to property as a matter of course, ma~es decisions or 

is meaningfully consulted on decisions, is held accountable 

for actions, can summon the backing of her descent group if 

she needs it, and so forth. 

When women have s~gnificant roles as jural persons, 

Richards refers to this situation as the "matriarchal solu

tion."31 (1950:246) This is when" ... property, particularly 

houses and land, pass through the woman as well as the line 

of descent." (1950:246) Other writers have used the ambig

uous phrase, "high status of women," to refer to their po

sition of significant legal or material rights. 

Regardless of what this consideration is called, it 

should be obvious that in matrilineal societies where women 

do not have sigpificant rtghts and duties regarding the de

scent group or whatever institutional form is most prominent, 

31This is perhaps an unfortunate choice of terms; 
"matriarchy" is a term which has not fared well in the 
history of anthropology. 
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conflict is inevitab e, simply because all of society's 

rights and duties will then devolve upon men, who by 

definition unde matr iliny have dual loyalties--those re

sulting from the ties of descent and those resulting f om 

the ties of marriage. The orking out of these dual loy

alties must cause conflict. However, if, as among the 

Nagovisi, 1 n1en can be responsible for duties and exercise 

rights, men c be str~cturally freed of some of them, and 

under the best circumstances, freed of those that might 

bring the m into c~nflict, e.g., property use rights. 

Other Structural Features 

Other factors contributing to the success of Nagovisi 

matriliny may also be cited; two related and fairly obvious 

ones are the local endogamy/marriage into the father's de

scent group complex and dual organization. 

Local Endogamy 

As mentioned· above and discussed in Chapter VI, the 

Nagovisi prefer marriages to be locally endogamous, and 

the stated ideal is marriage with a member of the father's 

descent group. Thus, from the standpoint of the individual, 

uxorilocality does not usually take a man far from his own 

descent group; in fact about 72 percent of marriages are 

between persons who live within two and one-half miles or 

less from each other. A man is therefore able to keep in 

touch with members of his own descent group in order to 

advise them, defend and protect them from slights, keep an 

eye on the matrimonies, etc . He is furthermore able to re

treat conveniently to his own people in the. even of marital 

discord . Richards has cited Forde (1931) as regards the 

Hopi material on this point (1950:247); she notes that local 

endogamy appears there to make uxorilocal residence work

able, from the standpoint of the husband. 
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From a soc ia l structura l viewpoint, local endogamy 

as practic~d by the Nagovisi (with emphasis on marriage 

with the father's people) produces a situation in which 

p operty (e,g., trees, kabu land, wiasi) can ideally zig

zag back and forth between exchanging moieties repiesented 

on a local level by clans and lineages. Thus, tree crops 

on a man '.s descent gro llp l and cannot be inher ited by his 

o n child .en, but there is a cultural expectation that they 

will be inherited by his grandchildren (i.e., son's chil

d r en), and the expectation is realiz ed if his son marries 

into the clan of the father. .w~.asi used for bride pre

stations may circulate in a $imilar manner, as can pater

nally-endowed kabu land. It seems possible that with such 

expectations, a man might be less likely to feel excessive 

possessiveness with reg~rd to his clan property, and less 

likely to want to take it ~ut of his clan's holdings to 

be used by himself and his daughters, for he is thus po

tentia+ly taking from his son's children. This is of course 

entirely conjectural~ 

Dual Organization 

Dual o~ganization appears to enhance the workings of 

Nagovisi matriliny and uxorilocality with r egard to areas· 

of potential conflict between ties of descent and ties of 

marriage, especially for men, who are more prone to such 

conflict. One of the effects of dual organization is to 

simplify, on one level, potentially complex relationships. 

There are implied (and real) obligations to both the "they" 

as well as to the "we," to the amorika, 'other moiety,' as 

well as to the nigompo, 'own moiety or descent group.' 

These obligations are of course greater or lesser 1 depending 

on the closeness of specific ties. Neverthel~ss, to a Horn

bill, all other Hornbills behave and expect certain kinds of 

behavior in return: Hornbills are people like one's own 
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mother, o n sisters and brothe s, siste s' childr n, mother's 

brothers, s ouse's father, a man's DH, his ZDH, and his WZH's 

or fellow motai. Eagles are different: thy ·nclude spouse, 

f ther, spou e's siblings, spouse's mothers, and for men, 

o· n children. In dual organization societi s, all human re-

1 tions are profoundly and b sically ordered by the exigen

cies of the moieties. 

This is not the case in a multi-clan socie~y, and the 

effects on certain kinds of relationships can be noted. For 

€X mple, in ~ulti-clan matrilineal societi s, the in- arrying 

man is isolated; he is as different from his wife's people 

as he is from the other in-married men. He has only the 

feeblest of ties to these other men--those created by mar

riage twice removed, i.e., their mutual· marriages. His 

closest ties, then, are likely to still be with his own de

scent group (and perhaps to some degree, with his wife's 

descent group with whom he has entered into a contractual 

relation. There is no simple way in which these in-married 

men can be organized, all together, and thus it is that so 

often in matrilineal societies, the original ties of a 

descent-like nature, i.e., siblingship, are invoked to or

ganize adult men. 

In dual organization societies, however, all the in

marrying men are members of the same moiety, even ~f they 

are not all members of the same clan or lineage. Thus, all 

in-marrying men in two-section societies are "brothers," 

du-e to their single moiety affiliatio.n. This sort of "broth

erhood" takes precedence over biological brotherhood among 

the Nagovisi; examples were given in Chapter III which showed 

that cooperation among men married to sisters is culturally 

preferred and is much more frequent than cooperation among 

biological brothers. Thus, among the Nagovisi, the in-married 

man (motai) are functionally equivalent to the groups of 

brothers living together reported for other matrilineal 
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societies (Richards 1950:251); rather than acting as members 

of a single cla or lineage, ho ever, they are ctors on 

behalf of a clan or lin .age--that of thei wives . 

The Father as an Affine 

One of the problems of matriliny, ceo ding to Richards 

is the "balance of rights and duties bet e en the matrikin 

and the p~trikin~ .. " (1951:208, 249), and this balance is 

said to affect residence, etc , as well as potentially pro

viding trends to dual descent . In a matrilineal dual or

ganization society, the nature of dual division is such that 

the spouse and the father are members of t e same moiety , if 

marriage has been exogamous, i.e., both are "they" people, 

not "we" people. The relation to the p·atrikin, in such a 

society, then , might be expected to be similar in some ways 

to the affinal relation. There is some evidence that the 

relation with the father's group is conceptualized as an

alogous to an affinal relation in the case of the Nagovisi . 

Thus, interactions with the patrikin are forever destined 

to be confounded with interactions with the spouse's gro~p. 

The result is either a strengthening of marriage ties or 

weakening any potential trends to patriliny or dual descent. 

Much of this material has been mentioned in Chapters 

II and III, but it ought to be reviewed once more here, 

although. First, the data on special relationship with 

father's people, despite matriliny; second, how this rela

tionship seems to resemble an affinal oneo 

The Nagovisi frequently give as explanation of some 

kindly deed, favor, or cooperation between two individuals 

the fact that one of them is the "child of the descent group 

of the other,'' wh1ch means that the "child's" father was a 

member of that descent group. Thus, when Mirimai came to 

visit her sisters for two or three weeks, Sokegau took care 

of the feeding of her pigs. He did this because he is uthe 
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c h i 1 d of t he Be r o , " ( i . e . , his father . as a Be .ma n), B ro 

being the cl n to ich irim i belongs. So eg u is ~ai d 

to be made happy by the thou ht of th Bero eople, ecause 

if it eren't for them , S would ot exist. Other peo-

ple cl to be omehow c ee e d up l.he ever t ey encounter 

a me ber of heir father's escent gro p. orne ho woul d 

othe+ ·se have to be avoided, e.g., i£ a oman was the wife 

of one's MB , · o not have to be avoided if t e woman is a 

"child of [t 1 younger man's] descent group~" Thus, Lalaga 

has never avoided the matron Menek~ri 7 even though she was 
. 32 

once married to Mes1amo. 

~ 
Lopa.na 

Q 
Ostoke 

Menekuri Me$iamo Piskaro 

o· l 
anioko Lalaga 

A man's children, and in particular, his daughters; 

are obliged to aid his descent group in funeral prepara

tions for him when he ·dies. Since moth er and daughter are 

members of the same descent group, sue aid is equally cor

rectly coNceptualized as fulfillment OI affinal obligations. 

There may therefore be involvement of the daughter in any 

pidona and subsequent nalina payments, but the involvement 

of daughters with the funerals of their fathers does not 

depend on there being a pidona and req ests for nalina o There 

is affectionate attachment to the father, and it is becoming 

32
However, if Lalaga had married Wanioko, he would have 

had to begin avoiding Menekuri, even though she is a "child 
of the Wapola," because of marriage ties/relations. 
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inc easingly c ommon f or o me n to reques t t ha t t he ir fa thers 

be interre d in t he c emetar i e s o f the aught ers ' desce nt 

group ; one 

p l ea t o her 

oman i s reporte d t o h a ve made he r s u c c essful 

at er 's descent gro u p by cit i n g t he c a r e s he 

gave him when h e was dying : "I held his excrement whe n he 

wa ol d and si c k ," ( i . e ., s he cl e ne d up fo r h im wh e n he 

was too f€eble t o ge t u p and l e ave t he hou e t o defec ate) 

W e n the daugh te rs have provide d what is conside red 

signi icant hel p in the funerals of their f athers, i.e, 

especially by prov idi n g a numbe r of pi gs for the la t akari, 

' "thanks " t o the mour ners shown by distributing among them 

large p ieces of ra w pork,' the d e scent g r oup of the father 

i s obli ga t e d to the daug hters and gives the m, after a decent 

i n terval of pe rhaps t wo or th r ee years·, a piece of ground 

be lon ging to the father's descent group o The se gifts of 

l a nd a r e called kabu, and are specifically s a id to be gifts 

t o the daughters personally, despite the fact that the work 

to get t h em may have been shared by other members of the 

d a u g hter's descent group, e.g., her brothers, MB's, and her 

mother, as well as the husbands of these wom~n, of courseo 

Kabu land eventually passes into the general store of de~ 

scent g r oup land, but for the lifetime of the daughter, it 

is s aid to be hers and hers alone, or theirs, if there is 

mo r e than one daughter. Kabu payments have nothing to do 

with nalina; they are not elements of the same system, ac

cording to infor~ants. 33 Nor is it considered proper to 

speak of kabu payments as commercial transac t ion or repay

ment for help with the father's funeral; according to in

formants, acts motivated by paternal affection are not to 

be spoken of in the same terms as crass buying and sellinge 

Other special ties to one's father include the rela-

tionship of narokeka. People who are related by consan-

3 3 see Donald D. Mitchell (1971) for another view of 
this ma tter. 
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guineal tie s be t ~een their f athers a re said to be related 

by na okeka, and if you are f ar f rom your own desce nt group 

members, "yu sa vve pa s tumas longen," 'you cling to them, 

you are tightly bound to t hem.' People rel a t e d by na r okeka 

a r e of cours e members of the same moiety, if exogamous mar

riage has t e n place, but a re conside red to be closer than 

that mere r elat ioriship oul~ imply. They may call on one 

another, in li e u of a des c e nt group member, for aid. People 

related by n n c. e k a som-etimes give each other what amounts 

to cut-rate pr i c e s -on pigs (cf. ·Ch.apter II, miwoko). 

In fact, ties of narokeka were used as the justifica

tion for the handing over of a considerable plot of ground 

acros s clan lines when there were numerous "closer" connec

tions (i.e., in terms of pseudo-historical genealogical 

lineage relations): 

Sikopi had two wives, one a Matona Siuaimpo 
wom-a n, th-e ·other a Lol-o Nuampo woman. 
Taumona, the Lolo .Nua mpo granddaughter, 
was the sole survivor of the Nuampo line
age and an unmarried epileptic. Kaka, the 
11atona Siuaimpo granddaughter, was a fifty
yea-r-old matron with three daughters and 
t wo sons. K·aka and her husband had an . -
extensive stand of cocoa trees on Nuampo 
ground which their daughters were to inherit. 
I asked them if the other Lolo lineages 
weren't annoyed to see such a large piece 
of land go to the Matona clan. They ex
plained that because of Kaka's and Taumona's 
mutual relation through Sikopi, the other 
Lolo people themselves had insisted that 
Kaka take the Nuampo land. 

The next examples concern kinship terms which reveal 

some further similarities between the pater nal and affinal 

relationship. 

The term kanalai, for example, is defined by inform

ants as being just like matalo, that is, one's father's 

kind. Thus, a male informant said, "I can refer to my 

f ather's lineage as kanalai and my children's lineage as 
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kanali'' (even though this .may refer to two different line

ages). It is thus a reciprocal term. Another informant 

attempted to simplify things for me by stating that kanalai 

and matalo v;ere synonymous with amorika. Amorika means 

"the other moiety" in any context. As for the term erenau, 

literally, 'one blood,' a young informant had told me that 

this described the same domain as kanalai, i.e., relations 

of a child with his father's clan. He emphatically denied 

that erenau was a relation within the descent group, as is 

true for the Nasioi (Ogan 1966). An older informant said 

that erenau was not a Sibbe term in any ~vent, but was a 

neol~gism which had been introduced by the Catholic Church. 

Another way in which paternal relat~ons and affinal 

relations are seen as sim;ilar has to do with the suppose-dly 

real reason for why tabus can be ignored in cases of "child 

of the father's lineage" (cf. example cit-ed above). The 

real reason is not that Menekuri is the child of the Wapola, 

but that Lopana is tata (1Th1B, eB) to Lalaga, and thus 

Menekuri is ~alaga's daughter. 

It has already been noted in Chapter II that when 

awaitowai relations occur, that is, when it is possible to 

trace relationships between individuals in more than one 

way, it is not infr~quent that a child may use affinal 

terms towards members of his or her father's descent group 

of a man may use affinal terms with regard to his pwn chil

dren. There are further indications other than items of 

vocabulary which show that the paternal relationship is 

similar to affinal relationship. 

A persistent use of the pidgin term "pikinini" to 

refer to not only a man's children, but to his wife and her 

descent group as well, is characteristic of the Nagovisi 
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u of pidgin. This has its rallel in t Sib e t rm 
34 upo. 

A new sewing a standing by 
the road n r Lolo village, nd I asked 
a youn boy pa ing by to om it be
longed . ttTh t m hi e elongs to 
Ko ' s ch ldren . They're going to 

a c othing bus1ness," he said . 
Sine o ua's old s t child is a nine-
y e r-old boy ho oes to school all 
day long, it is mo e likely that 
Komauka, his wife, and her Z's will 
be running the business. 

Ge nai, a Biro nuga nala, a peared 
r oun d dusk in P.omalate and stayed 

for a few . ays. I asked what brought 
him here, and was told that he had 
come to buy some sugar . When I re
marked that surely there were closer 
stores to his ife's village, I was 
to· d that G.enenai had had an argument 
with his children and had left home 
for a cooling off period When a 
final court . et tlement was reached 
some time la e r, the argument was 
seen to involve Genenai and his wife, 
not Genenai and his children. 

A final example of the similar conceptualization of the 
paternal descent group and the affinal one involves not 

only the follow~ng incident, but also the context in which 
it was told to me: 

Kauma, whose deceased father was a 
member of the Biroi clan, Waina line
age, composed an insulting song to 
sing at a sira, part of which m-entioned 
the promiscuity of Katinai, a Biroi 
\Vaina woman. Kauma was publicly cen-

34Third perso~ singular possessive, 'children,' or 
's pouse and child,' or 'spouse and children.' Cf. woli , third 
person s1ngular possessive, 'son;' wola, third person singu
lar possessive, 'daughter.' Note that wolup~ can be used for 
the children and husband of a woman, as well as for the wife 
and children of a man, but in its pidgin form, it is never 
used in the former sense. 
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sured for oir this, ecause one 
should ot s eak ill of members of 
on 's fat e ' de cent group. 

The cont xt of t is i cident is also revealing: here 

is my i for ant 's co ment to this story. He compare d it 

to a recent incident 1n which a Pomalate mot inela had com

posed an insulting song aimed at the son and DDH of a woman 

named Takore, T· ore being also the name of the co poser's 

daughter. According to my informa nt, these two cases were 

identical in th t they both told of men who failed to ob

serve paternal/filial propriety. 

pome Broader Implications 

for Social Evolution . 

The compari s _on -of the Nagovisi data with information 

(and theories) available from other matrilineal societies 

suggests some tentative hypotheses concerning what might 

be called t e evolution of society, in a Levi-Straussian 

sense of the term. By this, I do not mean to imply any 

historical sequence, but rather theoretical condition for 

social changes. 

The major differenc-e between the Nagovisi form of 

matrilineal society and other matrilineal societies is, as 

I have stated above, the existence of non-conflicting (for 

the most part) rights and duties for the man as a husband/ 

father and the man as a brother/mother's brother. A neces

sary concomitent to this is the division of rights between 

brother and sister; here, too, access to descent group 

property is apportioned so that the rights of brothers and 

sisters 'do not conflict, for the most part. Women as well 

as men have a significant role and are sociologically es

sential in Nagovisi society. However, in other matrilineal 

societies, as the ethnographic data in Richards (1950), and 

Schneider and Gough (1961) both show in the ''typical" matri-
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lineal society, there is eithe r mb guous brother-sister ac

cess to matri-clan property, or in other cases, the brother 

has re ater (or compl te) access to this property~ In ither 

case, co flict is inevitable. Howeve r, out of this conflict 

my rise new institutional fo ms or at least, predilections 

to at s new forms. Iri particular, new developments can be 

anticip ted wit h regard to inheritance, demo r aphic expansion 

and the rise of political-territorial leadership. 

As regards inheritance, ambiguous access to lineage 

property must lead in many cases to bifurcation of lineage 

property along brot er-sister lines, and, to conjecture, 

perhaps to new modes of inheritance. Richards makes this 

point when she mentions that the "balances between the matri

kin and patrikin tend to produce secondary forms of descent u 

(1950:249) Some examples of matrilineal groups in which 

there is recognition of "the father's side" are presented, 

but it does not appear that there is any patrilineal inher

itance per se. It is, as Ri·chards admits , a long jump to a 

sort of dual descent situation , such as the Yako manifest. 

But nevertheless, the combination of ambiguous or masculine 

access to matrilineally-inherited property in a multi-clan 

society is perhaps the appropriate context for the develop

ment of such trends. 

As we have seen in the Nagovisi case, dual ideology, 

1n identifying the paternal side with affines, curbs these 

tendencies to patrilineality--the~e is, to be sure, paternal . 

inheritance (e.g., kabu) among the Nagov.isi, but it is con

fined to one generation and thus not properly patrilineal; 

furthermore, kabu is bound up with frankly affinal obliga

tions and exchangeso Dual organization in a matrilineal 

society discourages the development of a patrilineal line 

of inheritance 7 which is possible in a multi-clan society 
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without dual organization. 35 

Ambiguous or masculine access to matrilineage land 

might lead to ha t ned spatial dispersion, creation of new 

village, colonization of ne areas, a d perha s to hastened 

lineage fission, p ovided conditions are suit ble. Essen

tial conditions for h tened expansion or dispersion would 

include an abund ·nee of vacant land, a means by hich the 

setting up of new se ttleme nts could be easily accomplished, 

and a political system which allo ed the creation of new 

units (Ri~hards 1950:248). Richards cites the Bemba as 

practitioners of this sort of expansion, but a nomadic 

p~storal people, such as the Nuer, do much the same thing. 

However, for most tribes at present, there is not enough 

vacant larrd to practice this solution to this problem of 

matrilineal society, and compromises or other solutions are 

sought. Perhaps it ma y be conjectured that in the indefinite 

past, forces such as those generated by masculine access to 

matrilineally inherited property in part accounted for the 

expansion of some African tribes (e.g., among the tribes of 

the matrilineal belt, or perhaps the Bantu explosion). Ob

viously, expansion must have happened everywhere, given a 

rising world population; under the conditions described 

above, however, the rate of expansion ~ould be increased. 

In societies where there is a mbiguous access to de

scent group benefits (property, status, etc.), or masculine 

benefits are favored to the exclusion, semi-exclusion, ~r 

detriment of female benefits, opportunities for political

territorial leadership appear to be increased. Increased 

conflict may be the lot of the average man, but forceful 

35Perhaps an incipient favoring of males in inheritance 
may be seen in the return-for-nori land gifts of the Siuai 
(Oliver 1955:342-43); such returns ere similar to the Nago
visi kabu, but sons, not daughters, were the recipients of 
these land gifts from the father's matrilineage. 
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ind vi u 1 m i . 1 ys e erge ho c n organize fuzzy 

rights, m ximi ze vague o eni s, d marsh 1 op ortu ities . 

A fo ceful indivi dual can take adva tag of enefits of his 

ow descent grou , i s wives ' desce nt g ou ps , his o the r i -

la s , and s o fo r th. 1 rriage becomes more ·n i nstrument of 

olitic 1 adv ncernent, a nd thus , poly gy ny be ome s des i ra ble. 

Und r uch condit1ons, v illa ges a nd se t l e e n t s of dive rse 

com ositio appear, i.e., o rga n ize d a ccording to a pr inciple 

other than a stri c t ly kins h i p o ne. Whe reve r the re are com

pl x and am biguous t i e s to be play e d upon, it is a v e ritable 

certa1n t y t a t some on e wi l l play upon them. A multi-clan 

situat· on a ids in producing the above effects. 

In s oc ieties like the Na govisi, where there are sep

arate r ealms for the man as husband and the man as brother, 

here me n a nd wome n are basic2lly laborer/manager and 

pro perty owner, and where dual organization is in effect, 

leaders hip is infu$e d with a kinshi-p idiom. This is not to 

say t hat among the Nagovisi, men do not try to maximize 

whatever t hey have, make political marriages and alliances, 

etc., but they are always bound to do so in a kinship frame

work. There a re limitations, too, on duration of the s orts 

of alliance s t hey can build up, for there must be some col

l a ps e of these alliances after the death of a leader. Al

liances are built up aroun~ a leader personally, and when 

he dies , t he character of affinal obligations his people 

owe his wife changes drastically; in fact, it lapses. A 

le a der's son cannot inherit an alliance, for he is a mem

b e r of a nother descent group. He could try to build a 

mi r ror image of such an alliance, however, as he may have 

married into his father's group. · But even so, this call~ 

for re-alignment of members. A man's son-in-law (DH) could 

take over his WF's alliance, but he is not usually a member 

of the husband's descent group, and thus cannot count on 

the support of those people, who no doubt would be heavily 
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represented in ~ y alliance of the WF. Thus, there can be 

forceful leade s, but their constituencies do not remain in

tact after their deaths, but begin to re-form, altered of 

necessity, around so eone else. 36 

The above comments are concerned b·asically ith themes 

of instability versus .stability, of conflict versus order, 

of breaking out versus on~going sameness, and of ch~nge to 

new forms v·ers~s cyclic change. These are old themes in an

thropology, but they were perhaps most eloquently cons·idered 

by Levi~Strauss (194 9). He began an unfinished disc.ussion 

of elementary versus complex structures, i.e.' a considera~ 

tion of those instituti-onal arrangements of s_ocieties which 

allowed their classification into an ·evolutionary scheme 

leading to entropy. It should be c1ear t ·hat the Nagovisi as 

I have described them are "elementary" rather than "complex," 

whereas most other matrilineal s9cieties, on which prevail

ing theories of matriliny are based, are "complexo" The 

differences between Nagovisi society and -other ·matrilineal 

societies which I have discussed above37 suggest a final 

characterization of these two types in Levi-.Straussian so·cial 

evolutionary terms. Nagovisi is a soci.ety Nith specialized 

institutional arrangements (e.g., roles of men as affines 

and cons~nguipeals, men versus women) and is thus stable. 

Other matrilineal societies have unspecialized institutional 

arrangements (e.g., ·roles of men are ambi·guous and women's 

roles are of secondary importan6e) and thus, these societies 

36 Both of the Nagovisi ' s neighbors to the .south, the 
Siuai and the Buin, were multi-clan societies with a marked 
degree of political-territorial leadership, in contr~st to 
the Nagovisi, who were dual organizational and said to have 
"kinship" based leaders (Oliver 1955, Thurnwald 1934) .. Per-
haps some explanati6n of their differences can be found in 
this sort of reasoning . 

371.e., dual organizat~onal versus multi-clan, non
conflicting roles versus ambiguous roles for H/F and B/MB, 
both men and women as ~ociologically significant and differ
ent versus men more sociologically significant than womeno 
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are liable to conflict. This co lict leads, in the long 

run, to either n w fo ms which are s ill b ically matri

lineal, or to the utter transfo atio of matriliny to 

something else, i.e., social evolut~on. 



CHAPTER VI 

A RIAGE 2· SOME UESTIONS OF 

THEORETICAL INTEREST 

The pres rtt c apter continues to deal with Nagovisi 

marriage. Here we shall be concerned with topics which 

have ~ad general theo etical interest to students of mar

riage. Four subjects will be covered: cousin marriage , 

m rriage prestations, divorce, and local endogamy. Some 

of these problems overlap, but neverth~less, they are sep

·arated for purposes of analysis . Certain topics have been 

treated historically, and effects of change have been noted . 

In g neral, stat1stical treatm~nt is more characteristic of 

this chapter than it was of the previous one, but a certain 

amount of ethnographic description is included as well. 

Cousin Marriage 

A~ noted above (Chapter II), the Nagovisi kinship ter

minology implies dual organization and so, prescriptive bi

lateral cross cousin marriage. In fact, the Nagovisi do 

practice cross cousin marriage, but as will be discussed be

low, it is possible to devise alternate models of this phe

nomenon--models which are both suggested by cultural traits 

and which appear to have some statistical reality. The nor

mative rules regarding cousin marriage will first be presented; 

following this, the statistics of marriage choices will be · 

arrayed in several different ways$ The implications of each 

array are then considered. 

Normative rules concerning appropriate marriage choices 

are contradictory in some respects~ Informants agreed that 
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child was u po ed to mar y a cro s cousin, but there w s 

disa re en t as to h ther the first cousin s marri gible. 

Acco i g to som info mants, mar iage between first cousins 

had acce t ble--in fact, preferred--in pre-contact days. 

Ho ever, first cousin a riage had been de ounced by the 

Banoni, n ighbo ing t i e, by individual patrol officers, 

and to som extent by the C tholic Church. Reasons for dis-

pproval by both the Banoni and the A inistration officials 

ere t e same: such marriages ere said to be "too close," 

and thus, "like marryi g a sister.'' No explicit reason for 

disapproval was given for the objections to first cousin mar

riage by representatives of the Catholic Church, except that 

informants thought that priests, being Europe ns, did not 

understand the necess~ty of moiety exogamy. In the view of 

the Nagovisi, this misunderstanding was not confined to 

Europeans: one of my most intelligent informants explained 

y the Banbni thought that first cousin cross cousin mar

riage was like marry.ing one's sister. According to him, it 

is because marriage regulation among the Banoni is not based 

on moieties, but on multiple clans Among the Nagovisi, 

where moi~ties regulate marriage, it is obvious that one's 

sisters are those women who belong to one's moiety, and those 

women in the opposite moiety are n9t one's sisters, but 

rather potential spouses. In a multiple clan society with

out moieties, these distinctions are not so straightforward. 

Other info~mants, 1 equally reliable, claimed that first 

cousin cross cousin marriage, while not exactly like marry

ing one's sister, was "too close" and thus not as good as 

marriage with a second cousin cross cousin. These informants 

did not deny that first cousin cross cousin marriages took 

1 The most articulate informants on both sides of the 
cousin question were middle-aged men; therefore, I doubt 
that the differences they espoused had to do with their 
occupyin-g specia 1 or unusual structux·a 1 positions. 
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pl ce, but cl imed that e and cousin (and more distant) cross 

cousin mar iages were prefe able to them. These informants 

also cl imed that generations must be scrupulously observed; 

thus, a classificato y FB could not marry a BD , nor could a 

MMBS marry a FZDD, in the past, ~ven if the two were of ap

propriate ages. The first cuusin cross cousin proponents 

said that this was not true. They said that marri ages between 

alternative generations could occur if the principals so de

sired, but that·such marriages were never arranged (as in 

wagana, 'infant betrothal') by others. 
-

These inconsistencies of testimony bring up a number 

of interesting questions. I will mention only three of these 

that come to mind. First of all, it appears that the Nagovisi 

do make finer distinctions within kin-~erm categories, and 

that these distinctions may be i~portant in marriage choice 

(however, informants disagree). The designation of the dis

tant or "not too close" cross cousin as the preferred mate 

choice is fre~uently encoUntered in ethnographic literature, 

but there has been little attempt to base any theory on this 

fact. Second, the infrequency of marriages between first 

cousin cross cousins today is consistent with the failure to 

observe normatively defined avoidance behavior towards the 

biological FZ and the biological MB's wife which I noticed 

among the Nagovisi, and the stated preference of some inform

ants for a distant cross cousin is consistent with the pre

conditioning of young boys to avoid more distant FZ's (Chap

ter V). Third, the insistence on the part of some informants 

that the first cousin cross cousin was always an inferior 

marriage choice brings up a matter which will be discussed 

at greater length below, namely, inability of moieties by 

themselves, without internal differentiation, to control 

the strains of affinity and consanguineal ties. 

Let us turn now to the justification of cross cousin 

marriage. The reasons for marriage with a cross cousin are 

two: if one marries the child of the MB, the Nagovisi say 
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that the ZCh can take care of the MB when he is old. If one 

marries the child of the FZ, on the other hand, one can take 

an active part in the preparation of funeral duties for one's 

own father, according to informants. However, according to 

Nagovisi customs, things do not quite work out this way for 

both sexes. Let us consider the following ypothetical sit

uations. 

If a woman married her MBS, the MBS would tend to come 

to live with hei, not the opposite. She would not be in a 

better position, then, to help her MB .on a daily basis than 

had she married anyone else~ She is obliged, no matter whom 

she marries, to perform her MB's funeral duties. 

If a man married his MBD, he and the MB will be co

resident and thus theoretically in a position to give gr~ater 

mutual support and cooperation. But if he simply marries a 

classificatory MBD, obligations to his real affines prevent 

him from cooperating to any great extent with his MB. His 

affines wou d complain that he was favoring members of his 

descent group over them. 

Should a woman marry her FZS, she might be able to 

help somewhat in the funeral preparations for her F when he 

died G However, the cultural facts are that women, with the 

aid of their husbands, perform funeral duties for the de

ceased of their own descent groups. These duties are more 

or less fixed, regardless of who the husbands are. Since a 

woman does not belong to the descent group of her father, 

marrying into her father's group does not mean that she will 

be able to play a prominent role 1n funeral preparations 

for him. This funeral work will be done mainly by the fa

ther's sisters and the FZD's, and their husbands. 

Men, however, by their marriage choices, can "decide" 

whose funeral duties they will be responsible for and if 

they marry into their fathers' descent group, they will be 

able to play major roles with regard to their own fathers' 
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funerals . In fact, the Nagovisi do say that it is best for 

men, not women, to mar ry into their father's groups. A man 

need not marry a eros~ cousin, however defined, but given 

the qualifications affecting affinal types (e.g., distinc

tions of sex, moiety and generation), it is likely that he 

would do so. In any case, the result takes the form of a 

cross cousin marriage, namely , patri.lateral c ros s cous-in or 

FZD marria_ge . 

. Thus, we S€e that for the Nagovisi, marriage with a 

bi~a~eral cross cousin is recommended in theory and quite 

possible in practice. There is some disagreement as to 

whether first cousins and more distant ones are equally eli

gible. Marriage into the MBW 's group is recommen ded, but 

not particularly advantageous, as clai~ed, except when a man 

marries his real MBD . Marriage into the F's group is recom

mended, but not particularly advantageous for women, for it 

sets her 1n ho special position with regard to her F's death; 

however, it is so for men. All of these kinds of marriage 

can be .called bilateral cross c -ousin marriage, because men 

and women are marrying in different directions. B~t the term 

"cousin" is misleading, ·and the blanket term "bilaterql" lacks 

precision. 

If tbe data:are arrayed in a few different ways, they 

suggest models other than bilateral cross cousin marriage. 

Table l shows marriages giving what can be termed the "ap

pearance" of bilateral cross cousin marriage, that is, into 

the clan or clan and lineage . of either the F or the MBW of 

either of the partners. The percentages are fairly high-

roughly half--and in fact, appear to be rising a bit through 

t
. 2 
1me. 

2 I doubt if this is sta~istically significant; I attri
bute the rise to a fuller· knowledge of the genealogies of 
younger people. 



Table 1. Couples Whose Marriages Give the Appearance of Cross Cousin Marriagesa 

·Relation· of 
Married Couple 

Into clan and 
linenge of F 
or MBW 

Into clan only 
of F or MBW 

Into clan or 
lineage of HMF 
or WMF 

Other geneal
ogical relation
ship 

No traceable 
relation 

Non-exogamous 
marriage 

Unknown 

1900-1943 
Nc:a3l 

9. 7\ 
48.3 

I 

39.7/ 

9.7 

3.2 

6.5 

3.2 

3.2 

1946-1950 
Nc:~16 

25b 

l5o 

2·5) 

12.5 

0 

38d 

0 

0 

1951~1959 
Nc:al5 

6.7 

~53 
46.71 

6.7 

6.7 

27 

0 

0 

1960-1970 
Nc:~36 

OQ 

\61 
61.1" 

5.6 

2.8c 

19 
(8.3/ll.l)e 

5.6 

5.6 

Total 
Nc:a98 

8,2 

/54 

46.0 

8.2 

3 

19.4 

3 

3 

t-V 
~ 
0 



Table 1, continued 

aFigures are in percents unless otherwise stated. 

bNote the high frequency of marriages between persons who for the most part 
can trace biological connections between one another. These people we re in most 
instances first cousins. Perhaps this is related to the lack of marria.ge pre
stations characteristic of this period (see Marriage Prestations, below) . 

. 

cThe present-day lack of marriages between persons who can trace close 
biological relations to each other may show the influence of the Catholic Church, 
the government, and the Banoni. Another possible interpretation is that first 
cousins married only when there were no distantly related cross cousins available; 
with modern population expansion an~ slowing of lineage fission (cf. Chapter III), 
perhaps there are now ample distant cross cousins for all. 

dNote the high percentage of marriages between persons who could not trace 
biological or genealogical links between them. This, in combination with the above 
observation in footnote b suggest that perhaps the few first cousin cross cous ins 
were matched up by their parents, but that in general, due to perhaps the ravages 
of war, there were few other mates that would have been considered ideal during 
normal periods. Another possible explanation is that the marriages between first 
cousins represented the cases in which the parents' will was acted upon, and the 
marriages of non-relatives were the result of individual choice without re ga rd to 
"proper" kinship considerations, i.e., to marry into the father's descent group, 
as suggested might have been typical of this post-war period {cf. Chapter IV). 

eOf these, I know for certain that 8.3 percent of these marriages made 
between non-relatives were arranged with a deliberate motive in mind, i.e., in 
order to get ground in certain areas or to make other kinds of alliances. Thus, 
the remaining 11.1 percent of marriages between non-relatives is a lower percentage 

~ 
~ 
~ 



Table 1, continued 

than any time since 1943. Either this indicates that the Nagovisi are now able 
to return to marrying "distant-close" relatives, as they apparently did in the 
period before World War II, or the figure is a reflection of my better knowledge 
of the genealogies of these people, they being closer in memory. 

t\:) 

~ 
l\) 
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Table 2 shows a comparison of FZ D type marriages (i.e., 

into the descent group of the hu nd 's father) with MBD 

type marriages (i.e., into the desc nt group of the wife's 

father). It is clear that throughout there is a greater fre

quency of marriages of the FZD type than· there are of the MBD 

type. However, I am no t entirely confident of the MBD types 

being accurately re resented, for there is a tendency for 

Nagovisi to forget their male matrilineal - elatives and whom

ever these relatives married, particularly if they are dead 

or married i .n remote areas. In contrast, everyone .was able 

to name his father's descent group; therefore, the determina

tion of FZD type marriages is much more accurate. 

For this reason, then, Table 3 was devised, which com

pares male and female individuals as to whether they married 

into their father's descent group or not. Men who marry in

to their fathers' descent groups are making FZD type marriages 

and women who marry into their fathers' descent groups are 

making MBD type marriages. The results of this are statis

tically significant. 

Thus, one moael for Nagovisi marriage is, in simplest 

terms, bilateral cross cousin marriage--normatively, ter

minologically; and statistically. A more refined model is 

marriage of men into the descent group of their fathers, or 

FZD type marriages. Women marry into their F's descent 

groups, but with lesser f~equency, and when they do, the re

sult is not FZD marriage, but FZS marriage, or MBD type mar

riage from the husband's s~andpoint. The sum total of men's 

FZD marriages and wom-en's FZS==MBD marriages strengthens the 

appearance of bilateral cross cousin marriage. 3 

3 It is regrettable that I cannot compare men and women 
for MBD type marriages; I do not feel confident enough of my 
data to do so.. Such a comparison might show either that FZD 
type marriage was higher overall for both sexes, or it might 
show that women score higher on MBD marriage, taking up the 
slack, as it were, in the total sum of bilateral cross cousin 
marriages. 



Table 2 e Matrilateral Versus Patrilateral Cross Cousin . a arr1ages 

Category 1900-1943 1946-1950 1951-1959' 1960-1970 Total 
N·=31 N=16 N=l5 N=36 N-98 

FZD type, b • into 1 . e . , 
the husband's father's 
descent group 29 12.5 13.3 36.1 26.,5 

MBD type, c i.e. , into 
the wife's father's 
descent group 3.2 - 20 13.8 9 

In the same direction 
t\,) 

as the FZD type, i.e. , ~ 

husband's mother's ~ 

father's descent group 
is the same as the 
wife's descent group 12.9 12.5 6.7 -
In the same direction 
as the MBD type, . l..e., 
the wife's mother's 
father's group is the 
same as the husband's 
descent group 9.8 - - 5.6 5 

Equally MBD and FZD 
type 3.2 12.5 - 11.1 

FZD type and in the 
same direction as the 
MBD type 3.2 - - - 1 



Table 2, continued 

Category 

MBD type and in the 
same direction as the 
FZD type 

Biological rela.-
tionships 

MBD 
FZD 
FZD/FFS 
MMBDS/MFZD 
MMZS})=zMBD 
FZDD 

Unrelated 

Non-exogamous 

Unknown 

ain percents. 

1900-1943 
N==31 

-

3.2 
3,2 
3.2 
3.2 
-

l2o9 

3.2 

9.7 

1946-1950 
N=~l6 

-

-
18.8 

-
-

6. 25 

37.5 

-
-

1951-1959 
Ns:2lS 

13.3 

-
6.7 
--
-

6.7 

26.7 

-. 
6.7 

bThis is from the woman's point of view MBS marriage. 

cThis is from the woman's point of view FZS marriage. 

1960-1970 
cr36 

-

-
-
-
-
-

2.8 

19.4 

5.6 

5.6 

Total 
N 

2 

1 
5 
1 
1 t'-' 

1 
~ 
c.n 

3 

21.4 

3 

6 



Table 3 D.ifferentia 1 Marriage Into the Descent Group of the bv S 

en 
(N=ll5) 

Member of the same clan as the father 
of wife 13.9% (N=l6) 

ember of same clan and linea ge as 
father of wife 8.7% (N=10) 

Total above 22.6% (N=26) 

( i . e . , total times a woman has married 
a man who is a member of the descent 
group of her own father, or FZS=MBD 
marriage) 

Neither a member of the clan or line-
age of the father of the wife 

77.4% (N=89) 

om.e n 
(r;~ 119) 

Member of same clan as the 1a1:ner o 
husband 23.5% (N=28) . 
Member of same clan and line a ge as 
father of husband 16 . 0% ( Ne~ 1 9 ) 

Total above 39.5% (N=47) 

( i . e . , total times a man has m3 rrie d 
a woman of the desc ~. 

'U' ~ . "-
own father. or FZD marri 

... 

Neither a member of the clan nor lin~-
age of the father of the hush 

. 60.5% (N=72) 

8 The real difference is nearly three times 
difference, and the probability of observing such 
is less than .005. 

ndard error of t 
erence due to chance 

t\) 

0") 
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There are certain factors that work against a higher 

rate of FZD marriage than that observed. Obviously, demog

raphy is a significant factor, i.e., the availability of an 

ap ropriate spouse, not to mention a compatible one. -rwo 

other specifically Nagovisi rules, one normative and the 

other statistical, might be mentioned in this connection. 

First is the stated notion that all brothers should not 

marry into the same de c~nt group (cf. Chapter III). This 

does in fact happen, but it is said that in the past, it was 

not allowed. Informants were unable to give a sociological 

reason for why this should be, but it may have to do with 

avoiding conflicting ties of cons-anguinity and affinity, a 

topic discussed below. Conveniently enough, it should be 

noted that if only one ~on marries int~ the father's de

scent group, it is sufficient to fulfill the stated cul

tural expectation of FZD marriage, i.e., the pBrformance of 

funeral duties on behalf of the father. 

The second, statistical rule has to do with brother

sister exchange$ Although the Nagovisi insist that brother

sister exchange is quite prope~ (cf. Needham 1966:147, citing 

Garo material), they could cite no examples of its act·ually 

taking place. In all the genealogies I collected, some of 

which went back four or five generations, I found only one 

exa~ple where a biological brother and sister had married 

another biologi-c a 1 brother and sister p.a ir; the single ex

ample were people who would be from eighty to one-hundred 

years old today if living. The significance of this obser

vation relates to marriage into the father's group: if a 

woman marries into her father's group, the Nagovis1 data 

show that for whatever reason, her brothers are probably not 

going to do the same, and if a man marries into his father's 

group, his sisters are not likely to do as he has done. The 

prohibition on brothers marrying into the same descent group 

has already been mentioned, but the converse should be noted 
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here: two or more sisters are thus unlikely to marry men 

from the same descent group, because from the prospective 

husbands' standpoint, this would be the same as if they 

(i.e., 1 'brothers") had married into the same descent group. 

These two rules, then, i ·deally .assure the scattering of the 

sibling group, i.e., the marriage of siblings to persons of 

different lineages and wetetenamos if not indeed to differ

ent clans. 

The lack of brother-sister exchange seems incongruous 

at first, since the idea of men exchanging sisters or women 

exchanging brothers is an ideal of Nagovisi society, in the 

sense that such a motif most si~ply and succinctly epito

m~zes local endogamy and direct exchange in a dual organi

zational setting. However, for the Nagovisi at any rate, 

and perhaps for other dual organization societies as well, 

such an arrapgement will not work in practice, because it 

caus es too many critical relationships to be forced on too 

few people--people must play many roles, and it is best if 

they can play them towards different people. 

Figure 1 . Brother-Sister Exchange 

A a B 

According to Nagovisi ideas about marriage and clan obliga

tions, "A" and "B" both retain sentimental and advisory po

sitions vis a vis the "A's" and the "B's," respectively. 

However, in arguments (as well as with regard to material 
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s up port ) , ''A" m u t support "b" a n d in fa c t , m us t sup or t the 

''B's." In the same way, nB" has similar obligations to "a" 

and the "A's." Thus, if an ar um.ent involving "a" and "B" 

develops, HA" is obliged to side with the "B's" (because he 

is ma ried to "b"), even though this means opposing h·m elf 

o is own sister "a," even though the gumen t may really 

be none of his business. If "a" h d married someone else, 

howeve;r, like "C," "A" would not be put in this situation 

of con lict: he· could· either 1gnore the argument, or give 

weak moral upport to either side, without really involving 

hi self--without compromising his relationship with his wife 

and his sister in a matter which probably means little to 

him anyway. In the same way, if we were to extend the chart 

back a generation, and if the same sort of brother-sister 

exch£nges had b€en going on then, we would also see that 

father -in.-law/fathers would also be drawn into this hypo

thetical argument in a way which would maximize stress or 

conflict regarding their roles toward kin and affine~ Where 

there is no direct marriage exchange between moieties and 

in particular, where there is no brothe r-sister exchange, 

such situations where people play overlapping roles towards 

the same group of people are minimized. 

Marriage Prestations 

Today, the Nagovisi universally pay brideprice (wolina, 

'payment in general'). However, according to informants, 

this as not the case traditionally In the past, an optional 

dowry (lolai) was paid. The statements of my informants are 

corroborated by H. Thurnwald's information (1938). Indeed, 

the same rationalization for dowry was given by my informants 

as she reports: the purpose of the dowry was to "buy" the 

strength of the man--to buy a "strong hand" to work in the 

gardens. 
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Census data g there in 1970 ocuments the fading of 

lolai and the asce . ncy of olina, i.e., e change in the 

dii ction of payments, as ell as the increase in the amount 

of individual payme ts throu h time and average ayments 

er ear. D ta on who paid 

the direction of pa m ts ch 

ere also changed. Various 

hy and how the ch nge fro 

hom is also p esented, for when 

nged, the payer-p yee relations 

explan tions are offered as to 

dowry to brideprice occurred and 

the relationship of these changes to Nagovisi social organi 

zation is discussed. 

Traditionally, the mother of the bride (or other rank

ing fe ales in he lineage or clan) paid a dowry of one or 

t o--or even three, according to Thurnwald (1938)--strands 

of wiasi, 'shell valuables,' to the mother of the groom or 

to his clan or lineage. · Such a payment was called lolai. 

Only the well-to-do were able to make such payments, because 

the Nagovisi say that in the past, not everyone had wiasi. 

Sometimes, in addition, the mother of the bride and the 

mot er of the g eom would exchange identical strands4 of 

iasi. Such exchanges were aparito, '~dentical exchanges,' 

and were made to promote goodwill between those exchanging 

them. The f a mily of the groom in some cases made a return 

of pigs, which were ea·ten at the bridal feast, or perhaps, 

at a latter date. The gifts of pigs was called lolai 

no gokas, 'return for lolai.' Lolai nogokas was not always 

made, nor was it really considered equal to the lolai. It 

did not cancel out the exchanging relation, because the 

lolai was to "buy" the physical labor of the groom, not the 

pigs. 

4 such strands were not only of the same category--the 
Nagovisi recognize about eight types, differentiated by size 
of shell, color of shells, percentage of one color to the 
other, and so forth--but had to be of the same length, hue, 
and if varigated , areas of the same color had to be of the 
same length and same relative position on the strand . 
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The first payment of brideprice in Australian currency 

I recorded in the area was paid around 19320 However, the 

couple for whos e marriage this wa s paid are now divorced and 

disagree on the matter , the ma n claiming that he paid bride

price and the woman claiming that he did not. However, 

goods were being paid fr om the groom's side to the bride's 

side by that t~·me , and even a bit earl~er, it would appear. 

Also, the direction nf payments of shell money wa s changing, 

too, dur ing this time. 

Today, brideprice ordinarily consists of three k~nds 

of things: cloth, Australian money, and shell valuables. 

These are paid by the groomts kin to the bride's kin, al

though there are sti~l aparito exchanges of wiasi and/or 

Australian currency which may accompany the brideprice o The 

amount of brideprice is usually determined by the desirability 

of the gir l and the importance and wealth of her parents and 

t e groom 's parents. Of course, the amount of money in the 

economy as a whole accounts fpr the gross differences in 

average payments from year to year. Ordinarily, brideprice 

is not paid fo~ widows with children o Should a marriage be 

terminated before any children are conceived, the groom's 

mother may ask for and receive the brideprice back. 

Nagovisi in general have no firm reason for why they 

now observe brideprice rather than dowry o Some say that 

the idea diffused from Siuai after the war, and that they 

rather mindlessly adopted it. Me n sometimes ruefully told 

me that they felt that -dowry was a bet te r institution~ be

cause men contribute all their physical strength to the · 

wife's descent group and ought to be pa~d on this behalf. 

Women , on the _other hand, justify brideprice on the basis 

that they are the ones who must feel the pains of child

birth; therefore, payment is due them. Furthermore, child

bearing is thought to make women grow old quickly. It should 

be noted that the Nagovisi make the case for dowry and for 
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brideprice in terms of male-female qualities which are es

sentially based on physical difference; the physical strength 

of men justifies lolai and the pain and ravages of child

birth justify wolina. 

H. Thurnwald suggests that contact with men from other 

tribes while cohtract working on plant~tions as well as an 

introduction to European customs 5 attained there might well 

have altere d Nagovisi ideas on marriage prestations (1938). 

This must have. happened. to some extent; as mentioned above, 

some informants claim the idea of brideprice diffused from 

Siuai. S~nc~ I am ignorant of the hist~ry of conditions 

there, however, I cannot comment further on how this dif

fusion might have taken place. 

It might seem that a reverse in the direction of mar-
-

r1age prestations would necessarily bring or . result itself 

from other radical social changes. However, perhaps the 

change can be understood in terms of basic Nagovisi ideas 

about men and women. The change apparently began in the 

early 1930's, when cloth and $mall amounts of cash began to 

make up part of marriage prestations. The source of both 

the cloth and the case was the European plantation: men who 

served a work contract on ~ plantation were paid in money 

and in cloth. Thus, when first introducted into Nagovisi, 

both European money and cloth were seen as products of men's 

labor--women could not by themselves acquire these things, 

since women could not work on plantations. Since ca~h and 

cloth were exclusively the products of the labor of men, it 

seems likely that they were conceptualized as items owed to 

the bride, as Was the ordinary labor of men and the products 

5How much understanding was ever attained regarding 
European customs is open to question; young men in particular 
often asked me whether Europeans paid brideprice, and in all 
of these discussions, I detected a confusion of brideprice, 
prostitution, support of the wife, etc., with reference to 
European customs. 
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of that labor. Thus, these things became a part of a bride

price payme·nt, rather than of a owry payment. These items 

had the further advantage of being at first outside of the 

matrilineage property complex; they were individually earned 

in an alien context. 

This explanation does not however explain why wiasi, 

traditionally a dowry item, should become part of the bride

pr~ce payments. It is true that some of the strands of shell 

money -used in bride price · payments during ·the 1930's were 

bought by men during thei~ periods of indentureship on other 

islands, particularly on Manus and New Britain. But the over

all change must be due to something else: perhaps the valua

tion of wiasi i .n terms .of European currency pl-ayed some role 

in the cqange. Perhaps another explanation is that in a 

sense, marriage prestations are not really essential to mar

riage anyway; they do not "buy" anything against anyone's 

will. They can perhaps be better seen as only tokens of 

goodwill and symbolic of good intent. It is really the man's 

labor, his good ju-dgment, his industriousness, and so forth, 

~hich gives him standing and authority in his wife's group, 

and with her and their children, not the amount of any bride

price payment (see Divorce, this chapter). 

Payers of Marriage Prestations 

Informants stated that ordinarily, dowry was paid by 

the mother of the bride (or other closely matrilineally 

related women, e.g., oZ, :MZ ) to the mother of the groom. 

Brideprice involves the reverse situation, of course: the 

groom's mother pays the bride's mother Usually, women do 

make the dealings; however, in some cases, other relatives 

pay, or perhaps the payment is broken down among several peo

ple. The groom himself may actually provide the Australian 

money pa~t of the brideprice, if he has been recently employed, 

and rely on his female matrilineal relatives and their husbands 
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only for the wi-asi. Not surprisingly, in most cases in which 

the payer of bridepriee was someone other than the groom's 

mother, the payer was likely to be another matrilineally re

lated female, or the husband of same. However, the princi

pals (i.e., male p~yer, female payer, br~de, and groom) are 

sometimes related in other ways. A tabulation of aberrant 

cases in which the groom's closest matrilineal kin did not 

pay brideprice appe ars below. 

Table 4. Clans ~ d Lineages of Principals of Sixteen Aber-
rant Cases of Bride price Payment 

Male payer is of same clan 
only as groom 2 same lineage 0 

Male payer is of same clan 
only as bride 3 same lineage 3 

Female payer is of same clan 
only as groom 0 same lineage 8 

Female payer is of same clan 
only as bride 0 same lineage 0 

Note that in 50 percent (8/16) of the cases in which 

the groom's closest matrilineal kin did not provide bride

price, the lineage relationship are nevertheless similar: 

other women of the groom's matrilineage paid his bridepriceo 

There are no instances in which a female payer and the bride 

are of the same descent group; this is certainly to be ex

pected. In 12.5 percent (2/16) of the cases, the male payer 

was of the same clan as the groom; both these cases involved 

"big men" paying for grooms who were orphanedo The last 

category is rather interesting: in 37.5 percent (6/16) of 

the aberrant cases, the male payer was either of the clan 

or the clan and lineage of the bride, making the relation of 

these two a classificatory MB/ZD relationshipo In addition, 

two other cases are of the same MB/ZD type, although because 

of secondary marriages, the descent group affiliation does 

not reveal the relationship. Thus, a total of 50 percent 
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{8/16) of the aberrant cases are those in which an MB pays 

his own descent group on behalf Of his ZD, where there is 

no cross cousin marriage taking place. 

rrhus, assum-ing brideprice payments on behalf of the 

ZD may be a way in hich men can legitimately make cash pay

ments to their own descent groups. That it is possible to 

conceive of marriage--both in terms of supplying the groom 

and the v luable$ exchanged--as a means of ~roviding aid is 

illustrated by the following incident: 

Nalokas had just come home for vacation from 
school after finishing another year when his 
father, Kauma, told him he was to marry his 
(i.e., Nalokas') FZDD. Nalokas complained, 
saying that he did not want to get married 
to anyone right now. Kauma insisted, saying, 
"Those people [i.e. , Ka uma "s ZD, a widow, 
and her children] have no man to help them 
in their work, and so I want you to marry 
one of the girls." Thus, both Nalokas and 
the brideprice were Kauma's "gifts" to his 
ZD. 

A final qualification of many "wife-buyers" (i.e., 

providers of cash brideprice), particularly in the days 

before cash cr-opping began to pay off, was that all of 

them held permanent jobs for which they received salaries. 

The most lucrative of permanent jobs until recently was 

that of aid post orderly or "doktaboi; '' when the Mission 

schools were improved in the late 1950's, a few Nagovisi 

had permanent employment there. During 1969-1970, there 

were several jobs connected with cocoa production, e~g~, 

agricultural assistants, clerical staff and equipment opera

tors for the Bana Cocoa Producers Society, which were held 

by Nagovisi men. For the most part, however, money fo 

brideprice is still earned through cas~al labor done in more 

distant areas; men still go to Rabaul to earn money, but 

many more go to Panguna to work in the copper mine for short 

periods of time. 
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Table 5 presents total marriage prestations from 

earliest dates for the area, for the first arriage of the 

woman. Cas h mounts have in general increased through time. 

(Figure 2). However, during the immediate post-war period, 

no brideprices were paid. The reason for this is pro lema

tical; it is po ible that the eriod was characterized by 

so much disruption that wiasi hordes were temporarily mis

placed or lost. In addition, informants claim that the 

Japanese stole a certain amount of wiasi, reportedly for 

souvenirs and to buy food when they were starving. It is 

doubtful whether the lack of brideprice can be attributed 

to a paucity of cash, however; according to informa nts, 

many Nagovisi were paid in currency for their work as 

bearers for the Allied forces (Long 1963), and recompensa

tion for destroyed property was made by the Australian Ad

ministration after the war (Mair 1948:219-24). Perhaps a 

partial answer can be found in th€ high percentage of mar~ 

riages resulting from wagana, 'infant betrothal,' (Table 

1). As mentioned above (Chapter V, Wagana), Nagovisi 

c ouples not infrequently explained the failure of their 

kin to exchange marriage gifts by the fact that they had 

been betrothed as children. It is perhaps significant that 

a number of these wagana type marriages were arranged be
tween first cousin cross cousins. A final s .uggestion is 

that perhaps brideprice was not paid during this peri-od 

because of the era's being seen as a time of a new order: 

it is apparently a fact that certain other traditional 

kinds of payments were suspended on the orders of the post

war leadership, and others apparently invented: 

Magatopa 9 s wife, Amako, died shortly after 
the war ended, and Menekuri wanted to move 
in with Magatopa right away, without ob
serving a decent interval. Amako's kin 
wanted to be paid konatowa 1 'remarriage 
compensation,' but Lapisto 1 one of the 
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Table 5. Ma·rriage Pr.estations, by Yea;r, for the Wife's First 
:Marriage 

No Pre-
stations Direction 

Ex- "La pla ps" Other of 
Year cha nged Wiasi Loincloths It ems Currency Prestations 

1919? X 

1925? X 

1925? X 

1925? 3 1olai 

1925? X 

1928? 5 wolin·a 

1930? 1 a pari to 

1932 1 10 wolina 

1932 3a $4 wolina 

1 932 ? 1 1ola;i 

1 934 X 

1934 1 wolina 

1934 X 

1935 1 wolina 

1935 X 

1935 1 a pari to 

1935 X 

1935 2 bolt . b woliria p1g 

1935 X 

1936? 1 wolina 

1937 X 

1 939 1 wo1ina 

1940 X 

194'0 X 

1940? X 

1940 1 5 wolina 
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:. 

Table 5, continued· 

Year 

1940 

1940 

1941 

1942 

19.43 

. 1946 

19.46 

1946 

1946 

1946 

1947 

1947 

1949 

1950 

1950 

1950 

1950 

1950 

1950 

1950 

1950 

1951 

1951 

1952 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1954 

No Pre
stations 

Ex
cha nged 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

"Laplaps" Other 
Wiasi Loincloths Items Currency 

1 bolt 
2a "some" 1 ax ($10?) 

5 

1 5 $1.50 

1 $6 

$6 

5 $30 

$4 

1 $10 

$6 

1 $10 

$10 

1 $20 

Direction 
of 

Prestation 

wolina 

wolina 

wo1in.a 

wo1ina 

wo1ina 

wolina 

wolina 

wo1ina 

wo1ina 

wolina 

wo1ina 

wo1ina 

wo1ina 
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bl 5, co n . d 

0 e-
3 n·r i n 

11' " 0 r 
r h n d I Cu n y p t • n 

195 1 20 w n 
l 54 X 

5 1 20 n 

1955 1 ol·na 

956 2a 5 40 ol·na 

1956 6 24 0 na 

956 X 

. 957 $12 o1ina 

195.7 1 6 $80 olina 

1960 6 $10 ol n 

1 0 2a 20 oli a 

9:60 6 wo1ina 

960 2a $40 wolina 

19 0 1 6 $20 wolina 

1960 $40 wolina 

1961 1 $20 wolina 

961 2 'someff $40 wolina 

1962 1 10 $40 wolina 

963 1 6 $40 wolina 

1963 "some" $20 wolina 

1963 1 $40 wolina 

1963 1 10 $10 wolina 

1963 $20 wolina 

1964 1 $50 wolina 

1964 7 $30 wolina 

1964 $50 olina 

1967 1 5 $40 wol1na 

967 $50 olina 

1967 1 "so·me" $50 olina 
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Table 5, contin e d 

y r 

1 968 

1 96 8 

1 96 8 

1968 

1969 

1969 

1969 

1969 

1970 

1970 

970 

1970 

1970 

1970 

1970 

1970 

No P e
st tions 

Ex-
ch n ed Wi i 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 
2a 

1 

1 

1 

4 

4 

11 

8 

6 

10 

Di ction 
0 her of 
Item Cur e n y s tio 

$50 oli n 

30 wolina 

$60 olina 

$6 0 olina 

$70 wo1ina 

$1 5 wolina 

$40 olina 

$50 wolina 

$70 wolina 

$50 wo1ina 

$110 wolina 

$60 wolina 

$8 0 wolina 

$100 wolin.a 

$120 wolina 

$50 wolina 

a One of these was an aparito exchange. 

bTwo pigs were equally exchanged (a pari to). 
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Figure 2. Amount of Brideprice in Australian Currency, 
1932-1970, in the Study Areaa 
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post - war leaders, sai d t h i s was unnec e s
sary , be c a u s e "things a r e d·i fferen t now." 

Au i's f t e r, Aka i, wa s made t o pa y a 
fi e i n ia i t o the post - war leadership 
and req u i e d t o su mit to a publ i c pa d
dling fo r having e llegedly collaborate d 
Wi t t he J apanese. Th e e xte nt of Ak ai's 
c ollabora tion, a ccor d ing to Auwai, was 
this: t he fam ily ha d be en i n nocently 
visit i n g re l at ives i n t h e Siua i a re a when 
t e y we re roun de d up y Japanese s oldie rs, 
apparent ly interned in their o wn vill ages, 
a nd· made to work for the m and supply them 
ith f ood . The y were helpl e ss to resist. 

T h ere is no prece d e nt in Na govisi culture 
for Akai's "crime," since he had harmed 
no Nagovisi person. 

The b1g jump in average bridepr·ic·e came 1n 1970, al

thDug h in 1967, they had begun to be consistently high (see 

Figure 2). Three e x tremely htgh brideprices (over $100 each) 

were p a id i n De c e mber 1969 to January 1970; January 1970 

marked t he e n d of a period in which relatively high prices 

ha d been pa id f or c ocoa be a ns, and thus may be viewed as a 

period of r i s i ng e conomic expectations. The next marriage 

i n the study a rea took place in August 1970, and the bride-

pric e wa s $50. At this time, cocoa bean wa s paying half 

the p rice i t had b e en in the period ending in January 1970. 

I am unable to say whether the $50 brideprice was aberrant 

o r whether a downward trend in brideprice had begun. 

Div orce and Dissol·ution of :Marriage 

A discussion of divorce among the Nagovisi ought to 

de fine more precisely t he nature of marriage there, and to 

this end, such a discussion is presented. The primary ques

tions here are conjugal disruption as it occurs early in 

marriage (before the birth of children), or later in marriage 

(after children have been born), and whether the disruption 

is temporary o r permanent . As we shall see, permanent divorce 
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between husband and wife with immature offspring is exceed

ingly uncomon, whereas dissolution of ea ly marriages is 

fa~rly common. Separation as a part of conflict and its 

resolution is fairly common between h sband and wife with 

im.mature offspring .. I shall consider what factors may con

tribute to this difference in rates by comparing Nagovisi 

con~itions to those predictBd by a well-known theory of di

vorce . 

"Trial Marriages" and Their Dissolution 

Among the Nagovisi, individuals will not infrequently 

begin upon marriage--their kin will exchange gifts, the newly

weds will set up housekeeping, the husband will work in the 

wife's garden, or the wife will come to live with the hus

band under initially virilocality--in short, do everything 

that newly-weds normally do. However, in some cases, the 

w Will discover that they are ill-suited to one another, 

and the marriage will be dissolved--the presents will be 

returned, and each will go back to his or her own village. 

This constitutes a complete dissolution; marriage negotia

tions with others may then begin. It is only in retrospect 

that such marriages can be called trial marriages. 

Dissolution of marriage is not at all uncommon. No 

statistics on these matters will be offered, however, be

cause there is more contradictory information about these 

early trial marriages than in any other area of Nagovisi 

culture I examined. The sou~ce$ of contradiction are as 

follows. There was much difficulty in eliciting whether a 

couple had actually lived together or not, and if so, for 

how long before the marriage was dissolved. In some cases, 

it was apparently that a suitor was merely suggested, only 

to be immediately rejected. In such cases, marriage., even 

on a trial basis, never actually occurred at all. Older 

people tend to forget their trial marriages, and younger 
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people seem to s~ppress the memory of them, perhaps still 

embarrassed by unhappy memories of the xperi nee. I was 

centinually revisi~g my census data after checking it with 

other informants, finding that lapses of memory or uneasiness 

about revealing trial rna riage information to a European6 

had resulted in inaccuracies. Despite a lack of statistical 

data, I estimate that twenty to thirty percent of the adult 

po ulation had had at least one trial marriage. 

As menti6ned above, if the~e have be€n no children, 

prestations are returned in the event that a trial ma~riage 

br~aks up. How ver, this is not always a simple matter. 

Ouwa and Lalaga had been married for more 
than a year when she decided to divorce 
him . Not wanting to return the brideprice, 
but having no infant to make firm her claim, 
she "confessed" at the trial that she had 
been pregnant but had aborted the fetus. 
Since she ha.d gone through this pain be·cause 
of Lalaga (i.e., he impregnated her), the 
brideprice could not be returned. She won 
the case. 

Not only is brideprice returned; pny labor done by the 

former fiance must be compensated. 

Sakui's mother arranged for her to marry 
Tomoke while Sakui was in school in Rabaul. 
Tomoke did a great deal of work at the be
hest of his prospective mother-in-law, 
clearing land and planting cocoa supposedly 
for his future wife and himself . When 
Sakui returned to Nagovisi, she absolutely 
refused to marry Tomoke and left again for 
Rabaul. Sakui's mother than was forced to 
pay Tomoke over $300 for the work he had 
done . 

6 It must be borne in mind that most Nagovisi are at 
least nominal Catholics, and as such are not permitted to 
divorce and remarry. Trial marriage, when not sanctified by 
a churc h ceremony, is viewed as co-habitation; thus dissolu
tion of trial marriage is hardly the grave matter that di
vorce would be had the marriage been solemnized in church. 
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h n ia 1 r i is olv 
' 

here i ou d to 

sidu of il l fe ling . i ren 0 

given for f ilur _f the arri y c p rt-

SipulEs and Lau ' mo er marri o a short 
time , ut d.. ipulEs '· 1 ge a1ms 
th ' mo le t he s fri ned 
by he l 1 num r m · ui trees (T rm1n lis 

ss'? ) he oul h had to cut wn n 
r to make r for t .e two of them, 

Lau'mo eing e t em ly lazy. La u' mo 's clan 
sserts , on the otl hand, that he left 
e cause h couldn't en ure t e sharp tongues 

of his wife 's female relatives. 

Lamara and Pomakaru were married for a short 
time, but later t he marriage as dissolved. 
According to Pomakaru, he kicked her out 
because of repeated adul te.ry on her part. 
Accordi ng to Lamara's second husband, Le le
mako, La mara left Porn karu on h·er own, being 
irresista bly drawn to Le l emako. Lamara said 
hat she sought efuge from Pomakaru's foul 

temper with Lelemako. 

Katinai was betrothed to Siponala w~en she 
was young , but refused t o marry him because 
she found him old and ugly. She was married 
to Tawun brie f ly, .but soon left him because 
he beat her. 

Kavibura and Taliau were married briefly . 
According to Taliau, he terminated the mar
riage because Kavibura did not obey him. 
4ccording to Kavibufa, she terminated the 
marriage because she got tired of Taliau. 

Given this cautious att1tude towards marriage, it is 

not surprising that women are generally pregnant by the time 

they are married in a Catholic cereroony, Catholic marriage 

of course being indissoluble. One former catechist made the 

mistake of marrying in the church before he and his wife had 

lived together; he found that he could not get along with 

her and took another wifeo Despite having lived with his 

second wife ~or nearly twenty-five years, he shame-facedly 
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told me that what he had done was a "big sin"--it appeared 

to bother him greatly. 

Divorce 

Such early and simple dis s lutions can only be made, 

h0w v r, if the .· ride has not become pregnant. If she has 

bee m pregnant or given birth to a child or many children, 

eve tho~gh the two are free to separate and remarry, no 

brideprice is returned. Indeed, census data showed a further 

point: it is extremely rare that divorce at all, even with

out return of brideprice will occur if th~re are any young 

chil~reno In fact, in the marriages of over two hundred 
7 

men and women, only one such case appeared. In this case, 

the husband was an exceptional person~-at the time of the 

divorce, on his way to becoming the most powerful man in 

Nagovisi--and his wife, his biological MBD, was a headstrong 1 

willful oman. Their daughter was very young (probably 

under a year old) when they were divorced. In ordinari 

cases, 8 the wife's second husband would act as father to 

the young daughter, but this was not an ordinary case. The 

wife's next two marriages were of brief duration, also 

ending in divorce (with no surviving children), and the 

daughter lived sporadically during this period with her own 

7Marriages of couples with children were of course 
terminated by the premature death of one of the partners, 
especially in the past, but very rarely by divorce. 

8 In hypothetical divorce cases, informants claimed 
that the children go with the mother if they are very young. 
If they are older, they are said to have two fathers$ Also, 
in the event of the death of one of the parents, the child 
goes with the remaining parent and 1s cared for by the sue~ 
ceeding spouse, depending on how old the child 1So If he is 
old enough to think fondly of the dead parent's kin, he will 
divide his time between them and his parent and new spouseo 
If he has a step-mother who is not a member of his lineage~ 
he may wish to spend all of his time with his lineage-mates~ 
especially as he grows oldero 
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father and his new wive s and her own mother and her new hus

bands. Finally, her mother made a lasting marriage in 1946, 

and the daugh e r has in effect two fathers, one co-resident 

and the other e iding elsewhere; she cooperates in lineage

related matters \lith her mother's present husband, but has 

ties of affection to her biological father, asks his advice 

on a variety of matters, gets temporary loans from him, etc. 

This case.of divorce with immature children is unusual, 

not only in that divorce with immature children is unusual, 

but also in that the individuals involved were urtusual peo

ple. It is difficult to assess the degree to which the case 

rev eals anything about Nagovisi divorce. Although children 

appear to play a maJor role in marital stability, sterility9 

is not a reason for divorce, in particular, although in the 

past, sterile women were sometimes accused of aborting them

selves and therefore might be punished. Mental illness, 

without offensive overt acts, is not a reason for divorce, 

either. 

When a marriage breaks up, iegardless of whether there 

are children or not, one partner may demand a fine (tapunai 

or niba--informants gave both terms) from the estranged 

spouse and his or her new spousea 10 Such fines as I heard 

of were paid in wiasi and Australian currency. Cases in 

which tapunai or niba were paid were usually those in which 

one of the partners contested the new marriage, or was some

how insulted by it. Payments were said to resolve bad feel~ 

ings between the first spouse and the second. \Vhere there 

9sterility is always attributed to womena 

10These matters are privately settled unless there is 
some disagreement, in which case the affair may be publicly 
adjudicated. 
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were no bad feelings, no t~punai or niba was paict. 11 

From what I observ.ed, there is no marked increase in 

divorce bet ee n couples hose ch~ldren are mature. By that 

time, they seem r econciled to life with one another and are 

not eager to start anew with a stranger. I .n the study area, 

there was only one case in which a couple with mature chil

drep had divorced (and whether t~is is a prolonged separa

tion or a divorce is hard to say at this point); about seven 

years a%o, they had quarreled, and the husband had moved 

back to live with his matrilineal kin. Neither he nor his 

wife had ever attempted to settle the matter. 

It is probable that in some cases, attachments between 

old people fade somewhat, however, despite a ~ack of open 

hostility. In another case, Ubiari, an ancient man, felt 

he was soon to die and wished to return to his matr~lineal 

kin. His wife's vi~lage was at some distance from his own, 

and hoping to save his relatives the trouble of bearing his 

corp~e back, he left his wife ~nd came to live with his ZD. 

This was not a divorce; there was no ill feeling on either 

side. However, it is perhaps significant that Ubiari had 

no daughters and his only surviving son was feebleminded; 

his desire to return to his ZCh, in default of remaining 

with his own, may figure here. 12 

That children are an important consideration--if not 

the most important consideration--is indicated by the next 

incident. In this case, a divorce is predicted between 

Tari and his wife, the latter presently serving a jail sen

tence for the murder of their only child. Tari claims that 

11This parallels the payments of konatowa, 'bone pay
ments,' which surviving spouses paid to the descent groups 
of their deceased spouses when they wished to remarry--either 
before a decent interval, or ever; accounts vary. 

12A man'.s chil·dren, and in particular, his daughters, 
are suppos~d to care for him in his old age. 
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en she is rel ased, ec use she 

Separation 

Marital intranquility, wh n there are young children, 

is frequently expressed in a · guments, upon which follow 

temporary se aration and reconcilation by mea s of cash pay

ments of fines for slights (cf. Chapter V, Arguments and 
. 

Their Resolution). Arguments usually are touched off by 

trivia~ matters, as discussed in Chapter V. As mentioned 

there, wh€n separations take place, it is the husband who 

leaves his wife, since residence is matrilocal. Adultery is 

a frequent complaint between married couples, but it is never 

the cause in itself for divorce even in the case of frequent 

offenders. The offenqing parties usually are contrite, and 

the offended party forgiving. Men frequently told me that 

on certain occasions, they had .been tempted to leave tneir 

wives, but in the end, they "grew lon~some for their chil

dren and decided to return." 

There are strong cultural pressures to be married: as 

discussed above (Chapters III, V) men advance through use 

of their wife's capital, and a division of labor between 

the sexes is most efficient. In the study area, there were 

only two people--one apparently normal man and a reportedly 

epileptic woman--who had never been married. Remarriage 

after the death of the spouse is common; frequently, post

menopausal women marry younger men who have been otherwise 

unable to find wives. Some Nagovisi men have begun training 

for the priesthood, but none has ever been ordained, as men 

from other tribal areas in Bougainville have been, and it 

was the opinion of some informants that there will never be 

a Nagovisi priest, because the notion of remaining unmarried 

is too unattractive. 
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Thus, in Nagovisi, there are three basic alt rnatives 

to m rital di c rd: these are tern rary separation, ivorce, 

an dis oluti n. These alternatives e po ible t i fer 

ent tim s in the domestic se uence, and differ i the d r e 

to hich they aff ct the tie of rna iage. Sep ation i a 

tempo ry elution to disagree ents, and t re is u ually 

an assumption t -h t n attempt at 1 concili tion--w er by 

means of mon y settlements or info mal persuasion--will be 

made. Separation (and reconciliati n) m y t ke place at 

any time after the marriage relationship has begun. Dis

solution of marriage may only occur early in marriage, be

fore the wi fe is pregnant . In dissolution, marriage presta

tions are returned nd affinal relationships between the kin 

groups of the pr .s pective bride and groom are nullified. It 

is as if no marriage h d ever been attempted. There is a 

marked reluctance on the part of the would-be bride and 

groom to discuss these dissolutions; it is said to embarrass 

them, but does not embarrass others. Divorce, theoretically 

possible but extremely rare, takes place after children have 

been born to the married couple. There is no return of 

brideprice. The children remain with their mother's descent 

group (if they are immature), although if they are old 

enough to know their father and feel attachment to him and 

if he is not rapidly and successfully supplanted by a second 

father, they and he may retain ties to one another of a 

paternal/filial nature . 

Discussion 

The frequency of divorce drops markedly after children 

are born, and thus it _appears that among the Nagovisi, mar

riage establishes a tie not only between husband and wife 

(and their descent groups), but between father and children. 

Indeed 7 marriage appears to create a bond prirna.rily with 

the children, rather than with the wife as a person . It is 
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child en h provide the m jor a tracta t, not sex or love 

of the wife. 

hat tis effect of marriage has so e gen r l'ty c n 

be seen by com aring the govisi data with hat r orted 

f or the Zulu (Gluckman 1950, 1953 , 1954). Among t e Zul u, 

h li e the Na ovisi have no divorce or ve y little divorce , 

r1 h s in chil rena e est bl'shed by bri d rice; w oever 

ays the bri e ric e of the o a n " fathers " (i. e., gives them 

lineage affili~tion) her children. Ordinarily, this payer 

is the child en's f ath r, and since the Zul u are patrilineal, 

the ehildren belong to his descent group and are thus asso

ciated with him domestically and linea lly. The identifica

tion of "father right" with patriliny and childprice with 

brideprice among the Zulu ade Gluckman incrBasingly attrib

ute mar ital stabili y (or lack of diVorce) to patriliny and 

brideprice, thus departing from his original position i 

which "father right" and control of the childre·n were the 

important variables. Ultimately, he came to tacitly .assume 

that high divorce freq uencies would thus be found where 

br · deprice was low or non-existent and where patriliny (a 

concept now having replaced "father right" altogether) is 

absent, i.e., in matrilineal societies (Leach 1961:115) . 

The low divorce frequency (after children are born) 

among the Nagovisi, who are matrilineal, not patrilineal, 

and who pay a brideprice, but a brideprice which despite 

its modern-day universality, se€ms rather superficially 

related to any sociological aspect of marriage, 13 raises 

the question as to whether Gluckman should have strayed so 

far from his original position. For while the Nagovisi are 

not patrilineal, they do have ufather right;" fathers ex

ercise domestic authority over their children, husbands 

rise to positions of responsibility in their wife's descent 

13 h . d. t . f t . E.g., note the c ange 1n 1rec 1on o paymen s 1n 
the past forty to fifty years, and the formerly optional 
nature of marriage prestations. 
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group, fathers are cared for in old age by their own daugh-

ters, and given "p op " riages (i.e., FZD) of their 

sons, are buried nd mou ne d by sons. Children are said 

to be "in bet een" their two parents (cf. Chapter III). 

When husband and ife quarrel, the ife may strike her 

child or take it to the bush, temporarily aband ning it; 

these are sai to be ways to strike back at her husband. 

The fulfill, ent of marriage obligations--the labor the hus

band does n bebalf of his children, more, perhaps, than 

any bride ~ ·ce payment--establishes his claims to the chil

dreno Of course, if there are no children, these claims 

cannot be developed, and dissolution of marriage is uncom

plicated and not uncommon. Perhaps it is significant that 

Tari, who wanted a divorce, did so because his wife had 

killed "his child," thus un-doing their marriage. Contrast 

this case with cases of mere adultery: although marriage is 

said to give the husband exclusive access to his wife's 

sexuality, adultery does not ordinarily jeopardize a mar

riage, nor do children fathered by another mano 

Thus, it would appear that when social conditions are 

such that the father has ties with his children, divorce 

frequencies are less. Ties between father and child may be 

characteristic of some forms of patriliny, but this is not 

necessarily the case. 14 "Father right" among the Nagovisi 

depends not on lineality, but on ties of filiation and af

finity. Here, ties of sociological pa ·erni ty are cotermi-nous 

with ties of affinity: th~ father/child obligations and 

husband/wife obligations are similar, arid the man who plays 

both these roles of father and husband does so towards a 

14It is assumed that all mothers who rear their own 
children have ties of some kind with them, at least until 
the children reach adulthood. In matrilineal societies 
such as the Nagovisi, ties with the mother will extend 
throughout the lifetime of the individuals. 
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single descent g oup. Paternal ti s cannot be likened to 

ties of descent, b ause paternal ties, like ties of af-

fi ity, are created novo between people , rather than 

being automatic. 

Local Endogamy 

A frequently encountered asserti on in anthropological 

literature and ethnographic accounts is that local endogamy 

tends to break down as a result of modernization, hether 

this be d e to changin g marriage ide ology, the end of tribal 

warfare, increased mobi lity and communications, or whatever. 

This point of view is not limited to the external observer: 

note Oliver's Siuai informant who complained that nowadays 

(i.e., the late 1930's), children were.mar ying people from 

far distant places instead of close neighbors, as they used 

to (1955:154). ~mong the Nagovisi, however, it is my con

tention that local endogamy has not broken down, and in fact 

has been somevhat strengthened due to some of the consequences 

of modernization and a lso because there are still strong 

cultural pressures which favor local endogamy. 

These cultural factors have been discussed above, 

especially in Chapters II~ and V. Nagovisi prefer cross 

cousin marriage and particularly, that a man marry into the 

descent group of h~s father. It has been poted in other 

studies that local endogamy is likely to enhance matrilocal

ity (Forde 1931, quoted in Richards 1950:249). As noted 

above, marriage into the father's descent group and matri

locality are both characteristic of modern-day Nagovisi in 

the stuuy areao 

Among the N~govisi in the past, exceptions to local 

endogamy were made for a variety of reasons. For instance, 

informants state that during times of tribal war, peace 

could be made by sending men from each of the feuding areas 

to marry among the enemy. This was said to have happened 
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as late as the 1920's, just P· v o to acification. Oc-

casionally, a so' e change, 'tr ing a yo ng person to a 

distant area for goods such as feath rs or axes,' might re

sult in a conti uing marriage alliance after the young per

son reached maturity. Epi emics and serious illnesses 

thought to be c used by sorcery sometimes prompted elders 

to send their children to marry in distant areas, in order 

to escape early death. Some of the members of TolEsina 

lineage of the Bero clan, latecomers to the Nagovisi area, 

are said to have migrated for these reasons. 

Modernization, beginning with contract work on planta

tions before pacification, provided less complex ways to get 

feathers and ~xes than by so'ba exchang€s. The establish

ment of Australian control over the area marked the end of 

tribal warfare and thus obviated the opportunity for truces 

made through marriage. Improved medical care lessened the 

incidence of epidemics and illness: reasons to migrate (in 

order to escape) were diminished. Improved medical care 

also resulted in an increased population, so that there 

were locally available spouses for more people. All of 

these changes took place without affecting the cultural 

preference for local endogamy. 

:Marriage Areas 

Informants had their own ideas of meaningful divisions 

· within the Nagbvisi area. Some were based on geographical 

features, such as mountainous ve~sus sloping terrain, or 

areas with different kinds of soils, but most divisions 

were based on cultural features, such as the number of slit 

gongs, 'tui,' in the laupai, 'clubhouse,' and the style of 

playing them, sex-specific or non-sex-specific personal 

names, styles of wailing at funerals, and linguistic differ

ences--mostly of vocabulary and pronunciation. 
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Table 6. Sta isties on Loc al ndo gamy 

1900-1944 

1945-1950 

1900-1950 

1951-1959 

1960-1970 

1951-1·970 

1900-1970 

Spo 
0 

e s Within Tw o and 
-H lf ile dius 
of Each Other 

34 

31 

65 

24 

39 

63 

128 

68% 

72% 

70% 

68.5% 

76% 

73% 

72% 

Outsid-e Two and 
One-Half Mile Radius 

16 

12 

28 

11 

12 

23 

51 

32% 

28% 

30% 

31.5% 

24% 

27% 

28% 

In the same way, there are "marriage areas," as well, 

i.e., those which provide the great majority of brides and 

grooms for each other. Informants were quick to name these 

exchanging groups and to discuss former 6onditions and any 

changes that had taken place. The named exchanging groups 

were always the spatially nearest opposite moiety clans. ~ 

the use of genealogical info rmation, marriages made back as 

far as about 1900 could be used for .estimations of the dts

tance between the contempo~ary natal villages or hamlets of 

the two partners in the study area. The results are re

markably constant through time. If the approximate distance 

between the descent group ar€as of any married coupl are 

tabulated according to estimated or know·n year of marriage, 

it can be shown that there has been no particular decrease 

in local endogamy since pre-contact times, and in fact, 
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